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ABSTRACT 

As one of the most appalling events of the sixteenth 

century, the Anabaptist reign of MUnster (1534/35) 

stimulated a wave of reactions throughout the Holy Roman 

Empire, rendering a revealing commentary on political and 

religious concerns in the 1530s. In a highly charged 

political climate--the establishment of the Schmalkaldic 

League, Philip of Hesse's lightning recovery of 

WUrttemberg, and uprisings in northern Germany--rulers 

feared that "MUnster" would provide the occasion to redraw 

the political map of Europe. Yet, notwithstanding its 

potential for generating a political and religious 

revolution, the shocking experience acted as a profound 

stabilizing factor. The event struck one decisive chord 

with the political leaders; the conviction that, like the 

peasant revolt ten years earlier, the rising of the 

MUnsterites would launch the general rebellion of the 

common man. This terrifying prospect united Catholic and 

Protestant troops before the gates of MUnster. 

In each of the areas here investigated--Cologne, the 

Rhineland, and Strasbourg--IIMUnster" led to a change in 

policy toward heretics, although at different times. 

Despite the confessional differences between Cologne and 

Strasbourg, their many similarities in political concerns 
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and strategies call into question the traditional stark 

division made between imperial cities according to their 

Catholic or Protestant allegiance. 

9 

"Mlinster's" impact was also, overall, one of 

reinforcement for prevailing religious convictions: for 

Strasbourg's ministers and Cologne's Carthusians, the event 

consolidated rather than shattered their established 

interpretive systems. The reception of "MUnster" did, 

however, reveal some surprising stances: curiously, the 

Dominicans in Cologne, veterans of the Catholic campaign 

against Luther during the 1520s, took a back seat in 

combatting the Anabaptist reign. 

"Mlinster" demonstrated the sensjtivity of sixteenth

century society to anything which challenged the 

traditional order. The widespread outrage over the 

introduction of polygamy, the community of goods, and the 

elevation of the tailor Jan van Leiden to king was directed 

toward the Mlinsterites' demolition of societal structure. 

with "Mlinster," Germany clearly rejected any communal 

notions that the Anabaptist reign may have introduced. 

Rather, the experience of "Mlinster" became a catalyst for 

absolutist government. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. state of Research and Focus of study 

The Anabaptist reign in Munster (1534-1535) is one of 

the most notorious events of the sixteenth century. Here, 

in the center of Westphalia, a highly motivated group of 

Anabaptists--soon to be considered both heretical and 

seditious--seized power. Once rumors and reports started 

to reach the 'outside' world, observers realized that these 

Anabaptists were rejecting their formerly constituted 

temporal and spiritual sovereigns. And this was only the 

beginning: From Munster the Anabaptists intended to 

enforce their rule over the whole world. They wanted 

nothing less than establish a new social, political, and 

religious order. contemporaries described the events as 

horrifying, un-Christian, gruesome, tyrannical, seditious, 

and indecent ("unzimlich"), but also as something to marvel 

at (ltwunderbarliche handlung"). Responses to the 

Anabaptist assumption of power in Munster were an odd 

mixture of fear and admiration, shock and wonder. 

This reception owed much of its intensity to the 

memories and images it invoked. "Munster" actualized 

explosive themes of the Reformation. It recalled the 

tumult of the Peasants' uprisings (1524/25): for many, the 
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continuum from Mtintzer to Munster, from the Peasants' 

uprisings to the Anabaptist reign ten years later, was 

self-evident. Lutherans as well as Catholics considered 

Zwingli and the second war of Kappel (1531) as yet another 

link in the chain of riotous and heretical occurrences. 

"Miinster" evoked once again the bitter conflict between 

Luther and the "Schwarmer." It revitalized Catholic 

charges against the Protestants that heresy equals 

rebellion, and it threatened anew the efforts to form an 

alliance between the Protestant parties. Moreover, for the 

Hapsburg rulers, the Anabaptist expansion in Westphalia 

acquired immense political importance, even at the imperial 

level, since it occurred amidst frightful rebellion in 

northern Germany and Philip of Hesse's lightning recovery 

of Wtirttemberg for Protestantism. "Mtinster," therefore, 

offers a prism through which we can assess decisive 

junctures in Reformation history. 

Although "Mtinster" as an event has attracted much 

scholarly attention, historians hitherto have barely 

touched upon its impact. until the middle of this century, 

the main tendency had been to condemn the Anabaptist 
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reign,l except in so far as Marxist historians were able to 

incorporate "MUnster" into the process of the "early 

bourgeois revolution." The 1960s saw an upsurge in 

MUnster-scholarship offering a less biased interpretation 

of the events. Instead of seeking out persons to blame for 

the "disaster," as it has usually been called, historians 

concentrated on explaining how the kingdom of Mlinster could 

have come about; the political, economic, and social 

conditions that made this event possihle; and the ways in 

which this episode related to the broader context of 

imperial politics, radical religious movements, and the 

cities' drive for independence. 

A prime concern has been to reveal the societal basis 

of Anabaptist power in MUnster: Was the revolution the 

work of identifiable groups or agents in MUnster? Although 

Gerhard Brendler2 followed Karl Kautsky's earlier theory on 

class struggle,3 he was less doctrinaire in his 

lSee the extensive work of Carl A. Cornelius and 
Ludwig Keller. However, the condemnation of "Mlinster" has 
not ceased. Robert stupperich continues in MUnster's 
defamation, most recently in "Das MUnsterische Taufertum, 
sein Wesen und seine Verwirklichung," in Die wiedertaufer 
in MUnster. Ausstellungskatalog, ed. Hans Galen (MUnster, 
1986), 37-54. 

2Das Tauferreich zu MUnster 1534/35 (Berlin: 
Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften, 1966). 

3Karl Kautsky, Die Vorlaufer des neueren Sozialismus, 
vol.2 (stuttgart: J.H.W. Dietz, 1895; 2nd ed. 1909, 
reprinted Berlin, 1947), 212ff. 
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terminology: rather than speaking of the "proletariat," he 

designated the revolt as stemming from a broader spectrum 

of "lower strata" in society.4 otto Rammstedt and Karl-

Heinz Kirchhoff countered these socialist approaches with 

quantitative studies, arguing that it was members of the 

upper rather than the lower cla::;ses of society who 

spearheaded the developments. 5 While all scholars have 

admired Kirchhoff's meticulous investigation, and some have 

4Brendler pays heed to Engels' warning that the term 
'proletariat' does not even apply to the lowest stratum of 
civic society in the later Middle Ages. But while 
rejecting Kautsky's idea of a rule of the plebeian masses 
in MUnster, he retains the view that the core of the 
radical movement was represented by the lower classes--the 
minor guild members and the poor. The fact that some 
patricians and council members took part in the movement 
does not take anything away from its main composition. 
Brendler, Tauferreich zu MUnster, 123. 

Sotto Rammstedt, Sekte und soziale Bewegung. 
Soziologische Analyse der Taufer in MUnster (1534/35) 
(Cologne: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1966) 105f, 113; Karl-Heinz 
Kirchhoff, Die Taufer in MUnster 1534/35. untersuchungen 
zum Umfang der Sozialstruktur der Bewegung (MUnster: 
Aschendorff, 1973), 87. Rammstedt and Kirchhoff use the 
same documentary materials, although Kirchhoff's study is 
more comprehensive and meticulous. Their common theory is 
based on the quantitative evaluation of enlisted 
confiscated Anabaptist houses, which enabled them to 
establish the assets and liabilities c; the Anabaptists. 
Against those who want to blame the revolution of MUnster 
either on the Dutch immigrants or on the unpropertied poor, 
Kirchhoff affirms that the landed MUnster citizens had a 
decisive share in the evolution and development of the 
Anabaptist congregation. The influence of outsiders and of 
the lowest strata of society on the overall character of 
this movement was all but negligible. See Kirchhoff, Die 
Taufer in MUnster, 87. 
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eagerly incorporated his thesis into their own work,6 

others have criticized his study as not representative of 

the social structure in Anabaptist Mtinster. 7 Thus, so far, 

we have been unable to explain satisfactorily the social 

composition of this Anabaptist city. 

Greater progress has been made in other areas: Heinz 

Schilling analyzed the constitutional structure of pre-

Anabaptist Mtinster, and concluded that the guild 

representatives helped the early Reformation movement in 

Mtinster toward its initial success. 8 Kirchhoff 

investigated the military history of the siege,9 and 

6Thus Richard van Dtilmen, Reformation als Revolution. 
Soziale Bewegung und religioser Radikalismus in der 
deutschen Reformation (Munich: Deutscher Taschenbuch 
Verlag, 1977). 

7Jochen Oltmer and Anton Schindling, "Der soziale 
Charakter des Tauferreichs zu Mtinster 1534/35. Anmerkungen 
zur Forschungslage," HJ 110 (1990), 476-91; 481. They 
point out that Kirchhoff's study rests on a slim 
documentary basis (5.5 % of the populace). More 
importantly, the people whom Kirchhoff extracts from the 
lists of confiscated houses are only the propertied, and 
thus cannot count as representative of the general public 
in Mtinster. 

8Heinz Schilling, "Aufstandsbewegungen in der 
Stadtbtirgerlichen Gesellschaft des Alten Reiches. Die 
Vorgeschichte des Mtinsteraner Tauferreiches. 1525-1534," in 
Der Deutsche Bauernkrieg 1524-26, ed. Hans-Ulrich Wehler 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1975), 193-238. 

9Karl-Heinz Kirchhoff, "Die Belagerung und Eroberung 
Mtinsters 1534/35. Militarische MaBnahmen und politische 
Verhandlungen des Ftirstbischofs Franz von Waldeck," WZ 112 
(1962), 77-170. 
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offered a more accurate reconstruction of the events. IO 

Ralf Klotzer has acknowledged Kirchhoff's significant role 

in directing Munster-scholarship toward a more objective 

course. He pointed out, however, that Kirchhoff retained 

the traditional interpretation of Munster's radicalization 

as a perversion of the norm. ll Klotzer himself underlined 

the continuity between the Reformation movement prior to 

1534 and the Anabaptist reign as well as the logic 

underlying the Munster events. Although "Munster" was an 

exceptional case, it nevertheless represented one 

possibility within the Reformation movement ("eine 

reformationszeitliche Moglichkeit") .12 Besides offering 

the most succinct and precise account of the events, 

Klotzer's work functions as a needed corrective of past 

studies, which presupposed the irrationality of the 

Anabaptist kingdom. The weakness of Klotzer's approach 

lOIn the 1960s, Karl-Heinz Kirchhoff inaugurated the 
path toward a more scholarly investigation of the Munster 
events and has contributed numerous studies since then, 
some of which are collected in Karl-Heinz Kirchhoff, 
Forschungen zur Geschichte von Stadt und stift Munster. 
Ausgewahlte Aufsatze und Schriftenverzeichnis, eds. Franz 
Petri e.a. (Warendorf: Fahlbusch & Co., 1988). His latest 
survey on this topic can be found in "Das Phanomen des 
Tauferreiches zu Munster 1534/35," in Der Raum Westfalen, 6 
(Munster: Aschendorff, 1989), 277-422. 

llRalf Klotzer, Die Tauferherrschaft von Munster. 
Stadtreformation und Welterneuerung (Munster: Aschendorff, 
1992),4. 

12Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 8. 
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lies in its tendency toward the other extreme: every 

action is assigned its place in a logical chain of events, 

which does not allow for contingency and improvisation. 

While increasingly efforts have been made to shed 

light on the actual events in MUnster, their contemporary 

impact on the world 'beyond the walls' has largely been 

ignored. 13 GUnter Vogler, the first to note this la~, 14 

wrote a series of articles on various aspects of 

"MUnst.er's" impact, including pamphlets provoked by 

"MUnster," Luther's reactions to the Anabaptist reign, and 

13There are a few exceptions to this general state of 
affairs. Albert Mellink traced the reactions to "MUnster" 
among the Anabaptists in the Netherlands; Albert F. 
Mellink, "The Mutual Relations between the MUnster 
Anabaptists and the Netherlands," ARG 50 (1959), 16-39. In 
his monograph on Melchior Hoffman, Klaus Deppermann 
inquired into the impact of the MUnster events on the 
Melchiorite movement; see his Melchior Hoffman. Soziale 
Unruhen und apokalyptische Visionen im Zeitalter der 
Reformation (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1979), 305-
331. R. Po-chia Hsia discusses the influence of 1534/35 on 
institutional changes in city politics; see his society and 
Religion in MUnster 1535-1618 (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1984). The institutional im~act of 
"MUnster" is one of his three foci. 

14Cf. GUnter Vogler's assessment: "Das Thema \ MUnster' 
ist die Gretchenfrage der neueren Tauferforschung geblieben 

Doch bis heute dominiert die Konzentration der 
Forschung auf die innere Entwicklung (einschlieBlich der 
Belagerung) und die ideologiegeschichtliche Komponente. 
Die Frage nach den Wirkungen wird dagegen Ubergangen oder 
nur am Rande berUhrt." Giinter Vogler, "Das Tauferreich zu 
Miinster im Spiegel der Flugschriften," Flugschriften als 
Massenmedium der Reformationszeit, ed. Hans-Joachim Kohler 
(Stuttgart, 1981), 309f. 



political response to this shocking event. 15 He has since 

concentrated on the imperial reaction to "MUnster. ,,16 

Although Vogler's articles have opened new vistas in 
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MUnster scholarship, they have made only a small tear in 

the overall history of MUnster's impact. This study offers 

a contribution to such new perspectives. 

15Gunter Vogler, "Das Tauferreich zu Munster im Spiegel 
der Flugschriften," Flu9schriften als Massenmedium der 
Reformationszeit ed. Hans-Joachim Kohler (Stuttgart, 1981), 
309-351; idem, "Martin Luther und das Tauferreich zu 
Munster," Martin Luther. Leben. Werk. Wirkung ed. GUnter 
Vogler (2nd ed., Berlin, 1986), 235-254; idem, "Das 
Tauferreich zu Munster als Problem der Politik im Reich. 
Beobachtungen anhand reichsstandischer Korrespondenzen der 
Jahre 1534/35," ]'~GB 42 (1985), 7-23. 

16Gunter Vor;ler, "The Anabaptist Kingdom of MUnster in 
the Tension Between Anabaptism and Imperial Policy," in 
Radical Tendencies in the Reformation: Divergent 
Perspectives, SCE&S 9, ed. Hans J. Hillerbrand, 99-116. 



2. Presuppositions and Method 

This investigation is based on two methodological 

assumptions. First, a society's reception of a 

catastrophic event can reveal more clearly important 

aspects about its functioninq than an examination of its 

18 

political and religious institutions during 'normal' times. 

A dramatically increased production of pamphlets, letters, 

decrees, resolutions, and treatises discloses with 

exceptional clarity interests, concerns, and tensions which 

are often sUbmerged. Beyond political and religious 

interests, reactions to shocking events like "Munster" 

betray fears and hopes that otherwise are hard to detect. 

As Andre Chastel, in his study of the Sack of Rome, 

suggests: 

History may well be like geology: deep 
stratifications and configurations are not easily 
seen. Nonetheless, 'the study of earthquakes or 
tremors is the most effective means we have for 
learning about the inside of our planet, within 
which these phenomena occur,.17 

Second, while an inquiry of "Munster's" reception provides 

unusual insight into hidden tensions in society at large, 

it will also allow us to describe the impact itself by 

studying the extent to which "Munster" made a difference in 

17Andre Chastel, The Sack of Rome, 1527 (Washington, 
D.C., 19B3), 7, quoting J. Coulomb, "L'Etude de la terre 
par les ondes seismiques," La Terre (Paris, 1959), 101. 
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the way people acted and thought. This study, then, is 

both synchronic and diachronic in that it describes 

specific structures, values, and fears of a society as well 

as the change occasioned by such a c~tastrophic event. 

The geographical foci are Strasbourg and Cologne, with 

the lower Rhenish lands. Cologne was the foremost center 

of Catholicism in Northern Germany and served as a clearing 

house for information. In the city of Cologne and its 

surrounding territory we encounter a rich variety of 

competing political and religious institutions. This 

includes Cologne's city Council, the university, the 

cathedral chapter, the episcopal and the ducal courts, as 

well as a multitude of religious orders. Since the 

beginning of the 1530s, Cologne and its vicinity had to 

contend with "unorthodox elements." When the Anabaptists 

established their reign in nearby Westphalia, throngs of 

people trekked from the Rhine to Mlinster. Thus, the 

greater Rhine region faced the accusation that it had 

plowed the seedbed for the ensuing Anabaptist takeover. 

Strasbourg, on the other hand, was one of the most 

important Protestant centers during the Reformation era. 

Like Cologne, it functioned as an information center--in 

this case for Protestants in Southern Germany, France, and 

switzerland. Apart from its key position politically and 

confessionally, Strasbourg was a melting pot for religious 
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ideas, with currents ranging from Lutheran, Reformed, and 

Spiritualist to Anabaptist and more radical varieties. 

Because of its well-known openness toward diverse religious 

convictions, Strasbourg drew considerable criticism. Just 

as the territories around Cologne, it was accused of 

providing a sanctuary for heretics. During the events of 

MUnster, these charges escalated: Strasbourg was blamed 

for having functioned as midwife in the "apocalyptic drama" 

of MUnster; indeed, some predicted that the Alsatian city 

would soon become the MUnster of the South. 

The chronological limits of this study are framed 

roughly by the beginning of the Anabaptist reign in 

February of 1534 until the end of the decade. During the 

first three years, reactions to "MUnster" were at their 

liveliest; after that, they fade out. For the purpose of a 

broader comparison, however, we will frequently go beyond 

these boundaries. 

While, for strasbourg we can rely largely on edited 

sources,18 most of the documents for Cologne and the 

180f particular importance are the Elsassische 
Ta.uferakten, the Politische Correspondenz der Stadt 
straBburg, the Briefwechsel Landgraf Philipp's des 
Grossmilthigen von Hessen mit Bucer, the Briefwechsel der 
Brilder Blaurer, and Bucers Deutsche Schriften. Some 
pertinent manuscripts stem from the Stadtarchiv Strasburg. 
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greater Rhine region are still in manuscript. 19 In 

analyzing these sources, we need to be aware of three 

factors affecting the function and phrasing of the 

documents. It is crucial to distinguish between personal 

and official reactions, and more generally, between 

different levels of discourse. Second, we need to consider 

the various recipients of the responses, whether they are 

directed toward the general populace or political leaders. 

And finally, we need to take into account the different 

literary genres to which the responses belong: these 

include theological treatises, public speeches of the 

Councils, edicts and resolutions, official and personal 

letters, sermons, dedications, as well as pamphlets and 

news sheets (Neue Zeitungen). All three components--the 

type of discourse, the recipient, and the particular genre-

-function in our reconstruction as guide to how the 

documents should be 'heard'. 

To a considerable degree the sources show 

stereotypical reactions, the kind of interpretations people 

often make when they have to deal with an unsettling 

reality. Some interpret "Munster" as a sign of 'God's 

19The manuscripts are drawn from the Historisches 
Archiv der Stadt Koln, the Diozesanarchiv der Stadt Koln, 
the Hauptstaatsarchiv Dilsseldorf, and the Stadtarchiv 
Millheim. 
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wrath' or 'as punishment for lack of repentance'; others as 

an indication that the end is near. Frantisek Graus 

understands such stereotypes as safety valves inherent in 

each society, which enable it to 'let off steam' in trying 

si tuations. 20 Yet it is equally important that a society 

can share common models to explain and make sense of the 

unexpected. These devices can channel the reactions to 

catastrophic events only to a certain extent. At some 

point, society must seek new forms to cope with the results 

of catastrophe. 

A reaction we may be inclined to label as 

"stereotypical" does not make the feelings and opinions 

less real or less relevant at that time. Rather than 

minimize the significance of these responses, we will look 

at them as indicators of continuity in history. Yet, there 

is also discontinuity--reactions out of the ordinary and 

surprising interpretations of events in their own context. 

They bespeak the inability of the old system to satisfy 

society's need to assimilate an unsettling reality. These 

new forms challenged the existing systems to change. 

In order to trace the reception of "Munster," this 

study pursues the following questions: 

20Frantisek Graus, Pest-GeiBler-Judenmorde. Das 14. 
Jahrhundert als Krisenzeit, Veroffentlichungen des Max
Planck-Instituts fur Geschichte, 86 (2nd ed. Gottingen, 
1988 [1987]), 37. 
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1. Synchronically, what do the reactions reveal about 

Cologne and Strasbourg, specifically about the policies, 

convictions, and anxieties of their political and religious 

bodies? Diachronically, can we establish a change as a 

result of the events of Munster? What continuities, what 

discontinuities in convictions and actions do we discern? 

2. What role did "Munster" play in the discourse of its 

contemporaries? What did they associate with this event: 

What images, judgments, and interpretations were projected 

onto "Munster?" 

3. How does "Munster" reflect larger themes of Reformation 

history, such as episcopal reform in Germany, the role of 

the Mendicant and Carthusian orders in the 1530s after the 

heated debates with the Protestant reformers, and the 

Reformation in the cities? 

In short, we will investigate how "Munster" was transformed 

from event into symbol, and finally into myth. 
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II. THE 'SHOCKING' EVENTS OF MUNSTER 

1. Citizenry and Clergy on the Eve of Munster's 

Reformation 

The Anabaptist rise to power in Munster of 1534 can 

only be understood in the context of political and 

religious developments since 1525. 1 MUnster, with its 

eight to nine thousand inhabitants, differed in cruci~l 

ways from other German cities. Both an episcopal and a 

Hanseatic city, it was exposed to unusual tensions and 

conflicts. The Bishop and the clergy had their own 

territory within Munster, the cathedral and its precincts. 2 

until well into the sixteenth century, the Bishop held no 

political power over the city. He tried to turn this 

situation around when the city suffered a recession in 

IFor general literature on the events of Munster see 
the studies discussed in the introduction above; pp. 11-17. 
In this section, I am drawing particularly on Klotzer 
(T§uferherrschaft) and Kirchhoff ("PhSnomen des 
TSuferreiches"), who best summarized the chronicles, 
reports, and correspondence describing the MUnster events. 
For the larger context of the developments in Westphalia, 
see Richard van Dulmen, Reformation als Revolution. 

2The canons came exclusively from the nobility. The 
cathedral chapter administered the bishopric and elected 
the bishop. In addition to the cathedral, MUnster counted 
four stifte (ecclesiastical foundations), six parish 
churches, four monasteries, and seven nunneries. See van 
DUlmen, Reformation als Revolution, 259f. 



trade--and consequently in political power--due to the 

decline of the Hansa at the end of the fifteenth century.3 

In the 1530s, therefore, the civic commune had to ward off 

episcopal efforts to regain control over the city. Vis-a-

vis the clergy stood the citizenry composed of the 

patriciate, the guilds, and the community (Gemeinheit). 

Originally the patricians (Erbmanner) had held all the 

councilor positions, but since the middle of the fifteenth 

century, the guilds had gradually pushed their way into the 

governing body.4 since about 1500, the office of councilor 

had ceased to be a desirable honor for the patricians. 

Whenever the Erbmanner were elevated to knighthood outside 

the city, they would resign their councilorship altogether. 

Their retreat to their country estates at the turbulent 

time of Reformation and Anabaptist aspirations, therefore, 

was not so much due to religious motives as it was for 

political and economic reasons, since elevation to 

knighthood meant a social improvement. 

The seventeen major guilds--collectively called 

3Mtinster's economic ties to the Dutch provinces were 
unable to compensate for the loss of power because they too 
were in an economic crisis since 1528. See van Dtilmen, 
Reformation als Revolution, 259. 

4As nobles, the patricians formed a fairly homogenous 
and highly privileged group together with the cathedral 
canons, to whom most of them were related, and the knightly 
estate. See van Dlilmen, Reformation als Revolution, 260. 
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Gesamtgilde--formed the most powerful faction in the city 

since the middle of the fifteenth century. The Gesamtgilde 

understood itself as protective organ for the whole 

community. 5 It initiated all protests against the 

episcopal policy of incorporating the city into the 

territory. The formidable influence of the guilds, which 

created vital conditions for the rise of the Reformation 

and Anabaptist movements, arose from an agreement of 1447, 

according to which power was to be shared between 

patricians, guilds, and the community (Gemeinheit). since 

that time the Council was bound to cooperate with the 

guilds. In 1454, the Erbmanner had to yield half their 

offices and one of the burgomaster positions to members of 

the guilds. Their influence came to bear in yet another 

respect: artisans and merchants dominated among the ten 

election officials (Kurgenossen) of the six municipal 

districts (Leischaften), who elected the councilors. Thus, 

5Each of the guilds elected two masters who formed a 
committee of 34 as the representation of the Gesamtgilde. 
The 34 elected two Olderlude, representing the Gesamtgilde 
in the Council. Besides these two 01 derl ude , the Council 
consisted of 24 councilors and two burgomasters, chosen in 
equal numbers from the patriciate and the citizenry. The 
mandate of the Olderlude came not only from the 17 guilds, 
but also from the community (Gemeinheit), i.e., all 
citizens who were not represented in the GE.~samtgilde. See 
Karl-Heinz Kirchhoff, "Gilde und Gemeinheit in 
Miinster/Westf., 1525-1534. Zur legalen Durchsetzung einer 
oppositionellen Bewegung," in Niederlande und 
Nordwestdeutschland, FS Franz Petri (Cologne, 1983), 164-
179; van Diilmen, Reformation als Revolution, 261. 



with the advance of the guilds into civic government and 

the retreat of the patricians to the countryside, the 

guilds emerged as the most important political factor in 

Miinster. 

Besides the patriciate and the guilds, the community 

(Gemeinheit) formed a third group. This large section of 
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society had little influence on government although it did 

participate in the annual election of the Kurgenossen. 

In contrast to other cities, Miinster's governmental 

transformation was smooth. 6 The city remained relatively 

free of unrest until 1525, the year of the peasants' 

uprisings, when the citizens showed their opposition to the 

governing elite for the first time. 7 Under the leadership 

of the guilds, protest was directed primarily against 

clerical privileges. The magistracy was compelled to 

accept a list of articles aimed at restricting economic 

competition by the clergy. For fear of further unrest, the 

cathedral chapter accepted salient points of the list, 

particularly those pertaining to the production of food and 

textiles. Yet a year later, after the outcome of the 

6Heinz Schilling, "Aufstandsbewegungen," 197. 

7Schilling, "Aufstandsbewegungen," 198. He points out 
that the protest came to Munster later than to other 
cities. For a detailed discussion of the social, 
political, and economic incentives for these uprisings see 
Otthein Rammstedt, Sekte und soziale Bewegung, 22-36. 
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peasants' uprisings had strengthened the position of Bishop 

Frederick of Wied, overlord of Mlinster, these concessions 

were annulled, a reversal that only intensified civic 

resentment against the clergy.8 In addition to general 

frustration with the leadership of the city and the 

privileges of the clergy, other developments contributed to 

the tense atmosphere. Since 1528, a severe economic crisis 

in the Low Countries, magnified by bad harvests, led to a 

drastic rise of grain prices. At this time, the tax for 

the war against the Turks, resting solely on the shoulders 

of the laity, seemed a particularly heavy and unfair 

burden. In 1529 and 1530, two epidemics raged in Mlinster. 

Finally, as not unusual at the turn of a decade, comets as 

well as solar and lunar eclipses were interpreted as bad 

omens for the future. 

SIn 1527, a citizen attacked an episcopal official. 
In the ensuing controversYt the wealthy citizen and 
merchant Bernd Knipperdolling, who was to lead a major role 
in the anabaptist reign, became the head of civic 
opposition against the Council. See Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 22. 
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2. The Rise of the Reformation Movement 

This complex set of destabilizing factors formed the 

filtering setting for Reformation ideas. In Munster, 

Protestant inclinations were not evident until the late 

1520s, but were then readily assimilated by the civic 

opposition. 9 A key figure in promoting such ideas was 

Bernhard Rothmann (ca. 1495-1535?),1O a powerful preacher 

and theologian, without whom the success of the Anabaptist 

reign cannot be understood. When Rothmann, at st. Mauritz 

just outside of Munster, began to preach against 

traditional Catholic teachings, he accelerated the 

developments in the 1530s in two ways: he intensified the 

aspirations of the citizens to curb clerical privileges, 

and he set Munster on a path toward a Protestant 

9Schilling, "Aufstandsbewegungen," 208. Schilling 
regards this combination of civic opposition and 
Reformation ideas as characteristic for German civic 
unrest. For this reason, he argues, the Council of Munster 
was in no position to quench the antagonistic movement 
within the city during the 1530s. 

l~othmann, of Stadtlohn in Westmunsterland, had 
received his education at Munster, Deventer, and Alkmaar 
before he became a school teacher in Warendorf. In 1524, 
he obtained his M.A. in Mainz. A relative helped him to 
the benefice at the stift of st. Mauritz in front of 
Munster's gates, where as chaplain he took over preaching 
and counseling. When he began to preach Lutheran ideas, 
the chapter charged him with an educational trip to the 
Catholic university of Cologne (1529/30), yet he never 
matriculated there. See Kirchhoff, "Ph~nomen des 
Tauferreiches," 282. 



Reformation. In spring of 1531, Rothmann travelled to 

Wittenberg and strasbourg, the two major centers of the 

Reformation movement. ll Upon his return to st. Mauritz in 

July, the response to his sermons grew. Three decrees of 

Mtinster's Bishop against Rothmann and his Reformation 

teachings were ineffectual until the cathedral chapter 

intervened with the Emperor. This led to the preacher's 

expulsion from the ,episcopal lands. 
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Yet, the effect was different from what the Bishop had 

anticipated. Although Rothmann was no longer tolerated in 

the Bishop's lands, the supporters of Reformation ideas in 

Mtinster--especially the guilds--were eager to keep him 

inside the city walls. The representatives of the 

community, the Olderlude, turned to the Council in order to 

have Rothmann appointed as preacher, calling upon the 

Council to protect 'Christian truth' .12 During this time 

IIRothmann's second journey was financed by pro
Reformation merchants in Mtinster. He travelled via Marburg 
to Wittenberg to seek advice for changing the church 
ordinance. Since Luther was absent, he met with Philipp 
Melanchthon and Johannes Bugenhagen. In Strasbourg, 
Rothmann stayed for two weeks with Wolfgang Capito (he 
missed Bucer as well). There, he also made contact with 
Caspar Schwenckfeld and possibly met Heinrich Roll, who 
would become influential as heterodox preacher in the 
WassenbergjJtilich lands. Instead of the intended two 
weeks, Rothmann's trip lasted almost two months. See 
Kirchhoff, "PhSnomen des TSuferreiches," 282f. 

12The most prestigious guild (the Kramergilde) offered 
Rothmann housing. See Klotzer, TSuferherrschaft, 26. 



(January 1532), Rothmann formulated his Conf£'>ssion of 

faith,13 and challenged the old clergy of Munster to an 

open debate on true christian doctrine. But the clergy 

remained silent. In February 1532, the community elected 
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and installed Rothmann as preacher at the Lamberti church. 

In the following months, the episcopal office changed its 

head twice, 14 until Franz of Waldeck was elected the new 

Bishop of Munster. During this uncertain time, the 

Reformation movement was able to gain ground in the city. 

Under pressure from the Olderlude, the Council supported 

the new Protestant preaching. 15 Turning from Bishop to 

secular prince, the city made contact with Philip of Hesse 

to elicit his support for their Reformation. Munster hoped 

that the Landgrave might influence his nephew, Bishop Franz 

of Waldeck, in favor of the new movement. 

At this point, in the summer of 1532, the so-called 

13Stupperich, Schriften, 1, 64-77. 

14Bishop Frederick of Wied abdicated in favor of Erich 
of Grubenhagen, but the latter died in May 1532. See 
Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 28f. 

15In August 1532, after the Olderlude had pressed for a 
meeting, the Council pronounced that all preaching of the 
old doctrine was forbidden, that new preachers would be 
appointed, and that all clerical abuses would be abandoned. 
See Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 31. 
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Wassenberg preachers came to Munster. 16 These heterodox 

preachers, some originating from the Low countries, had 

found refuge with the bailiff of Wassenberg in the Julich 

lands. When the Duke of Cleves-Julich, John III, enforced 

a decree against 'heretics' (1532), they moved to Munster 

and became strong promoters of Rothmann and his movement. 17 

The Catholic clergy turned to the Bishop for help 

against this new threat. Franz of Waldeck had already 

intervened with the Emperor, who decreed that the city was 

to abandon all religious innovation; but the Council 

resisted by citing its diocesan privileges which limited 

imperial jurisdiction. Beyond the Olderlude, several 

council members had by then become active in the 

Reformation movement. Those councilors who were openly 

16Karl Rembert, Die "Wiedertaufer" im Herzogtum Julich. 
Studien zur Geschichte der Reformation. besonders am 
Niederrhein (Berlin: R. Gaertner, 1899), 343. 

17Generally, the Wassenberg preachers are described as 
Sacramentarians, which is a vague term. Formerly followers 
of Luther, they had come to reject infant baptism and 
Christ's real presence in the Eucharist. All of them had 
been strongly influenced by the Antitrinitarian Johannes 
Campanus, whose treatise Gottliche und heilige Schrift ..• 
Restitution und Besserung (1532) had an impact on 
Rothmann's theology. Most important among the Wassenberg 
preachers were Johannes KlopriB, Heinrich Slachtscaep of 
Tongern, and especially Heinrich Roll, a former Carmelite 
of Haarlem and the most educated among them. Roll had 
travelled to Strasbourg and was the first to leave 
Wassenberg for Munster. until the arrival of Jan Matthys, 
Roll was the driving force of the radical movement in 
Munster besides Rothmann. See Rembert, "wiedertaufer", 
315-330; van Dlilmen, Reformation als Revolution, 278f. 
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opposed to the new course left their offices as did the two 

burgomasters. Besides the civic contest with the Bishop 

and the Emperor, Munster faced an internal conflict. 

citizens of the upper social levels tried to push their way 

into the just-opened polit,ical positions. Under the 

guilds' pressure the exclusiveness of the election was 

dashed and a change in the composition of the Council 

favorable to the reformation movement took place. I8 

In order to smooth the confrontation, the city 

appointed Syndic John von der Wieck to use his diplomatic 

skills with the Bishop. But the conflict had already 

progressed beyond the point of remedy. After three months 

of silence, the Catholic clergy handed the Council the 

answer of Cologne's theological faculty to the articles of 

the Munster preachers, 19 and held on to their refusal to 

engage in a disputation with Rothmann. When the city and 

the Bishop started to prepare for war, Philip of Hesse 

interfered. 20 Under his guidance, the Peace Treaty of 

18This shift occurred at the by-election of the Council 
on October 14th, 1532. See Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 34. 

~See below pp. 132-135. 

20In the night of December 26, 1532, 900 men (600 
citizens and 300 soldiers) marched toward nearby Telgte and 
took 18 men as hostages. Among them were three canons and 
five episcopal councilors of noble origin. The others 
belonged to the Munster nobility. By the application of 
force! therefore, Munster was able to put itself in an 
advantag'eous negotiating position. See Klotzer, 
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Dulmen (February 14, 1533) was negotiated, which was not 

yet a full victory for the Reformation movement. Although 

the city won the right to appoint preachers for the parish 

churches, the Ca.tholic clergy was allowed to coexist. At 

the election of the Council on March 3, 1533, the 

Reformation forces for the first time dominated the 

Council. 

Among the factors which helped the Reformation 

movement in Munster to gain strength in a climate of 

economic depression and profound criticism of the local 

clergy, especially of its privileges and its financial 

demands upon the laity, was first of all the movement's 

support by guilds and community. Furthermore, the 

Reformation could count on the backing of Philip of Hesse 

against Bishop and Emperor. The twofold change of bishops 

in 1532, which created a vacuum of power, added a 

fortuitous element. And finally, Rothmann provided the 

necessary leadership for the Reformation movement. 

It is understandable that Protestants and Catholics 

looked at these developments in MUnster quite differently. 

Philip of Hesse was as elated as the Protestant Reformers 

in Saxony and strasbourg about the prospect of MUnster and 

Westphalia joining their cause. Cologne, on the other 

Tauferherrschaft, 37. 
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hand, was terrified by MUnster's turn against the Bishop 

and toward the Reformation, and immediately charged its 

theological faculty with formulating a response to 

Rothmann's articles. As the bulwark of Catholicism in the 

north, Cologne clearly perceived that the Protestant danger 

was moving ever closer: first wittenberg in Saxony, then 

Strasbourg in Elsass, and now Mlinster in cologne's own 

backyard. 
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3. Radicalization within the Reformation Movement 

The phase immediately preceding the Anabaptist 

takeover is characterized by the emergence of a more 

radical branch within the Protestant movement. Philip of 

Hesse and the Council tried without success to suppress 

this development. 

In the wake of the election of 1533, the 

overwhelmingly Protestant Council had the task of securing 

the Reformation against imperial pressure. A forthcoming 

church ordinance and disciplinary order were to be the 

legal bases for the renewal of the city.21 In March and 

April, the Protestants stripped the churches of their Mass 

requisites and destroyed their images. Furthermore, they 

began to discuss the question of the sacraments. While 

there had long been a consensus about the spiritual 

interpretation of the Eucharist, the issue of infant 

baptism needed to be resolved. It was over this issue that 

the Reformation union between the Council and the reforming 

parties broke apart. 

since 1523, Anabaptist groups had emerged at various 

21The Council announced this in a memorandum. Author 
of the church ordinance and the disciplinary order is very 
likely Rothmann, see stupperich, Schriften, 1, 12;-~29; 
Dietrich Kluge, "Kirchenordnung und sittenzucht in Mlins'ter 
(1533}," JWKG 67 (1974), 219-235; Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 44. 



places in the Roman Empire. For the northern provinces, 

Melchior Hoffman's teachings of Anabaptism became 

particularly relevant. 22 Melchiorite ideas made their way 

to Munster in two ways, through the Wassenberg preachers 
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and through Anabaptists from the Netherlands travelling to 

Munster. News of the success of the Munster preachers had 

reached the Low Countries in the spring of 1533. In the 

following May, Jan Bockelson of Leiden (the later king of 

the Munsterites) and several other Dutchmen initiated what 

would become a steady and massive stream of Dutch 

immigrants into Munster. 23 The Wassenberg preachers and 

22Between 1523 and 1527, the Swab ian furrier Melchior 
Hoffman travelled through the Baltic lands as Lutheran lay 
missionary until he turned away from Luther's teachings in 
1527. Subsequently, he founded many Anabaptist communities 
in the Low Countries and in Friesland and gathered a large 
following before he went to Strasbourg. Hoffman's 
Anabaptism was deeply apocalyptic. He predicted the world 
would end in 1533. When in 1531, ten of his disciples were 
executed, he ordered the suspension of adult baptism in 
order to thwart the tracing of Anabaptists by the 
authorities. At the beginning of 1533, Hoffman formulated 
his apocalyptic vision more precisely: After the judgment 
over the godless, a king and a prophet would erect an 
interregnum of Anabaptists and prepare the world for the 
return of Christ. When Hoffman was arrested in Strasbourg 
in May of 1533, he prophesied that he would be freed after 
six months and, together with 144,000 heralds, would spread 
the message of the New Jerusalem around the \lJorld. He died 
in prison in 1543. For a reliable and detailed study on 
Hoffman see Klaus Deppermann, Melchior Hoffman. 

23During his six-week stay in the city, van Leiden 
lived in Knipperdolling's house. Kirchhoff, "PhKnomen des 
Tiuferreiches," 287. 
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the Dutch missionaries--and with them Hoffman's ideas--~ 

became crucial factors in the formation of MUnster's 

Anabaptism, even though Hoffman's theology would eventually 

be transformed from a passive into an active 

apocalypticism. 25 

In the summer of 1533, a second, more radical 

Reformation movement took shape that favored Anabaptism. 

Council and guild leadership intervened against the radical 

preachers, closed their churches and exiled them. 26 After 

popular protest, Rothmann was allowed to preach in the tiny 

24Both the Wassenberg preachers and the Dutch 
Missionaries were familiar with the Melchiorite teachings. 
If they had not learned Hoffman's teachings from the 
Swabian himself, they heard about them from his disciple, 
Johannes Campanus. Therefore, they became transmitters of 
his apocalyptic thought. Rembert, "Wiedertaufer", 299-301-

25Klotzer convincingly argues against van DUlmen and 
Kirchhoff that it is not helpful to divide the history of 
MUnster immediately before and during the Anabaptist reign 
into a Catholic, a Lutheran, a Reformed, and an Anabaptist 
phase. These labels improperly suggest that such phases 
can be distinguished neatly. Furthermore, they prevent us 
from recognizing the continuity throughout this period. 
However, to assume that Rothmann's entire program was 
already present at the beginning and that he simply did not 
have the occasion or the need for articulating all of its 
features, seems to me just as much of an over
simplification. Such a rigid portrait of Rothmann suggests 
that he never changed or adjusted his ideas. More 
importantly, it implies that he was immune to influences 
from other reformers or people like the Wassenberg 
preachers. See Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 47. 

26Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 48-50. It seems that of 
the radical predicants only Staprade actually left the 
city. 



Servati church, provided that he would not discuss the 

sacraments. In response, the radical preachers wrote the 

Bekenntnisse van beyden Sacramenten, doepe vnde 

nachtmaele,27 in which they expressed their frustration 
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with the Council's new policy and encouraged the community 

to resist this course. 

During the last months of 1533, the confrontation 

between the moderate and the radical Reformation movement 

escalated, with a Council vacillating and a Catholic party 

trying to capitalize on the antagonism within the city.28 

The repression of the radical movement had not brought 

27Stupperich, Schriften, 1, 139-195. The preface is 
dated October 22, 1533. 

28By the end of October 1533, Rothmann readdressed the 
critical issue of the sacraments, putting pressure on the 
Council to go through with a radical Reformation of 
MUnster. In this new confrontation (3-6 November 1533), 
the Council sided with the adherents of the old faith 
against the radical reformers. The Council now extended 
the prohibition of preaching to Rothmann, and decided that 
those radical reformers who still lived in the city had to 
leave. The conflict increased to the point that the 
parties took up arms and the Catholics demanded that the 
city would be recatholicized. On account of the 
intervention by the guild leadership, however, the Catholic 
party was unable to manipulate the Council. A couple of 
days after this incident, Johannes Lening and Dietrich 
Fabritius, both preachers sent by Landgrave Philipp, 
arrived in the city in order to dissuade the radical 
preachers from their teachings. Once in MUnster, they were 
urged by the Council to stay and introduce a Lutheran 
Reformation. Within a few days they designed a church 
ordinance which was in keeping with the Council's policy. 
After Lening's departure, Fabritius preached daily at the 
Lamberti church and propagated Lutheran doctrine. Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 52-55. 



peace to MUnster; it had simply pushed the movement 

underground, where its leaders continued their preaching 

and teaching. 29 Rothmann and his followers had even 

extended their circle of influence to the surrounding 

regions in Westphalia and the Low countries, from whence 

many of the converts came to join them. 30 
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January brought a further increase of the conflict in 

MUnster. Since the arrival of the Dutch immigrants, about 

1400 people had been baptized. The Reformation party was 

greatly disturbed about this most recent radicalization, 

especially since Rothmann's following in the city was 

29Rothmann and his followers carried on their meetings 
in private houses; and before the end of the year, we see 
Rothmann again preaching in the Servati church and the 
other radical reformers coming back to MUnster if they had 
left the city at all. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 55. 

30In November 1533, the Wassenberg preacher Heinrich 
Roll, having been expelled from MUnster, handed the 
treatise on the two sacraments to Melchiorite Anabaptists 
in Amsterdam. Jan Matthys, the first ruler of Anabaptist 
MUnster, had just assumed leadership of this Dutch 
congregation. He declared himself to be Enoch, the second 
witness of the Apocalypses, while Hoffman wa Elias, the 
first witness. Matthys reintroduced the ceremony of 
baptism, which Hoffman had suspended two years earlier. He 
baptized Jan van Leiden who had been visiting MUnster 
during the previous summer. His apostles spread to other 
Anabaptist congregations throughout the Low countries in 
order to baptize their fellow men and women. Two of them 
came for three days to MUnster, where they baptized 
Rothmann together with his preachers (January 5, 1534) and 
passed on the order to baptize. A week later, two more 
Dutch emissaries arrived in MUnster to stay, one of them 
Jan van Leiden. See Kirchhoff, "Phanomen des 
Tauferreiches," 289. 
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growing ever stronger, but the Council CQuld not easily 

ignore popular pressure. On January 4, several women 

challenged the burgomasters to reinstall Rothmann as a 

preacher at Lamberti. The next day, they were supported by 

noble nuns of the Liebfrauenkloster who had left the 

nunnery. 

The shift in favor of the radical party was 

unwittingly instigated by the Bishop. Franz of Waldeck had 

countered the practice of Anabaptism in MUnster with a 

mandate against anybody who supported the radical 

preachers. At the end of January 1534, rumors arose that 

the Council, in cooperation with some patricians and the 

canons of the cathedral chapter, wanted to enable the 

Bishop to enter the city. In response, the citizenry under 

the leadership of Heinrich Redecker, one of the Olderlude, 

organized a defense of MUnster. The guild leaders demanded 

that the Council refused to execute the episcopal mandate. 

In the course of their negotiations they stuck together 

against the Bishop no matter what the religious differences 

within the city were. Therefore, the episcopal threat did 

not break the civic concord, but rather brought the 

citizens closer together. Franz' pressure had created a 

"community of fate" in MUnster--for better or for worse. 

Of decisive importance were the suspenseful events of 

the 9th and 10th of February, 1534. Upon the rumor that 



three thousand episcopal mercenaries were approaching the 

city, an armed crowd gathered before the city hall and 

demanded that the magistracy prepare the city for 

defense. 31 Torn between the pro-Catholic party, which 

wanted to put an end to the radical movement! and the 
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demands of the citizenry, the Council sent for support from 

the outside. When the rumor that Franz of Waldeck was on 

his way to MUnster was substantiated, the Council lost no 

time in securing the city against takeover by the Bishop. 

Thus again, under episcopal pressure, the city abstained 

from ridding itself of the Anabaptists. Political 

solidarity against the Bishop seemed more important than 

religious unity. 

For those who had gathered in the market place in 

front of the city hall, the experiences of February 9 and 

10 assumed fundamental importance. In their fear of being 

arrested and turned over to the Bishop, they 'put their 

entire hope in God'. When political developments helped 

them to their victory, they saw it as God's work and as an 

affirmation of their cause. In addition on February 10, 

lighting and unusual cloud formation in the sky above the 

city were taken as signs of God. After this profound 

31This crowd was probably a mixture of radicals and 
other citizens. Knipperdolling directed loud calls for 
penance to the councilors. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 64. 
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emotional experience, in which they perceived God's 

protection in their perilous position, the radical 

reformers were certain about their future course. It was 

clear that God's wrath was impending and that only the 

saints would be saved. These needed to be gathered so that 

they could take over leadership in a church understood as 

the community of saints. 

When the Council decided to ignore the episcopal order 

and to tolerate the radical party, it chose certain war 

with the Bishop rather than obedience to him as its 

territorial lord. The radical party used the scope, 

granted by decision of February 10, to participate in the 

determination of the city's future policy. until the 

rotational election of the Council (on February 23, 1534), 

the Anabaptists preached penance and baptized large numbers 

of the citizenry. And indeed, many moderate reformers now 

joined the Anabaptists, since any cooperation with the pro

Catholic party, which held with the Bishop, was out of the 

question. The old Catholic oligarchy, however, vacated the 

city. 

Soon baptism replaced the civic oath as the 

constitutional basis for MUnster's society. Furthermore, 

the Anabaptists demanded the voluntary surrender of 



property to eliminate social differentiation. 32 Since the 

middle of February, many Anabaptists had been seeking 

refuge in MUnster. When, on February 23, 1534, the 

election of the Council took place within the traditional 

constitutional frame, the radical party won. On the 

following day, Bernd Knipperdolling was elected a 

burgomaster. 

The legality of the procedure by which the radical 
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party came to power did not penetrate to the outside world. 

The Bishop was eager to describe the takeover as an 

illegal, willful, abominable, and savage action of the 

radical party. Thus, for centuries to come, the 

MUnsterites would be described as criminals and violators 

of lawful order. Yet not only was the conflict carried out 

on the basis of constitutional laws, the Anabaptists were 

also far from doing away with the governing body. They had 

criticized the Council's goals, not its function. 

Moreover, unlike other Anabaptists, for example the Swiss 

Brethren, the MUnsterites did not abandon their claim to 

32Traditionally, introduction of the community of goods 
has been interpreted as an Anabaptist measure to provide 
support for the masses of people streaming into MUnster. 
Klotzer, however, shows that the community of goods was the 
foundation and not the consequence for the appeal to other 
Anabaptist groups to come to MUnster. Klotzer thus 
corrects the depiction of the MUnsterites as being driven 
from one resolution to the next rather than as making 
conscious and deliberate decisions. Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 69. 
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playa role in civic politics, even to political 

leadership. For this reason, their movement did not slide 

into isolation. The driving vision of the Munster 

Anabaptists was a religious, social, and political 

restoration, not martyrdom or segregation. 
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4. Jan Matthys: Confronting Military and Social Challenges 

When power passed to the radical party (February 

1534), Bishop Franz of Waldeck initiated the siege of 

MUnster, blocking the roads to the city and erecting camps 

outside its walls. 33 In support of this effort, the 

bishopric of MUnster was hit hard with new taxes for the 

hiring of soldiers, the borrowing of artillery, and the 

purchase of ammunition. with mixed success during the 

first three months, Franz attempted to solicit the support 

of his neighbors, who according to the treaty of Speyer 

(1526) had to render immediate assistance (eilende 

Hilfe) .34 

In MUnster, the Anabaptists braced themselves for the 

new situation. Episcopal militarization outside generated 

a like response within the city. various sites around the 

city, like the Mauritzkloster, were razed so that these 

could not serve as bases for an attack. For several days 

all able-bodied men and women were put to work to 

strengthen the city's fortifications. A military unit was 

33The Anabaptists saw this as a fulfillment of 
Hoffman's prophesy that they had to go through a period of 
affliction, although this prediction had been aimed at 
Strasbourg. Kirchhoff, "Phanomen des Tauferreiches," 292. 

34For a detailed discussion of the support of the 
Rhenish princes, see chapter IV.4. below. 
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organized for MUnster's defense. At the same time, the 

Anabaptists worked toward a new societal and religious 

order. They extended their destruction of ritual objects 

to the cathedral, the last symbol of clerical domination. 35 

On February 27, Jan Matthys, now the leading prophet, 

called for penance and the expulsion of all who refused to 

be baptized in order to purify the "New Jerusalem." As a 

result, about two thousand people left the city, abandoning 

their goods. 36 Private property was abolished, and 

everybody in MUnster received a small copper coin with the 

insignia "The word became flesh, ,,37 signifying the nevl 

Christian society. The Mlinsterites destroyed all documents 

representing the former political and spiritual dominion, 

including title deeds, certificates of indebtedness, 

accounting books, court records, as well as civic 

privileges. When they renewed their invitations to 

Anabaptists, especially to the Dutch Melchiorites, to come 

to MUnster, thousands followed the call to the new 

35The cathedral and its precincts had remained in the 
hands of the old clergy until the election. Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 75-77. 

~Kirchhoff, "Phanomen des Tauferreiches," 292. Those 
who left the city were not allowed to take any valuables 
with them. Sometimes, the wives stayed on the property to 
retain the family's claim. 

n'D W W F' for "Das Wort ward Fleisch." Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 80. 



Jerusalem. The Hapsburg authorities, however, thwarted 

this mass emigration before it reached Munster.38 After 

Hoffman's divination for 1533 had not come true, Matthys 
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prophesied the end of the world for Easter 1534. Instead; 

Matthys died by the pikes of the landsquenets in front of 

Munster during his attempt to inaugurate God's kingdom 

(Easter 1534).39 

38Beyond the spiritual attraction, a severe economic 
crisis in the Netherlands had deprived its inhabitants of 
the opportunity to earn their living. This added to the 
increased migration of the lower middle class. Mobile 
troops of the Habsburg rulers, however, either hindered the 
boats from leaving or waited for them when they tried to 
cast anchor on the other shore. Thus, thirty-six boats, 
carrying some 3600 people, were confiscated. Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 81-84. 

39Klotzer shows convincingly that Jan Matthys' 
apocalypticism, stemming from Melchior Hoffman and 
displayed by the Anabaptists in Amsterdam, was not 
predominant in Munster. It converted apocalyptic hopes 
into action without weighing their realistic chances for 
success. Thus Jan Matthys could ride into the besieging 
troops expecting a miraculous survival. Similarly, Hoffman 
stayed in Strasbourg and went to prison hoping for a 
marvelous liberation, and the Anabaptists in Amsterdam as 
well as in the Low countries chartered boats to set out for 
Munster thinking that the Habsburg authorities would simply 
stand back and watch. In contrast, the Munster 
revolutionaries always saw the apocalyptic horizon tied to 
social reality and as a result, took political 
circumstances seriously. Apocalypticism was not the 
determining, but a secondary factor for the Munsterites. 
When Jan Matthys' prophecy for Easter 1534 did not come 
true and he was killed by the besieging army, his old 
congregation i.n l'_~llsterdarn undert"lent a crisis. In Miinster, 
however, the powerful position of Jan van Leiden, who had 
been an influential figure long before Jan Matthys arrived 
in Westphalia, precluded the same development. In 
addition, the past success of the Anabaptists in MUnster 
gave them confidence for the future. Klotzer, 
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Political and religious leaders outside of Munster 

perceived these two-and-a-half months of Anabaptist rule 

under Jan Matthys as the fulfillment of their worst fears. 

Long before polygamy was introduced, other radical actions 

had put observers on edge. In their eyes, the expulsion of 

those who did not accept a second baptism, the destruction 

of traditional civic and clerical symbols, as well as the 

introduction of the community of goods proved that the 

Munsterites had desecrated everything that stood for good 

Christian order. The outrage of the authorities mounted 

with each report of another 'atrocity'. A further grave 

concern, particularly to political leaders, was the rapid 

spread of Anabaptism in Westphalia, the Netherlands, and 

the Rhineland. 40 

Tauferherrschaft, 78, 84f. 

4~ichard van Dulmen (ed.), Das Tauferreich zu Munster 
1534-1535. Berichte und Dokumente (Munich, 1984), 54f, 
102f. 
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5. Jan van Leiden: The Government of the Twelve Elders 

The ease with which Jan van Leiden was able to take 

over Jan Matthys' position reveals the extent of his 

influence well before he assumed an official leading role. 

Van Leiden shifted the attention of his congregation from 

the immediate future of God's kingdom to MUnster's own 

responsibility in the revolution. Religion and 

spirituality became manifest as politics and history. The 

Council dissolved and made room for twelve elders, who were 

to rule MUnster with the prophets. 41 In order to ensure 

that MUnster retained the character of a community of 

saints, the new government announced that it would punish 

any kind of transgression in accordance with the laws of 

the Old and New Testaments. 42 

The MUnsterites turned their missionary zeal toward 

the landsquenets in front of the city: they preached 

sermons, distributed pamphlets, corresponded with two of 

the military commanders, and gave out valuable coins with 

their message printed on them in order to win converts for 

41Jan van Leiden selected the elders--six natives and 
six newcomers--supposedly according to divine inspiration, 
and the new political leadership was installed shortly 
after Easter 1534. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 88-90. 

42particularly obstinate behavior could even call for 
the death penalty according to Old-Testament law. Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 90. 
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their cause.~ And indeed, their efforts were not in vain; 

until the middle of July, two hundred landsquenets deserted 

the episcopal army and joined the MUnsterites, which 

contributed greatly to the concern of the besieging 

princes. Such missionary activity did not lead the 

Anabaptists to neglect their military defense system, which 

they reorganized and refined during the spring of 1534. 

Several skillful sorties inflicted considerable damage on 

the encircling troops. In addition, they sent out apostles 

to Amsterdam to prepare the Anabaptist breakthrough. M 

On May 25, 1534, Bishop Franz of Waldeck--with the 

help of the neighboring princes, Archbishop Herman of Wied 

and Duke John of Cleves-JUlich--led a first assault against 

MUnster, but the offensive failed. Encouraged by further 

pamphlets from the Anabaptists, the landsquenets continued 

to join the Anabaptists in the city. On June 16, 1534, 

Hille Feicken left MUnster to kill the Bishop and release 

43These newly printed coins displayed short verses 
taken from the New Testament such as "The word became flesh 
and lives among us." (John 1:14) or "One Lord, one faith, 
one baptism in MUnster." (Eph 4:5). Klotzer, 
TKuferherrschaft, 93f; Kirchhoff, "PhKnomen des 
TKuferreiches," 294. 

MThis action was discovered by the authorities and led 
to another wave of executions in the Low countries. 
Klotzer, TKuferherrschaft, 93f. 
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the city from the episcopal siege. 45 Yet she was not any 

more successful than Jan Matthys had been some ten weeks 

earlier. Hille was captured, interrogated before the 

Bishop, and finally executed. 

In July, Jan van Leiden sought to introduce one of the 

most controversial practices, polygamy.46 The argument he 

employed to validate his reform proposal was that marriage, 

like baptism, was a divine ordinance. The introduction of 

polygamy caused horror not only among those who watched the 

developments in westphalia from the outside, but also among 

the Mlinster Anabaptists themselves. This step led to the 

first serious internal crisis of the Anabaptist reign 

resulting in sedition and bloodshed. Leader of the 

resistance against the new marriage order was Heinrich 

Mollenhecke, a smith. He organized a putsch against the 

regime, during which Jan van Leiden, Bernd Knipperdolling, 

45Hille Feicken sought to follow the example of Judith 
of Israel in the Old Testament, who cut off the head of 
commander in chief, Holofernes, and brought about the 
collapse of Bethulia's siege by the Assyrians. Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 96. 

46There were at least three times as many women than 
men in Mlinster. Jan van Leiden's motive may have been to 
provide a certain security for these women, who did not 
have the protection of a husband and a household. The fact 
that the Dutch prophet endeavored to introduce this new 
practice so soon after the action of Hille Feicken leads 
one to believe that he was concerned about the control of 
women and about preventing such independent actions in the 
future. This is suggested as well by Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 97. 
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and some of the preachers were arrested. Hcwever, the 

action lacked sufficient support from the citizenry. 

Mollenhecke's initiative was not only directed against 

polygamy; he sought to give the city back into the hands of 

the Bishop and to secure freedom from punishment.~ While 

most citizens, including the majority of women, were as 

upset about the institution of polygamy as Mollenhecke and 

his followers, they did not want to let go of their vision 

for Munster and beyond. For this reason, they sided with 

Jan van Leiden, and quelled the putsch. 48 After civic 

unity was reestablished, polygamy became mandatory.49 

In the course of the Anabaptist reign, new factors 

continually added to the growing horror among political and 

religious observers. The Munsterites had one advantage 

over the Bishop, they had money. If neither the spirited 

sermons nor the vibrant pamphlets, then certainly the high 

payments convinced hundreds of landsquenets to desert Franz 

470nly some 150 armed citizens and landsquenets joined 
the instigators of this putsch. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 
99. 

48About 48 people were executed; the others were able 
to rejoin the congregation after they showed penance. 
Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 100. 

49All women, from the age of twelve onward, were forced 
to marry. The practice of polygamy led to conflict between 
first, second and third wives; some women refused to marry 
altogether and were put in prison. Only later that summer 
were resisters executed. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 101f. 
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of Waldeck and join the Anabaptists. The defeat of the 

first assault frustrated the princes' hopes of putting a 

swift end to the Anabaptist 'usurpation'. The introduction 

of polygamy, finally, confirmed the general suspicion that 

the Mtinsterites were not only a political and religious but 

also a moral threat to society. 
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6. King Jan van Leiden 

At the end of August 1534, the besieging troops made a 

second attempt to capture the city. Although they mustered 

more forces than during the first assault, their enterprise 

failed again. 50 The Anabaptists interpreted this 

remarkable victory as a divine sign that they were indeed 

the elect people of Israel and took it as encouragement to 

move toward extending their vision beyond Mlinster to the 

whole world. At the same time, they abandoned government 

by elders and embraced kingship as the future form of 

rule. 51 Jan van Leiden, formerly a tailor in the Low 

5~he bishop lost 3000 landsquenets, and his entire 
military organization all but collapsed during the 
following days. Nevertheless, the Anabaptists won only by 
the skin of their teeth. In order to withstand this 
assault, Jan van Leiden assumed the position of a commander 
in chief. Every Mlinster citizen directed his or her 
undivided attention to the onslaught and fought the 
attacking troops heroically. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 
102f. 

51Rothmann, chief theologian in MUnster, justified the 
erection of a king on the basis of the Old Testament, where 
the Jewish prophets proclaim that, in the last days of the 
world, God would erect a king. According to Rothmann, God 
had elected a new David as king over Zion who would prepare 
the kingdom of Christ and would eventually hand over his 
reign to Christ. Kirchhoff, "Das Phanomen des 
Tauferreiches," 295. We may assume with Klotzer that the 
Old Testament prophecy was not the only reason for this 
change in government. For the last few months, the 
Mlinsterites had formed and practiced a new social and 
religious order without an explicit claim to universal 
dominion. Under the n~w goal of world dominion, however, 
their present form of government, in which twelve elders 



Countries, advanced from prophet to king of Munster and-

according to his claim--of the whole world. 52 

As king, van Leiden once again fortified and 
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reorganized the city's defense. In addition, he created a 

grand household with an extraordinary royal suite and a 

wide array of court officials, with the most important 

positions still in the hands of the old leaders. 53 T::le 

king adorned himself with jewelry and stately attire. His 

royal insignia bespoke his claim to world dominion: 

scepter, crown, ring, and around his neck a golden chain 

with a golden orb. The orb, pierced crosswise by two 

swords, represented the globe; the two swords the spiritual 

were responsible for civil and communal affairs, was not 
suited to rule the whole world. The idea of kingship 
presented a possibility to combine civil, military, 
communal, and universal tasks. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 
103. 

52Jan van Leiden said that he had a revelation in which 
he was told to assume the role of a king. This revelation 
was seconded shortly thereafter by the preacher Johann 
Dusentschuer, who had acted as prophet since August 1534. 
Later during his interrogation, Jan van Leiden denied that 
he and Dusentschuer had made a prior arrangement. 
Kirchhoff, "Das Phanomen des Tauferreiches," 296; Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 104. 

53The order of the court (Hofordnung) named 148 men. 
66 of them came from MUnster; of these, 25 were former 
office holders in the city. Jan van Leiden as first 
authority in MUnster held the highest jurisdictional power. 
Bernd Knipperdolling became the king's deputy; Bernhard 
Rothmann continued in his office as first preacher; 
Heinrich Krechting was made chancellor; and Hermann Tilbeck 
assumed the position of controller (Hofmeister). 
Kirchhoff, "Phanomen des Tauferreiches," 296. 
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and secular power united in him. Jan van Leiden had new 

coins minted with inscriptions that affirmed his 

aspirations to rule the whole world. 

In his Restitution, Bernhard Rothmann provided the 

theological basis for the latest changes in Munster. The 

kingdom served to prepare Christ's reign on earth. 

Moreover, this reign of peace could be expected during 

their own generation. Once all confederates were gathered 

in Munster, Christ would destroy Satan's followers and 

God's people would take over the world. At the same time, 

Jan van Leiden and his associates were aware that the 

Bishop of Munster was not going to abandon the siege and 

that their situation in the city was becoming ever more 

critical. Franz of Waldeck had erected a circle of 

connected block houses around the city, cutting off supply 

from the outside. 54 Moreover by late fall of 1534, Munster 

was not only confronted by the Bishop and the neighboring 

princes; the Anabaptists' daring enterprise had called the 

entire Empire to the scene. 55 The pressure from the Bishop 

54The circle was only fully closed by March 1535, but 
it became increasingly difficult to pass the blockhouses, 
and it prevented the Munsterites from bringing any larger 
amount of food supply into the city. Kirchhoff, "Phanomen 
des Tauferreiches," 298. 

55In November, the preacher Dietrich Fabritius, sent by 
Philipp of Hesse, returned to Munster to negotiate with the 
Anabaptists. He made clear that if the Munsterites did not 
surrender, they would face the onslaught of the united 
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and his ever-growing number of supporters had its impact on 

the city. Jurisdiction became more rigid than before. On 

October 13, 1534, the Anabaptists congregated on the market 

place in Munster to celebrate the Eucharist. Afterwards, 

27 preachers were sent out to neighboring cities in order 

to convert them to Anabaptism--a move by which the 

Munsterites hoped to solicit help from the outside. 56 When 

the mission failed, Jan van Leiden thought of other ways to 

save the Anabaptists from certain starvation. His strategy 

was to free Munster by attacking the military circle around 

empire. Nevertheless, the Anabaptists refused to 
capitulate. They were willing to negotiate with a secular 
prince, but not with Franz of Waldeck. See Kirchhoff, 
"Phlnomen des Tluferreiches," 297. 

56The original plan had been that all citizens left the 
city, but the highest of the military commanders in Munster 
opposed the exodus of all. Thereupon, the prophet 
Dusentschuer revealed to the congregation that only the 
predicants were to leave the city. In four groups, they 
spread to the neighboring cities (Warendorf, Beckum, Ahlen, 
Soest, Hamm, Coesfeld, Dulmen, Osnabruck, and Herford). 
Among them were Johann KlopriB, Dionysius vinne, Gotfrid 
Stralen, and Heinrich Schlachtschap. Although most of them 
were killed, their mission was not entirely without 
success. In Warendorf, they were able to win the 
magistracy for Anabaptism, but Franz of Waldeck interfered, 
subjugated the city, and had several citizens and the 
predicants executed--except for Johann KlopriB whom he 
handed over to the archbishop of Cologne. KlopriB was 
executed on February 1st, 1535. The authorities of the 
other cities, however, left the predicants no room for 
preaching and had all of them killed except for Heinrich 
Graess, who returned to Munster as episcopal spy. Klotzer, 
Tluferherrschaft, 111-115. 
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the city from the inside and the outside. 57 Jan van Leiden 

sent emissaries to the western territories, carrying 

Rothmann's Bericht von der Rache58--together with large 

sums of money to buy weapons. Heinrich Graess, who had 

turned episcopal spy, left the city as well, went straight 

to the Bishop, and gave information that led to a severe 

persecution of Anabaptists in the Netherlands. 

In the meantime, the MUnsterites prepared for the 

attack by intensive military training. They expected help 

from the Low countries would reach them by the middle of 

January 1535. But soon they learned the sobering news 

about Heinrich Graess' treason. Immediately, messengers 

left MUnster to caution the Dutch Anabaptists. 

Increasingly now, the besieged directed their hopes toward 

a direct intervention by God. with the food supply growing 

ever more scarce, they interpreted their suffering as a 

divine trial. From April 1535, the famine became so severe 

57First, he sent messengers to Friesland and Holland to 
mobilize support among the anabaptist groups. The 
emissaries distributed Rothmann's Restitution among the 
Dutch Anabaptists, yet the MUnsterites returned with little 
success. The king also contemplated an armed sortie to 
collect food from the neighboring villages. Finally, van 
Leiden decided that an attack of the besieging troops was 
the only way to save the anabaptist population. Klotzer, 
~auferherrschaft, 119f. 

58Stupperich, Schriften, 1, 285-297. The treatise was 
an appeal to all people in the Low countries to arm 
themselves against the godless princes and to come to the 
aid of MUnster. 
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that people were permitted to leave the city freely. Thus, 

hundreds of Anabaptists ran into the arms of the besieging 

troops. While women and children generally were spared, 

men were immediately killed. Jan van Leiden had prophesied 

the liberation of Munster for Easter 1535, but Easter came 

and passed. At the beginning of May, he reorganized the 

defense of the city once again, this time distributing the 

responsibilities among twelve elected dukes. But neither 

this new military activity nor the splendor of the royal 

court could detract from the sUffering of the starving 

population. To maintain law and order, Jan van Leiden kept 

a tight grip on his subjects. 59 The Munsterites' last hope 

of rescue by Dutch Anabaptists ended when the latter's 

uprising in Amsterdam was crushed on May 10, 1535. Munster 

finally fell by treason on June 25, 1535. The landsquenets 

killed all the men they could capture and some women. 60 

Jan van Leiden, Bernd Knipperdolling, and Bernd Krechting 

were arrested and interrogated. Their execution on January 

22, 1536 became a showcase for the exemplary punishment of 

heretics and insurrectionists. After they had been 

59In May and June, several Anabaptists were executed 
for legal transgressions. Klotzer, Tauferherrschaft, 126-
130. 

60In general, women were spared. Even when 3500 of 
them refused to abandon their Anabaptist beliefs, they were 
not killed but expelled from the city. Klotzer, 
Tauferherrschaft, 134-137. 
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tortured with glowing tongs, stabbed, and beheaded, they 

were placed in iron cages and hung from the tower of the 

Lamberti Church. 

During the last phase of Anabaptist rule, Jan van 

Leiden's kingship, the whole Empire had been mobilized to 

combat the ever growing threat to parts of Europe, their 

political leaders, and their Christian religion. Several 

events in the fall of 1534 had either finally evoked or 

decisively deepened the concern of the princes throughout 

Germany: the defeat of a second attack in August of 1534, 

van Leiden's new claim to world dominion, and the unabashed 

missionary work throughout the northern lands as well as in 

upper Germany, which stimulated the fear of an uprising of 

the common man. 61 Apart from the expectation that soon 

Germany as a whole would have to face social and political 

unrest, political and religious leaders were shocked and 

bewildered by the magnitude of the Anabaptist following, 

which had surfaced only when MUnster offered refuge.~ The 

Council of Cologne discovered that it harbored an 

Anabaptist congregation, alleged to consist of some 700 

MMany reports of administrators, councilors and 
princes mention the seduction of the common man by the 
MUnsterites as well as the fear of a subsequent uprising. 
See van Dtilmen, Tauferreich, 33, 35f, 46f, 51, 178f. 

~Van Dtilmen, Tauferreich, 54f, 102f, 103. 215, 223-
226. 
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people and led by the notorious Dr. Gerhard Westerburg and 

his brother. Together with Anabaptist groups in Wesel and 

Aachen, Cologne's congregation had sent emissaries to 

Munster to learn about its enterprise. 63 These returned 

with the "good news" that all the peasants around Munster 

had converted to Anabaptism and were providing the besieged 

with food. Furthermore, he claimed, France, England, and 

Scotland had accepted Anabaptism. When the situation in 

Munster grew ever more desperate, the Anabaptists sent 

apostles to the Melchiorites in Strasbourg to solicit their 

military aid. M By then the phenomenon of the Anabaptist 

reign in Mlinster had assumed such a large specter that any 

rumor, true or not, increased the anxiety of politicians 

and religious leaders. 

Yet horror was not the only sentiment which Munster 

provoked. Amid rage and loathing, military commanders 

could not help but admire the defense of the city. Thus, 

Justinian of Holtzhausen, commander in chief of the 

besieging troops, recommended that architects be sent to 

Munster to study its defense: 

e"Confession of Werner Scheiffart von Merode" in Carl 
A.Cornelius, Berichte der Augenzeugen uber das munsterische 
Wiedertauferreich (Munster, 2nd reprint, 1983 [1853]), 292-
294 (11 December 1534). 

MLetter of Justinian Holtshausen to his father, in 
cornelius, Berichte, 341-347; 345. The Melchiorites 
rejected this plan. 
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Few cities could be found that provided a bastion like 
Munster. 65 

65Van Dulmen, Tauferreich, 59-261; 261 (July 1, 1535). 
Heinrich Gresbeck, chronicler of Munster's siege, had to 
admit as well that despite their wrong intentions, the 
Mlinsterites put up an excellent defense: IIWan die 
wiederdoepers in der stat Monster hedden eine uprechte 
sacke furhanden gehat, und dat it hedde ein krigh gewest 
mit hern und fursten, so weren sie tho preisen gewest, so 
als sie sick werden [=wehrten] und so behende als sie waren 
mit anschlegen. Wante oer sacke en docht nicht; it was 
gegen Got und die gantze werlt." "Meister Heinrich 
Gresbeck's Bericht von der Wiedertaufe in Mlinster," in 
cornelius, Berichte, 1-214; 177. 
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III. REACTIONS IN COLOGNE 

1. The Rhenish Metropolis 

with a population of 35,000 to 40,000, Cologne was the 

largest city of the Roman Empire. 1 Since the thirteenth 

century, it held a central position in trade, finance, and 

banking. Positioned at the Rhine, Cologne joined the Alps 

with the Netherlands, and lay at the crossroads of many 

important overland routes. Its proximity to mineral 

resources and its prominence as a major place for 

transshipment contributed to Cologne's rank as the foremost 

economic center in Germany. One of the principal trade 

items--besides wine, fish, textiles, and metals--was books. 

The territory of Cologne just barely exceeded the 

walls of the city, and therefore had no rural area of its 

own. 2 Consequently the city was interested in a lively 

trade exchange with its vicinity. The Rhine region 

IOn the economic and social situation of Cologne, see 
Hermann Kellenbenz, "Zur Sozialstruktur der rheinischen 
BischofsstSdte in der frUhen Neuzeit," in Bischofs- und 
KathedralstSdte des Mittelalters und der frUhen Neuzeit, 
ed. Franz Petri (Cologne: 1976), 118-145. For the 
following see ibid., 120-134. 

2Kellenbenz, "Sozialstruktur," 119; Ermentrude von 
Ranke, "Koln und das Rheinland. Ein Ausschnitt aus dem 
wirtschaftsleben des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts," HGB (1922), 
25-71; 26. 
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depended on trade relations with Cologne as well since the 

civic market was the place where city and countryside 

exchanged their goods. 3 Pensions and property tied Cologne 

to the countryside. The clergy of Cologne was particularly 

rich in landed estates. 4 Both the city of Cologne and the 

dukedom of Jtilich-Berg belonged to the Hansa--a further 

economical link between the metropolis and its 

neighborhood. 5 Cologne received supplementary victuals 

from the upper-German area along the Rhine, from Basel to 

Bonn. 6 until the middle of the sixteenth century, trade 

exchange was particularly lively between Strasbourg and 

Cologne. 

still stronger than Strasbourg's were MUnster's ties 

to Cologne. Relations between the Rhineland and Westphalia 

became particularly close under Charlemagne, when the 

3Von Ranke, "Koln und das Rheinland," 32-35. 

40ften twenty to thirty farmsteads belonged to one 
ecclesiastical institution. Therefore Cologne acted as an 
employer rather than as an employee; see von Ranke, "Koln 
und das Rheinland," 45-48. 

5Von Ranke, "Koln und das Rheinland," 30. For a 
discussion of Cologne's and Westphalia's relations to the 
Hansa cf. Almuth Salomon, "Die Beziehungen zwischen Koln 
und Westfalen im Rahmen der Hanse," in Koln Westfalen 1180-
1980, 281-288. Many people of Westphalia settled in 
Cologne to do better trade; see ibid., 287. 

6Strasbourg and Mainz in particular advanced as the 
breadbaskets of Cologne--and in times of need also of 
Cologne's vicinity. Upper Germany provided Cologne with 
its wine. See von Ranke, "Koln und das Rheinland," 51-55. 
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Bishop of Cologne was made Archbishop over large parts of 

Westphalia. 7 As a free imperial city, Cologne was a 

metropolis not only for the Rhineland, but also for 

Westphalia. The Rhenish lawyers often were sought for 

advice in Westphalia. 8 MUnster especially was engaged in a 

lively economic exchange with Cologne. Many MUnsteraners, 

having learned the commercial trade in the Rhenish city, 

frequented the KBlnische StraBen to the Rhine to find goods 

of and trade connections to all of Europe. 9 Westphalia 

used Cologne also as newsstand and 'postoffice' .10 A 

constant stream of messengers between Cologne and 

Westphalian cities sent news to the West and the South of 

Germany. 

Cologne's pivotal position was not only due to its 

economic stature, but also to its eminence as an episcopal 

7The connection between Westphalia and Cologne goes 
back to Roman times, but the cultural bond became 
especially strong when Charlemagne divided his lands into 
bishoprics designating the bishop of Cologne as archbishop 
over Mlinster, Minden, and OsnabrUck. Charlemagne 
incorporated South Westphalia and the territory between 
Lippe and Ruhr--with the Hellweg as the most important 
trade and military route--into the archdiocese. See Hugo 
Stehkamper, "Die Stadt Koln und Westfalen," Westfalen 51 
(1973), 346-377; 346f. 

8wilhelm Fleitmann, "Boten und Postwesen," Koln 
Westfalen 1180-1980, 305-310; 305f. 

9Stehkamper, "Koln und Westfalen," 352-355. 

10Fleitmann, "Boten und Postwesen," 305-310. 
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and cathedral city. In this respect, it surpassed such 

cities as Trier, Mainz, Worms, and Speyer. 

The social structure of Cologne featured a higher 

presence of the clergy than in any other cathedral city. 

Almost one seventh of Cologne's population was connected 

with the clerical sphere. The secular city was ruled by a 

group of burgomasters, which had emerged as the political 

authority over the course of the sixteenth century.ll This 

Council was in charge of all minor political decisions. 

For major decisions, it had to come to an agreement with 

the "Forty-four" (Vierundvierziger), composed of two 

members of each guild corporation (Gaffel).12 The small 

Council and the "Forty-four" comprised merchants, artisans, 

and academicians--such as lawyers, 13 theologians, 

physicians, and pharmacists--whereas the group of 

burgomasters came primarily from the wealthy merchant 

families. The old patriciate was only thinly represented 

llThe governing elite was a group of six (2 
burgomasters, 2 Rentmeisters, 2 stimmeisters); see 
Kellenbenz, "Sozialstruktur," 126. For a description of 
the various political offices, see below, p. 72f. 

12The Gaffel was a composition of several guilds. For 
further information see fn. 104. 

13The lawyers were particularly influential. Often 
their business activities on behalf of the city took up 
more time than their teaching of law at the university. 
See Kellenbenz, "Sozialstruktur," 127. 
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after 139614 ; the decisive power lay with the merchant 

elite. In times of need, Cologne was able to count on the 

military support of so-called "honorable citizens" (Pfahl-

or Edelburger) like the Duke of Cleves-Jtilich, who 

possessed a special kind of citizenship. 

Apart from the city of the citizens (Burgerstadt), 

there was the city of the clergy (geistliche Stadt) and the 

university. Each body was under a distinct jurisdiction, 

so that the city council included neither clergymen nor 

professors, since the city had no legal control over these 

two groups. 

Multiple ecclesiastical institutions provided income 

for a vast number of people. The cathedral chapter 

furnished pensions for the counts of Cologne's vicinity. 15 

similarly the various church foundations (Stifte), 

monasteries, and convents granted financial support of the 

clergy. Only parish priests were not well off. 

Since the battle of Worringen in 1288, Cologne's 

Archbishop resided outside the city, in Bonn or BrUhl. The 

economic power and the military potential of its 

citizenship enabled Cologne to maintain its independence of 

14In 1396, the old patriciate was overthrown by the 
guilds. 

15By the sixteenth century, access to the chapter was 
limited to the higher nobility. 
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the Archbishop16 and in 1476, the Emperor conf irmed 

Cologne's independence as a free imperial city. 

Nevertheless, because of its key position with regard to 

the Hapsburg Dutch Provinces, Cologne remained under strong 

imperial influence, particularly during the reign of 

Char les V. 17 

While Cologne regarded itself as the firm promotor of 

the old faith, it had to come to terms with the demands of 

a trade center--narnely the need to practice some religious 

toleration--unless it wanted to jeopardize its economic 

position. Furthermore, the constant exchange of goods was 

accompanied by a steady influx of new ideas, books, and 

heterodox people impossible to control. Cologne's claims 

of political independence and religious orthodoxy, 

therefore, have to be measured against this reality. In 

the face of what happened in Munster, Cologne mainta~ied 

that its city was free of heretics. Yet in late 1534, it 

tried three Anabaptists and discovered an entire Anabaptist 

congregation within its walls. Had Cologne contributed to 

the Anabaptist growth in Mlinster? 

Developments in westphalia had forced sensitive issues 

16In the so-called Verbundbrief, a written contract, 
the merchants and the guilds had made a military alliance 
against the bishop. 

17Volker Press, "Die Reichsstadt in der altstandischen 
Gesellschaft," ZHF 3 (Berlin, 1987), 9-42; 14-16. 
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into the open. We will investigate how Cologne's political 

leaders responded to the disruptive events, what their 

chief concerns were, and who were exposed as the prime 

movers in government. Given Cologne's aura as fortress of 

Catholicism in the north,18 we will analyze how its 

religious authorities reacted to the threatening spread of 

Anabaptism in nearby Westphalia and whether the Anabaptist 

advance in the 1530s prompted the same fierce response as 

Luther did in the 1520s. 

18See Robert W. Scribner, "Why was there no Reformation 
in Cologne?" BIHR 49 (1976), 217-241; 217, and August 
Franzen, Die Kelchbewegung am Niederrhein im 16. 
Jahrhundert. Ein Beitrag zum Problem der Konfessionsbildung 
im Reformationszeitalter (Munster: Aschendorff, 1955), 14. 
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2. The Council of Cologne 

a. composition and competencies 

since 1396, the political body of Cologne was based on 

the Verbundbrief (treaty of alliances), a document drawn up 

after the fall of the aristocratic elite. Partners in this 

new coalition were the magistracy (burgomasters and 

Council) and the community, organized in Gaffeln.19 From 

19For the following discussion of Cologne's governing 
body and the various political offices see BeschlUsse des 
Rates der Stadt Koln 1320-1550, 2, 1513-1520, Publikationen 
der Gesellschaft fUr Rheinische Geschichtskunde, 65, ed. 
Manfred Groten (DUsseldorf: Droste, 1989), VI-XXII. In the 
fourteenth century, Gaffeln had been cooperatives of 
merchants. Since members of these Gaffeln had a decisive 
share in bringing down the aristocracy, it is 
understandable that their form of organization became the 
basis for the new constitution. In 1396, the entire civic 
community was assigned to Gaffeln. Artisans had been 
organized in guilds (Amter) , which in 1396 received equal 
status with the Gaffeln of the merchants. Often, several 
guilds were subsumed under one Gaffel to equilibrate power. 
The result was the creation of 22 Gaffeln representing the 
community. Artisans were automatically members of a 
particular Gaffel and could not freely select a different 
affiliation. However, all citizens without ties to a guild 
could choose which Gaffel they wanted to join. This 
pertained especially to merchants. Often these free 
members were elected into the Council. Most councilmen, 
therefore, were merchants and rentiers, not artisans. 
Hence, the Verbundbrief did not create a new guild 
democracy. Ibid., VIf. 
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their ranks, the Gaffeln elected 36 councilmen. 2o In 

addition to these 36, the Council could autonomously elect 

13 further aldermen, called the Gebrech. This provision 

enabled influential citizens to have a seat in government 

independent of the approval of the Gaffeln. The Council 

thus comprised 49 councilors and two burgomasters. 21 

Initially, almost every member of the Gaffeln could be 

elected councilor, but in the course of the fifteenth 

century, ever more restrictions were introduced. Many 

professions--as those of innkeepers, barbers, money 

changers, and real estate agents--were judged disreputable 

and were thus excluded. Likewise, the judges of the 

criminal court were not eligible as aldermen since they 

were episcopal appointees. since only those citizens could 

become members of the Council who could afford to be away 

200ne Gaffel, the Wollenamt, elected 4 councilmen, 11 
Gaffeln provided two each, and the remaining ten furnished 
one each. Cf. the chart of the 22 Gaffeln in BRSK, 2, 
VIII. 

21The councilors were elected for one year. Reelection 
was generally the rule, but two years had to lay in between 
terms. We therefore observe a cycle of three succeeding 
councilors. All three could be called in for advise. 
During the two years in between terms, the aldermen did not 
retreat from political life. Usually they assumed for a 
year one of the municipal offices. For another year they 
could function as a Vierundvierziger of their Gaffel. See 
BRSK, 2, IX. 
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from their businesses at least three days a week. 22 

artisans were effectively excluded, so that the Council 

comprised mostly merchants and rentiers.23 

The Council was Cologne's highest legislative and 

executive authority, while in terms of jurisdiction its 

authority was checked by the Archbishop in charge of the 

criminal court--the last remnant of electoral sovereignty 

over the city--and of the ecclesiastical. The Verbundbrief 

determined when the Council had to consult with the 

community, namely in case of a military campaign, alliances 

with other sovereigns or cities, selling annuities or 

inherited stocks, and expenses exceeding 1000 gulden. In 

these instances, each Gaffel sent two representatives into 

the Council, the so-called Forty-four (Vierundvierziger). 

By the sixteenth century, the Vierundvierziger had ceased 

to exercise any serious control over the Council since the 

majority of this group now were aldermen in stand-by 

position, who had no intention of endangering their career 

by challenging the Council. 

Over the years, Cologne's governing body created a 

nThe Council met regularly on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays. In times of emergency, additional meetings were 
scheduled, and further assignments given to the councilors. 
See BRSK, 2, X. 

23The councilors received only little compensation for 
their service; therefore this office could not sustain a 
family. 



considerable number of offices (Ratsamter) to handle its 

manifold tasks. The two burgomasters held the highest 

position. Generally, they were reelected after two years 

out of office, which amounted to a cycle of six 

burgomasters. This group was called "the lords of the 

magistracy," (die Herren von der obrigkeit) or the "six 

regents. ,,24 The second most important off ice was that of 

the two Rentmeister. Generally, only former burgomasters 
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were elected as Rentmeister. Their responsibility was the 

treasury, the building sector, and the defense system of 

the city walls. 

The revolution of 1396 had not brought about the 

democratization of politics, nor did later rebellions 

succeed in securing a broader participation of the 

citizenry in government. 25 The most prominent political 

positions were firmly in the hands of six men. Moreover, 

this elite was made up by the same people over several 

decades and they came from influential families who had 

been involved in politics for a long time. 

24The burgomasters held no seat in the Council during 
their term, instead they presided over the governing body. 
See BRSK, 2, XII. 

25For the rebellions of 1481, 1512/13, and 1525 see 
Clemenz von Looz-Corswarem, "Unruhen und Stadtverfassung in 
Koln an der Wende von 15. zum 16. Jahrhundert," in 
St§dtische Ftihrungsgruppen und Gemeinde in der werdenden 
Neuzeit, ed. W. Ehbrecht (Cologne, 1980), 53-94. 
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b. Encounter with Heretics 

As soon as we in Cologne got hold of Anabaptists, 
Sacramentarians, or other sectarians and rebels, we 
burned, beheaded or drowned them. Although our city 
is wide and large and contains many people, we saw to 
it that no such elements would enter our city ... , so 
that--thanks be to God--Cologne knows of no heresy in 
its city.26 

Cologne liked to portray itself as the most Catholic of all 

cities, uncontaminated by any heresy--as here at the Diet 

of the Hansa in July of 1535, less than three weeks after 

the Anabaptists in Munster had been forced to their 

knees. v Yet, that Cologne had always been free of 

heretics was wishful thinking and part of a political 

propaganda, employed by political and religious leaders, 

like the Archbishop of Cologne and the Council of 

26" overs de wedderdopere und sacramentschender 
edder andere der secten und uprorische, so balde men de to 
CoIn wuste to krigen und to bekamen, wurden gebrant, 
gekoppet odder gedrenket; und wowol ore stat wit und grot, 
ock vele volks darinne wert so wurde dennoch et also 
gewachtet, dat nemantz dar inkamen muste, ... dat se, gade 
dank, van sollichen ardomen in orer stat nichts vornemen; 

" HAStK, Hanse III A und E 1531-1571, Appendix p. 309, 
Nr . 1, fn . 4 (B . 34). 

27The Diet of the Hansa met in Luneburg and Lubeck from 
July to August, 1535. The statement about Cologne's 
continuous freedom of heretics was made at the session of 
July 13, 1535. HAStK, Hanse III A und E 1531-1571, 
Appendix p. 309, Nr. 1. 
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Strasbourg. Long before the audacious Anabaptist advance 

in Westphalia had called the neighboring, and eventually 

all imperial, forces to the scene, Cologne had struggled 

against heretics inside as well as outside its walls. In 

the eyes of Catholics, not only Anabaptists were guilty of 

heresy, but also Lutherans, Zwinglians, and 

Sacramentarians. Furthermore, most of Cologne's councilors 

knew little about the doctrinal differences between these 

'heretical' movements. This lack of theological expertise 

should serve as a warning not to assume that, every time 

the minutes mention Lutherans, these were indeed followers 

of Luther. "Lutheran" was but a synonym for "heretic." 

In the 1520s, Cologne's most vivid experience with 

heterodoxy had been with Lutheranism. Its Catholic 

theologians fought against the new poison in Wittenberg. 

Soon, however, Lutheran ideas entered the Rhenish 

metropolis as well. While Jacob of Hochstraten and Arnold 

of Tongern, the papal and the episcopal inquisitors, did 

their utmost to eradicate the Lutheran heresy, the Council 

reacted reluctantly to their calls for rigorous action. 

Throughout the 1520s, it adopted a slow-moving, lenient 

strategy. 

If we look for reasons behind the Council's strategy, 

three considerations stand out. First, as long as its 

citizens did not enter into open agitation, the Council did 
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not enforce a stern policy against those who diverged from 

Cologne's official religion. Certainly, the Council was 

intent on presenting itself as the faithful guardian of 

Catholicism, yet its anti-Lutheran edicts were not 

executed. In 1525, the Council prohibited the printing, 

selling, and buying of Lutheran books--with little success, 

however, as the continued printing of Luther's Bible 

indicates. 28 Nor could mandates against Lutherans prevent 

the formation of conventicles within the city.m The 

aldermen advised the notorious Dr. Gerhard Westerburg and 

Count Wilhelm of Isenburg, both promoters of Lutheran and 

other heterodox ideas, to exercise moderation. 30 

Disturbance of the civic peace was the concern of the city 

fathers, not the rigorous investigation of their citizens' 

beliefs--as long as they did not make a public nuisance of 

themselves. 

Second, the Council's policy was also a reflection of 

its weak police force. 31 The city simply did not have the 

28Leonard Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV (Cologne 
and Neuss: L. Schwann, 1875), 238f. 

mEnnen, Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV, 295. 

30Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV, 295, 304. 

31Responsible for inner security were two 
Gewaltrichter, assisted by four attendants, the 
Gewaltdiener. This was the proper policing force for a 
city of some 35,000-40,000 inhabitants. Night watchmen on 
horseback and on foot provided protection against danger 
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manpower to enforce a rigorous course against heterodox 

people. On the other hand, the fact that the governing 

body did not increase this sector is a telling sign that it 

did not feel the need for a harsher policy. 

Third, from an examination of several cases of heresy, 

it is evident that the Council frequently exercised 

favoritism. 32 Generally, citizens of some renown, such as 

Doctor Gerhard Westerburg and Count Wilhelm of Isenburg, 

who were known to be Lutherans were treated with 

forbearance. Both link for us the heterodox tendencies of 

the 1520s with MUnster's Anabaptism in the 1530s. The son 

of a rich merchant family related to the most influential 

nobility of Cologne, Westerburg had studied law in Bologna-

-with Cochlaus!--and from early on had engaged in the 

heated theological debates of his time. 33 A trip to Rome 

from without (52 around 1550). The low priority attributed 
to inner security is manifest in how little Cologne 
invested in it: Only 1,22% of the budget went to inner 
safety; in contrast, some 25% was spent to secure Cologne 
from without. In furnishing one policeman for every 4,000 
inhabitants, the Rhenish metropolis lagged markedly behind 
other larger cities of the Empire. See Gerd Schwerhoff, 
Koln in Kreuzverhor. Kriminalitat, Herrschaft und 
Gesellschaft in einer frUhneuzeitlichen Stadt (Bonn: 
Bouvier, 1991), 56-61. 

~Cf. Schwerhoff, Koln im Kreuzverh6r, 171f. 

nOn Gerhard Westerburg see Georg E. steitz, "Dr. 
Gerhard Westerburg, der Leiter des BUrgeraufstandes zu 
Frankfurt a.M. im Jahre 1525," in AFGK, N.F., 5 (Frankfurt, 
1872), 1-215; Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV, 241-
263; Hans H.Th. Stiasny, Die strafrechtliche Verfolgung der 
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in 1517 had convinced him of the need for clerical reform. 

Intrigued by Luther as well as the "Zwickau prophets," he 

became an avid defender of the ideas of Karlstadt, his 

brother-in-law. In 1523, he wrote a treatise~ which 

earned him the title "Dr. Purgatory" and led to his 

expulsion from Cologne in 1524. A year later we see him as 

leader of the popular uprising in Frankfurt. When the 

Council ordered him to leave the city, 35 he returned to 

Cologne, following on the heels of the Gaffel-insurrection 

in 1525. Despite concerted efforts of the clergy and the 

Archbishop to have Westerburg arrested, he was able to live 

freely in Cologne for seven years. His influential friends 

and relatives in the Council as well as his own judicial 

shrewdness secured his civic freedom despite his refusal to 

recant. 36 

Count Wilhelm of Isenburg, of the ducal lands at 

Taufer in der freien Reichsstadt Koln 1529 bis 1618, RST 88 
(Mlinster: Aschendorff, 1962), 11-16. 

~Vom Fegefeuer und Stand verscheiden Seelen. ein 
christlich Meinung. durch Doctor Gerhard Westerburch von 
Collen. neulich auBgangen (1523), dedicated to the Council 
and burgomaster of Cologne. 

35Steitz, "Dr. Gerhard Westerburg," 104f; in general, 
see sigrid Jahns, Frankfurt, Reformation und 
schmalkaldischer Bund. Die Reformations-. Reichs- und 
Blindnispolitik der Reichsstadt Frankfurt am Main 1525-1536, 
Studien zur Frankfurter Geschichte, 9 (Frankfurt a.M.: 
Waldemar Kramer, 1976). 

~Steitz, "Dr. Gerhard Westerburg," 105-123. 
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Jlilich and later patron of the Wassenberg preachers, also 

resided in Cologne during this time. The Council treated 

Isenburg, member of the higher Rhenish nobility and knight 

of the Teutonic Order, as indulgent as it did Westerburg. 37 

In 1525/26, he composed several treatises on the invocation 

of the saints, good works, and a Christian life, employing 

Lutheran ideas. After a refutation by Arnold of Tongern, 

Isenburg's treatises were confiscated. After the count had 

left the city for two years, he was able to return in 1529. 

The Council admonished him lito restrain himself. ,,38 

Dr. Westerburg and Count Isenburg were no isolated 

cases in Catholic Cologne. What is surprising is not so 

much that adherents of heterodox teachings suffered a 

certain amount of repression, but that they were able to 

live in Cologne at all. The trials against Adolf 

Clarenbach and Peter Fliedstetten in 1529 were the 

exception, not the rule. Theodor Fabritius, for example, 

had received a humanist education in Cologne and 

theological training in Wittenberg. A promotor of Lutheran 

ideas, he returned in 1526 to the Rhenish metropolis to 

become a renowned lecturer in Hebrew and Greek. Despite 

37Since Isenburg was only responsible to the Emperor 
(reichsunmittelbar) , Cologne could not easily move against 
him. See steitz, "Dr. Gerhard Westerburg," 108. 

~Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt K61n, IV, 291-295. 
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repeated prohibitions by the council, he continued to teach 

until 1527. After a sojourn in the Julich lands, he came 

back to Cologne--this time to give lectures on theology 

before a large audience. The two inquisitors, Hochstraten 

and Tongern, were finally able to have him arrested. After 

five weeks, he was released and continued to live in 

Cologne.~ The provost of the cathedral, Herman of 

Neuenahr, was also known to be a supporter of the new 

doctrine. He backed Fabritius in his stance against the 

theological faculty. Lutheran teachings in the Augustinian 

monastery gave rise to a thorough investigation by Arnold 

of Tongern and the leaders of the Dominicans, Carmelites, 

and Franciscans.~ 

The years 1527 to 1529 see trials against John 

KlopriB, Adolf Clarenbach, and Peter Fliedstetten for 

Lutheran heresy. KlopriB was able to escape with the help 

of Fabritius, but Clarenbach and Fliedstetten died for 

their beliefs. The Council had been reluctant to condemn 

the accused to death since Lutheranism had found ever more 

supporters. It was aware of Lutheran preaching and worship 

in the city. In 1528, the canon, Count Christoph of 

39Steitz, "Dr. Gerhard Westerburg," 124fj Ennen, 
Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV, 264-269. 

4°Steitz, "Dr. Gerhard Westerburg," 108f. 
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Oldenburg, converted to Lutheranism. 41 Given the 

increasing sympathy for the pew doctrine, the aldermen were 

afraid that the execution, instead of acting as a 

deterrent, might cause an uprising. 42 But the Archbishop 

was not disposed to negotiate. When the city was struck by 

a plague, the so-called English sweat, spreading along the 

Rhine all the way to the Baltic Sea, the clergy asserted 

from their pUlpits that the countless dead and dying were a 

sign of God's wrath at the Council's toleration of 

heretics. Under such pressure, the Council agreed to the 

execution of Clarenbach and Fliedstetten. 43 

Ever since the middle of the nineteenth century, 

scholars have generally regarded 1529 as the turning point 

in the Council's strategy.M Yet, at the beginning of the 

41Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV, 296-298. 

42Regarding the ritual of execution see Schwerhoff, 
Koln im Kreuzverhor, 153-163. Goal of the ritual was to 
reinstate the world order that had been violated. The 
primary purpose was the deter people from similarly harmful 
actions. The result of these executions, however, was 
unpredictable. They only had the desired effect when the 
populace could identify with the measures. If it felt that 
the court enacted injustice rather than justice, discord 
and agitation was the likely outcome. 

CSteitz, "Dr. Gerhard Westerburg," 126. 

M"Seit 1529 giebt sich kein Schwanken mehr in den 
Handlungen des Raths kund: was sich greifen und strafen 
liess, wurde gestraft; jeder Rathsmann erhielt Vollmacht, 
gleich einem Geweldrichter die Lutheraner zu verhaften; 
leichtere Vergehen wurden mit Gefangniss bei Wasser und 
Brot gebUsst, schwerere der Kirchenponitenz unterworfen; 
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1530s, Lutheran networks were spread throughout the city, 

holding conventicles in alehouses and private homes, 

printing and selling Lutheran books; and Lutheran preaching 

continued. 45 Even several of the councilors sympathized 

with the Lutheran movement. 46 Westerburg remained 

unassailed by the Council despite the clergy's repeated 

charges that he housed Lutherans. 47 The attempt of the 

theological faculty to have the scientist Heinrich 

Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheim (t 1535) condemned was 

similarly unsuccessful--in this instance because of the 

protection of the Archbishop Herman of Wied. 48 

Lasterer der heiligen Jungfrau mussten auf den Knien Gott 
und seine gebenedeite Mutter und meine Herrn vom Rathe urn 
Verzeihung bitten; fremde Neuglaubige wurden nicht 
geduldet, hartnackige Ketzer zum Tode gebracht .... 
Wiederholt kamen Schreiben des apostolischen Stuhls voll 
Anerkennung und Dank: 'Unser Lob', schrieb Clemenz VII, 
'kann eurem Verdienst nicht gleich kommen, denn eure Tugend 
und standhaftigkeit wird nicht allein euch zum Heile 
gereichen, sondern auch die andern werden den Vorgang einer 
in Deutschland, ja in ganz Europa so hoch gefeierten Stadt 
sich zum Muster dienen lassen.'" C.A. Cornelius, 
Geschichte des Mlinsterischen Aufruhrs I: Die Reformation 
(Leipzig, 1855), 78-80. Steitz and Stiasny follow 
Cornelius. 

~Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt K61n, IV, 298f. 

~Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt K61n, IV, 305f. 

47Steitz, "Dr. Gerhard Westerburg," 127. 

48Agrippa had written a treatise on secret Philosophy, 
whose first part was published in 1531 in Antwerp with a 
dedication to Archbishop Hermann of Wied and was 
immediately republished in Paris (H.C. Agrippa, De occulta 
Philosophia Liber Primus. Prius in Antverpia cum 
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A decisive turn in the political climate and in the 

Council's policy occurred in 1532/1533 rather than with the 

trials of Clarenbach and Fliedstetten. In 1532, Arnold of 

siegen, second burgomaster and deputy of the imperial Diet, 

warned the Council against allowing sects to go 

unpunished. 49 In the same year, the Emperor ordered the 

Council to tolerate neither Lutheran, Zwinglian nor other 

sects in their city.50 The Council directed its police 

Imperatoris sexannali privilegio emissus, Parisiis 1531). 
The other two parts were to follow within the next year. 
When Agrippa moved to Bonn in 1532, he was able to tell a 
friend that his Secret Philosophy had already gone to 
press--the publisher was Gottfried Hittorp, the printer 
Johann soter. Yet, on January 1, 1533, he learned that 
Hochstraten's successor, Konrad Kollin, had asked the 
Council to suppress the printing of his book. Both the 
Council and Agrippa turned to the Archbishop, the one for 
an opinion, the other--being a protege of the episcopal 
court--for support. Hermann of Wied indeed backed Agrippa; 
his Secret Philosophy appeared in the following summer, 
1533. See Paulus, Die deutschen Dominikaner, 129-132. In 
the same year, Dietrich Fabritius translated De Occulta 
Philosophia into German. See Keussen, Mitteilungen, 398, 
Nr. 3030. 

~Ennen, Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV, 300. 

50The Council passed the imperial orders on to its 
citizens in a Morgensprache (Proclamatio ad Stationem 
venerabilis Sacramenti de Anno 1532): "Vnnd dweill auch 
vonn Romisch kayserlicher Majestat vnserm allergnedigsten 
hernn vnsen hern vom Rathe ernstlich gepottenn die 
Luyterische Zwingelsche vnnd andern vnschristliche Secten 
binnen dieser heiliger Stadt Colne nyet einryBen zulaiBen 

" HAStK, Reformation Nr. 13, 255v-258ri 257v• Again, we 
observe that Cologne portrays itself as a city free of 
heretics: "Dweill ouch vnsern hern vom Raide durch 
pabstliche heillicheitt vnnd rom. kay. Matt. schuldig sein 
vleiBig insehen zu doin damitt die Luterische lehre mitt 



force to search for Lutheran preachers, to pay particular 

attention to the schools, and to confiscate Lutheran 

books. 51 But Charles V, for whom it was politically and 

religiously important that Cologne mantain a strong 

Catholic stance, put still more pressure on the city. In 

January of 1533, he sent a special mandate to the city 
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council, in which he expresses his great dismay and alarm 

about the lack of obedience in cologne. 52 According to his 

information, poisonous teachings and sects had made 

considerable inroads into the city and were now seducing 

its citizens. He warned the city fathers to return to 

their former obedience toward him and ·to duly punish 

Lutherans, Zwinglians, and adherents of other sects. The 

Council read the imperial mandate to Cologne's citizens in 

a special Morgensprache on January 7, 1533. 53 

While, in 1532, the Council dealt only occasionally 

seinem anhangk Ihn dieser loblicher Stadt CaIne neit (sic!] 
einreiB wie mitt der Gots hilffe biBher beschehe jst 
bevelen vnse hern vom Rathe ernstlich gepietenn vnnd 
willenn das keiner sich der Luterser handlungh vnderziehe 
lere predigh off ouch Lutersche bticher vnnd seins anhancks 
offentlich noch heimblich feill hab ... " Ibid., 258 r

• 

51BRSK, 4, 142 (Nr. 519); November 29, 1532. 

52HAStK, Verf. u. Verw., V 126b, 261r-263 r i January 17, 
1533. 

53For a more detailed discussion of this document see 
below, pp. 94-97. 



with the problem of Lutheranism, this took on an enormous 

weight with the turn of the year.~ Now also Dr. 

Westerburg felt the new chill wind as the Council ordered 

his arrest for Lutheran preaching. 55 The Archbishop was 
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finally able to withdraw Westerburg's benefice in the ferry 

in Bonn-Deutz. 56 A wave of detention followed, for which 

the Council employed not only its proper police force but 

also other office holders from burgomaster to wine 

master. 57 

Prompting this harsher course in domestic politics was 

the Protestantization of MUnster during 1532. Cologne's 

theological faculty had condemned the MUnster articles on 

September 9, 1532. 58 But it was not until the Emperor 

intervened that the city let go of its lenient policy. The 

novel Protestant stronghold in westphalia together with 

54In 1532, the council minutes dealt four times with 
Lutherans explicitly and in several sessions (4) with 
Augustinians, whom we can assume were also regarded as 
Lutherans. BRSK, 4, Nrs. 69, 151, 208, 214, 307, 311, 339, 
462, 519. In 1533, the Council discussed the Lutherans 
several times a month. 

55BRSK, 4, 152 (Nr. 56); February 3, 1533. 

56Hermann of Wied withdrew the ferry service, which was 
an episcopal benefice, from him on April 15, 1533. Ennen, 
Geschichte der Stadt Koln, IV, 304. 

57BRSK, 4, 158 (Nr. 118); March 3, 1533. The wine 
master presided over the civic wine cellar. 

58Keussen, "Regesten und AuszUge," 397 (Nr. 3026). 
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reports of Lutheranism in Cologne had put Charles V 

sufficiently on edge so that he exerted severe pressure on 

the Council of Cologne to move against these heretics. 

Cologne responded indeed to the imperial call. Indirectly, 

therefore, the Protestantization of Munster functioned as a 

trigger and accelerator of Cologne's stricter political 

stance toward heretics. 

The new harsh policy affected the Anabaptists as well. 

Cologne burned its first Anabaptist in August of 1533. 59 

Before this time, Anabaptists had not occupied the 

Council.~ still, this case of Anabaptism appears like a 

singular episode among the numerous measures against 

Lutherans. 

This changed dramatically when the Anabaptists assumed 

power in Munster. The news of an Anabaptist reign not far 

from Cologne's doorstep prompted an immediate response by 

59BRSK, 4, Nrs. 346 , 401, 425 . 

~They are mentioned only twice in the council minutes 
before 1533, both times it was a concern brought to the 
Council from the outside. The first time they appeared in 
connection with the imperial mandate against Anabaptists in 
1529. The Emperor passed a mandate against Anabaptists at 
Speyer on April 23, 1529. The Council of Cologne mentioned 
it in its minutes of May 31, 1529 (BRSK, 3, 622 [Nr. 389]). 
In the second instance, the electoral councilors demanded 
the persecution of probable Anabaptists. Again, the 
minutes only record this request on August 28, 1530 (BRSK, 
3, 731 [Nr. 559]). In neither case did the Council take 
any action. 
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the Council. On February 27, 1534, the day the Anabaptists 

consolidated their reign by forcing rebaptism on all who 

wanted to remain in Mlinster, the Council of Cologne ordered 

the police officers (Gewaltrichter) to apprehend and 

imprison all Anabaptists and Lutherans. 61 Three days 

later, the entire Council--all councilors and the Forty-

four--was convened. Reports had reached the Council that 

the number of Lutherans and Anabaptists had increased 

drastically in the surrounding countryside. Each councilor 

was therefore ordered to watch out that no sectarian was 

sheltered. Anabaptists were to be reported to the 

police.~ The annual Morgensprache of 1534 took account of 

the recent developments: for the first time, Anabaptists 

were explicitly addressed and condemned.~ 

61BRSK, 4, 226 (Nr. 123). 

62BRSK, 4, 227 (Nr. 126) i March 2, 1534. 

63HAStK, Verf. u. Verw., V 126b, f. 265v-267fi April 13, 
1534. Morgensprachen were public announcements by 
Cologne's political leaders to the populace. We have to 
differentiate between annual and special Morgensprachen. A 
special address to the populace was scheduled whenever 
particular problems arose. The annual address of the 
citizens was given on the morning before the procession of 
the Venerable Sacrament. People were expected to gather on 
the market place to hear what the city fathers had to 
communicate. It instructed people about their proper 
behavior at the procession. Among other issues, the 
citizens were granted the protection of the city for three 
days before and after the procession. This Morgensprache 
(April 13, 1534) exempted Anabaptists from civic 
protection. 
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The situation in westphalia occasioned a new agenda in 

the council sessions with Anabaptism emerging as a 

prevalent issue, although the general policy toward 

heretics, as it had evolved in 1533, did not change. Apart 

from the general orders to the councilors to be on the 

guard for Anabaptists and to warn people against 

approaching or sheltering them, the annual Morgensprachen 

of 1534 to 1538 contained a specific passage against 

Lutherans, Zwinglians, Anabaptists, and other blasphemers 

of the old religion. M The populace was notified not to 

gather and or to discuss religious issues secretly. If 

they acted against this order, the Council would "make an 

example" of them as it did with other transgressors. M In 

1535, the Council addressed its citizens in an additional 

special Morgensprache66 , in which it renewed its 

announcements of three weeks earlier. 

Although the Council insisted that Cologne was free of 

MHAstK, Verf. u. Verw., V 126b, f. 265V -269V
• 

6s"Vnnd datt ouch ghein Burger BurgerBe oder jngeseBen 
Dieselbige wysentlich nyet huysen herbergen vffhalden noch 
denselbigen heimliche vergaderungh oder gespreche zuhalden 
gestaden solI vnnd wehr damitt vbertretendt befunden wurde 
willen unse hern vorn Raide dieselbigen and ern zu einem 
Exempell gleich die vbertredere doyn straffenn." HAStK, 
Verf. u. Verw., V 126b, f. 265v-267r ; 266v • 

66HAS tK , Ver f. u. Verw., V 126 b , f. 2 63 v - 2 64 v ; May 6, 
1535. 



heretics, the aldermen had their hands full; Anabaptists 

had now joined the Lutherans as regular items on the 

Council's agenda. No one from out of town was to be 

housed without the prior approval of the Kirchmeister 

(churchwarden) .67 The Gewaltrichter were to search for 

immigrant Anabaptists and Lutherans and imprison them. 68 
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Cologne thus liked to think of heretics as foreigners, who 

had not been nurtured by the city--this at least was its 

preferred official stance.@ 

Given this attitude, it must have been quite a shock 

for the Council to discover in the fall of 1534 that it 

housed an Anabaptist congregation within its walls, whose 

central figure was the ill-famed Dr. Purgatory. This 

congregation had formed in Spring of 1534 at the latest. 

In January, Westerburg had hastened to Munster upon the 

news of the establishment of the "new Jerusalem." There he 

had received believer's baptism from Henry Roll, one of the 

Wassenberg preachers. 7o In the following months, 

Westerburg's home in Cologne became the center of an 

67BRSK, 4, 269 (Nr. 523); September 23, 1534. 

68BRSK 4, 292 {Nr. 34}; January 25, 1535. 

@The inclination to portray heretics as not native to 
their city, was not an idiosyncrecy of the Colognese. We 
find the same attitude with the authorities in Strasbourg 
and the episcopal Rhenish lands. 

Wstiasny, Strafrechtliche Verfolgung, 12. 
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Anabaptist congregation. Westerburg went to Moers and 

Strasbourg, where he stayed with the reformer Wolfgang 

Capito. 71 Westerburg's colleagues did missionary work in 

Aachen, Frankfurt, Gladbach, and Rodenkirchen. 72 Cologne's 

governing body had no idea about these activities--its 

accusations against Westerburg and his brother Arndt during 

the spring of 1534 were still directed toward their 

"Lutheranism." It was only when, on October 31, 1534, the 

police arrested three Anabaptists, that it learned about 

the congregation and Westerburg's instrumental role,73 

although by this time, Westerburg had left Cologne.~ We 

do not know how large the Anabaptist group in Cologne was. 

Under torture, the three Anabaptists indicted some fifty 

people, but several of these were from Aachen and 

Gladbach.75 At another occasion, an Anabaptist confessed 

that Cologne held 700 Anabaptists, but he also announced 

that the kings of France, England, and Scotland had 

7JOGT ElsaB, III, 299f. 

72HAStK, Reformation, Nr. 15. 

TIHAStK, Reformation, Nr. 15 ("'Testament' [letzte 
Aussagen] der in Koln verbrannten bzw. hingerichteten 
Wiedertaufer Reichart van Reichrodt, Gerhard Glaswerder u. 
Johann Mey, Oct 31 - Nov 4, 1534). 

~Stiasny, Strafrechtliche Verfolgung, 13. 

75See the list printed in BRSK, 4, 493 (Nr. 480); 
September 14, 1537. 
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accepted believer's baptism, which throws suspicion on the 

accuracy of his earlier statement. M 

The discovery of the Anabaptist congregation seems to 

have shocked the councilors into unusual "prolixity." 

Rarely do the minutes relate more than the lean facts of a 

session. After the interrogation of the three Anabaptists, 

however, we read that several 'brave' old councilors had 

deliberated for a long time about the Anabaptists, and 

finally decided to hand them over to the judges. TI They 

ordered the arrest of the heretics accused by the three 

culprits. n As if bracing themselves against their own 

past favoritism, the councilors emphasized that all 

offenders be detained, no matter whether they were poor or 

rich. 79 

After the Anabaptist reiqn in Mlinster, Anabaptism 

continued to be a problem for Cologne as well as for its 

countryside. The police forces were charged again to 

imprison Lutherans and Anabaptists. 80 When Duke John of 

Jlilich-Cleves and Archbishop Herman of Wied sent news about 

~Stiasny, Strafrechtlighe Verfolgung, 21. 

77BRSK, 4, 278 (Nr. 600); November 2, 1534. 

78BRSK, 4, 278 (Nr. 603); November 4, 1534. The order 
was repeated on December 7, 1534; ibid., 285 (Nr. 660). 

79BRSK, 4, 279 (Nr. 609); November 9, 1534. 

80BRSK 4, 388 (Nr. 258); May 22, 1536. 
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Lutherans and Anabaptists, 81 each councilor was instructed 

to warn everyone in his district not to shelter anyone from 

these "sects," but to indicate them to the authorities, 

while ministers were called upon to read the announcement 

of the Archbishop from the pUlpits. 82 

Nevertheless, by the end of 1536, the councilors were 

informed that Cologne housed again Lutherans and 

Anabaptists. The Council took stronger actions: it 

mustered a broad array of office holders, from burgomaster 

to wine master, to proceed against these people day and 

night. Apparently, the Council wanted to keep the chances 

of "heretics" being warned as low as possible since the 

decision of this session was to be kept secret.~ Cologne 

pursued a more severe course in fighting "heretics" than we 

will note in the case of the Council of strasbourg, yet, 

the fruits of its endeavor may, nevertheless, have been 

much the same: Anabaptism remained a reoccurring problem 

during the following years. Time and again, the police 

81BRSK 4, 390 (Nr. 281; June 2, 1536); 392 (Nr. 296; 
June 14, 1536). 

82BRSK 4, 392 (Nr. 296); June 14, 1536. 

83BRSK 4, 429 (Nr. 633); November 27, 1536. The same 
admonition to maintain secrecy was voiced in 1538, when the 
Stimmeister, Turmmeister, and Gewaltrichter were again to 
search for Anabaptists; BRSK 4, 538 (Nr. 189); May 1, 1538. 
since it was understood that a councillor was not to talk 
about the sessions (see BRSK, 2, XXII), this special 
warning underlines the heightened concern of the Council. 



were ordered to imprison Anabaptists, and in 1538, the 

Council even threatened to dismiss negligent officers. M 

Behind Cologne's policy toward heretics in the 1530s 
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was the need to appear to be a city that had never strayed 

from the path of Catholic religion. This is evident from 

its assertion of loyalty to its 1500-year old religious 

tradition at the Diet of the Hansa in 1535. e The Council 

also wanted to show obedience to higher authorities. In 

the annual Morgensprache of May 31, 1532, the Council 

declared it would frustrate all attempts to plant the 

Lutheran seed within the city, pointing to its duty toward 

Pope and Emperor. 86 The issue of heresy was again 

MBRSK 4, 520, Nr. 43 (February 4, 1538). It should be 
noted that the council minute listed Anabaptists together 
with criminals. 

e" ... se (Cologne) woldent der ceremonii halven und 
sustz holden, als et aver 1500 jar van oren vorfaren wer 
geholden worden; •.. " statement at the Diet of the Hansa in 
Luneburg and Lubeck, on July 13, 1535; HAStK, Hanse III A 
und E 1531-1571, Appendix p. 309, Nr. 1. Cf. above, p. 75, 
fn. 26. 

86"Dweill ouch vnsern hern vom Raide durch pabstliche 
heillicheitt vnnd rom. kay. Matt. schuldig sein vleiBig 
insehen zu doin damitt die Luterische lehre mitt seinem 
anhangk Ihn dieser loblicher stadt Colne neit [sic!] 
einreiB wie mitt der Gots hilffe biBher beschehe jst 
bevelen vnse hern vom Rathe ernstlich gepietenn vnnd 
willenn das keiner sich der Luterser handlungh vnderziehe 
lere predigh off ouch Lutersche bucher vnnd seins anhancks 
offentlich noch heimblich feill hab "HAStK, Verf. u. 
VenT., V 126b, f. 255V-258 f

; 258 f (my emphasis). 
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addressed in the special Morgensprache of 153387 , when the 

burghers were told that while so far they had been obedient 

subjects of the Emperor, the councilors had recently heard 

reports that "secret poison" (heimliches Gift) and "evil 

seeds" (baser Samen) had seeped into the city. Upon 

learning that these elements had found protection and 

shelter in Cologne, the Emperor promulgated an edict to be 

read before the citizens, in which he underscored his 

determination to uphold the old religion and to punish its 

violators. 88 After the reading of the imperial mandate, 

87HAStK, Verf. u. Verw., V 126b, f. 261v-263 v
; January 

7, 1533. 

~"Wilchs kayserlicher Majestlt vnserm allergnedigsten 
hern zuwiBen worden vnd hatt Jre Majestlt vmb der vnd 
andern vrsachen Ihn kurtzen tagen hern vom Raide ein 
kayserliche ernstlich Edikt vnd Mandatt zugestellt ... " 
The mandate refers to the former obedience of the city. 
Recently, however, many people had " ... Ihn der Stadt Colne 
obgemelter lehre vnd Sect anhengigh gemacht vnd 
vnderstandenn dieselben auBzubraitenn vnd die Leute damitt 
zuuerfueren vnnd woe durch vnns nyett darin gesehen vnd mit 
straff vnnd ernst darwider gehandeltt Das Ihn kurtzer zeitt 
solch Sect vnd Lehre Ihn der stadt Collen dermaiBen 
einfallen vnnd erwachsen DaB dieselben beschwerlicher 
auBgereutet vnnd abgestellt mocht werden. Darob wir nitt 
weinigh miBfallenn tragenn vnnd gentzlicher entschloBen 
sein wie vnns auch solchs alB romischen kayser zuthun 
gepurtt vnnd solche Lehre vnnd Sel~tenn zuverhuetenn sie 
mitt ernst zustraffenn vnnd vnsern heiligen wahren 
Christlichen glauben vnnd der kirchen Ordnungen vnd 
Satzungen zuerhalten, zuschUtzen vnd zuschirmen vnnd 
niemandtz zugestattenn dawider zuhandelenn vnnd die leut 
wie biBher dermaBen zuverfUhrenn. Demnach gepieten Wir 
Euch von Romischer kayserlicher macht bei peenen Ihn vnsern 
auBgangenn Mandatt vnd Edic·t begriffenn ernstlich mitt 
diesem brieff vnnd wollen DaB Ihr obgemelte Luytterische 
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the Council proclaimed that it would enforce these orders 

because it owed obedience to the Pope, the Emperor, and the 

King. 89 The same is true for the annual Morgensprachen of 

1534 to 1538, when the Council added a specific passage 

against Anabaptists and other heretics, noting that a 

sterner warning was necessary and that the Emperor had so 

ordered. 90 In none of these pronouncements does the 

Council refer to the honor of God or the observance of 

"right religion" as reason for the protection of the old 

Church, but rather to the city's duty toward Pope and 

Emperor. It was not the "deep, clerical piety--free of any 

Zwinglische vnnd ander Lehre vnnd Sect DeBgleichen die 
auffrlirigenn Ihn der Stadt Collen verhlitet Dieselbigen 
keins wegs gestattett oder verhenget vnnd die personen die 
denselben anhengigh sein vnnd auffrhur oder vngehorsame 
dardurch zuerweckenn vnd zumachen vnderstehenn fengklichen 
annhemet vnnd nach eines Jedern verhandlungh straffet nach 
altemrn herkommen vnd geprauch .•. " HAStK, Verf. u. Verw., 
V 126b, f. 262 r-263r. 

89"Dieweil nuhe vnse hern yom Raide pabstlicher 
Heillicheitt rom. kay. vnd khn. Majestaten Ihn Gottlichen 
Sachen den heiligen Christlichen glauben belangende 
gehorsamblich zuerscheinen schuldigh unnd pflichtigh Willen 
derhalben vnse hern yom Raide ernstlich vnnd festiglich 
hiermitt gebotten vnnd bevolen haben Das ein Jeder ..• " 
HAStK, Verf. u. Verw., V 126b, f. 263 r (my emphasis). 

~"Vnnd willen darumb die leste der haluen gethane 
Morgensprache hiemitt nochmalB vernemet vnnd einen jedern 
zum vberfluB gewarnet haben Dweil rd kayr Mat. vnser 
allergnedigster herr vnsern hern yom Rade sochs ernstlich 
gebottenn ... " HAStK, Verf. u. Verw., V 12 6b, f. 2 63 v 

• 
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revolutionary radicalism," as August Franzen put it,91 that 

prompted the Council to become a supposedly staunch and 

unwavering defender of the Catholic faith, but a keen 

political consciousness. 

c. Cologne's Military Role in the siege of MUnster 

When historians discuss the siege of MUnster, they 

focus on the roles of neighboring Cologne and Cleves. It 

should be understood, however, that it is not the city of 

Cologne to which their studies refer but rather the 

electorate of Cologne, i.e. the secular lands of Elector 

and Archbishop Herman of Wied. To date, the involvement of 

the city of Cologne has received no attention by 

historians92 despite the fact that it belonged to one of 

MUnster's neighboring district estates (Kreisstande) and 

was a major city--both reasons why Cologne was frequently 

approached for help. Notwithstanding the constant tug of 

war between city and electorate, Cologne was the chief 

91Franzen, Kelchbewegung, 15. 

92Karl-Heinz Kirchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung 
MUnsters;" Robert stupperich, "Das MUnsterische Taufertum 
im Blickfeld des Reiches," Westfalen. Hefte fUr 
Geschichte. Kunst und Volkskunde 58 (1980), 109-116; GUnter 
Vogler, "MUnster als Problem." 



partner of Herman of Wied and John, Duke of Cleves

JUlich. 93 While each of them had their own political 
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agenda, some of their interests and fears, as evoked by the 

developments in Westphalia, overlapped. It was those 

common interests as neighbors of MUnster that led them to 

cooperate in the siege. 

At the very beginning of the Anabaptist reign in 

MUnster, the ducal councilors informed the burgomaster and 

council of Cologne about some immediate repercussions in 

the surrounding area,~ reporting that the new leaders of 

MUnster had sent out preachers, called prophets, to gather 

all Anabaptists and Sacramentarians. The MUnster 

emissaries were to bring these wicked (moitwillige) and 

seditious people to MUnster. The Duke's country had not 

been spared: the political authorities came just in time 

to catch forty people in Neuss, about to set sail for 

93AI though John was soon asked by the bishop of MUnster 
to coordinate the military aid of the district, John 
continued to confer first with the Archbishop and the city 
of Cologne before contacting Franz of Waldeck. 

~HAstK, Kreistagsakten des niederrheinisch
westfalischen Kreises, Briefmappe 1534i letter of the 
councilors of Duke John in DUsseldorf to the burgomaster 
and Council of Cologne (February 28). These manuscripts 
are not yet registered in the "Findbuch" of the HAStKi the 
intended category for the future is: Koln und Kreis. 
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MUnster. 95 The councilors were exceedingly disturbed by 

these occurrences: such "highly burdensome, unheard of and 

un-Christian actions and sects" had taken root in every 

nation, yet particularly in the ducal territories, and they 

anticipated that the rebellious heretics would continue to 

gain ground. The consequences would not only be civil war 

among countries and people, but also destruction of the 

holy Christian faith.% Realizing that the situation 

called for prompt action, the councilors rushed this news 

to the Duke as well as to the Council of Cologne, including 

95"Wie wir alhy zu Duysseldorff In erfarung khomen syn, 
das die von MUnster etliche predicanten (die sich propheten 
nennen.) In aIle landen boeuen vnd beneden vBgeschickt, der 
gestalt das sy (wie wir verstain) alle widerdeuffer, 
Sacramentarien vnnd andere moitwillige vnnd uffroerissche 
van iren Secten by ainandern samelen vnnd zu Miinster 
bringen sollen. Derhalver auch etliche van denselvigen in 
hochberortes vnnsers gnedigen hern landes gewest vnnd sich 
mit etlichen syner f.g. vnderdanen zu 40 personen zu 
vngeferlich zu Nuyss vergadert, daeselffs zu Nuyss zu 
Schyff gegangen, vnnd gestern zu mittags hy by duysseldorff 
ankhomen des geschreys das sy nae MUnster gehen vnd sich 
daeselffs widerumb deuffen lassen wulten." HAStK, Koln and 
Kreis, Briefmappe 1534 (February 28), p. 1. 

96UNachdem dan giinstige frunde diesse hoichbeswerliche 
vnerhorte vnnd vnchristliche handlungen vnd secten vnnsers 
chrystlichen gelouvens ytzo in allen nationen vnd landen 
vnd insunderheit an diessen vmbliggenden ortern ingeryssen 
vnnd ehe lenger ehe mehr inryssen vnd zunemen vnnd sulche 
vurgerorte geschickten vB MUnster nit alleyn in vnnsers 
gnedigen hern landen sunder auch in anderen umliggenden 
furstendomrnen geweBen, vnnd (wie wir van diesen vernemen) 
villicht noch syn, des verhoffens jre vnchrystlich fiirnernen 
vBzurichten. DaruyB dan nit alleyn zurtrennong der land 
vnd luyd sunder auch vBdyligung vnnsers hilligen 
Chrystlichen glauvens wiird erfolgen." HAStK, Koln und 
Kreis, Briefrnappe 1534 (February 28), p. 2. 
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a copy of the articles of the Munster Anabaptists. 97 Four 

days later, the councilors dispatched the same news to 

Franz of Waldeck. 98 The Council of Cologne reacted by 

issuing immediate orders against Anabaptists. 99 

In the following month Cologne was addressed from 

several sides for military support. Franz of Waldeck 

requested munitions for the siege of Munster,IOO which were 

granted. 101 Herman of Wied and John of Cleves approached 

Cologne for weapons, ammunition, and money to sustain the 

military campaign against Munster. The councilors welcomed 

97"Vnnd wievoll wir hochgedachten vnserm gnedigen hern 
hyvan ylentz geschreven haven wir doch bedacht das nit nutz 
sy das in diesen sachen still gestanden werd vnnd darumb 
vch ditselfft in der yle zurkennen geven willen vmb sulchen 
vnrait fur zukomen bedacht zu syn. Wir schicken vch auch 
hyby eyne affschryfft etlicher erschrecklicher articulen 
die vnnsern gnedigen hern hertzogen vnd vurst van vnsern 
gnedigen hern byschoffe van Munster syn zukomen vnnd ytzo 
in derselviger stat Munster gehalden vnd gelert werden 
sollen." HAStK, Kaln und Kreis, Briefmappe 1534 (February 
28), p. 2. 

98C.A. Cornelius, Berichte der Augenzeugen uber das 
munsterische Wiedertauferreich (Munster, 2nd. ed. 1983 
[1853]), 225f (Nr. 4); March 4, 1534. A shorter and 
transcribed version can be found in van Dulmen, 
Tauferreich, 80f (Nr. 34). We see here that the Bishop of 
Munster was last in line to receive the message, since the 
first interest was to inform and consult with one's closest 
partners. 

87f. 
~BRSK 4, 227 (Nr. 126); March 2, 1534. Cf. above p. 

lOOBRSK 4, 230 (Nr. 156); March 16, 1534. 

IOIBRSK 4, 231 (Nr. 164); March 20, 1534. 
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Herman's efforts to help Franz of Waldeck in this very 

troublesome affair, underscoring that they themselves would 

like to give every possible support, as this was their 

Christian duty.lm Their hands were tied, however, since 

they were not allowed to set aside or sell ammunition 

without the consent of the citizenship. Unfortunately, the 

competent people with whom they would have to negotiate 

were in Frankfurt. Nevertheless, the "high urgency" 

(hoiche notturfft) of the developments in Westphalia made 

the councilors promise the Archbishop 24 tons of ammunition 

if he would send an official delegation to Cologne and 

commit himself to payment by next Fal1. 103 

The Council thus was prepared to help destroy the 

Anabaptist reign of MUnster. As the governing body of the 

Im" ... wir horen mit beschwerlichem gemiith das 
vnchristlich ketzerisch fiirhaben Jetziger Inhaber der stadt 
MUnster, derhalben menigklich vnnd wir nit vnpillich 
achten, das vofog. sich zur gegenwher schicken. Nu woltenn 
wir gern allen miglichen beistand thun wie wir sollichs vB 
christlicher pflicht zuthun schuldigo" HAStK, Briefbuch 
58, 121v-122r; 122r (March 18, 1534). 

Im"Sonder willen v.f.g. nit bergen, das wir vnnser 
burgerschafft verpflicht sein kein pulver hynwech zulegenen 
oder zuverkouffen, dat wir also buyssen sie nit doin sollen 
noch konnen. Dhwill nu etliche damit dae mit wir sollichs 
handlen sol ten zu Franckfurt vnnd vBstendig sein, haben wir 
doch gestalt dieser sachen vnd die hoiche notturfft 
erwegen. Vnnd so v.fogo wiirden etliche glaubhafftige 
hieher schicken, wolten wir gern anwysung geven bey 
etlichen vnnsern burgern vf versicherung vnd gewissligheit 
24 thonnen vffzubrengen, vmb denn neisten herbst dieselbige 
zubetzalen." HAStK, Briefbuch 58, 122r. 
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largest city of the German Empire, however, it could not 

move as quickly and as easily as others. For major 

decisions, the entire council (including the 

representatives of the Gaffeln, the Forty-four) had to be 

convened, which was generally not in the interest of the 

small Council (Sechsergremium), since this provided the 

occasion for bringing up various grievances. The Council, 

therefore, preferred to avoid the convocation of the Forty

four as often as possible. Given the limited room for 

fiscal maneuvering, the governing elite developed an 

astoundingly elastic policy. 

On May 13, 1534, the Archbishop of Cologne turned 

again to the Council with specific military requests. IM 

The political leaders decided to lend a cart and wheels, 

but rejected a catapult since this would exceed their 

competence: the catapult could only be approved by the 

entire Council and the Forty-four, whose convocation seemed 

unwise at that time. IDS On May 25, the aldermen gave 

permission to put the gun powder mill at the Archbishop's 

disposal. 106 

Duke John asked the city for support in the form of 50 

IMBRSK 4, 242 (Nr. 267); May 13, 1534. 

I05BRSK 4, 242 (Nr. 267). 

I06BRSK 4, 244 (Nr. 284); May 25, 1534. 
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tons of ammunition, for which he promissed to pay later. lm 

The Council responded that it was not authorized to grant 

such a large supply; however, since the defense of the 

Christian faith was at stake, it wanted to procure several 

tons of ammunition and send them to the Duke. I08 Again we 

notice the circumspect policy of the small Council, which 

tried to exercise as much power as it could without 

threatening its freedom of action. 

Cologne's role in the siege of Munster was not just 

that of a prime supplier to Archbishop Herman and Duke 

John. The decree of Speyer (1526) had stipulated that 

neighboring estates had to come to each other's aid in case 

of need. Since Cologne was part of the Lower Rhenish 

district, it was asked by its leader, Duke John of Cleves

Julich, to fulfil its duty.l~ The Council responded that 

ImBRSK 4, 242f (Nr. 270); May 15, 1534. 

I08BRSK 4, 242f (Nr. 270). 

I~John of Cleves-Julich was not only head of the Lower 
Rhenish but also of the Westphalian district. As such 
Franz of Waldeck had asked him to recruit the military 
backing of Cologne-city as well as of other district 
estates. "So hat nun seyn 1. [the Bishop of Munster] vns 
als den obersten vnd fordersten desselben Nydderrynischen 
vnd westfelischen Kreyss ersucht vnd gebeden vch vnd andere 
disselvigen Kreyss Stende glechfals zuermanen vnd vmb trost 
hylff vnd beystant synen L. in disser geferlicheit 
zubewisen vermuge obge. Spyerschen Abscheidz zuerforderen." 
HAStK, Keln und Kreis, Briefmappe 1534 (April 3). John 
underscored the necessity of Cologne's support and, knowing 
Cologne's imperial loyalty, he pointed first to the 
interest of the King, and only secondly to that of the 
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it would willingly honor the decree of Speyer if a common 

tax of all neighboring districts were raised--a measure it 

considered necessary to combat the Anabaptist threat in 

MUnster. 110 

While acknowledging the Council's demand, John of 

Cleves ascertained the situation was such that the Bishop 

of MUnster was unable to continue the fight against the 

Anabaptists on his own, and therefore needed immediate 

help. 111 John reminded Cologne that the Anabaptist reign 

was not only vexing to the Bishop of MUnster and to the 

Holy Roman Empire, but especially to the city of Cologne 

district and all magistracies: "Dwiell dan an sulcher 
hochbeswerlicher sachenn dem heylgen Romischen Konig vnnd 
in sonderheit dissem Kreyss vnnd sonst aller Ober vnnd 
Erbarheit nyt wenich gelegen, hat vnss als dem Obersten vnd 
fordersten desselvigen Kreyss willen geboeten vns vff 
solich vnseres Neven van MUnster ansuchen willich 
zuerzaigen. Vnnd erforderen vch demnach hiemit das ir 
sampt and ern Stenden disses Kreyss vch dem gerurtem 
Spyerschen Abscheid nachschicken ... " Ibid. 

110"Vnnd vnns desselbigen Abschieds [of Speyer] glicher 
weiB erinnert. Vnnd wollen daruf e.f.g. nit bergen, sofern 
ein gemein kreis steuer von allen Stenden vnns verwandt 
furgenomenn, wie dann die hoiche not vnnsers erachtens 
sollichs woll erfordert. Wollen wir vnns auch in dem fall 
aller gebur vnnd willig als die Jhenigen so solchen 
vnchristlichen handls ghar misfallens hetten ertzeigen." 
HAStK, Briefbuch 58, 133 v

; April 7, 1534. 

I11The realization that Franz was unable to meet the 
MUnster challenge on his own was the outcome of a 
conference between Hermann of Wied, John of Cleves, and 
Franz of Waldeck in Neuss. HAStK, Koln und Kreis, 
Briefmappe 1534 (June 21). 
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and the lower Rhenish district. Therefore, he and the 

Archbishop were determined to continue their military 

support, calling on Cologne-city and the other estates to 

do the same. The terms of the aid were defined according 

to the tax for the campaign against the Turks. 1l2 In two 

consecutive sessions, the Council of Cologne discussed how 

it should respond to the appeal of the princes, forming a 

special committee (Schickung) to deal with this issue. 113 

The councilors' response displays careful consideration on 

every front, revealing their political interests and fears. 

So that their reluctance to grant military aid could not be 

construed as a support of sedition, they underscored their 

112"Deweill dan an sulcher hoichbeswerlicher sachen nit 
allein bemeltem vnnserm Neven vnd frund von Munster sunder 
ouch dem hylligen Romisschen Reych vnnd jnsunderheit vch 
[=you] vnd diesem Nyderrhynisschem Kreyss ouch sunst aller 
ober vnnd erbericheit nit wenig gelegen, syn wir beide Chur 
vnd fursten des entslossen, das wir als naber fursten vnd 
gelidder bemeltes Nyderrhynischen KreyB syne 1. jn diesen 
hoichbeswerlichen anliggen mit troist hylff vnd bystandt 
wie wir ouch byB an her mirklich gedoin nit verlaissen 
wollen, vnnd vnns darumb ouch verglychen vch vnd andere 
Stende deBselbigen KreyB zubescheiden, vnd nachdem auslage 
zu dem Turcken Zugh vermoige des Rychs abscheid vrnb hylff 
anzusoichen, vnnd nachdem wir bedacht, das die sach mit der 
bescheidungen etwas vertzogen werden mochten, haven wir vrnb 
zyt zugewinnen jdern Standt, der zu dem Turcken Zugh vff 
einen reysigen angeslagen, "HAStK, Koln und Kreis, 
Briefmappe 1534 (June 21), p. 1. 

113BRSK 4, 251 (Nr. 355); June 29, 1534; (Nr. 356); 
July 1, 1534. 
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anguish about the stubbornness of the MUnsterites. 1M 

Subsequently, they reemphasized their willingness to help 

if this matter was concluded and carried out by every 

allied district. lIs Yet the Council was apprehensive about 

the princes' strategy of levying taxes on the districts 

without the convocation of the estates. A legal basis for 

such procedure could not be found in the imperial 

decrees. 116 As the imperial cities in their protest 

against the stipulations of the Diet of Coblenz (December 

13, 1534), Cologne tried to safeguard its imperial freedoms 

vis-a-vis the territorial princes. This created a dilemma: 

on the 0ne hand, obedience to the instructions of the 

Archbishop and the Duke would provide an opening and a 

risky precedent for fUrther expansion of their princely 

power. On the other hand, the Council was profoundly aware 

of the dangerous potential to Cologne of the MUnster 

114 ..... vnnd vermercken mit schwerigern gemuet die 
hartneckigkeit der ungebUrlicher widerwertigkeit etc. von 
MUnster." HAStK, Briefbuch 58, 175r

; July 2, 1534. 

lIs"Vnnd weren woll wie auch vnser vorig schreiben 
vermelt, so dise sache mit allen verwandten des gezircks 
beschlossen, vnnd furgenomen werde, steuwer vnd hilf 
vnnsers vermogens zuthun geneigt." HAStK, Briefbuch 58, 
175r

• 

1I6"Aber das man buyssen beruffung der Stende zu 
gemeltem Kreis gehorend dermassen anslagen vnnd beschweren 
solt, fynden wir nit das deB heiligen Raichs abschiedt vnd 
ordnung solhs ausfUrn." HAStK, Briefbuch 58, 175r

• 
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events. Furthermore, Emperor and King expected Cologne to 

help stem the tide of this political uprising. The 

councilors' solution was to steer a middle course: they 

voiced their protest against the princes' procedure, yet at 

the same time gave assurance of their concern and their 

wish to join efforts against the instigators of unrest, 

thus leaving the possibility open that they might follow 

the princes' instructions after all. 1u 

As part of the lower Rhenish district, Cologne was 

invited to the Diet of Cologne (October 25, 1534), where 

measures against Mlinster were to be discussed. 118 The city 

of Cologne was not the only estate to insist that the 

burden of war be carried by all allies: the estates 

represented at this meeting withheld their promise of 

military aid until everyone concerned assembled at the next 

meeting, the Diet of Coblenz (December 13, 1534).119 Once 

IU"Idoch willen wir dermassen die sache erwegen vnd 
vns schicken wie wir solchs gegen vnnser obern 
zuverantwertenn wissenn. Wie wir vnlangs auch vnser gemuet 
derhalben weitther e.f.g. entdecken werden .... " HAStK, 
Briefbuch 58, 175r

• 

118HAstK, Koln und Kreis, letter of John of Cleves to 
burgomaster and Council of Cologne; September 28, 1534. 

119" ... die obgemelte Verordente gebrechs halver das 
etliche andere Stende die Jre nit geschickt aIle handelung 
biB zu dem tag vnnd bykompst zu Coblentz verstreckt, ... " 
HAStK, Koln und Kreis, letter of John of Cleves to 
burgomaster and Council of Cologne; November 6, 1534, p. 2. 
This behavior is not so surprising when we realize that 
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the respective contribution of each district member had 

been specified, the Council of Cologne appointed a 

committee to discuss the estimated costs .120 Of the 3,000 

requested gold gulden, the treasurer was instructed to pay 

1,000 for now, and then to try to raise more money. The 

committee suggested that the episcopal councilors be 

content with the 1,000 gold gulden for the time being, 

since it could not approve more money without the consent 

of all councilors and the Forty-four. l2l Again, the 

resourceful manoeuvering of the small Council within the 

limits of its options is evident. with regard to the 

events in MUnster, it was willing to help as long as 

Cologne's sovereignty was safeguarded. Cologne was 

Cologne must have been a leading example for the other 
members of the district, as can be gathered from an inquiry 
of Aachen's burgomaster to the burgomaster and Council of 
Cologne: " ... besonder gude frundt, vyB der versamlung kuer 
vnnd fUrsten kurtz vergangen dagen zu NuyB gewest, syn wir 
durch den durchluchtigen hochgeboren fursten vnsernn 
gnedigen hern Hertzogen zu Cleve Guylich vnnd Bergh etc. 
schrifftlich angesucht, dem hochwirdigen fursten, 
Confirmirten zu MUnster In der belegerung ytzgelachter 
Statt stuyr vnnd hi Iff zu doin etc. wie den anderen Stenden 
des Nyder Rynischen kreiB auch geschrieben zo syn wir 
bericht worden, so nu Eyn Ersam Raith der Statt Colne 
glichfals angesocht were, begeren wyr vns by neister 
Botschafften zuverstendigen [inserted in the margins: vnd 
heimlich zuvernemmen], wie sich der Raith dairhinn gehalten 
oder halden werden, vns Jm besten darnach zu Richten ... " 
HAStK, Koln und Kreis; Juli 8, 1534. 

120BRSK 4 I 288 (Nr. 5); December 30, 1534. 

121BRSK 4, 289 (Nr. 12); January 8, 1535. 
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prepared to pay its share of financial burden in the siege; 

furthermore, the councilors readily made efforts to free or 

raise money when additional support was needed, and even 

stretched their jurisdiction beyond its legal bounds. 122 

d. Torn Between Interest Groups 

The Council's obligations were complex. Because of 

its many responsibilities relative to various interest 

groups, Cologne often found itself between fronts, as seen 

in the protest of the imperial cities against the 

proceedings at the Diet of Coblenz (December 13, 1534). 

Led by Frankfurt and Strasbourg, the imperial cities 

protested against the fact that, at the Diet, district 

princes assumed the right to stipulate payments for the 

imperial cities, although these were only subject to orders 

I22In addition to the already mentioned documents, the 
councilors commanded the treasurers to prepare the money 
for the siege of Munster. BRSK 4, 311 (Nr. 205); May 26, 
1535. If the amount was not sufficient, they had to 
discuss how to raise more money. A month later, the 
Council ordered the remainder of the money to be paied. 
BRSK 4, 317 (Nr. 258); June 23, 1535. On August 24, 1534, 
the Council consulted over a request for munition from the 
episcopal and ducal councilors. It informed them that it 
needed the approval of all councilors and the Forty-four to 
grant such an amount of munition. But in principle it was 
willing to raise the aid. BRSK 4, 262 (Nr. 452). 
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from the Emperor and the King. 123 The cities saw this 

action as a threat to their old freedoms and privileges. 

They were, therefore, eager to know whether Cologne would 

bow to the orders of the territorial princes. Frankfurt 

had secretly inquired about this matter, 124 and had 

received an answer which displays the dilemma--and also the 

standard solution--of the Council of Cologne. Cologne 

realized that its agreement to the decision of Coblenz 

would harm its future relations with the other imperial 

ci ties. 125 But to desert Franz of Waldeck and to allow 

free reign to the 'terror' of MUnster would be even 

worse.1~ The political authorities, therefore, decided on 

a compromise (mittelwege): on the one hand, they would 

voice considerable protest; on the other, they would grant 

123HAstK, Koln und Reich, Nr. 73, f. 72f_79v• For a 
fuller discussion see below, pp. 390-399. 

124Your " ... schriben vmb dieselbige in geheim 
zuverstendigenn wes wir vnns vf dem Covelentzischen 
Abschied (---?) lassen vnnd zuthun gemeint sein etc. haben 
wir alles Jnhalts vernomen. \I HAstK, Briefbuch 59, 24c-24v; 
24f (January 25, 1535). 

125" ... sollen wir solchem Abschied geloben, Achten wir 
das sollichs Zukunpstich vnns bene ben andern Reichsstetten 
nit wenig nachstellig sein mochte." HAstK, Briefbuch 59, 
24f. 

126" ... vnsere herrn g van MUnster in solchenn 
notwendigen sachenn ghar vnnd zumal zuverlassen vnnd 
solchem grausamen vbel vnnd vnchristlichem 
erschrockenlichem handell nit zubegegnen, achten wir viII 
beschwerlicher zusein." HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 24f_24v. 
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the Bishop of Munster the neighborly aid, as it was proper 

for Cologne to do at this occasion. 127 The Council, 

however, had no interest in making big waves or in carrying 

the complaint any further .128 Its political goals are 

clear: to do what was proper and to avoid political 

commotion wherever possible. 

In their protest against the audacity of the 

territorial princes, the imperial cities convened a Diet at 

Esslingen (March 8, 1535), to which Cologne was invited. 129 

After discussing their participation in the Diet,J3O 

Cologne's councilors notified the assembled cities at 

Esslingen that they were in principle inclined to send 

their envoys to the Diet to help promote the welfare of the 

free and imperial cities. However, in these dangerous 

times, they explained, Cologne was not only called upon by 

the surrounding princes, but also by the Hanseatic cities 

12711Haben derhalben vnns vf einen mittelwege vnderredt 
vnd willen, als ein gelept [=Glied] des heiligen Reichs, 
mit einer zimlichen protestation in dieser notwendiger 
sachen vnnser hern g. van Munster ein naberliche stuwer 
thun, wie sich dan sollichs nach vnnser Statt gelegenheit 
schicken will." HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 24v. 

128"Vnnd dinstlich begeren sich damit diBmals sedigen 
zulassen, vns auch nit hoicher beschweren." HAstK, 
Briefbuch 59, 24v. 

129HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 37v. The Council received the 
letter on February 19, 1535. 

130BRSK 4, 296 (Nr. 66); February 19, 1535. 
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and others to help carry their burden. For these reasons 

and because of the short notice, their appointed envoys 

were unavailable for the Diet of Esslingen. 81 

Nevertheless, Cologne announced the dispatch of one 

delegate, Franz Ebbe, and asked that the members of the 

Diet treat him as Cologne's spokesman. The Council assured 

those congregated at Esslingen that their absence had no 

ulterior meaning. 132 Upon his return from Esslingen, Ebbe 

presented Cologne's councilors with the Diet's resolution 

and the letter that was to be sent to the princes. The 

Council maintained its usual caution: Despite Ebbe's 

authorization, the political leaders decided to consult 

with their legal advisors as to whether Cologne ought to 

concur with the content of the letter. 133 

131"Nu weren wir woll geneigt gewest die vnnsere zu 
solchem tag statlich zuschicken vnd alles des Jhenige 
Ratschlagen vnnd hand In helffen zulassen wes zu wolfart 
gemeynner erbarn frej vnnd Reichsstete vnnd hinlegens 
gemelter beschwernus reichen thete. Wir konnen aber V.e.w. 
fruntlicher guter meynung nit bergen, das wir in diesenn 
geschwinden geferlichen leuffen, so vmb vns herschwebenn 
nit allein van den vmbligenden fursten, sonder auch van den 
AnB [=Hanse] stetten vor augen scheynenden lasts vnnd 
anderer beschwerung halben angestrengt werden derhalben wir 
die vnnsere so wir zuschicken pflegen in andern vnsern 
obligen verschickt, vnnd in so geringer Zeitt solchen tag, 
wie dan die notturfft woll befordert nit ersuchen konnen 
lassen." HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 37r-3Sr; 37v (February 26, 
1535). 

132HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 37v-3Sr • 

133BRSK 4, 300 (Nr. 107); March 24, 1535. 
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Cologne's policy of maneuvering between several 

interest groups is revealed again at the Diet of Worms, 

convened for April 1, 1535 in order to deal with the 

Munster affair. The imperial cities had demanded that this 

Diet be convoked by the Emperor or the King, and that all 

imperial estates participate. If these conditions were not 

met, the cities threatened to stay away from the meeting. 

In the midst of these political complications, Cologne 

tried again to remain impartial: it informed both the 

Archbishop and the Duke that, for reasons which were known 

to the princes, the other imperial cities were not inclined 

to attend Worms. 134 The Council then downplayed its role 

at the meeting: Cologne's attendance would make no 

difference to the course of the Diet. Instead, its 

presence would certainly be disadvantageous to the city's 

relationship with the other imperial cities. 135 Cologne, 

134"Nachdem wir Jnhalt des Cobelentzischen Abschieds vf 
Quasimodo geniti [= April 1] zu Wurms erscheynnen solten, 
Sein wir doch bericht worden, das die andern erbaren frej 
vnnd Reichsstede solchen tag auB vrsachen wie v edelhen w 
vnd gunsten neben anderen geschickten Chur vnnd furstlichen 
Rethenn vnd Botschafften auB Jrem schreiben vernomen werden 
zubesuchen nit gemeynt." HAstK, Br iefbuch 59, 4 7 f -4 7v; 4 7v; 
Council of Cologne to the episcopal councilors; April 1, 
1535. 

1~"Achten wir bej vns, ob wir schon ernanten tag durch 
die vnnsere besuchen liessen, das solhs vnerheblich, vnns 
auch bej den anderen stettenn verwiBlich vnd nachteils sein 
wurde. " HAStK, Br iefbuch 59, 4 7v • 
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therefore, declined the invitation but reassured the 

Archbishop that itw'uuld continue to provide the neighborly 

help that was needed--as had been the old custom of the 

city. 136 

Cologne's shrewd policy, balancing between neutrality 

and political involvement, as well as its effort to 

circumvent political complications, are well displayed. We 

would be mistaken, however, to take the Council's reference 

to its many responsibilities merely as a pretext. As the 

largest city of the German Empire, Cologne was the constant 

target of requests for help. 137 Having to weigh carefully 

how it distributed its aid, the Council developed a policy 

of keeping those with claims or petitions temporarily at a 

distance. Cologne's insistence on splitting the burden--as 

we saw it in the case of MUnster--was one strategy. This 

136"Aber wie dem erbieten wir vnns nach wie vur 
naberliche hilf vnnd beistand nach vnnser Statt gebreuchen 
altherkomen vnd gelegenheit zube\veisen." HAStK, Briefbuch 
59, 47v. 

137LUbeck sought several times financial support from 
Cologne for its war against the King of Denmark in the 
interest of the hanseatic cities--with little success, 
however; BRSK 4, 305 (Nr. 151); April 26, 1535. The Council 
regretted that it was unable to assist because of its 
financial obligations in the war against the Romans and the 
Turks, as well as in the siege of MUnster. A few months 
later, Cologne again denied the aid with reference to its 
responsibilities toward MUnster as well as toward Emperor 
and King. HAstK, Briefbuch 59, 127 f -12S f

; 127v (December 
15, 1535). 
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was a standard procedure applied at various occasions: 

when the Emperor instructed Cologne in 1538 to pay a 

certain sum for his war against the Turks, the Council 

declared it was unable to fulfill tha request; if, however, 

all estates could agree on a common tax, the Council would 

bear its burden. 138 In the same year, the Bishop of 

MUnster, Franz of Waldeck, asked Cologne's financial 

support in a feud against the Grave of Oldenburg. The 

Council informed the Bishop that it was in no position to 

approve such means without the congregation of "those who 

belonged to it. ,,139 

Cologne's behavior with respect to the Diet of Worms, 

convened by King Ferdinand for November 1, 1535 to deal 

wi th the payments for the siege of MUnster, 140 appears at 

first sight to exhibit Cologne's familiar tendency to skirt 

commitments. The Council informed the imperial cities that 

while it was inclined to attend the Diet, it could not send 

138BRSK 4, 527 (Nr. 100); March 15, 1538. 

139BRSK 4, 547 (Nr. 268); June 14, 1538. "Those who 
belong to it" ("die dazu gehoren li ) are not further 
specified. It makes no sense as a reference to other 
politicians within Cologne since the resolution was signed 
by all councilors and the Forty-four, i.e. the complete 
political governing body of Cologne, not just the small 
Council. Therefore, the reference is very likely to the 
district. 

14~arl-Heinz Kirchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung 
MUnsters," 160. 



its usual representatives due to other foreign political 

obligations. 141 To avoid the impression that Cologne 
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wanted to desert the cities, the Council asked Strasbourg 

to represent Cologne's interests. M2 The councilors 

further requested that Franz Ebbe be admitted to the Diet 

as a secretary so that he could inform them immediately 

about important debates and see to it that the Council 

could answer promptly. 143 

From the correspondence with Strasbourg we learn that 

Cologne was concerned the Diet would make a decision that 

could threaten the freedoms of the imperial cities. The 

Council notified Strasbourg that if its fears came true, it 

would immediately dispatch an envoy, despite the 

141" ••. vB zugefallener obligender beschwernusen, so vns 
als einem mitgelidt vnnd zuvor das oberst haubt der 
Ansestete [= hanseatic cities] diser zitt durch kor w. von 
Engellandt, deBglichen dlen hertzogen van Gelren, begegnet 
ist, vnns in warheit gerurten tag zubesuchen vmb etlichen 
vnser Ratspersonen willenn die wir zu tagfarten in des 
Reichs sachen zugebruchen pflegen gantz beschwerlich." 
HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 116v-117vi 117r (November 2, 1535). 

142"Aber nichtdestoweniger vf das verb. w. nit 
zugedencken haben, das wir der erbarn frej vnd Reichs stet 
obligen, so villicht vf diesem tag in hand lung furfallen 
mochten ni verlassen zusollen gemeint, haben wir den 
Erweisen vnnd vursichtigen vnnsern besundern guten frunden 
der Statt Strauburg gesandten geschriben vnnd Jr lieb 
gebeten vnns neben v. erb. w. an vnnser statt zuvertretten 
vnnd in gunstgem bevelhe vnnd entschuldigung zuhaben vnd 
vnser obligen Jm besten antzudragen." HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 
117r• 

143HAstK, Briefbuch 59, 117r. 
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difficulties this would entail. 1« We may assume that 

Cologne's reasons for holding back an envoy were no 

pretext, as it was taking a considerable risk with respect 

to its civic liberties. On the other hand, this episode 

warns us against an automatic classification of the 

imperial cities by confessional loyalty. The need to 

protect their sovereignty against their territorial 

overlords created a strong bond between the cities, and, in 

this case, proved to be more decisive than the concern for 

a Catholic or Protestant agenda. 

e. Rejection of Princely Reform 

Cologne's principal interests are highlighted by the 

debates over clerical abuses. Both the Archbishop of 

Cologne and the Duke of Cleves felt called upon by the 

l«"Der gerurt vnser Secretarius hat auch bevelhe sich 
mit v.e.w. zuunderreden, ob sich Jhe die sachen so 
haichwichtig zudragen, das den erbarn Stetten vnnd vns in 
sonderheitt zu nachteil vnd abbruch Jrer habenden freiheit 
oder sunst zu anderer beschwernis reichen, vnd der vnsern 
notturfftig sein vnnd begern wurden. Wusten wir 
vnangesehen vnsers obligens der sachen gelegenheit 
bedencken vnnd ein Botschafften, wiewoll gantz beschwerlich 
hinuff fertigen, wir bitten aber dinstlich, wa es anders 
gesein ma~ht vnns des angesehen vnnser gelegenheit 
zuentheben vnnd Jm best en zuvertretten vnd 
zuverantworten, ... " HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 117v-11Sr ; 11Sr 

(November 2, 1535). 
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events of MUnster to reform the Church. 145 After they had 

drawn up a reform proposal, they sent it to the Council of 

Cologne for an opinion (February 4, 1536).M6 In the 

Council's response, which took it almost a month to 

formulate,147 the councilors displayed their concerns. 

They granted that the "proposal for a reformation" (Begriff 

einer Reformation) might possibly (!) concur with the 

principles of Scripture and the general councils. M8 

Before turning to their reservations toward the 

reformation, they pointed to Cologne's grand past: they 

had always adhered to the old Christian ceremonies and had 

remained loyal subjects of the Popes and Emperors by 

upholding their edicts and orders. 149 But although they 

M5For a detailed discussion see below, pp. 254-281. 

146BRSK 4, 368 (Nr. 79); February 4, 1536. 

147BRSK 4, 374 (Nr. 136); March 1, 1536. The response 
was to be discussed with the Cathedral Chapter. 

14S"Vnnd befunden in derselbiger [i. e., in the "begrif 
einer Reformation"] das die sachen dermassen gefast sein 
das sie villicht der heiliger schrifft vnnd gemeynnen 
Concilien nit vngemeB sein solten, ... " HAStK, Briefbuch 
59, 153v-154v

; 153v (March 3, 1536); my emphasis. This 
document is printed in Acta Reformationis catholicae 
ecclesiam germaniae concernentia saeculi XVI. Die 
Reformverhandlungen des deutschen Episkopats von 1520 bis 
1570 [ARC], II. (1532 bis 1542), ed. Georg Pfeilschifter 
(Regensburg, 1960), 177-179 (Nr. 63). 

M9US, " ... die sich von den althenn loblichen 
hergebrachten christlichen Ceremonienn, got hab lob, sonder 
rhum zuschreiben, nit gesondert oder abgewichen, sonder 
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were only laymen, this new "reformation," or at least 

several of its articles, gave them reason for concern. The 

princes' endeavor could cause some of the citizenry to 

stray from the good old customs, some to engage in 

disputes, others even to reject the old traditions 

entirely, while still others might introduce novelties. 150 

Thus, the Council feared that the princes' reform plans 

might cause schism, which they had resisted so far with the 

help of God and a cautious policy. For this reason, the 

councilors felt they had to reject the new 

"reformation. "lSI Furthermore, they argued that the 

aIle zitt vnnd noch bej althloblichen gebreuchen, Jnhalt 
Bebstlicher Heiligkeit, Romischer Kayserlicher Majestaeten 
vnnseren aller genedigisten herrn, In Jren edicten vnd 
bevelhen als gehorsame vnderthaen Williglich ertzeigt, vnnd 
vurbaB Jrer heiligkeit vnnd Majestaeten sampt gemeynner 
Christlicher satzung nachzukomen ernstlich gemeyt sein, 

II HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 153 v-154 r
• 

ISO" So bef inden wir doch in solchem zugestel tern begriff 
etliche artickel, die wir als einfeldige leyen besorgen das 
vnnser burgerschafft dardurch mit vngeschicklicheit vnnd 
vnverstandt villicht etwas vnser naberen vurhaben zu Jrer 
meynung fUren, etliche van guten althen gebreuchen 
abwenden, die andern vnser burgerschafft in disputation 
ziehen mochten, die dritten vnnseren althen herkomen vnnd 
gebreuchen ghar zuwidder befunden, Die vierdten viII 
newerung (wir geschweigen archwon der althen religion) 
Jnschleiffenn wurden, ... " HAStK, Briefbuch 59, 154 r

• 

151"Wie wir solchs wei tther vnd ferner zu gelegenn 
zitten e.f.g. daerzuthun vnns erbitten, daruB 
zwyspeldicheit zubesorgen, die wir biBher mit hilff des 
almechtigen vnnd in sorgfeldicheit vnnser leib vnnd gutere 
vmbgengen, auch hefftiglich widderstandt gedoin, das wir 
nuhe e.f.g. die ordnunghen, sovil die geistlichen personen, 
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imperial mandates had ordered the cities and estates to 

hold on to the old customs until a general council was 

convened. The Pope was also exceedingly opposed to the 

introduction of new ceremonies. Thus, the papal legate, 

Peter Vergerio, had urged Cologne to leave things as they 

were, which the Council agreed to do since it was always 

eager to show itself a willing subject of the Pope and the 

Emperor. 152 Because a reform of the Church had been 

postponed until the upcoming general council, they hoped 

the Archbishop would understand that the city regarded it 

as its duty to wait until then. 153 

Jren stand vnd wesen belangend, vill mehe die in e.f.g. 
stifft gesessenn, von siedlichen gut en ordnungen vnd 
erlichem wesenn hiemit abweisen solten." HAStK, Briefbuch 
59, 154 r

• 

15211 so vns nichs nuwes In ColIne in Ceremonien 
buys sen Bebstlicher heiligkeitt verwissen, zugestatten 
ernstlich verbotten. Derglichen vB viII Reichstegen, des 
glaubens, gebreuch der heiliger Kirchen biB an das gemein 
Concilium bej althen gebreuchen ruwen zulassen verleibt. 
Vnnd nuhe Jungst auch von Bebstlicher heiligkeit, durch 
Jrer heiligkeit Botschafftenn herrn Petrum Paulum Vergerium 
derhalven sonderlich begrust, sein aIle puncten in ruwe 
stehen zulassen, das wir der selviger Jrer hoher botschafft 
zugesagt, das wir Jrer heiligkeit vnnd Kayserlicher 
Majestaeten als gehorsame vnderthaen aIle zitt vnns 
willigklich darJnne ertzeigen wolten." HAStK, Briefbuch 
59, 154r-154v • 

153"Vnnd dhweill die Reformation der heiliger Kirchen 
vff das gemein Christlich Concilium geschoben vnd van 
Bebstlicher heiligkeit, Jha nuhe mehe vnnsers erachtens van 
Jrer heiligkeit ausgeschriben worden ist, haben e.f.g. als 
ein hochloblicher vnnd hochverstendiger furst hirus 
abtzunemen, wes vnns hiervan ferner Jntzustossen, ere 
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The Council's rebuke of the Archbishop was complete. 

Not only did Cologne's political leaders claim that the 

intended reformation would lead to unrest and schism within 

the city, they also left no doubt that the Archbishop had 

no power over the Council: Cologne's authorities were the 

Pope and the Emperor, who were far away. The Archbishop 

who stood virtually at the city gates was denied any 

authority. Finally, the councilors implied that the 

Archbishop had arrogated for himself the right to carry out 

a clerical reform, when in fact this was the responsibility 

of the upcoming general council. Thus, by referring to 

their obligation and honor toward their citizenship as well 

as to Pope and Emperor, the councilors rejected the 

princes' "reformation." When, more than two years later, 

the Archbishop was about to publish his "reformation" 

program, the Council ordered its members to get as much 

information as possible about this matter and to report 

their findings so that the sovereignty of the Council would 

not be imper i lIed. 154 

halben getzemen vnnd zuthun gelegen sein." HAStK, 
Briefbuch 59, 154v

• 

154BRSK 4, 539 (Nr. 196); May 8, 1538. The 
investigation about the "reformation" program was to be 
kept secret. Since it was common rule to keep silence 
about the discussions during sessions, the Council must 
have attributed particular importance to the episcopal 
reform. 
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Underlying this dispute over clerical reform was the 

power struggle between the city and the Archbishop (as well 

as the Duke). The Council's foremost priority was to 

safeguard Cologne against any encroachment upon its 

independence. In light of this prerogative, any reform of 

clerical abuses conducted by the princes was seen primarily 

as a threat to Cologne's sovereignty and never as a program 

on its own merits. Unlike its effect upon the Archbishop 

and the Duke, "Mlinster" did not inspire Cologne's political 

leaders to overcome all partiality and embark on a joint 

reform program. 

f. The Politics of Cologne 

The events of Mlinster involved Cologne on several 

levels. They posed a threat to the safety of the city and 

thus provoked both a domestic and a foreign political 

response. In this process, pivotal issues of Cologne's 

politics were highlighted: the city's policy toward 

heretics, its relationship toward the Emperor, the power 

play between Cologne and its spiritual overlord, Archbishop 

Herman of Wied, as well as the balancing of all the 

responsibilities that came with Cologne's central position 

in the Empire. 
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With the Anabaptist takeover of Munster, the agenda of 

Cologne's Council changed. For the first time we see the 

councilors concentrate on the issue of Anabaptism, 

mobilizing all pOlicing forces against this threat. They 

officially held that Cologne did not produce such heretics 

itself, but that they had come from outside. 

"Munster" did change the course of Cologne's city 

fathers yet it was the loss of the Westphalian city to 

Protestantism in 1532/33 that sent shock waves to Cologne-

and the Emperor--and initiated a fiercer political course 

against heretics. When the Anabaptists took over Munster's 

government in 1534, Cologne's harsher policy was already 

established. 

Anabaptists were ranked with Lutherans, Zwinglians, 

Sacramentarians, and other sectarians, all of which Cologne 

had always treated as heretics. With the events in 

Munster, however, Anabaptism did not only acquire a new 

reality, but also a more dangerous connotation than the 

other "heresies." Apart from their un-Christian and 

seditious character, Anabaptists were placed in one 

category with criminals and prostitutes, attributing to 

them further an amoral quality. Given this stern attitude 

of Cologne's governing body toward heretics expressed in 

proclamations and orders, it is curious to discover how 

ineffective the mandates really were: Lutherans and 
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Anabaptists did not disappear but continued to occupy the 

councilors throughout the 1530s. 

The Council's comportment in view of MUnster's 

military demands renders an intriguing picture of the way 

Cologne conducted politics. As a neighbor of the Bishop of 

MUnster and a member of the Lower Rhenish district, Cologne 

was asked to support the siege. It subsequently applied a 

policy largely in keeping with its long-held principles, 

which were loyalty toward Emperor and Pope as well as 

sovereignty from the Archbishop and the Duk2, displaying a 

shrewd combination of impartiality and involvement, trying 

to steer clear of political quandaries. Against this 

background, Cologne's sUbstantial support of MUnster's 

siege is astounding and exhibits a surprising flexibility 

despite the slowness of such a huge administrative body. 

The Council demonstrated a greater readiness to provide 

financial aid in the case of "MUnster" than at any other 

occasion--and even stretched its competence. This was 

often the case since the political leaders of Cologne tried 

to govern the city without having to convene all councilors 

and the Forty-four, which limited the means they could 

grant for the siege. 

We can conclude from these reactions that Cologne's 

councilors were thoroughly concerned about the impact of 
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"MUnster," at least as it pertained to the political order 

and stability of the city. They tried to shield the city 

against the "poison" of Anabaptism. As a neighbor of the 

Bishop of MUnster and a member of the Lower Rhenish 

district, Cologne took part in the financial and military 

support of the siege, while being sure to represent this 

aid as the city's duty and loyalty toward Emperor and Pope

-not as compliant obedience toward the Archbishop and Duke. 

Here, Cologne stands arm in arm with the other imperial 

cities in defending their sovereignty against the 

territorial princes. 

The Council's interests do not go much beyond 

safeguarding the peace of the city and its own sovereignty. 

Its protection of the old religion represents first of all 

a means to ensure concord and is therefore aimed at civic 

goals. The content of this religion is secondary in 

importance to what Roman obedience can do for the 

integration of the city. Doubts as to whether the old 

religion--as it was practiced--still fulfilled the needs of 

the people were never officially voiced by the councilors. 

When both the Archbishop and the Duke felt called upon by 

the events of MUnster to eliminate what they perceived as 

the cause of the Anabaptist reign--namely the 

anticlerical ism among the people--and to conduct a reform 
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of clerical abuses, Cologne's political leaders saw the 

intended reform primarily as a threat to the city's 

stability and sovereignty. Therefore, the issue of 

autonomy dictated the Council's rejection of Herman's and 

John's reform proposal. The councilors' fear of 

endangering Cologne's peace and independence was too great 

to make them join the princes in their reform program. 

Rather than "deep, clerical piety,"!" the reactions to 

MUnster reveal a keen political weighing of options, in 

which civic pride, concern for concord, and obedience to 

the Emperor play the major role. 

Apart from fear, "MUnster" also evoked hope. Upon 

hearing the news of the successful conquest of MUnster, the 

councilors optimistically pronounced their expectation that 

this religious schism might induce people more than before 

to come to a Christian union so that peace and concord 

could be established wi thin the holy Empire. 156 

I"Franzen, Kelchbewegung, 15. 

1~"Vnnd verhoffen das solchem Zweyspalt des gloubens 
vrsach geven wirt desterstatlicher zu Christlicher eynigung 
zukomen, damit im heiligenn Reich fride vnnd einigkeit 
geplantzt mocht werden." HAStK, Briefbuch 59, f. 76v -77 f i 
statement of Cologne's councilors to the leaders of the 
military campaign against MUnster (June 30, 1535). 
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3. The Mobilization of the Monks 

There is a saying that Cologne has as many church 

towers as there are days in the year. 157 As the citadel of 

Catholicism in the North, Cologne embraced not only a large 

variety of orders and convents,158 but also a powerful 

cathedral chapterl~ as well as a distinguished theological 

faculty. Not surprisingly, therefore, theological 

reactions to the events of MUnster came from many different 

religious groups. 160 Most outspoken in their critical 

157Toni Diederich, "stift - Kloster - Pfarrei. Zur 
Bedeutung der kirchlichen Gemeinschaften im Heiligen K6In," 
in Stadtspuren - Denkmaler in K61n, 1: Koln: Die 
Romanischen Kirchen, 1, ed. by Hiltrud Kier and Ulrich 
Krings (Cologne: Bachem, 1984), 17-78; 60. 

I~See Ernst Podlech, Die wichtigsten stifter Abteien 
und Kl6ster in der alten Erzdi6zese K61n, 3 vols. (Breslau: 
Goerlich & Coch, 1912); cf. Diederich, "stift." 

159For the cathedral chapter see below, pp. 195-197. 

I~For the Catholic theological response see Schriften 
von katholischer seite gegen die Taufer, Die Schriften der 
MUnsterischen Taufer und ihrer Gegner, 2, ed. by Robert 
stupperich (MUnster: Aschendorff, 1980); Peter Nissen, "Die 
schriftstellerische Reaktion katholischer Theologen auf die 
Tauferbewegung in den Niederlanden im 16. Jahrhundert: Eine 
Zwischenbilanz," in Bibliotheca Dissidentium. Scripta,et 
studia, 3, ed. by Jean-Georges Rott and Simon L. Verheus 
(Baden-Baden: Valentin Koerner, 1987), 255-268; idem, De 
katholieke polemiek tegen de dopers. Reacties van 
katholieke theologen op de doperse beweging in de 
Nederlanden (1530-1650) (Diss., Kath. Theol. Uni. 
Amsterdam, 1988), esp. Chap. IV: "De katholieke polemiek 
tegen het doperse Rijk van Munster," 58-87. Cf. Christoph 
Dittrich, Die vortridentinische katholische 
Kontroverstheologie und die Taufer, Europaische 
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response to the heretical 'innovators' were the 

Franciscans, the Dominicans, and the carthusians, many of 

whom had ties to the theological faculty. Even so, their 

opposition was only in part directed against Anabaptists: 

throughout the 1530s, their prime target remained the 

Lutherans. 

a. The stance of the University 

The University of Cologne was the first officially to 

condemn the developments in MUnster (1532), at a time when 

Protestantism and not Anabaptism dominated the city. This 

academic insti tution161 did not form an isolated body 

within the citizenry, an ivory tower out of touch with the 

Hochschulschriften III, Geschichte und ihre 
Hilfswissenschaften, vol. 473 (Frankfurt a.M.: Peter Lang, 
1991), whose study focuses on Cochlaus, Eck, and Fabri. 

161See the classic treatment of the university by 
Hermann Keussen, Die alte Universitat Kaln. GrundzUge 
ihrer Verfassung und Geschichte, FS (Cologne: Creutzer & 
Co., 1934) and idem, Regesten und AuszUge zur Geschichte 
der Universitat Kaln 1388-1559, Mitteilungen aus dem 
Stadtarchiv von Koln 36/37 (1918). The quincentenary of 
the university (founded in 1388) occasioned a series of 
studies; see esp. Erich Meuthen's Die alte Universitat, 
KaIner Universitatsgeschichte, 1 (Cologne: Bahlau, 1988). 
For the institution of the bursa, the organizational 
bac)cbone of the artes-faculty, see Gatz-Riidiger Tewes, Die 
Bursen der KaIner Artisten-Fakultat im spatmittelalter, 
Diss. Cologne, 1991. 
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rest of the population and with the political events of the 

day. Nor can we neatly separate the university from other 

establishments in Cologne. Its professors frequently 

preached in parish churches. 162 Since the university was 

financed by the city, it had to respond to civic wishes 

regarding its curriculum. 163 The City Council appointed 

two of its members as regents (provisores) over the 

university.1M In addition, the city frequently 

commissioned professors for legal business. This strategy 

was even more common among the Rhenish princes, Herman of 

Wied and John of Cleves. Often, faculty members were 

available to the Archbishop as advisors, general vicars, or 

as suffragan bishops. John Gropper, episcopal keeper of 

the seal, councilor, and university professor, is a case in 

point. 165 There existed a particularly close relationship 

between the university and the mendicant orders; at the 

162Meuthen, Universitat, 64. 

163Meuthen notes that, compared with other 
universities, Cologne maintained most of its autonomy: 
"Der blirokratische Zentralismus ist wohl nie eine 
stadtk6lnische Starke gewesen." Meuthen, Universitat, 67. 

IMThe office of provision was regarded as the most 
renowned yet difficult task within the Council, since the 
provisor had to ensure not only the material well-being of 
the university but he also had to mediate between the 
university, the council, and the citizenry; see Keussen, 
Die alte Universitat, 95-101. 

l~Meuthen, Universitat, 73f, 277. 
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beginning of the sixteenth century, half of the professors 

were mendicants. 166 And finally, the university maintained 

a "fruitful relationship,,167 with the carthusians, who were 

major instigators of reform well beyond the middle of the 

century. Thus, the university provided a connection 

between a variety of groups, offices, and institutions in 

Cologne. 

The faculty of theology, functioning as a model for 

younger German universities, was entrusted with the 

adjudication of theological issues. 168 Already before the 

Reuchlin affair and the "Letters of Obscure Men" (1515/17) 

impaired the prestige of the university, student enrollment 

had begun to drop, a trend which only accelerated during 

the Reformation. 169 The theological faculty made it their 

I~Between the years 1500 and 1523, 22 of the 43 
professors belonged to the secular clergy, the rest to the 
mendicant orders (Dominicans: 10, Franciscans: 5, 
Augustinians: 3, Carmelites: 2, cistercians: 1). See 
Meuthen, Universitat, 153. 

167Getz-Riidiger Tewes, "Die Kelner Universitat und das 
Kartauserkloster im 15. Jahrhundert - eine fruchtbare 
Beziehung," in Die Kelner Kartause urn 1500, ed. by Werner 
Schafke (Cologne: Locher, 1991), 154-168. 

I~For Cologne's influence on other universities see 
Meuthen, Universitat, 176-178. 

169Meuthen, Universitat, 88. 
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program to suppress heretics and unorthodox teachings, 170 

to counter with its own theological treatises,171 and to 

prohibit the publication of "heretical" books. 172 From the 

very beginnin9, the faculty had opposed Luther and his 

teachings and, during the 1520s, it remained the stern 

guardian of the old faith. Cologne's condemnation of 

Luther (1519) and its burning of his books (1520)u3 were 

1700n February 22, 1522, the theological faculty urged 
Archbishop Hermann of Wied to take action against Luther 
and his followers. For assistance, it sent a respectable 
delegation of four people--among them the priors of the 
Carmelites and the Augustinians as well as the Dominican, 
Arnold of Tongern--to the Archbishop. See Keussen, 
Regesten, 374. During the major theological controversies 
of this decade--whether disputes over Cornelius Agrippa of 
Nettesheim, Gerhard Westerburg, Theodor Fabritius, Adolf 
Clarenbach or Peter Fliedstetten--the theological faculty 
played an active role in defending the old faith. Ibid., 
369-389. 

171In 1526, the theological faculty of Cologne 
entrusted the Dominican Konrad Kollin, professor of 
theology, with the refutation of Luther's exposition of 1st 
Corinthian 7, published in 1523. Keussen, Regesten, 386. 

1720n February 18, 1526, the theological faculty of 
Cologne addressed the Council on the prohibition of 
pUblication and sale of heretical books. Keussen, 
Regesten, 383. 

173cologne's theological faculty preceded the curia in 
Rome with the condemnation of Luther's teachings (August 
30, 1519). The initiative, nevertheless, lay with the 
university of Lowen (founded in 1425 and patterned after 
the university of Cologne), who had requested an opinion of 
Cologne. Lowen, then, succeeded Cologne with a similar 
verdict on November 7, 1519. Paris followed much later on 
April 15, 1521. The papal bull against Luther was handed 
to the university of Cologne on November 10, 1520, and two 
days later, Luther's books were burned in the presence of 
Emperor Charles V and the university. Lowen was also first 



followed by repression of Augustinians suspected of 

Lutheran affiliations. 174 
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When Munster turned toward Protestantism in 1532, the 

theological faculty of Cologne was the first officially to 

condemn the articles of Bernhard Rothmann and his 

followers. 175 At the same time, it enlisted the Dominican, 

John Host of Romberg, to compose a vernacular refutation of 

the Munster articles. 176 During the following two years, 

the faculty showed a heightened activity against 

heterodoxy. The cases of Gerhard Westerburg and Cornelius 

Agrippa of Nettesheim were again placed on the agenda. ln 

to burn Luther's books (October 8, 1520). See Keussen, 
Regesten, 368, 372; Meuthen, Universitat, 263-265. 

174Keussen, Regesten, 374. For the Augustinians cf. W. 
Rotscheidt-Mors, "Die kolner Augustiner und die 
wittenberger Reformation," MRKG 11 (1917),33-58; Hedwig 
Vonschott, Geistiges Leben im Augustinerorden am Ende des 
Mittelalters und zu Beginn der Neuzeit (Berlin: Emil 
Ebering, 1915); Adalbero Kunzelmann, Geschichte der 
deutschen Augustiner-Eremiten, 7: Die kolnische Provinz vom 
Beginn der Neuzeit bis zur Sakularisation Cassiciacum 26 
(Wurzburg: Augustinus, 1976). 

175Keussen, Regesten, 397 (September 9, 1532). The 
Determinatio facultatis theologicae coloniensis super 
articulis monasteriensibus is printed in Stupperich, 
Schriften, 2, 27-31. 

176Keussen, Regesten, 397; excerpts printed in 
Stupperich, Schriften, 2, 33-41. For a further discussion 
of Romberg's response see the chapter on the Dominicans 
below, pp. 133-147. 

InThe theological faculty finally condemned Gerhard 
Westerburg as a heretic and approved a series of articles 
against Agrippa. Keussen, Regesten, 398. 
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Apart from this early response to "MUnster" and the 

increased action against "heretics," the official records 

are silent about the further Anabaptist development in 

nearby Westphalia. The theological faculty regarded 

Anabaptism as a heresy as it did Lutheranism. For them, 

the official statement of 1532 against Lutherans in MUnster 

remained valid for the Anabaptists as well, and made a new 

proclamation superfluous. At the same time, one cannot but 

wonder with how little effort the university thought it 

could stem the 'heretical' tide in Westphalia. We now turn 

to the Dominicans, the Franciscan Observants, and the 

Carthusians to investigate whether they displayed a 

similar, curiously relaxed attitude toward the Anabaptists 

in MUnster. 

b. The Dominicans 

The Dominicans occupied an exceptional place in 

sixteenth-century Cologne. Their beginnings in the Rhenish 

metropolis go back to 1221, when the Dominican cloister, 

"Holy Cross," was founded. us In the fifteenth century, 

the order underwent a reform, with the result that, around 

USDiederich, "stift," 51f. 
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1500, it enjoyed considerable prestige. 179 However, during 

the time of the Protestant Reformation, the order suffered 

many losses allover Europe. In Germany, the Saxon 

Province collapsed entirely; what remained of it was 

incorporated into the Teutonic Province, where Cologne was 

the strongest convent. 180 Gi ven the Dominicans' reputation 

as the most rigorous fighters in the battle against 

religious innovators, the friars' response to the 

Anabaptist challenge in MUnster is rather surprising: the 

Dominicans in Cologne did not confront the new heresy. 

None of their treatises disputed or even addressed the 

emerging Anabaptist threat in Westphalia. To understand 

this peculiar behavior, we need to focus on Dominicans in 

the front lines of the order and investigate what their 

concerns were, while searching for indications concerning 

this neglect of Anabaptists. 

179The Dominicans' influence was notable in that the 
office of the inquisitor in Cologne usually went to their 
prior as papal delegate. See Hieronymus Wilms, Der KaIner 
Universitatsprofessor Konrad Kallin, Quellen und 
Forschungen zur Geschichte des Dominikanerordens in 
Deutschland, 39 (Cologne: Albertus-Magnus, 1941), 101. 

18~ax Heimbucher, Die Orden und Kongregationen der 
katholischen Kirche, 1 (Paderborn, 1933; 3rd rev. ed., 
Munich: Ferdinand Schaningh, 1965), 493. The Saxon 
Province encompassed not only Saxony but also most of 
northern Germany, whereas the upper German province 
(Provincia Teutonica) reached from Cologne in the North to 
Bern in the South and Vienna in the South-East. It 
comprised over forty cloisters; see Paulus, Dominikaner, 1, 
87. 
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As noted earlier, when the religious developments in 

Westphalia first caused a sensation at the Rhine, the 

theological faculty of Cologne charged the Dominican, John 

Host of Romberg (t 1532/33), to prepare a rebuttal of the 

MUnster articles in German. 181 This preacher and professor 

at the university was the author of several theological 

treatises. Renowned as an editor, Romberg used his skills 

in the confrontation with the Lutherans, editing and 

republishing pertinent works of John Fabri, John Eck, 

Konrad Wimpina, and John Mensing. occasionally he provided 

these treatises with a dedication. The Dominican 

maintained close links with the Cologne Carthusians, 

participating in the monumental task of editing the works 

of the Carthusian Dionysius Ryckel. 182 While Romberg 

adamantly opposed the Lutherans, he was inclined toward 

reform, but he believed such an endeavor had to be 

orchestrated by the church, not by religious innovators, 

who would only cause greater confusion. 

Apart from the literary debate carried out from the 

desk, Romberg had several close encounters with the 

opponents of the old faith. At the end of the 1520s, he 

181For John Host of Romberg see Paulus, Dominikaner, 
134-153. 

InFor a detailed discussion of the Carthusians, see 
pp. 164-189. 
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was one of the judges at the trial against the alleged 

Lutherans, Adolf Clarenbach and Peter Fliedstetten. 

Romberg had long been in debate with the imprisoned Adolf 

Clarenbach. 183 In addition, the Dominican had to brace 

himself against an attack from Count Wilhelm of Isenburg, 

who was then suspected of Lutheran affiliations and in the 

early 1530s would provide refuge to the Wassenberg 

preachers. 1M Romberg's efforts were not limited to 

Cologne. He was called to Lippstadt and Soest in 

Westphalia to fight the Lutheran advancement--albeit 

without success. 185 Prepared by these experiences, he 

faced the most recent events in Westphalia. with an eye on 

183See Paulus, Dominikaner, 144-147, and Wilms, Kollin, 
103-106. 

1MIsenburg, a count in the ducal countries, sojourned 
at this time in Cologne, where he published a pamphlet 
against several of Romberg's sermons. The Dominican 
announced thereupon that he planned to write a treatise 
against Isenburg. See Paulus, Dominikaner, 147f. For more 
information on Isenburg and the Wassenberg preachers see 
below, pp. 239-243. 

185In 1526, the Archbishop of Cologne and the Count of 
Lippe called Romberg to Lippstadt to suppress Lutheran 
tendencies, which had been fostered by the Augustinians 
Hermann Koiten and John Westermann. In Soest, the 
Dominican Thomas Borchwede had promulgated the new teaching 
and had put the order in an awkward situation. When Soest 
turned to Cologne for help, the convent sent Romberg. In 
both cases, the Dominican was unsuccessful in his endeavor 
to preserve the old faith. The two Augustinians, after 
promising to mend their new ways, continued in their 
promotion of Lutheranism. In Soest, Romberg could not stem 
the flood of popular protest. See Paulus, Dominikaner, 
148f. 
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the developments in Soest, Host of Romberg wrote a treatise 

against the confession of Bernhard Rothmann, the leader of 

the MUnster preachers .186 In August of 1532, these 

preachers handed a list of articles against the "godless 

ceremonies" of the Catholic church to the Council of 

MUnster, upon which the magistracy suspended the Catholic 

worship and rituals until these articles were proven to be 

false. 18? The list was forwarded to the theological 

faculty of Cologne, which condemned it within a month. 188 

The faculty was aware that its Latin statement addressed to 

the intellectual elite did not suffice. Given Romberg's 

experience with heretics, it does not come as a surprise 

that the faculty charged the Dominican to formulate the 

official German refutation, which was presented to the 

Council of MUnster on November 29, 1532. 16 It was a more 

186This response, probably written at the end of 1531, 
is mentioned in his Von dem miBbrauch ... , f. 29b; see 
Paulus Dominikaner, 150. 

I~The list of sixteen articles was handed to the 
Conncil of MUnster on August 16, 1532. See Paulus, 
Dominikaner, 150. 

188 Q.§.t.g,;r..m.!..Datio facultatis theologicae coloniensis 
super articulis monasteriensibus, (September 9, 1532); 
printed in stupperich, Schriften, 2, 27-31. 

18~on dem miBbrauch der Romischer kirchen Christliche 
antwordt auff die anwysung der myBbruch durch dye 
predicanten zu Munster in Westphalen aIda ubergebenn. D.Jo. 
Host von Romberch Kirspensis (Cologne, 1532). The two 
dedications and the conclusion are printed in Stupperich, 
Schriften, 2, 33-41. 
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elaborate response to help arm the common people against 

heretical doctrines. 

Romberg prefaced his response with a letter to Bishop 

Franz of Waldeck and a prologue to the Council of 

MUnster. 190 Bewildered over the suspension of the old 

ceremonies, he had speedily responded to the broad request 

with an answer to the sixteen articles. 191 It was not the 

concern for Anabaptism which propelled the Dominican to 

respond to the developments in Westphalia--this religious 

group had not yet come to the surface in MUnster. 192 In 

1532, Romberg was much more worried about the prospect of 

MUnster turning Protestant, just like ZUrich and 

strasbourg. Addressing the Council of MUnster 

specifically, Romberg expressed his puzzlement: why did 

l~stupperich, Schriften, 2, 34-38. 

191The presentaticn of the sixteen articles by the 
MUnster predicants demanded an answer of the clergy-
particularly since " ... yn my tIer zijt allen Gottes dienst 
byB zu der widder sprechung der vurgemelten artickel zu 
rucke stellen, wie dan leyder geschehen ist, als ich mytt 
betroefften hertzen vernomen hab, und byn dar beneffen 
schrifftlich und mit munde manichfeldelichen gebetten, das 
ich sulche artickel besichtigen woll vnd ermessen, wasmen 
dar von halten solI na uyBwysung der heyligen schrifft, und 
solche min meynung glauben und lere ynne schrifflichen uber 
zu schicken, ... " stupperich, Schriften, 2, 35. 

192It is doubtful whether the Anabaptists ever entered 
his mind--he died at the turn of 1532/33 before the 
anabaptist reign was established, and Anabaptism in general 
never became his literary target. Romberg mentioned only 
"die vermaledeiten kettzerei der Lutheraner, Zwinglianer 
vnd Oecolampadianer." Stupperich, Schriften, 2, 35. 
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the Council suspend the traditional worship 'until the 

matter was further clarified', if the teachings of the 

Protestants, Luther, Zwingli, Oecolampadius, and Bucer, had 

been repeatedly condemned by both spiritual and secular 

authorities--the Pope, the Emperor, numerous princes, 

doctors of theology, the universities of Louvain and Paris, 

and, he added, most recently by the eminent school of holy 

Cologne itself?l~ How could the Council of such a 

distinguished and praiseworthy city as MUnster fall prey so 

easily to the lies of false preachers?194 Against the 

fraud and deceit of his opponents Romberg pitched the 

century-old tradition and customs of the medieval church. 

He warned the political and religious authorities in 

MUnster not to do anything that would endanger their 

spiritual and secular welfare.l~ The Dominican called 

Franz of WaldeGk back to his episcopal office, the 

protection of the faithful against heretics and rapacious 

wolves, as were now occupying Munster .196 Finally, Romberg 

reminded his readers that there was a direct line from 

l~stupperich, Schriften, 2, 36-38. 

I~Stupperich, Schriften, 2, 36f. 

I~Stupperich, Schriften, 2, 36-39. 

1965tupperich, Schriften, 2, 35. Romberg pointed out 
that Franz of Waldeck found Mlinster in this condition when 
he took up his office, and did not raise these heretics. 
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heresy to rebellion. 197 

Hand in hand with the apprehension of losing Mlinster 

to Protestantism went the growing concern for the simple 

people. The promoters of the old faith had noticed that 

the Protestants maintained a strong following particularly 

among the common man. It was vital, therefore, not only to 

regain hold over this large segment of society, but also to 

help them combat the seduction of these "false preachers." 

Instruction of uneducated laymen was needed if the old 

faith was to survive. This was the purpose of Romberg's 

treatise, Von dem miBbruch. 

At John Host of Romberg's side stood another prominent 

protector of the old faith: Konrad Kellin (t 1536) .198 

Although his position brought him close to the problem of 

Lutheranism in general and Anabaptism in particular, the 

Thomas-commentator Kellin left the literary battle to 

197Romberg's response ought to be sent to Mlinster " ... 
das man den yrthumb, zweitracht, uffrur und unfrid, welche 
durch dieser predicanten lere und artickel aIda zu Munster 
under geistlichen und werentlichen, und auch der 
werentlichen undereinander erwachsen und ufferstanden synt, 
wider under zu drucken und den Gottes dienst mit allen 
leblichen Ceremonien, wysen und gebruch seliglychen auff 
synen alden standt zu brengen ... " Stupperich, Schriften, 
2, 35. See also the reference at the conclusion of his 
treatise to the "uffrursche ketzerey." Ibid., 40. 

I%For Kellin see Paulus, Dominikaner, 111-134, and 
Wilms, Kellin. 
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others. Even more clearly than Romberg, Kellin exemplified 

the close nexus between the university and the Dominican 

order. Since 1511, he was professor and regent of the 

Dominican studies in Cologne, as well as professor at the 

university. 199 As inquisitor, Kellin came face to face 

with religiolls innovators: In 1528/29: he participated 

with Romberg in the investigation of Adolf Clarenbach and 

Peter Fliedstetten. 2OO Furthermore, he was in charge of 

the censorship of books, a duty which led him into conflict 

with Agrippa and Fabritius. 201 Yet despite his many 

contacts with heterodox people, Kellin did not draw swords 

in a literary fight against the Anabaptists in Mlinster. 

How can we explain this silence? The events in 

Mlinster did not escape the friars' notice. On October 26, 

1534, the delegates of the lower Rhenish district held a 

meeting at the Dominican convent to discuss aid for Franz 

I~Several times he was elected dean of the theological 
faculty and prior of the Dominican convent. See Wilms, 
Kellin, 101. When Jakob Hochstraten died in 1527, Kollin 
took over his office as Papal Inquisitor of the districts 
Mainz, Trier, and Cologne. Paulus, Dominikaner, 127. 

200Following the execution of these two 'heretics', the 
Dominican order became the target of severe criticism, 
since it was thought to have been instrumental in the 
condemnation. Kellin was further involved in a trial 
against three Lutherans (1533), and a year later against 
three Anabaptists. While the Lutherans were condemned to 
minor penalties, the Anabaptists were sentenced to death. 
See wilms, Kellin, 107. 

20lWilms, Kollin, 107-112. 
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of Waldeck. 2m The fact that the Dominicans were charged 

with the official theological response to the Munster 

preachers, attests to their important role at the 

university. This early response, however, was directed 

toward what was considered a Lutheran form of heresy--the 

later Anabaptist reign did not elicit another response from 

the Dominicans at Cologne. One might think that one of the 

reasons why they did not bother to combat the Munster 

Anabaptists was that John Cochlaus had just published a 

clear refutation of the Munster teachings. 203 His Catholic 

colleagues thus needed only to refer to this pertinent 

treatise. Yet, such an exercise of restraint would be most 

unusual for the Dominicans, especially in light of their 

many rebuttals against Lutherans in the second half of the 

1520s. The friars, formerly on the front line of the 

battle against Lutheranism, had retired as if the job had 

been finished. The Dominicans at Cologne perceived the 

Anabaptists as just some variation of Lutheran heresy, the 

latest offshoot of Wittenberg, not as a new distinct threat 

2mBRSK 4, 277 (Nr. 591). A decision on the aid was 
postponed until Monday after st. Lucia (December 14). 

W3Cochlaus, after receiving the list of articles, 
which the Munster predicants had sent out in mid-January of 
1534, wrote a German commentary on these articles in March 
of 1534. He p~blished a Latin version of his response in 
May of the same year. The various versions of the Munster 
articles as well as both of Cochlaus' pamphlets are printed 
in Stupperich, schriften, 2, 86-127. 
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demanding special attention. Even in Cochlaus' debate with 

the Anabaptists, the main target is Luther; the Anabaptists 

offered only an occasion to settle accounts with the 

reformer. 204 

Two Dominican brethren of the Saxon province, John 

Mensing and Peter Rauch, give additional insight into the 

friars' relationship to Lutherans and Anabaptists. In 

1532, Mensing (t 1541) 205 published a treatise, which dealt 

with the question whether and to what extent political 

authorities ought to concern themselves with religious 

matters.2~ Luther's initial insistence on a free 

conscience and a free choice of religion had turned, 

204For a discussion of Cochlaus' response see Dittrich, 
Katholische Kontroverstheologie, 64-99, and Nissen, 
Katholieke pOlemiek, 80-85. 

205Mensing had entered the Dominican order in 1495. He 
received his licentiate in wittenberg under Karlstadt 
(1517), from where he went to Frankfurt for his doctorate. 
He became one of the Catholic leaders in the fight against 
Protestants--advancing to provincial of Saxony in 1534 and 
suffragan bishop of Halberstadt in 1539. For Mensing see 
Paulus, Dominikaner, 16-45. 

2~ormeldunge Der unwarheit Luterscher clage. die zu 
eyner beschonunge yres Ungehorsams: yre gewissen. 
Evangelium und gottes wort (als wolte sie die heylige 
Keyserliche Maiestat do von drengen) furwenden. mit 
antzeygunge, wie die weltliche oberkeit yn sachen die 
religion belangen. eyn aufsehn haben solI (Frankfurt 
a.d.O.: Johannes Hanau, 1532). Mensing strongly advocated 
the right of the Emperor to enforce "true religion." At 
the same time, he directed his treatise against the 
Lutheran innovators whom he characterized as seditious, 
blasphemous, and heretical people. Cf. Paulus, 
Dominikaner, 32-39. 



according to the Dominican, into the greatest impatience 

and intolerance toward those with different beliefs--

Catholics, Anabaptists, and others. 2W 
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A certain sympathy toward Anabaptists, linked with a 

rejection of Lutherans, can be found in Mensing's 

colleague, Peter Rauch (t 1555), who published a treatise 

against the Augsburg Confession in 1533. 208 However, as 

2wBesides the "'grausamen Tyrannei, so sie gegen die 
Unseren gebrauchen, die wahrlich so groB ist, daB man sie 
mit keinen Tranen ausweinen mag,'" the Lutherans exercise 
the greatest impatience toward Anabaptists and other sects: 
"'Sie verjagen, toten, streichen mit Ruten, stocken und 
blocken die Wiedertaufer, Sakramentsftihrer und 
Gartenbrtider. Diese schreien allesamt ihre Gewissen, 
berufen sich auf Gottes Wort und das Evangelium und 
erbieten sich, Gott mehr als den Menschen gehorsam zu seine 
Warum laBt ihr Lutherischen sie nicht bei ihrem Gewissen 
und Evangelio? ... Man hat ja gesehen, wie die armen, 
verftihrten Leute, etliche zum Tode, so frei und 
unerschrocken gegangen, als hatten sie das allerbeste 
Gewissen, die gewiBlich wollten Martyrer werden und 
keineswegs als Ketzer leiden. Da hilft nicht, daB sie ihre 
Gewissen vorwenden und rufen Evangelium und Gottes Wort . 
... Nun geben wir hier den Lutherischen die Wahl, ob sie 
sich seIber wollen blutige Totschlager heiBen, darum daB 
sie die toten, die ihr Gewissen, wiewohl erdichtet, 
Evangelium und Gottes Wort vorwenden, oder ob sie wollen 
bekennen, daB ihnen auch ihr falsch vorgewandt Gewissen und 
erlogen Evangelium nichts helfen solI. Denn wo solch 
vorgewandt Gewissen wedeL den Unseren noch den andern 
helfen muB, wie solI's doch ihnen helfen?'" Quoted 
according to Paulus, Dominikaner, 35f. 

208Rauch, of AnsbachjFranconia (therefore sometimes 
called Petrus Anspach), entered the Dominican order in 
Jena. After he had pursued studies in Heidelberg (1521) he 
returned to Jena, where he became involved in a debate with 
Martin Reinhard, a preacher with Anabaptist inclination. 
When the Dominicans vacated their convent in Jena due to 
the Peasants' uprisings (1525), Rauch was sent to Cologne 
for further theological education. He succeeded Mensing as 
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with Cochlaus and Mensing, the Anabaptists seemed to 

function only as a foil from which Rauch could attack the 

Lutherans. Rauch claimed that the Anabaptists were in many 

instances ten times more pious than the Lutherans. The 

former kept at least the appearance of an evangelical life, 

while the latter were pious neither inside nor outside.2~ 

Here, Rauch put his finger on a sore spot for many of his 

colleagues: the Lutheran way of life. 210 While Mensing 

preacher in Dessau and Frankfurt a.d.O .. Soon after his 
arrival in Frankfurt (1532), he published his treatise 
against the Augsburg Confession: Antithesis der 
Lutherischen BekenthniB odder Beicht. Bo sie tzu Augspurgk 
vor Kayserlicher Maiestat und dem Heyligen Ramischen Reich 
1m dreyssigsten jar angegeben. Darynnen du frommer leser 
erkennen magst, mit was warheyt sye yhren glawben bekanth 
(Frankfurt a.d.O.: Hanau, 1533). Cf. Paulus, Dominikaner, 
45-52. Like Mensing, Rauch focused his attention on 
inconsistencies in the Protestant argumentation. He 
rebuked Philipp Melanchthon for false reasoning against the 
Anabaptists in that he condemned what the scriptures did 
not explicitly censure, namely the practice of Anabaptism. 
Melanchthon thus broke his own rule: "'DaB Philipp 
(Melanchthon) mit seinen Gesellen die Wiedertaufer 
verdammt, tut er wider seine eigene Regel, namlich, daB er 
verdammt, was die Schrift affentlich nicht verdammt; denn 
es gewiBlich ist, daB dieser Gebrauch (Kindertaufe) mit 
klaren ausgedrUckten worten nicht aus der Schrift, sondern 
von den Aposteln herkommt.' .. Quoted after Paulus, 
Dominikaner, 48. 

2~The Anabaptists are " ... 'in vie len StUcken zehnfach 
frammer als die Lutherischen; denn sie saufen nicht zu 
Vollen und zu Halben, sie fluchen und gottesmartern nicht 
wie die Lutherischen, und in Summe sie halten den Schein 
eines evangelischen Lebens. Aber die Lutherischen sind 
weder auswendig noch inwendig fromm, wie denn all ihr Leben 
anzeigt. "' Quoted after Paulus, Dominikaner, 48. 

21<1.<allin had criticized the Lutherans for their morals 
already in 1523; see Paulus, Dominikaner, 111. 
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and Rauch were adamant promoters of reform, for them, the 

Lutheran Reformation was out of the question for more than 

doctrinal and church-political reasons. They were deeply 

appalled by the moral conduct of this new religious 

movement--so much so that they felt to some degree closer 

to and less threatened by the Anabaptists. This does not 

mean that the Dominicans were fellow travellers with the 

Anabaptists. It rather underlines how little attention the 

friars paid to them, ignoring the opportunities to take up 

the sword against Anabaptism--a trait we have noticed with 

Romberg and Kollin. 2l1 The danger of Lutheranism loomed so 

large for the Dominicans that it must have attracted all 

their attention and emotion. In the fight against this 

formidable enemy, Anabaptism was either forgotten or merely 

utilized to discredit the Lutheran movement. The shunning 

by the Lutherans as a common experience could even lead to 

a certain commiseration with Anabaptists. Moreover, the 

Christian life style of the Anabaptists, for most friars in 

pleasing contrast to that of the Lutherans, elicited 

admiration from the Dominicans. Yet, in neither case did 

the Dominicans acknowledge Anabaptism as a danger to be 

211When Rauch argued that the Anabaptists maintained at 
least the appearance of piety, he implied that they lacked 
the inner disposition. This line of argumentation, 
however, is left dangling in the air--Rauch was not 
interested in making a case against Anabaptists, but 
against Lutherans. 
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taken seriously in itself. 

As Cochlaus' treatise shows, the Anabaptists continued 

to be a weapon against the Lutherans. When the events of 

Mtinster occurred, the rhetoric shifted, so as to put blame 

on the Lutherans for this disorder and uprising. We 

observe the same shift in argumentation with Mensing. 212 

Whether the Anabaptists were looked upon with a certain 

sympathy or not, they remained a secondary target for the 

promoters of the Catholic faith. The events of Mtinster did 

not change their perspective. 

c. The Franciscan Observants 

The final split of the Franciscans into Conventuals 

2I2In 1535, Mensing published his treatise Vom 
verdienste und rechtfertigungen des glaubens. lieben und 
guter werk und vielen do zu dienstlich lehr stucken. Und 
auff den Drytten und Vierden artickel Lutherischer 
confession, Sampt Philip Melanthonis Apologia unsers 
gegenworths Ander teyll. auB warhafftiger schrift 
gruntliche vorhandelunge, jederman in dieser tzeit gantz 
noth zuwissen. (Frankfurt, 1535). The first part had been 
published in 1533. In his second treatise (1535), Mensing 
repeatedly complained about the consequences of the 
Lutheran doctrine of justification by faith alone: "'0 wie 
viele wtiste Gesellen haben sich durch dies Glauben predigen 
ohne Furcht frech und frei hineingelassen in aIle Stinden 
und Laster! Die Frtichte des lutherischen Evangeliums sind 
vor Augen: Aufruhr, Frevel, Ungehorsam, Hoffart, vorwitz, 
Fresserei, V611erei, Unzucht und UnbuBfertigkeit, , .. 
Quoted after Paulus, Dominikaner, 41f. 
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and Observe.nts occurred simultaneously with what is 

normally regarded as the beginnings of the Protestant 

Reformation. 213 At first, Luther's attraction was strongly 

felt among the Observants, who longed for a reform of the 

church. 214 Yet, when Luther's programmatic treatises 

appeared in 1520, they disassociated themselves from these 

religious innovators and started to combat Lutheranism. 

During the 1530s; the Franciscans continued their campaign 

against dissenters. 

Among the Franciscan Observants of the Cologne 

2130 bservant movements within the Franciscan order 
emerged during the first half of the fourteenth century, 
which marks the inception of a fierce controversy between 
the Conventuals and the Observants as well as a long series 
of papal unification efforts. Under Pope Martin V (1417-
1731), a reform program was developed which the Conventuals 
eventually rejected. Nevertheless, among the Conventuals, 
several became "Martinianer." In 1517, Pope Leo X made a 
last attempt to unify the order, but when the Conventuals 
refused to accept the conditions of the Observants, Leo 
expelled the Conventuals from the Franciscan order and 
united all reformed Franciscans (Observants and 
Martinianer). This forced marriage met with opposition 
from the Observants, which in Saxony led to the split of 
the reformed party (1518). At the provincial chapter in 
Wittenberg (1519), the hope of the Martinianer was dashed 
that unification could still be achieved. See Gerhard 
Hammer, "Franziskanerdisputation. 1519," in WA 59, 606-697; 
613-625. 

214See Patricius Schlager, Geschichte der kolnischen 
Franziskaner=Ordensprovinz wahrend des 
Reformationszeitalters (Regensburg: Manz, 1909), 57-59. 
Schlager points to the Franciscans Georg Witzel, Johannes 
Glapion, and Heinrich Helm as examples of people, who were 
first attracted by Luther, but then realized (largely with 
the publication of the "Babylonian Captivity of the 
Church") that they had quite different goals. 
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province, three major figures engaged during the early 

1530s in the battle against heresy: Nikolaus Ferber of 

Herborn, John of Deventer, and John Heller of Corbach. All 

of them were cathedral preachers in Cologne and came from 

the Observant monastery in Bruhl, 215 near Cologne, which 

had advanced in the 1520s as the main bulwark against the 

Lutheran movement. 216 We will investigate whether the 

developments in Munster had an impact on their struggle 

against heresy or whether the Observants demonstrated the 

same neglect toward Anabaptism as the Dominicans. 

The most renowned among the Franciscan Observants was 

Nikolaus Ferber of Herborn. 217 He made a remarkable 

career, rising from guardian of the Observant monastery in 

Marburg (during the 1520s) to general vicar of the cis-

2iSAt this time, only the Conventuals had a monastery 
in Cologne itself. The Franciscan Observants operated from 
nearby Bruhl, where a monastery was founded in 1491 under 
the special protection of Archbishop Hermann IV, Landgrave 
of Hesse. When the Observants came to Cologne to preach at 
the cathedral, they stayed at the house of Dr. jure Johann 
Rinck, who belonged to one of the most renowned families in 
Cologne. See Ludwig Schmitt, Der Kolner Theologe Nikolaus 
Stagefyr und der Franziskaner Nikolaus Herborn, stimmen aus 
Maria-Laach 67, Erganzungsheft (Freiburg: Herder, 1896), 
15, 19. 

216The preachers travelled along the Rhine warning 
against Lutherans. Furthermore, they wrote treatises 
against this new religious movement. See Schlager, 
Geschichte, 231. 

217See the detailed study of Schmitt, Herborn. 
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montane Franciscan province. 218 Yet, although he lived to 

see all but the final overthrow of the Anabaptist reign in 

MUnster--he died on April 15, 1535--Herborn did not give 

special attention to either the Anabaptists in general or 

the MUnsterites in particular. In an exceptional manner, 

Herborn pursued the goals of the Observants at BrUhl, 

fighting heterodoxy with the pen and from the! pulpit. 219 

218The matricle of the university of Cologne shows 
Herborn as a student in 1512. Next, he appeared as a 
guardian of the Franciscan monastery in Marburg, which he 
left at the latest by 1527, when he became cathedral 
preacher in Cologne and guardian of the convent in BrUhl. 
In 1529, he was elected provincial minister of the 
Franciscan province of Cologne. Three years later, he 
became general commissary--and, in 1533, general vicar--of 
the entire cis-montane Franciscan province. See Schmitt, 
Herborn, 14-25. 

219The majority of his works date from the end of the 
1520s. In 1528, he published his Enchiridion (1528), which 
appeared in a second edition only a year later. Herborn 
dedicated the work to Duke John III of Cleves-JUlich, who 
had asked for such a compendium. Historical context was 
the religious colloquy at DUsseldorf of 1527 between 
Myconius and Herborn's colleague, Johannes Heller of 
Corbach. Of greater importance, as Schmitz points out, may 
have been the marriage between John Friedrich of Saxony and 
Sibylla, oldest daughter of Duke John, in 1528; see C. 
Schmitz, Der Observant Joh. Heller von Korbach. Mit 
besonderer BerUcksichtigung des DUsseldorfer 
Religionsgesprachs vom Jahre 1527 (Mlinster: Aschendorffsche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1913), 43f. During the same time 
Herborn wrote his Refutatio haereticorum and the 
Confutatio. As general commissary, he published his last 
work on the study of the Scriptures and the fight against 
heretics, the Paradoxa seu theologice assertiones (1534). 
For a brief discussion of Herborn's works see Schmitt, 
Herborn, 96-114. Herborn gathered renown as a preacher as 
well. Besides his theoretical work--he composed a treatise 
on the method of preaching (Methodus praedicandi)--he was 
busy with daily sermons in Cologne as well as in the cities 
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Yet, during the 1520s and during the first half of the 

1530s his main focus remained the Lutherans. He noticed 

the Anabaptist danger only from the very corner of his eye-

-for example, when he added another paragraph against 

Anabaptists in the second edition of his Enchiridion 

(1529) .220 The Lutherans, however, had proven to be most 

threatening to the Franciscan order. The Observants had 

endured their own expulsion from Marburg, Siegen, and 

Westphalia. As guardian of the monastery in Marburg, 

Herborn could not prevent Philip of Hesse's turn toward the 

Reformation, nor the eviction of his brethren from Marburg 

in 1528. 221 This profound experience of loss influenced 

Herborn's treatises and sermons--as it marked the works of 

his brethren, John of Deventer and John Heller of Corbach. 

It was the origin for Herborn's twofold policy toward the 

princes: on the one hand, he appealed to the political 

leaders not to fall for religious novelties, as propounded 

up and down the Rhine. See ibid., 139-157. 

22~erborn maintained that baptism could not be refused 
to the newborn children and that it was wrong to rebaptize 
or to deny them the entry into heaven. See paragraph 50 of 
his "nuper recognitum et locupletatum" Enchiridion; 
Schmitt, Herborn, 101. 

221Herborn probably watched the last phase of this 
development from Cologne, where he had become cathedral 
preacher in 1527. See Schmitt, Herborn, 17f. 
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by Luther and his fellows. 222 On the other hand, he gave 

his readers and listeners permission to not follow their 

political authorities in religious matters, if the leaders 

pursued any religion other than the old faith. 

Herborn's struggle against innovators was determined 

not primarily by polemics or by an effort to win his 

opponents over. Rather, he explained the old truths of the 

Catholic church and focused on the strengthening of his 

readers against heretics. He sought to encourage the 

weakened and endangered "Christian," not to persuade those, 

who in his eyes had fallen from the truth--a trait which 

was characteristic for Deventer and Heller as well. 223 

The first literary response to the developments in 

Munster, not only among the Observants, but among all 

Catholic theologians associated with Cologne, carne from 

Herborn's colleague and brother, the Franciscan Observant 

John of Deventer. This early response was due to the 

222Herborn wrote his Enchiridion shortly after the 
expulsion of the Franciscans from Marburg and the religious 
colloquy held at Dusseldorf (1527). In addition, the 
process against Adolf Clarenbach and Peter Fliedstetten was 
just taking place. In his dedication to John of Cleves, 
Herborn praises the good princes, who in the past had 
always upheld the old religion. 

2nThe Enchiridion, as Herborn explains himself in his 
preface to the reader, was meant as a quick reference guide 
for the weaker among the readers, when they search for 
advice and weapons in their battle against heretics. 
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circumstance that, between 1531 and 1533, John of Deventer 

had occasionally preached in MUnster, where he had been 

attacked by Bernhard Rothmann. 

Like Herborn, Deventer had dedicated himself from the 

very beginning of his career to the fight against the 

heresy.224 He, not Romberg, became the earliest Catholic 

opponent of Rothmann. 225 Especially in his Christianae 

224Educated at the famous humanistic school of 
Deventer, we encounter John in 1518 as preacher and around 
1524 as guardian of the Franciscan monastery at Dorsten. 
It is possible that he and Bernhard Rothmann, who was also 
educated by the fratres in Deventer, attended this school 
at the same time. sometime after 1526, he became cathedral 
preacher of Cologne and held the position of a provincial 
of his order three times. See Schlager, Geschichte, 240. 

225While Deventer was guardian of the Franciscan 
monastery in Hamm, the cathedral chapter of MUnster 
nominated the trained theologian as cathedral preacher of 
MUnster, an office he held from 1531 until 1533. See 
Meinolf MUckshoff, Predigt und prediger auf der Cathedra 
Paulina. Eine Studie zum Predigtwesen im Dom zu MUnster 
(MUnster: Aschendorff, 1985), 18. When he preached on the 
doctrine of purgatory (September 17, 1531), Bernhard 
Rothmann, then the benefice holder of St. Mauritz, 
challenged Deventer to a disputation on his sermon [printed 
in Stupperich, Schriften, 1, Nr. 4]. The next day, 
Rothmann appealed to the Council of MUnster that it might 
force the Franciscan to a public revocation if he could not 
defend himself (printed in Stupperich, Schriften, 1, Nr. 
5). Franz of Waldeck, however f reacted by prohibiting 
Rothmann to preach. Rothmann countered with a series of 
articles and his confession of faith (May, 1532), both of 
which he sent to the clergy of MUnster daring them to 
refute his arguments. The Catholic party took up the 
gauntlet and scheduled a disputation on May 19, 1532. 
Rothmann and his Protestant supporters were opposed by an 
illustrious group of Catholics, with local representatives 
from the Brethren of the Common Life, the Dominicans, and 
the Franciscan Conventuals. The disputation did not 
advance beyond the polemics between Catholics and 
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veritatis telum, Deventer took position against Rothmann's 

Confession of Faith. 226 He reported that friends had asked 

him to write a treatise; nothing indicates that he had an 

official directive, which may explain why it was the reply 

of the Dominican Host of Romberg, charged with this task by 

the theological faculty of Cologne, that was recognized as 

the official response to Bernhard Rothmann. 227 Calling 

Rothmann a disciple of zwingli and Oekolampadius, Deventer 

focused his attack on the Protestants. But in the forth 

Protestants of the last fifteen years, and has therefore 
been of little relevance for the further debate with the 
Anabaptists. It was John of Deventer, who continued the 
controversy with Rothmann. See Schlager, Geschichte, 241; 
Muckshoff, Predigt, 19f; and Nissen, Katholieke polemiek, 
61-66. 

226Two works against Rothmann date from this time: 
Deventer's "Antilogy" of 1532 was sent to the theological 
faculty of Cologne for an opinion. On September 9, 1532, 
the faculty sent the writing back accompanied with a 
letter. On November 29, Cologne handed it over to the 
Council of Mlinster--with Rothmann and his followers 
present. But the ensuing negotiation had as little success 
as the previous. See Schlager, Geschichte, 241f. Under 
the title "Ad haereticos Rothmanni articulos responsio," 
the "Antilogie" can be found--at least in part--in his 
larger work against Rothmann, his Christianae veritatis 
telum seu fidei catapulta in plerosgue pseudoprophetas. 
praesertim in Bernardum Rothmannum Monasteriensem populi 
seductorem, Reverendi P. F. Johannis Dauantriae ministri 
provincial is Coloniae fratrum Minorum de observantia. 
Coloniae 1533; reprinted in Stupperich, Schriften, 2, 43-
79. Deventer prefaced this second treatise with two 
dedications, one to Franz of Waldeck and the other to the 
reader. 

227Nissen, Katholieke polemiek, 78. 
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and last part of his treatise: 228 he turned to the defense 

of infant baptism. While he did not see Rothmann as an 

Anabaptist yet, he nevertheless discerned the growing 

danger of this sect. 229 Deventer' s excursus on the 

necessity of infant baptism was primarily a warning and an 

instruction for "good Christians" not to fall for godless 

teachings--it did not aim at a real encounter with the new 

preachers of Munster. Although the Protestants were 

clearly in the center of Deventer's attention,230 the 

Anabaptists were for him a more threatening factor than for 

Herborn. Deventer realized their significance enough to 

charge his brother, John Heller of Corbach, with the task 

of their refutation. 

2DStupperich, Schriften, 2, 68-79. 

229Nissen suspects that Deventer added the forth part 
at the last moment, since it is not mentioned in his 
dedication to Franz of Waldeck, dated August 10, 1533. The 
work was written simultaneously with the disputation in 
Miinster between Rothmann, the "Wassenberg preachers," and 
the Lutherans. See Nissen, Katholieke polemiek, 80. 

230In 1535, John of Deventer published, his Exegesis 
evangelicae veritatis errorumgue et mendaciorum. cum in 
confessione Lutherana tum in eiusdem apologia sunt 
declaratio (Cologne, 1535), which he dedicated to Charles 
V. The Observant felt that, after the diet of Augsburg, 
the Catholics still owed an answer to the Protestant 
challenge, last expressed in Melanchthon's Apology. His 
treatise was thus meant to fill this void. Deventer 
encouraged the Emperor to hand this work to the princes. 
Here we notice again the concern of the Franciscan toward 
the territorial lords, who had closed several of their 
monasteries. 
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The most explicit response of the Mendicants to 

Anabaptism and the developments in Mlinster, therefore, came 

from John Heller of Corbach <t 1537).231 As guardian of 

the convent in Siegen, he was no more than Herborn in 

Marburg able to prevent the forcible removal of the 

Franciscans on August 3, 1534. Following the experience in 

Siegen, Heller penned his Bericht vnnd Antwort,232 

intending to warn and strengthen those who had been seduced 

by Lutherans. 233 In 1535, Heller addressed his fellow 

preachers, exhorting them to do their duty in these 

dangerous times and to teach people properly about the 

231A cathedral preacher of Cologne since 1522, we meet 
Heller in 1527 at the Diisseldorfer Religionsgesprach 
(religious colloquy of Dlisseldorf), where he defended the 
old faith against the Lutheran Friedrich Mecum (Myconius)-
himself a former Franciscan. See Schlager, Geschichte, 
232-235. The debate ended with neither side a winner. 
Around the beginning of 1532, Heller became guardian of the 
convent in Siegen and was charged with the difficult task 
of ensuring the survival of the convent, which was in a 
critical phase. See Schmitz, Heller von Korbach, 52f, 59. 

232Bericht vnnd Antwort Broder Johannis Heller von 
Corbach barfuessers ordens, auff etzliche falsche artickell 
die vur waer gelernt werden tzu groissem schaden der 
eynfeltigen Christen. Gedruckt tzo Coellen vnder seefz 
tzyenhuyfer: Melchior van NuiB, 1533; see Schmitz, Heller 
von Korbach, 61. 

233Heller's dedication dates from December 3, 1533. 
For a discussion of this treatise, see schmitz, Heller von 
Korbach, 62-65. 
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essential Christian truths.2~ Instruction and education 

were the continuous refrains in Heller's work. In both 

these treatises, his opponents were the Lutherans, not the 

Anabaptists. Furthermore, he includes those under 

religious innovators who make eloquent speeches and write 

elegant treatises. Rejecting Erasmus and his form of 

humanism, Heller has his own idea about reform, which was 

mainly a return to the pristine times of early 

Christianity, when simplicity prevailed instead of the 

pursuit of letters. 

Contemporaneous with his Malleolus, Heller wrote his 

Contra Anabaptistas. D5 Here we have the first genuine 

treatise by an Observant of Cologne dealing with 

Anabaptism. Finally, in the last phase of the Anabaptist 

2~Malleolus Christianus vera oia eccudens ac 
conformans orthodoxa authore V. P. Joanne Hellero Corbachio 
Minoritano de observantia, Maioris ecclesiae Coloniensis 
Ecclesiaste praesipuo. Coloniae. Apud Melchiorem 
Novesianum anno 1535 mense Januario. For a detailed 
discussion of this treatise see Schmitz, Heller von 
Korbach, 66-73. Heller dedicated the treatise to the 
Provincial, John of Deventer, who had charged him to write 
an opinion on a number of articles of faith. See Schmitz, 
Heller von Korbach, 65f. 

235contra Anabaptistas unici baptismatis assertio 
autore V.P. Joanne Corbachio Franciscano apud Coloniam 
Agrippinam Ecclesiaste praecipuo. Coloniae. Apud Melchiorem 
Novesianum anno 1535 mense Januario. The treatise was 
dedicated to Hermann Rinck, in whose house the Franciscans 
stayed when they came from BrUhl to Cologne. 
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reign in MUnster, the Observants had realized that these 

heretics spelled a new, much more severe threat to the old 

church than Lutherans. 236 For Heller, the Anabaptists were 

not just one more expression of heresy like the Lutherans 

and zwinglians; this group needed special attention and a 

separate literary treatment. If the Protestant Reformation 

had led the country into a general confusion, the 

Anabaptists represented a new storm, which would thrust 

people into more turmoi I than ever before. 237 For this 

reason, Heller explained, he had demonstrated the necessity 

of the one baptism and had confuted Anabaptist 

presumptions. 238 As in his previous treatise against 

Protestant innovators, the emphasis was on instruction of 

good Christians, not persuasion of those, who had fallen 

236Schmi tz suspects that the Provincial John of 
Deventer initiated this treatise. See Schmitz, Heller of 
Korbach, 73f. 

237"In hos ecclesiae fluctus quos venti superbi homines 
concitarunt, nova exoritur tempestas ac horrenda, gravius 
Christianos nos afflictura, anabaptistarum profecto 
resuscitata haeresis pestis adeo mortifera, ut 
Christianorum cum felicitati tum fidei consultum esse non 
poterit, sinon fuerit Christo iUbente reddita 
tranquillitas." Contra Anabaptistas, 3r (dedication to 
Hermann Rinck; N ovembe:c :; 0, 1534). 

238contra Anabaptistas, 3r • 
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hoped for their liberation from the hands of the enemies 

and their restitution to freedom and happiness. 240 
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In his defense of infant baptism, Heller began with a 

positive explanation of its value. 241 After he argued that 

the heresy of Anabaptism had not been invented in his 

present time, but that it dated back to the days of 

Novatian and Donatus,U2 he turned to the false doctrines 

of those who rebaptized their children. 243 Before listing 

their errors, he pointed to MUnster as a frightening 

exhibition of what Anabaptism implied. Dishonesty and 

cruelty reigned now in the formerly godly, rich, and just 

city. The Anabaptists have taken over churches, expelled 

true Christians, violated nuns, and established an ungodly 

community of goods by stealing the private property of 

239"Certus me nihil his vigiliis promoturum 
obstinatissimos apud haereticos. Porro pii erant 
confirmandi, iis ostendenda erat baptismatis et veritas et 
efficatia, ne decepti ab ecclesiae catholicae castris 
desci virent. " Contra Anabaptistas, 3f

• 

240"Excitet nobis igitur deus Iosiam quempiam et 
Gedeonem, qui ecclesiam sanctam ab impiorum liberat.am 
manibus praestinae restituant et Li.bertati et felicitati; 

II Contra Anabaptistas, 3V
• 

241contra Anabaptistas, a1 f -c3 v (Chapters 1-9). 

242Contra Anabaptistas, c3 v-c5 f
; c4 f (Chapter 10). 

243contra Anabaptistas, c5 f-cr (Chapter 11). 
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others. Looking at MUnster, would anybody doubt that the 

Anabaptists were savage wolves?2M The MUnsterites 

continued to be Heller's point of reference during his 

succinct listing of Anabaptist teachings. Their disrespect 

for a legitimate magistracy opened a horrifying 

perspective: some had confessed that they wanted to crush 

the magistracy and rule by themselves. 245 others even 

claimed that the Anabaptists have chosen a king, who sent 

out 'apostles' from MUnster to seduce the people. with 

relief, Heller could add that a considerable number of them 

had been killed by sword, fire, or water.246 The fact that 

he did not shrink from including a rumor in his otherwise 

"matter-of-fact" treatise, shows how disturbed and upset he 

2M"Quantum diripuerint vastaverintque et fratrum ac 
concivium suorum facultatem et ecclesiarum cenebiorumque ac 
ecclesiae ministrorum substantiam, vel unum oppidum 
monasteriense loquitur olim civitas dei, dives, opulenta, 
divinoque cultu sancta, in qua iustitia regnabat, nunc 
perfidia ac crudelitas, quae nec divinis pepercit, nec 
humanis rebus. Rebaptizati deprendati sunt Christi templa, 
expulsi sunt Christiani veri, viciatae virgines sacrae, 
aliorum opes factae impiis communes. An adhuc dubium sit 
anabaptistas esse lupos rapaces?" Contra Anabaptistas, 
c5 r

• 

245 11Magistratum legitimum nihili pendunt imo confessi 
quidam sunt id eos agere, ut omnem extinguant magistratum 
et ipsi soli dominentur." Contra Anabaptistas, c6 r • 

246"Adseverant quidam eos habere regem qui ex 
Monasterio oppido apostolos misit, ut seducant populum: ex 
quibus non pauci gladio, aut igne, aut aqua, sublati sunt." 
Contra Anabaptistas, c6 r

• 
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was over the developments in Westphalia. 

To summarize, since the late 1520s the battle of the 

Observants against religious innovators was characterized 

more by an emphasis on the positive explanation of the 

established Catholic truth and less by polemics. The 

warning against "heretics" and the strengthening of the 

faithful were the principal goals of the Observants--not 

the debate with those, who held a different religious 

position. This is also true for Heller's treatise against 

Anabaptism. 

Two further elements govern the Observants' literary 

and oratory endeavors. They had separated from the 

Conventuals over the matter of reform, and reform continued 

to be a prime issue in their teachings during the 

Reformation. Yet, unlike the princely courts around 

Cologne and humanist groups within the city, the Observants 

rejected Erasmus' program. They warned against the smooth 

Du·tchman and his elegant phrases , with which he merely 

seduced people to new heresies. Unaware that they shared 

the same ideals with many Anabaptists, the Observants 

called for simplicity and a return to the unadorned 

Christianity of the early days. 

As with other orders during the Reformation, the 

Franciscan Observants experienced expulsion and the loss of 
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several convents when their territorial lords converted to 

Protestantism. Therefore, a further interest was to 

convince the princes of their responsibility toward the 

traditional Catholic faith. The friars argued that if the 

secular authorities would not protect the old religion, the 

brethren would no longer obey them in religious matters. 

Beset by these concerns, Anabaptism gradually 

attracted the Observants' attention. Although both Herborn 

and Deventer lived to see the establishment of the 

Anabaptist reign in Munster, they were slow in 

acknowledging this novel threat to the old faith. It 

almost seems as if all their vigor had been spent on the 

fight against their Lutheran adversaries so that they were 

unable to regroup their energy. This might explain why 

Deventer, when he realized the danger, enlisted Heller of 

Corbach to take up the pen and refute the Anabaptists, 

instead of tackling the issue himself. 

with Heller of Corbach's Contra Anabaptistas, then, we 

have the first genuine Franciscan statement against 

Anabaptists, aiming particularly at the Munsterites, whom 

Heller judged to be much more dangerous than the Lutherans. 

"Munster" is seen as the demonstration of all "realized 

Anabaptism." Whether Heller lacked the knowledge or the 

readiness to distinguish between different Anabaptist 

groups, for him, the catastrophic consequences of any 
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religious heterodoxy were revealed in Munster. 

The Observants' turn toward the threat of Anabaptism 

can only be explained as a reaction to the events of 

Munster: Heller wrote his Contra Anabaptistas at the very 

peak of the Anabaptist kingdom. Likewise, the slow 

recognition of his colleagues that Anabaptism represented a 

new peril on the horizon had been forced upon them by the 

shocking developments in Westphalia. 
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d. The carthusians: The Silent Monks Speak Up 

If the Dominicans represented the most powerful order 

in Cologne, the Carthusians enjoyed the greatest esteem. 

It was one of the few orders that escaped the criticism 

generally directed at the clergy. This is reflected in the 

commonplace that the Charterhouse never needed to be 

reformed since it was never deformed.~7 Living a solitary 

life apart from th~;! world, concerned with inner reform and 

union with God, disinterested in things political--such is 

the typical portrait of the Carthusian.~8 Yet, the 

~47"cartusia numquam reformata, quia numquam 
deformata." See Heinrich Riithing, "'Die Wachter Israels'. 
Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Visitationen im 
Kartauserorden," in Die KartEiuser. Der Orden der 
schweigenden Menche, ed. by Marijan Zadnikar (Cologne: 
Wienand, 1983), 169-183; 169. Sebastian Brant wrote a 
eulogy on the Carthusians in 1498; printed in Adam Wienand, 
"Eine Druckerei in der Kelner Kartause," in Die Kartauser. 
Der Orden der schweigenden Monche, ed. by Marijan Zadnikar 
(Cologne: Wienand, 1983), 232-242; 238-241. 

~8See Gerhard Jaritz, "Klosteralltag und Welt im 
Spaetmittelalter. Das Beispiel der Kartaeuser," in 
Kartauserregel und KartEiuserleben, Analecta cartusiana 
113,3 (1985), 47-68; Gerard Achten, "Die Kartauser und die 
mittelalterlichen Fremmigkeitsbewegungen," in Die Kelner 
Kartause urn 1500, ed. by Werner Schafke (Cologne: Locher, 
1991), 138-145; Hermann Joseph Roth, 
"Kartauserspiritualitat. Am Beispiel der Kelner Kartause urn 
1500," in Die Kelner Kartause urn 1500, ed. by Werner 
Schafke (Cologne: Locher, 1991), 213-224. 
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Cologne Charterhouse of st. Barbara,~9 forces us to change 

this traditional image. The domicile of the silent monks 

rose to eminence during the Reformation, emerging not only 

as the center of reform and resistance toward the 

Protestant Reformation but also as the most vehement voice 

to warn against the new "heretics" in Miinster. We need to 

look at the special circumstances of its history to 

understand the reasons for the role st. Barbara assumed in 

the heated decades of the Reformation. 

The first Carthusian advance into Germany, during the 

fourteenth century, differed markedly from the early 

settlements in France and Italy. Expansion occurred at a 

time when ever more charterhouses were established in major 

cities--such as Paris, Cologne, Strasbourg, and London--

instead of in places remote from the bustle of cities and 

~9Christel Schneider, Die KaIner Kartause von ihrer 
Grundung bis zum Ausgang des Mittelalters, 
Veraffentlichungen des Historischen Museums der Stadt Kaln, 
11 (Bonn: Peter Hanstein, 1932); Joseph Greven, Die KaIner 
Kartause und die Anfange der katholischen Reform in 
Deutschland, KLK 6 (MUnster: Aschendorff, 1535); Gerald 
Chaix, Reforme et Contre-Reforme Catholigues. Recherches 
sur la Chartreuse de Cologne au XVIe Siecle, 3 vals., 
Analecta cartusiana 80 (1981). J.J. Merlo's article "Kunst 
und Kunsthandwerk im Kartauserkloster zu Kaln," Annalen des 
Historischen Vereins fur den Niederrhein insbes. die alte 
Erzdiazese Kaln 45 (1886), 1-52, includes excerpts of the 
"Chronologia Carthusiae Coloniensis" (27-52). This 
chronicle has been reedited in Die Kelner Kartause um 1500, 
ed. by Werner Schafke (Cologne: Locher, 1991), 24-53. 
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settlements, as the original intention had been.~o 

Following the example of his colleagues in Mainz and Trier, 

the Archbishop of Cologne, Walram of Jtilich (1332-49), 

invited the Carthusians in 1334 to settle in the Rhenish 

metropolis. 251 The circumstance providing for st. Barbara 

to be situated in the midst of a pulsating city, and at the 

focal point of clerical life, is one of the prime reasons 

why the order went beyond its original contemplative 

orientation and became a center for reform in Germany. 252 

250James Hogg, "Die Ausbreitung der Kartauser," in 
Analecta cartusiana 89 (1987), 5-26; 9f; Heinrich RUthing, 
"Zur Geschichte der Kartausen in der Ordensprovinz 
Alemannia inferior von 1320 bis 1400," in Die Kartauser. 
Der Orden der schweigenden Monche, ed. by Marijn Zadnikar 
(Cologne: Wienand, 1983), 139-167; 141. Of the 271 
charterhouses, 100 were founded in France, 41 in Italy and 
33 in Germany. Both Cologne and Strasbourg belonged to the 
Rhenish province (Provincia Rheni), established in 1400. 
See Hogg, "Ausbreitung," 10, 18. 

251RUthing, "Geschichte der Kartausen," 140. 

252Cf. RUthing: "Der Kartauserorden hatte gleich in 
der ersten Phase seiner Ausbreitung in Deutschland in den 
wichtigsten Zentren des religiosen Lebens wie Koln, Mainz, 
Trier und StraBburg FuB gefaBt. Diese Tatsache, z. T. 
durch die auBeren Umstande der Berufung durch Bischofe, 
FUrsten und reiche BUrger bedingt, hat fUr die Kartause 
spater bedeutsame Folgen gehabt. Die unmittelbare Nahe zu 
den Brennpunkten des kirchlichen Lebens in Deutschland gab 
den Monchen bald eine Bedeutung fUr ihre Umwelt, die bei 
der Weltabgeschiedenheit ihres kontemplativen Ordens von 
vornherein nicht zu erwarten gewesen ware." in "Geschichte 
der Kartausen," 141f. This tendency to transgress the 
contemplative origins is more significant in the fifteenth 
than in the fourteenth century. It will become 
particularly evident in the 1500s at the time of the 
Reformation. The initiative for the foundation lay only 
rarely with the monks but rather with generous patrons, 
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The Charterhouse had many benefactors, and until the 

middle of the sixteenth century it was in stable economic 

condition. Its sponsors included influential citizens as 

well as canons and uni versi ty professors. 253 The strongest 

whose motives were twofold: they wanted to earn spiritual 
merits and--as was most often articulated--they sought 
after an earnest example of a religious lifestyle. See 
ibid., 142. 

253Merlo, "Kunst und Kunsthandwerk," 2, 14f, 20; 
Schneider, KaIner Kartause, 17-27; Chaix, Reforme et 
Contre-Reforme, 1, 21-23; Marianne Gechter, "Zur 
Wirtschaftsgeschichte der Kartause," in Die KaIner Kartause 
urn 1500, ed. by Werner Schafke (Cologne: Locher, 1991), 
123-137. Gechter continues the line of Schneider and Chaix 
confirming their findings with new documentary evidence 
(accounting books, register of interests of 1381 and the 
stock book of 1557). The economic backbone of the 
Charterhouse was landed property, which was established 
through civic benefactors, not through the high nobility or 
the clergy. The fifteenth century marked its economic 
prime, whereas from the middle of the 1500s onward, it went 
into a recession. Wolfgang Schmid, however, provides a 
noteworthy qualification to this evaluation in his 
"Btirgerschaft, Kirche und Kunst. Stiftungen an die KaIner 
Kartause (1450-1550)," in Die KaIner Kartause urn 1500, ed. 
by Werner Schafke (Cologne: Locher, 1991), 390-425. He 
investigated the benefactors of the Charterhouse and 
concludes that while the new civic elite, who replaced the 
old patriciate after the revolution of the guilds in 1396, 
continued the support of the order throughout the fifteenth 
century, the citizens maintained stronger relations to 
parish churches. Only in a few cases--as with some members 
of the Rinck-family--the Charterhouse represented the 
center of their attention (406). Turning to the canons and 
professors as sponsors of st. Barbara, Schmid notes the 
greater number of recorded donations compared with those of 
citizens--yet the sparse information does not allow a 
judgment on the value of donations (413). Tewes confirms 
that significant theologians of the university turned 
toward st. Barbara (see Tewes, "Die KaIner Universitat," 
162f). Schmid draws our attention to another important 
factor: the correlation between the provision of the house 
and the industria of its prior ("stiftungen," 413f). 
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supporters were the archbishops of cologne,2~ who had 

called the Carthusians to the Rhine in the first place. A 

magnificent cycle of pictures portraying the history of the 

order, donated to st. Barbara in 1489, shows an 

illustrative row of political figures as patrons of the 

silent monks. 255 During the course of the sixteenth 

century, the exceptional role played by st. Barbara became 

ever more pronounced. While some of the other Carthusian 

settlements in the Rhenish province endured major losses, 

the Charterhouse in Cologne remained strong. Frequently 

the priors of Cologne were selected for visitation duties. 

2~schmid, "stiftungen," 391. Rtithing argues that the 
benevolence of the archbishops toward the Carthusians was 
one of the prime factors for their rapid expansion. The 
root for this peaceful relationship lies, according to 
Rtithing, mainly in the fact that the Carthusians did not 
disturb the clerical system of the diocese: "DaB sich das 
Verhaltnis zwischen beiden [Archbishop and carthusians] so 
viel ruhiger und gtinstiger gestaltete als zwischen den 
Ordinarien und den anderen Orden, liegt, neben der 
Hochachtung, vor allem daran, daB die Kartauser nicht durch 
eine Seelsorgetatigkeit des Pfarrsystem der Diozesen 
durchbrachen." "Geschichte der Kartausen," 149. 
Nevertheless, the Charterhouse did perform charitable 
tasks, with the support of the archbishops; see Schmid, 
"stiftungen," 391. 

255Prior John of Bonn (1477-1508) had this cycle of 
eleven pictures built in 1489. Eleven princes (Emperor 
Frederick III, his son Maximilian, his son Archduke 
Philipp, King Charles of France, King Casimir of Polen, 
Archbishop Hermann of Cologne, Archbishop John of Trier, 
Count Palatine Frederic, Duke Ernst of Saxony, Duke Wilhelm 
of Jtilich, and Duke John of Cleves) were the donators of 
this extraordinary piece of art. See Merlo, "Kunst und 
Kunsthandwerk," 14f. 
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st. Barbara supported the endangered houses in every 

possible way, financially as well as with dispatched monks, 

who assumed positions of leadership. 256 Also, in the 

Charterhouse of Cologne, important lines intersected. It 

developed a functioning network with the university257 and 

the Dominicans. Arnold of Tongern, Konrad Kellin, and John 

Host of Romberg were deeply involved in the editorial work 

of the Carthusians.~8 

256James Hogg, "Die Kartause, Keln und Europa. Gelehrte 
Kartauser zwischen Reform, Reformation und 
Gegenreformation," in Die KeSlner Kartause um 1500, ed. by 
Werner Schafke (Cologne: Locher, 1991), 169-191; 170. 

257Many Carthusians had hailed from the university and 
brought their familia-relations with them. Besides the 
personal relations that existed, the teamwork between 
Charterhouse and university functioned also in the 
practical realm. After the devastating fire in the 
Carthusian library of 1451, st. Barbara needed hack writers 
for the reestablishment of destroyed texts. See Tewes, 
"Die Kenner Universitat;" 154-168; Hogg~ "Die Kartause, 
Keln und Europa," 169. 

~8Greven, Kelner Kartause, 55. Curiously, we do not 
know of any links between the Carthusian and the Franciscan 
orders in Cologne, although the young Blomevenna had been 
influenced by two Minorites to such an extent that he spent 
his first years in the Charterhouse translating Franciscan 
texts. Cf. the same observation in Matthaus Bernards, "Zur 
Kartausertheologie des 16. Jahrhunderts. Der Kelner Prior 
Petrus Blomevenna (+ 1536) und seine Schrift 'De bonitate 
divina'," in Von Konstanz nach Trient. Beitrage zur 
Geschichte der Kirche von den Reformkonzilien bis zum 
Tridentinum FS August Franzen, ed. by Remigius Baumer 
(Munich: Ferdinand Scheningh, 1972), 447-479; 461f. In 
1534, even John Gropper, episcopal keeper of the seal and 
mouthpiece of the cathedral chapter, established relations 
with the Charterhouse. See Chaix, Reforme et Contre
Reforme, 1, 986, fn. 6. 
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The flowering of st. Barbara during the Reformation 

had much to do with its leaders: Theodor Loher (t 1554), 

Johann Justus Landsperg (t 1539), and most of all Prior 

Peter Blomevenna (t 1536) .259 From about 1526 onward, the 

Carthusians concentrated all their energies on the fight 

against the Reformation.2~ Many of the traditional foci 

of the Carthusians lent themselves ideally to this 

endeavor. The Charterhouse had long been an important 

center for the copying of texts and the printing of 

books261 _-an asset which they could now put to new use, 

printing and republishing treatises of their catholic 

2590n Blomevenna, Landsperg and Loher see Gerald Chaix, 
Reforme et contre-Reforrne; idem, "La Reception du Chartreux 
Lansperge. surviance ou Metamorphose de la Devotio 
Moderna," in Historia et Spiritualitas cartusiensis, ed. 
Jan de Grauwe (Destelbergen, Belgium, 1983), 59-67; Greven, 
Kenner Kartause; Adam Wienand, "Bedeutende Prioren in der 
Kenner Kartause," in Die Kartauser. Der Orden der 
schweigenden Manche, ed. Marijan Zadnikar (Cologne: Wienand 
Verlag, 1983), 243-287. Landsperg became prior of the 
charterhouse Vogelsang (cantavium) in Julich in 1530. As 
counsellor and preacher, he entered into close relations 
with the ducal court and gained the confidence of Duke 
Johann III. In 1535, Landsperg returned to Cologne. See 
Greven, KaIner Kartause, 28. 

260Gerald Chaix, "Sainte-Barbe, Cologne et l'Empire au 
XVlo SH~cle," in Die Kartauser in 6sterreich, 3, Analecta 
Cartusiana, 83 (1981), 96-111; 104. 

261Adam Wienand, "Die Kartauser und die Kunst des 
Druckens" in Die Kartauser. Der Orden der schweigenden 
Manche, ed. by Marijan Zadnikar (Cologne: Wienand Verlag, 
1983), 227-231; idem, "Eine Druckerei in der KaIner 
Kartause;" Achten, "Die Kartauser und die mittelalterlichen 
Frommigkeitsbewegungen," 140. 
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colleagues against Luther and his followers. They edited 

medieval works which they judged to be most effective for 

strengthening the faithful and combatting heretics; 

foremost among these were their highly prized mystical 

works. In addition, the monks--supposedly withdrawn from 

all worldly affairs--were fully engaged in the battle and 

wrote treatises against the 'heretics', while continuing to 

emphasize the necessity of inner reform if ever there were 

to be a union between God and His people. 

This battle against the Reformation forms the larger 

framework for the Carthusians' reaction to "Miinster," 

which accentuates the vital concerns of the Charterhouse in 

general. The threat of "Miinster" was addressed in two 

ways: The monks used dedicatory letters to their 

prestigious editions to mobilize church and state against 

the impending danger. 262 Second, the pr ior of st. Barbara, 

Blomevenna opposed the Anabaptists in his Assertio 

262For a general investigation of dedications, their 
recipients and their motivations see Karl Schottenloher, 
Die widmungsrede irn Buch des 16. Jahrhunderts, RST 76/77 
(Miinster: Aschendorff, 1953); on the dedications of 
Dionysius' editions, see Greven, KaIner Kartause, 71-83, 
and Chaix, Reforme et Contre-Reforme 1, 31-41. Chaix' 
Appendix III in vol. 2, 771-790, which gives a list of the 
dedicatory letters, and his "Saint Barbe, Cologne et 
l'Empire," 96-104, demonstrate that the dedicatory letters 
were not limited to the edition of Dionysius' works but 
were employed on a much larger scale. For the years 
between 1526 and 1622, Chaix lists 146 letters of 
dedication. 
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purgatorii. 263 

The edition of the mystical works of the Carthusian 

Dionysius Ryckel had been initiated in 1530 by the general 

of the order, who charged Blomevenna and Loher with this 

task. 2M subprior of st. Barbara since 1530, Theodor 

Loher, more than Blomevenna and Landsperg, turned toward 

the world outside of the Charterhouse through his 

publishing. Loher's greatest achievement was the edition 

of Dionysius' works, whose chief editor he became, 

cooperating closely with representatives of the university 

and the Dominican order, Kollin, Romberg, and Arnold of 

Tongern . 265 

From the numerous dedications written by various 

Carthusians, we learn what they had to say about pressing 

issues of their time. Most of the letters were written 

2~Assertio Purgatorii (Cologne: Jaspar Gennep, 1534). 
For a detailed discussion see below, pp. 174-180. 

2M"Anno 1531. ••• 17. octob. r.p. Guilielmus generalis 
d. Petrum priorem et d. Theodoricum vicarium instigavit ad 
edenda opera d. Dionysii Cartusiani, concessa etiam 
licentia vicario emanendi e choro." "Cronologia cartusiae 
Coloniensis," 51. In 1533, the editors of Dionysius' 
works--by now a group of six--received permission of the 
chapter to concentrate fully on the edition and not be 
employed for tasks outside the Charterhouse. Blomevenna's 
name does no longer appear. See ibid., 50-52. 

2~Greven, Kolner Kartause, 55-58, 70. 
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between 1530 and 1538,266 which include the years of the 

Anabaptist reign in MUnster. The motivations for these 

dedications varied. In part, the Carthusians used them to 

win supporters for their costly edition. 267 A second 

important motive was pastoral care. 268 The Carthusians 

urged their readers to utilize the mystics and their works 

as a means toward inner reform. At the same time, there 

was no better defense against the Reformation than the 

works of the great Dionysius, a fact which touches on the 

third impetus for these dedications--the desire to 

checkmate the Reformation. 269 Al though Lutheranism was 

particularly before their mind's eye when the Carthusians 

thought of the Reformation, it was heresy in general that 

they combatted, as became abundantly clear with the events 

of MUnster. The developments in Westphalia had immediately 

266Chaix, "Sainte-Barbe, Cologne et l'Empire," 98. Of 
the 146 letters, 52 (35.6%) fall into the period of 1530-
1538. 

267Chaix, "Sainte-Barbe, Cologne et l'Empire," 99. 
Hogg makes it sound as if the material reimbursement was 
the only reason for the dedications ("Die Kartause, Koln 
und Europa," 188, fn. 108). Apart from letters to the 
priors of Florence and Utrecht, Loher tried to conquer the 
English market following the advise of the merchant and 
benefactor of the charterhouse, Hermann Rinck. Dedications 
were directed among others toward Henry VIII (March 14, 
1532) and Thomas Cromwell (June 24, 1533). See Chaix, 
ibid. 

268Chaix, "Sainte-Barbe, Cologne et l'Empire," 101-

u9Cf. Chaix, "sainte-Barbe, Cologne et l'Empire," 101. 
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caught the attention of the Carthusians so that they 

addressed this issue forthwith in their dedications. On 

March 4, 1534, only ten days after the Anabaptists had 

assumed power in Mlinster, Blomevenna dedicated Dionysius' 

commentary on the four major prophets to Adolf of 

Schauenburg, the designated successor of Archbishop Herman 

of Wied. 27o Blomevenna apologized, saying that it was not 

his role to bark at the episcopal court, but the great 

danger compelled him to cry out. Seeing how the "wolves" 

of Mlinster, and other places nearby, were sending out 

pseudo-prophets to subvert the faithful, he had to warn the 

Archbishop's coadjutor. 271 Shortly thereafter, in 1534, 

Blomevenna wrote his Assertio Purgatorii with a section on 

Anabaptism to fight the heretics.272 The treatise was 

nOEnarrationes piae ac eruditiae in 1111. prophetas 
maiores. The edition was published by Quentel in Cologne 
in 1534. Schauenburg, prior at the cathedral in Llittich, 
had been designated as Hermann's successor in 1533, but was 
made officially coadjutor only on August 27, 1535; see 
Chaix, Reforme et Contre-Reforme 1, 132fi 3, 902, fn. 130. 

271I1Verum contra hos non esset nostri officij latratus 
dare, nisi periculi magnitudo urgeret nos clamare, utpote 
lupis ex Monasteriensi civitate et alijs locis nobis ex 
propinquo imminentibus, suosque pseudo prophetas per 
universas terras in subversionem fidelium destinantibus." 
Dedication to In 1111. prophetas maiores, aijv. 

TI2The title page of the Assertio Purgatorii (Ar) lists 
five sections: 1) De authoritate item ecclesiae; 2) De 
sanctorum inuocatione; 3) De rebaptizantium impietate; 4) 
De uario modo adorandi deum, sanctos & homines; and 5) 
Senis ad iuuenes exhortatio. 
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published a year later (1535) in the vernacular to reach 

the layman as well. 273 Although the prior did not mention 

the city of Munster explicitly, the theological articles he 

refuted were those belonging to the Mlinsterites. 274 

Nevertheless, the prior directed his appeal to Bonn instead 

of Mlinster. He had dedicated the original Latin version to 

the dean and canons of st. Cassius in Bonn, the German to 

burgomaster and Council of Bonn. 275 Both letters, written 

at about the same time, 276 addressed the same problem as 

273Van dem feegfeur, gewalt der heiliger kirchen, 
verla(e)ssung der sundt, kyndthauf vnd von anro(e)ffung der 
heiligen. Gruntlich bewerdt uB der heiliger geschrifft, 
durch heer Peter Blo(e)meve(e)ne, Prior der Carthuser 
tzu(o) Co(e)lnn. Gedruckt tzu(o) Co(e)lnn durch Jaspar von 
Gennep. Jm ia(e)r unB heeren M.CCCCC XXXV. 

274Cf. Peter J .A. Nissen, "Peter van Blommeveen's 
writing 'Assertio purgatorii' (1534-1535): A Polemical 
Treatise Against Mlinsterite Anabaptism," in Die Kartauser 
und die Reformation, Analecta Cartusiana, 108, 1 (1984), 
160-191; 184-188. 

275Assertio Purgatorii, AijV-AiijV; Van dem feegfeur, 
Aijv-Aiijr. The connection between st. Cassius and Cologne 
existed mainly through the university--most of its canons 
studied in Cologne. As the Mlinster of Bonn and the 
proprietary church of the archbishop, st. Cassius was one 
of the most important churches in the archdiocese (this is 
where Bucer preached after Hermann of Wied had called him 
to assist his Reformation attempt in 1543). See Dietrich 
Horoldt, Das stift st. cassius zu Bonn von den Anfangen der 
Kirche bis zum Jahre 1580, Bonner Geschichtsblatter, 11 
(Bonn: Bonner Universitats-Buchdruckerei, 1957). 

276The dedication to the German translation was dated 
April 17, 1534, although it did not get published until 
1535; Van dem feegfeur, Aiijr. 
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the dedication to Schauenburg of the previous month--the 

savage wolves, who seemed to emerge everywhere in these 

dangerous times leading the simple people astray, straight 

toward their damnation. Yet, Bonn was not accidentally the 

recipient of Blomevenna's urgent warning. It had come to 

Blomevenna's attention that, in that city, heretics had 

been allowed to climb the pUlpit. One of their atrocities 

had been to deny purgatory. 277 Who exactly these heretics 

were in Bonn, is left to conjecture. Blomevenna had most 

likely Gerhard Westerburg27S--citizen of Cologne who had 

earned the title "Dr. Purgatory" for his treatise on this 

matter and who became involved with the Mtinsterites--and 

his followers in mind. 279 Alluding to the recent 

277"Nach dem die eer gotz vnd sielen heil eynen 
yeglichen fromen christen in dissen gefeirlichen tzyden 
billich vpwecken sulde tzo waichenn weder die vrnblouffende 
wolffe, die yetzunt schier an allen ortten sich erheuen mit 
yren neuwen seckten, dye eynfeldige menschen tzo verfueren, 
van dem rechten wech in die ewige verdampnis, werde in 
sunderlinge beweicht, vur vre stadt tzo sorgen vnd nae dat 
buechlin van dat vorbitten der heiligen (dat ich vurmails 
gemacht hain) nu dytt gegenwertige buechlin vrer wyBheit 
tzo zo schryuen. Besunder see ich verstain, in vrer stadt 
offenlich gepredicht ist weder dat veechfuer, anru(o)ffung 
der heiligen vnd ander christliche articklen ... " Van dem 
feegfeur, Aijv. 

VSFor a fuller discussion of Gerhard Westerburg see 
above, pp. 78-80, 83, 90f. 

V9This is also the suggestion of Bernhards, 
"Kartausertheologie," 464, and Nissen, "Blommeveen's 
Writing 'Assertio purgatorii'," 188-91. The one limitation 
of this hypothesis is that we have no evidence for 
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experiences with MUnster, Blomevenna alerts Bonn's 

political and religious leaders to cleanse their city of 

heretics before it is too late. 280 Beyond the warning, the 

renowned prior of the Carthusians offers his treatise as a 

means to refute the erroneous doctrines taught by false 

preachers. The audience before him is the simple people, 

threatened by poisonous teachings. 281 

Blomevenna's treatise reflects a general 

characteristic of Carthusian writing. In his 

argumentation, Blomevenna does not seek originality or 

skillful subtlety.282 Drawing particularly on st. Thomas, 

Westerburg's presence in Bonn. 

280" 113 daevmb mynn vlyssich gebet tzo got vre wyBhei t 
betrachtende die groisse peryklen an lyff vnd siel vB disen 
nuwen seckten erwassende, yre eirliche stadt van reyn 
halden, die valsche euangelisten in tzyde buyssen stiessen, 
vnd in den alden waeren geloeue ... stantafftich volherden 
willen, vp dat die versuymenis niet tzo spade beschreit 
werde. Soe doch genoichsam am dage ist, wie es denn steden 
geit, dae disse nuwe euangelisten overhant gewinnen " 
Van dem feegfeur, Aiijr. 

U1See the prologue to both treatises. 

2820ften he relied on contemporary works of his 
colleagues; cf. Nissen, "Blommeveen's writing 'Assertio 
purgatorii'," 175f. The Carthusian prior ended his work by 
assuring the reader that his writing had been read and 
approved by honest doctors of theology. This reference is 
only present at the end of the German, not of the Latin 
version; see Van dem veegfeur, E sr. Yet this is a 
practice which can be found at the end of many Carthusian 
treatises--the edition of Dionysius' works is another case 
in point. 
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his whole treatise is an appeal to stay within the 

tradition of the old church and not to fall for 

novelties. 283 Anybody who does not follow its decrees and 

customs--infant baptism being one of them--is a pagan and 

unbeliever. 2M But, as if the Carthusian knew that these 

harsh words may make obedient, but hardly willing, adherers 

to the old faith, he rea~hes for the treasures of 

Carthusian tradition by gliding into mystica.l language. He 

describes Christ's care for his people, reflected in the 

gift of infant baptism,285 and ends in a moving outcry, in 

which pain, despair, and lack of understanding of those who 

would separate themselves deliberately from the Catholic 

Church is louder than his rebuke: 

How long shall you despise the authority of your 
mother, the holy Roman church, which in Christ has 

283Even the title of one of the chapters dedicated to 
the refutation of Anabaptism gives away Blomevenna's 
authority: "[Ca. 16] Quod ab exordio ecclesiae consueuerunt 
pueri baptizari, & haereticorum argument a in contrarium 
soluuntur per sanctum doctorem Thomam de Aquino." Assertio 
Purgatorii, Aijf, FV; in detail on st. Thomas; Fiijf_Fvf. 

2M" si hauen widd' sich die ingesatzung vnd 
gebruich d' gemeiner christlicher kirchen, die dat alsoe 
van den apostolen vntfangen hait. Vn d' die heilige kirche 
niet hoeren wilt, d' ist ein heiden ... " Van dem feegfeur, 
E 3v

• 

285Van dem feegfeur, E 3v-E 4f. This mystical language 
is not quite as strong in the Latin version, see Assertio 
Purgatorii, Fijf_V. 
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gi yen birth to all churches of the occident. 286 

Refusal to obey the Church is tantamount to separation. 

Not only do the new sectarians revive all the old heresies, 

they are also divided among themselves into as many groups 

as there are preachers. 287 Against these separations 

Blomevenna sets the unity which the Apostle Paul taught. 288 

The prior of st. Barbara is especially horrified about some 

of the practices of these new heretics: they even accept 

uneducated peasants and women as apostles, which--as he 

claims--has no foundation in the Scriptures. 289 What is 

worse still, they do not want to subject themselves to any 

secular authority.290 The reason for Blomevenna's 

apprehension is clear: such behavior undermines the 

traditional hierarchy and distribution of roles within the 

28611Wie lange sul t yr versmaen die macht vrer moid' der 
heiliger Roemischer kirchen, die dae alle kirchen van 
occidenten in Christo geberit hait." Van dem feegfeur, E 
4V. 

287"Nu synt vrer seckten vnnd deylungen bald so 
villerley als yr menchen predicanten hait, der die heylige 
schrift nae synen kop vBleyt. Want yr versmaet nymantz der 
vch schoin weyB tzo swetzen vnd die alde ketzerienn vB der 
hellen tzu erweckenn ... " Van dem feegfeur, E 4v. 

288Van dem feegfeur, E 4v. 

289"Jae ouch vngeleirtte boeren vnd wyver vntfangt yr 
vur vre apostelen, dye doch in der heiliger schrift ouer al 
gheyn fundament hauen." Van dem feegfeur, E 4v. 

~o"Die wederdeuffer willenn ouch keyner oberkeit 
vnderworffen syn. Ii Van dem feegfeur, E r. 
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church, as well as within society at large; chaos would be 

inevitable. 

Further testimonies of Carthusian fear over the 

religious and the social consequences can be found in the 

continuing dedications to Dionysius' works. When the 

developments in MUnster culminated in late spring 1535, the 

Charterhouse addressed four major universities291 : 

Trier,~2 Cologne,~3 Louvain,2M and Paris. 2" It appears 

as though the silent but alert monks wanted to shake the 

universities and their theological faculties out of their 

lethargy toward the events of MUnster. The tone is urgent, 

pleading, and bears the mark of acute anxiety--for the 

heretics increased their number daily and so did evil. 296 

The reason for this spiralling of sects, it seemed to the 

291All four dedications were written within less than 
two months (May 1- June 17, 1535). 

292Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 23, 1-4 (In 
sententias, vol. 3); May 1, 1535; dedication by Loher. 

293Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 19, 9-11 (In 
sententias, vol. 1); June 8, 1535; dedication by 
Blomevenna. 

2MDionysius Carthusianus, Opera omnia, 24, 1-4 (In 
sententias, vol. 4); June 11, 1535; dedication by Loher. 

295Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera omnia, 21, 1-3 (In 
sententias, vol. 2); June 17, 1535; dedication by Loher. 

296 11Quotidie crescunt haeretici, et malum hoc in dies 
latius serpit; et tanquam hydrae caput succideris, 
renascuntur septem novi in locum unius." Dionysius 
carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 23, 1. 
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Carthusians, was a neglect of theological studies and a 

sole concentration on armament. 2n The horrible and still 

ongoing tragedy in Munster was a case in point. 298 It was, 

therefore, important that the theologians focused on a 

thorough education and arm themselves with the word of 

God. 299 One of the best theologians to teach them how to 

read the Scriptures was Dionysius, the Carthusian. 3
°O 

Blomevenna imploreed the university of Cologne to combat 

the heretics reminding them that they had been the first to 

oppose Reuchlin, Luther, Karlstadt, Zwingli, and 

oecolampadius. 301 The prior called the faculty's attention 

297"Causam ut quaerat aliquis, respondebimus quod nobis 
esse videtur, theologiam quae vel maxime quaerenda erat, 
negligi, et solis contendi armis." Loher is quick to add 
that he does not disapprove of the magistracy's actions 
against these "wolves": "Non improbamus quod magi stratus 
lupos arceant ab ovilibus, "Dionysius carthusianus, 
Opera omnia, 23, 1. 

298"Monstrat hoc tam inamoenae tragoediae dirus et 
nondum finitus eventus." Dionysius carthusianus, Opera 
Omnia, 23, 2. 

299"Igitur theologos decebat sibi comparare, et vel 
pretio, si aliter non possent, coemere, fovere, educare, 
audire, armare, instruere, ac eos pot ius quam arma in fidei 
hostes expedire, ill is praesidio ad verbum Dei absque 
impedimento praedicandum constanter adesse." Dionysius 
Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 23, 2. 

300The dedication to the university of Lowen pays 
particular tribute to the mystic; see Dionysius 
Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 24, 1-3. 

301"Atque ut de veterrimis taceamus, quis nuper primus 
in adversos ivit haereticos, nisi vos? Vos primi 
Reuchlinum, vos primi Lutherum, primi sobolem eius 



to its central and exemplary role in this matter. 

Everybody--the people as well as the political and 

religious authorities--were depending on the faculty's 

judgment. 3m Loher reminded the university of Paris that 

heretics always violated what was good and pious. As 
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proof, he pointed to Luther, who stimulated the peasants' 

uprisings, and Zwingli, who incited the Swiss to take up 

arms. These were now followed by the Anabaptists, whose 

tumult in MUnster could not be enough deplored. Loher also 

knew that "MUnster" was not an isolated phenomenon in its 

own time, but that Amsterdam, Leiden, Deventer, and many 

northern provinces were affected as well. 303 

Carolstadium, Zvinglium, Oecolampadium, et ceteros malae 
bestiae pullos conficere adorti, rigida censura notastis, 
haereseos convicistis et damnastis." Dionysius 
Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 19, 9. 

3m"Vos exemplo, vos doctrina praeistis. Pendent autem 
ex eruditiorum sententia non plebeii modo, sed et 
magistratus denique et principes. Hinc durant principes 
quos tenet vicinia. A vobis pendet reverendus et inclytus 
dominus archiepiscopus Coloniensis, princeps elector. In 
vos vestramque fidem suspicit ille longe potentissimus 
Cliviorum, Juliacensium et Montanorum princeps Joannes. In 
vos illustrissimus Geldriae princeps Carolus." Dionysius 
Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 19, 10. 

300"Profecto verum est: haereticos Christianis piis et 
bonis omnibus esse animosiores, audaciores, violentiores . 
... Lutherus libertate carnis pro evangelica rusticis 
promissa, protaxit omnem ferme Germaniam in arma: ibi 
rapinae, ibi urbium et templorum excidia, ibi caedes 
innumerabiles omnia implicuere. Post hunc zvinglius 
Helvetios excivit, et in mutuam caedem armavit. statim 
secuti sunt Anabaptistae, quorum furorem quis suffecerit 
deplorare? si nullum aliud, certe vel solum Monasterium, 
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Turning toward Christoph of Reineck, dean at the 

cathedral of Trier, Loher displays a similar realism and a 

broad perspective. 304 His dedication reads like a "state 

of the Union Address"--albeit with opposite signs: It is 

January of 1535; the Mlinster Anabaptists are still in 

power, and there seems to be no end to the siege. The 

experience of "Mlinster" in addition to the previous years 

of struggle against the Reformation leaves the monk with a 

sense of gloom and defeat. The heretics are on the 

advance, and nobody seems to do much about it. If we would 

only put zeal for God first, and keep a check on those who 

seduce the people, we would be living in peace, good 

fortune and wi thin the laws of the holy church. 305 Yet, 

where formerly God had been honored, the traditions 

observed, the flesh chastised, the sins repented, and the 

inclyta Vestphalorum urbs, sectarum perditarum horror em 
mortalibus incusserit; ut interim de perturbatis tot 
seditionibus Amstelredamo, Leida, Vesalia, Daventria, 
Frisia, Hollandia, Selandia, et aliis tum provinciis tum 
urbibus taceamus." Dionysius carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 21, 
3. 

304Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 3, XI-XV (In 
libros Josue, JUdicum, Ruth, Regnum, Paralipomenon); 
January 1, 1535. This dedication is part of a whole series 
of letters directed toward the Rhine/Mosel area; cf. Chaix, 
"Sainte-Barbe, Cologne et l'Empire," 101. 

305"Nam ubi Dei zelus atque in seductores censura 
viguit, quid, quaeso, paci, quid fortunae, quid fidei, quid 
sanctis Ecclesiae legibus detractum est?" Dionysius 
Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 3, XIII. 
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church obeyed, we now witness the destruction of everything 

sacred.3~ Particularly disconcerting to Loher is the fact 

that not only vile people but also Kings and Emperors offer 

themselves to the heretics as enemies and persecutors of 

the church. 3w In other words, the church is undergoing a 

depression and has to endure great sUffering. 308 But the 

Carthusian does not end with this grim realization, nor 

does he withdraw into his cell never again to face the 

dismal state of the world. Quite to the contrary: Loher 

draws an arresting vision of the continuing history of the 

church. She will persevere. 3W Germany and France may 

indeed be at the point of falling away from the Christian 

3~"videmus enim ubi cultus, ubi honor, ubi Dei laus 
florere solebat, ubi castigatio carnis, ubi peccatorum 
poenitentia, ubi denique obedientia Ecclesiae atque 
Apostolicarum observantia traditionum vigebant, ibi nunc 
abrogata omni religione, depopulatis, nUdatis clausisque 
templis, erasis Sanctorum imaginibus, imo explosis sacris 
omnibus, carni libertatique pecuniae vivitur." Dionysius 
Carthusianus, Opera omnia, 3, XII. 

3W"Multi sese olim erexerunt contra earn [=Ecclesiam] 
haeretici, nec homines tantum viles, sed reges atque 
imperatores quoque se hostes persecutoresque praebuerunt." 
Dionysius carthusianus, Opera omnia, 3, XIII. 

308"Ecclesia interim patitur, et Ecclesiae membra. 
Fiunt persecutiones bonorum, et impiorum animositas 
grassatur." Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera Omnia, 3, XIII. 

309"Verum illi interierunt omnes, Ecclesia ac fides 
vera mansit: atque adeo inter haec inconcussa mansit, ut 
post persecutionem gloriosior semper appareret •... Mansit 
fides integra ad hanc usque diem, mans it Ecclesiae unitas, 
manebitque ad finem usque saeculi." Dionysius 
Carthusianus, Opera omnia, 3, XIII. 
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church, but that does not mark the end of the rainbow. God 

will give the gospel to other peoples in other parts of the 

world where it will prosper. 3lO The Carthusian monk points 

to past and present experiences to prove that his 

prediction is sound. When the church fell apart in the 

Orient, God turned toward the Occident, where Christianity 

flourished.3!! And at this very moment, God is calling 

people from the furthest parts of the world--America, Asia, 

and Africa--to join him in his kingdom. 312 The gospel was 

first given to the Jews. When they proved to be ungrateful 

310"Verum in ci vi tatibus et locis mul tis Germaniae 
fides, inquis, Catholica infirmatur, aut tota interiit 
hodie. Nihil formidandum. Reliqui mihi, inquit Dominus 
Eliae, septem millia (dum se Elias putaret solum) qui non 
curvaverunt genua ante Baal .•.. Et quid si Germania 
Galliaque tota in haeresim ab Ecclesiae unitate deficiat? 
Certe a Domino, ne fiat, deprecandum est. si tamen 
eveniret, numquid Ecclesia, numquid fides tunc exstincta 
esset? Hic quidem periit, alibi propagatur: hic desinit, 
alibi crescit .... Verum dicit aliquis: Quid tum quum 
defecerimus etiam nos ab unitate Ecclesiae universi? 
Cessabitne tum Ecclesia? Haudquaquam. Potens est enim 
Deus alios filios Abrahae vel apud extremas nationes 
suscitare, qui recumbant cum eodem in regno Dei." 
Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera omnia, 3, Xlllf. 

311Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera omnia, 3, XIV. 

312"Et quid dicimus Deum posse hoc facere, quum sciamus 
id ipsum nunc fieri in America, Cuba, nova Hispania, et 
aliis majoris Asiae regionibus [i), populis et linguis per 
Hispanos? Et in Aethiopia, Arabia, Persia, India, et 
circumjacentibus meridionalibus insulis per Portugalenses 
quid fit? Nonne hi quibus hactenus de Christo nil 
annuntiatum est, potenter hodie vocantur a Deo, miroque 
fervore et gaudio ad fidem currentes, Ecclesiae jugo 
certatim colla submittunt?" Dionysius Carthusianus, Opera 
Omnia 3, XIV. 
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Christians have fallen into sin and have defiled God's 
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wonderful gift through divisions and heresies. They will 

therefore lose it to the new nations--yes, the church will 

survi ve. 313 

We can conclude that, during the 15305, the 

Carthusians of Cologne continued to function as the most 

prominent center of reform for its immediate environment 

and beyond. It was the silent monks who reacted most 

eloquently and forcefully to the events in Mlinster and 

criticized the apparent inertia toward this altogether 

shocking example of heresy. Furthermore, a close look at 

the Charterhouse in Cologne--particularly under Prior Peter 

Blomevenna--compels us to qualify and correct the typical 

view of the Carthusians as detached from the affairs of the 

313"Auferetur a vobis regnum, et dabitur genti facienti 
fructum ejus. Quomodo enim post multa beneficia a Judaeis 
Deus recess it propter eorumdem ingratitudinem et 
rebellionem, et transiit ad gentes, ita nunc propter nimia 
peccata Christianorum, quid mirum si eos relinquat, 
omniaque dissidiis, sectis, haeresibus contaminari, se 
mutuo mordere, consumi et deficere sinat, ipse vero ad 
novas gentes, Ecclesiam suam ibidem constituturus, pergat, 
a quibus desiderantissime recipiatur, atque caritatis 
calore foveatur? Itaque semper manebit fides, semper 
perseverabit Ecclesia, licet persecutionum torculari 
pressa, a loco in locum demigret." Dionysius Carthusianus, 
Opera Omnia, 3, XIV. 
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world. 314 New scholarship on the silent monks has provided 

valuable insights, yet, so far the inevitable conclusion 

that, beginning with the fifteenth century, the Carthusian 

ideal underwent a change from an exclusive focus on inner 

reform to an active role in the political and religious 

setting of their time has not been drawn. The foundation 

of charterhouses within major cities prepared the way for 

this new direction. The proximity to the centers of life 

made it difficult to remain uninvolved. The book market 

and the universities were great attractions. In addition, 

the Carthusian mandate of silence did not restrict the 

monks to conversation with God, but stimulated them to seek 

communication with the world via the printed word. The 

library of st. Barbara was the richest and largest in 

Cologne, with a heavy bias toward mystical literature and 

the Modern Devotion. 315 Whi Ie the Carthusians proved to be 

314Justus Hashagen attests the Carthusians in general 
and Blomevenna in particular a "weltabgewandte Mystik" in 
the wake of the Devotio Moderna ["Hauptrichtungen des 
rheinischen Humanismus," AHVNRh 106 (1922), 1-56; 27f]. 
Hogg, too, describes the Carthusians of Cologne as 
"standing apart from the heat of the battle" ("Die 
Kartause, K5ln und Europa," 176); Achten underlines for the 
fourteenth to the sixteenth century "the Carthusians' 
almost total seclusion from the world," and a concentration 
on prayer and the search for God ("Die Kartauser und die 
mittelalterlichen Fr5mmigkeitsbewegungen," 138, 144). 

315Joachim Vennebusch, "Die Blicher der Kenner 
Kartauser. Zur Geschichte der Klosterbibliothek (1451-
1794) ," in Die Kartause in K5ln (Cologne: Verlag eVe 
Kirche, 1978), 77-104; 77; James Hogg, "Die Kartause, K5ln 
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prolific writers and editors, they placed their activity in 

the service of both inner and outer reform. The active 

role of the Carthusians regarding the issue of reform is a 

reinterpretation of, rather than a break with, the original 

ideal of the Carthusian monk, which joined the inner reform 

and search for God with a care for the fellow man. This 

co-responsibility bears a social component, which actually 

forbids the Carthusians to withdraw into their cells. They 

fulfilled this part of their calling especially through 

their literary activity. In the fifteenth century, their 

works on the rosary and the vita Christi-manuscripts made 

them spiritual teachers of their times. 316 That the 

Carthusians cared for more than just the inner reform of 

their fellow human beings, but took part in church politics 

as well, was already noticeable during the time of the 

Great Schism, when they sided with the conciliar 

movement. 317 This involvement became particularly evident 

during the Reformation318 and the developments in MUnster. 

und Europa, Ii 172. 

316Roth, "Kartauserspiritualitat," 220f. 

317RUthing, "Zur Geschichte der Kartausen," 148-150; 
Tewes, "Die K5lner Universitat," 159. 

318criticizing Greven (K5lner Kartause), Chaix warns 
against underestimating the impact of the Reformation on 
the Carthusians in Cologne: Between the end of the Middle 
Ages and the priorate of Blomevenna, there was hardly any 
activity in the Charterhouse. See Chaix, "Sainte Barbe, 
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The intensified editorial and literary activity shows how 

much the Carthusians turned toward problems in society. 

They utilized every avenue at their disposal to warn their 

contemporaries and to call them to reform. 

During the 1530s, the battle against heretics attained 

an even sharper edge with the events of Munster. Yet, 

Munster did not change the course of the Carthusians--it 

only intensified their efforts, revealing their fears and 

concerns more clearly. In the literary controversy with 

the Munsterites, the Carthusians' intention was not to 

uncover new truths, but to lay open the insights of their 

Catholic predecessors. with their predilection for 

mystical literature, they regarded the work of Dionysius, 

the Carthusian, as the most suitable instrument for 

combatting heresy in general and Munster's Anabaptism in 

particular. Different from the Dominicans and Franciscans, 

the Carthusians took the Anabaptists seriously from the 

beginning. Ironically, therefore, it was not the famed 

preaching mendicant orders but the silent monks who were 

most outspoken in their reaction to "Munster." 

Cologne et l'Empire," 111. 
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IV. THE REACTION OF THE RHENISH PRINCES: HERMAN OF WIED 

AND JOHN OF CLEVES 

1. Introduction 

The events in Munster attracted special attention at 

the Lower Rhine. Increasingly alarmed by the Anabaptist 

expansion in neighboring Wes·tphalia, Herman of wied, 

Archbishop of Cologne, and John III, Duke of Cleves-Julich, 

responded on three different levels. First, they took 

military action against the Anabaptist takeover by joining 

forces with the Bishop of Munster, Franz of Waldeck. 

Second, they launched defensive measures to protect their 

own lands against Anabaptist inroads. And third, they took 

the offensive by developing a reform program for clerical 

abuses. This third step was to remove what they believed 

to be the central cause of the Munster uprising. Each of 

these actions reflected the princes' concerns and 

interests--political, social as well as religious. 

Looking at each prince's situation before 1534, we 

realize that Herman of Wied and John of Cleves stood on 

widely different footings. Politically, the Duke was in a 

considerably stronger position than the Archbishop--the 

result of one hundred years of power politics and factional 

maneuvering. An analysis of their respective political 



backgrounds is crucial for an understanding of their 

actions during the 1530s. 

191 
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2. The Political position of Herman of Wied 

At the age of six, Herman of Wied (1477-1552) received 

a benefice at the cathedral chapter of Cologne and became a 

full canon, even though the prescribed age was fourteen 

(1490}.1 In 1515, the cathedral chapter of Cologne 

unanimously elected him Archbishop. The counts of Wied 

belonged to the lineage of Wetterau, the most powerful clan 

within the religious-political order of the lower-Rhenish 

region. 2 This family connection enabled Herman to become a 

canon in the cathedral chapter,3 and eventually to ascend 

to the archbishopric. 4 

IFor information on Herman's early career see Co 
Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied und sein Reformationsversuch 
in Keln. Ein Beitrag zur deutschen Reformationsgeschichte 
(Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1878), 35-38, and August 
Franzen, Bischof und Reformation. Erzbischof Hermann von 
wied in Keln vor der Entscheidung zwischen Reform und 
Reformation (Munster: Aschendorff, 1971), 12-20. 

2Lutz Hatzfeld, "Dr. Gropper, die Wetterauer Grafen 
und die Reformation in Kurkeln 1537/1547," AKuG 36 (1954), 
208-230; 216. 

3Access to the cathedral chapter was, at this time, 
restricted to the higher nobility. See Franzen, Bischof 
und Reformation, 13. 

4Franzen points out that the family Wied-Runkel 
(Herman was the fourth son of Count Friedrich of Wied
Runkel) as well as the other noble families of the lower 
Rhine and in the Westerwald, most of whom were related with 
each other, used to divide the canonicates among themselves 
as a matter of course. Herman attested to this fact in a 
letter to the papal court (1521), when he described the 
cathedral chapter of Cologne as a "Hospital fur die 
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Like most bishops of his time, Herman was only 

moderately educated. 5 Questions about his intelligence and 

character have caused much debate. Due to Herman's attempt 

to introduce the Protestant Reformation in his lands in the 

mid-forties, he became a controversial figure and provided 

the occasion for abundant confessional historiography: 

Roman Catholic historians tended to portray him as a naive, 

stupid, incompetent, and religiously wavering man; 

Protestant historians saw him as a kindhearted, dignified, 

moderate, and wise ruler of his archdiocese. 6 

jiingeren Sohne des Reichsadels." See Paul Kalkoff, Luther 
und die Entstehungsjahre der Reformation (Munich-Leipzig: 
Georg Muller, 1917), 58. 

5During his early years, he was taught by a private 
tutor. On December 8, 1493, he matriculated at the law 
faculty during his required year of residency in Cologne. 
This was a common practice among the counts at the 
cathedral. The records of the university do not show that 
he received a degree from the law faculty. See Franzen, 
Bischof und Reformation, 13f. 

6Already in the sixteenth century, proponents of both 
religious camps made assertions about Herman of Wied, which 
either disqualified him as a serious political and 
religious leader or praised him for his insight. For an 
account of these contemporary assessments, see Varrentrapp, 
Hermann von Wied, 36-38, and Franzen, Bischof und 
Reformation, 15-17. 

A representative of the first group is Meuser [sic! no 
first name], referring to Herman of Wied as " ... ein 
gutmiithiger, aber beschrankter Mann, schwankend in seinen 
religiosen Ansichten, je nach dem bestimmenden Einflusse 
von AuBen." ["Zur Geschichte der kolnischen Theologen des 
sechzehnten Jahrhunderts. Dritter Artikel. Johann 
Gropper," KZWK (1844) 183-212; 188.] Wilhelm van Gulik 
asserts Herman's lack of independence and intellectual 
faculties: "Hermann von Wied war nicht der Mann, die 
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At his election in 1515, Herman of Wied became at once 

Ereignisse und Personen seiner zeit und Umgebung nach 
groBen Gesichtspunkten zu erfassen und beurteilen zu 
konnen." [Johannes Gropper (1503 bis 1559). Ein Beitrag 
zur Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, besonders der 
Rheinlande im 16. Jahrhundert (Freiburg i.Br.: Herder, 
1906), 44.] August Franzen describes Herman as " ... ein 
typischer Vertreter der Adels-~is~hofe; ein wenig 
Durchschnittsbildung humanistischer Farbung eignete ihn, 
aber ohne jede tiefere theologische Kenntnis; seine 
DompfrUnden und spacer sein Erzbistum besaB er wie ein 
weltlicher Herr; die religiosen Aufgaben galten ihm nur als 
ein Annex, das er notwendigerweise mit in Kauf hatte nehmen 
mUssen." ["Innerdiozesane Hemmungen und Hindernisse der 
kirchlichen Reform im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert," Colonia 
Sacra 1 [Festschrift Wilhelm Neussl, ed. E. Hegel (Cologne, 
1947), 163-201; 175.] Franzen does grant the Archbishop a 
certain amount of good intentions in religious matters: 
"Er wollte und wUnschte die Reform, aber er war nicht in 
der Lage, das Gute vom Schlechten zu unterscheiden." (176) 
Cf. Franzen, Bischof und Reformation (16), and Walter 
Lipgens, Kardinal Johannes Gropper 1503-1559 und die 
Anfange der katholischen Reform in Deutschland (MUnster: 
Aschendorff, 1951), 32f. Hubert Jedin chooses to treat the 
man of the 1520s and 1530 as one person, who undergoes 
neither change nor development ["Fragen um Hermann von 
Wied," HJ 74 (1955), 687-699; 691f]. 

The second group of scholars is represented by G. 
Drouven describing Herman as a firm and unwavering 
character who saw the need for reform already before he was 
elected Archbishop [Die Reformation in der Colnischen 
Kirchenprovinz zur zeit des Erzbischofes und KurfUrsten 
Hermann V., Graf zu Wied (Neuss and cologne: L. Schwann, 
1876), 10]. C. Varrentrapp points out the one-sidedness of 
Hermann's representation by Roman Catholic scholars and 
underlines that we lack the sources to make a final 
decision on Herman's degree of intelligence [Hermann von 
Wied, 36-38]. Ludwig Keller emphasizes the dignity and 
kindheartedness of the Archbishop [Geschichte der 
Wiedertaufer und ihres Reiches zu MUnster (MUnster: 
Coppenrath, 1880), 59]. Hatzfeld finally observes that 
Herman of Wied distinguished himself less through 
theological intelligence than through dignity and 
character. These qualities were joined by his use of 
moderation and a keen mind in diplomatic matters ["Dr. 
Gropper, die Wetterauer Grafen und die Reformation in 
Kurkoln," 220]. 
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a secular and a spiritual overlord, Prince Elector and 

Archbishop. The electorate of Cologne, Herman's secular 

territory, did not form a homogeneous body. It was 

composed of three separate territories: the dukedom of 

Westphalia, the fortress of Recklinghausen, and the Rhenish 

archbishopric (Erzstift). Each territory had its own 

country estates (Landstande) , but only those of the 

archbishopric were politically relevant. About 60 

kilometers long and 10 kilometers wide, the heartland of 

the electorate extended along the Rhine from Remagen and to 

Kempen. 7 

Political developments in the second half of the 

fifteenth century explain the powerful position of the 

cathedral chapter, which was to become a major stumbling 

block for the episcopal and ducal reform program following 

the events of Munster. The year 1463 marked a turning 

point in the history of the electorate, when the estates 

passed two laws--a Wahlkapitulation (pre-election 

commitment) and the Erblandevereinigung (union of communal 

lands)--both of which restricted the power of the 

7Karsten Ruppert, "Die Landstande des Erzstifts Koln 
in der frlihen Neuzeit. Verfassung und Geschichte," AHVNRh 
174 (1972), 47-111; 55. 
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Archbishop considerably.8 Archbishop Dietrich of Moers had 

conducted a ruinous financial policy, for which the country 

estates carried the biggest burden. When the estates 

subsequently demanded a greater say in government, he had 

no choice but to accommodate their claims to more political 

influence. From the second half of the fifteenth century, 

therefore, the estates significantly checked the power of 

the Archbishop.9 

The estates of the archbishopric were divided into 

four factions: the cathedral chapter, the counts, the 

knights, and the towns. 10 The cathedral chapter ,,,as the 

advocate best equipped to serve the estates' interests. As 

coregent of the Archbishop, the chapter was the most 

acquainted with the political situation. In addition, it 

was the only body with an administrative apparatus at its 

8This Wahlkapitulation stipulated that the Archbishop 
could not dispose of anything or anyone belonging to the 
bishopric (stift) without prior consent of the cathedral 
chapter. The same applied to the raising of taxes. 
According to the Erblandevereinigung, the Archbishop had to 
ensure proper secular and spiritual jurisdiction in his 
lands. without the knowledge of the estates, he was not 
allowed to conduct war nor to pledge goods or loans. 
Drouven, Reformation, 1-4. 

9Gustav Wolf, Kurk6ln im 16. Jahrhundert, HS, 51 
(Berlin, 1905), 2; Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 22; 
Ruppert, "Landstande," 56. 

10For further information on the counts, knights and 
towns, cf. Ruppert, "Landstande," 62-65. 
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disposal. 11 Moreover, the chapter was the only 

representative of the clergy in the assembly--having also 

the right to elect the Archbishop. 12 Thus , political 

developments especially during the second half of the 

fiftep.nth century made clear that the Archbishop could not 

rule against the estates, headed by the cathedral 

chapter. 13 This constellation of power had a strong 

bearing on the failure of the episcopal reform efforts 

following the events of Mlinster .14 

While Herman's secular arm extended only to the 

boundaries of his electorate, his ecclesiastical power 

reached further: in theory, he was the spiritual ruler 

over the joined duchies Jlilich-Berg and Cleves-Mark, the 

llRuppert, "Landstande," 56. 

12Ruppert, "Landstande," 60. The Erblandevereinigung 
further stipulated that, during the deliberations of the 
permanent episcopal council, two members of the cathedral 
chapter needed to be called in regularly. Varrentrapp, 
Hermann von Wied, 22. 

13Ruppert, "Landstande," 73. 

14During the reform efforts of the Rhenish princes in 
1534-1538, our sources use "reformation" and "reformu 

interchangeably for the improvement of clerical abuses. 
The term "reformation" is not an invention of the sixteenth 
century; the call for a "reformatio" could be heard 
throughout the Middle Ages, but was particularly strong 
during the fifteenth century. Nor did it--even after 
Luther--necessarily invoke the association "Protestant." 
As our documents demonstrate, it was a term that was used 
by Roman Catholics and Protestants alike, although the 
underlying concept varied. 
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cities of Cologne and Dortmund, as well as over various 

smaller territories. 15 His claim to spiritual jurisdiction 

over the city of Cologne and the joined duchies conflicted 

with their respective search for secular sovereignty and 

created sizable tensions between the parties. Duke John, 

the ruler of the joint duchies, attempted to expand his 

power and strongly countered any efforts by the Archbishop 

to exercise his spiritual jurisdiction inside the 

duchies. 16 

The city of Cologne sought to safeguard its 

independence from the Archbishop as well. Both parties 

were linked by a long-standing history of conflicts over 

jurisdiction, taxes, and privileges. 17 stimulated by the 

agricultural boom along the Lower Rhine during the 

thirteenth century, Cologne emerged as a key center for 

industry, commerce, and banking. This new economic status 

promoted a heightened civic consciousness and provided 

additional incentives for insisting on legal autonomy. As 

15Drouven, Reformation, 1. For further information on 
the archdiocese and its archdeaconates, cf. Leonard Ennen, 
Geschichte der Reformation im Bereiche der alten Erzdiozese 
Koln (Cologne and Neuss: L. Schwann, 1849), 26-30. 

16For a fuller discussion of Duke John see pp. 200-203 
below. 

17Pertinent documents are gathered in the Historisches 
Archiv der Stadt Koln [HAStK], under "Koln contra Koln" 
(i.e., the city of Cologne versus the Archbishop of 
Cologne). 
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in many other cities throughout this period, the citizens 

of Cologne turned to action: in 1288, at the battle of 

Worringen, they took the Archbishop prisoner. 18 Cologne 

finally achieved independence from the Archbishop in 1475, 

when it became a free imperial city. Except for criminal 

jurisdiction (hohe Gerichtsbarkeit) , which was often 

contested, the Archbishop retained no influence over the 

city. 19 Politically thus impaired, Herman entered the 

Munster conflict. He was in no position to put pressure on 

the city of Cologne or the Duke of Cleves-Julich, and 

within his own realm, he was restrained by the powerful 

cathedral chapter. 

18Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 14f. 

l~arrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 18f. A telling sign 
of the power play between the Archbishop and Cologne is the 
fact that Hermann of Wied was not able to enter the city 
until 1522--seven years after he became Archbishop. The 
city and the Archbishop fought for years over the extent of 
each other's rights. Only at the order of Emperor Charles 
V, the city finally yielded to Hermann of Wied. 
Nevertheless, the Council of Cologne achieved a modest 
diplomatic victory by preventing that Hermann of Wied could 
address Cologne as "our city." Klaus Militzer, "Die 
feierlichen Einritte der Kelner Erzbischofe in die stadt 
Keln im Spatmittelalter," JKGV 55 (1984), 77-116; 105f. 
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3. The Political position of John III 

Quite different from the electorate was the political 

situation in the joined dukedoms. John III of Cleves 

(1490-1539), having been brought up at the court of 

Hapsburg-Burgundy in Brussels where knightly arts were 

privileged,20 strove throughout his reign for peace and 

2~0lters infers from John's lack of a Latin education 
(which Wolters does not document) the Duke's deficiency in 
mental agility, his dependence on his educated advisors and 
consequently a conservative and half-hearted pOlicy: 
"Johann war ohne Bildung aufgewachsen, oder wie sein 
zeitgenosse Eberhard im Bart von sich sagte 'nicht 
Lateinisch gemacht', und da wo ihm der nattirliche Schwung 
des Geistes fehlte, klammerte er sich auch jetzt wieder 
zaghaft an die Lateiner seines Hofes an, die nicht 
Lutherische sondern 'Erasmische' Christen sein wollten. So 
blieb alles beim Alten und Halben." Albrecht Wolters, 
Konrad von Heresbach und der Clevische Hof zu seiner zeit, 
nach neuen Quellen geschildert. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte 
des Reformationszeitalters und seines Humanismus 
(Elberfeld: Sam. Lucas., 1867), 61. The historiography on 
Duke John III is largely silent on his personality. 
without further ado, scholars plunge into the political and 
religious developments of his joint dukedoms. His advisors, 
John of Vlatten and Konrad of Heresbach, have attracted 
most of the attention. Only with Ludwig Keller do we find 
some scarce notes and undocumented judgements about the 
Duke. Keller ascribes to John an inability to deal with 
the social and religious challenges to his territories--he 
lacked farsightedness and determination: "Leider war ... 
der Ftirst, welcher berufen war, in einer so entscheidenden 
Periode die Geschichte dieses groBen Staates zu lenken, den 
Schwierigkeiten der Aufgabe keineswegs gewachsen •••• die 
Tugenden, welche in erster Linie den Ftirsten machen--ein 
weiter Blick und ein energischer Charakter--gingen ihm fast 
ganzlich ab." Keller, Wiedertaufer, 53; Keller's emphasis. 
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justice. 21 According to a contemporary report, the Duke 

was governed in no small measure by his councilors. 22 In 

1510, John III, heir of the territories Cleves and Mark, 

married Maria, heir of Julich, Berg, and Ravensberg. After 

the death of both their fathers in 1521, John controlled 

more territory and power than any of his predecessors. 23 

21Keller, Wiedertaufer, 53. John was given the name 
"Pacificus," ibid. 

22This report was given by the papal legate P. 
Borstius, who visited the court of Cleves in 1537. His 
main point, however, was that these influential electoral 
advisors were "infected" by what he must have considered as 
heretical teachings: "In summa video principem bonum, sed 
qui multum gUbernetur a consiliariis suis, quorum multi 
sunt infecti." Compte rendu des seances de la commission 
royale d'histoire Troisieme Serie (Brussels, 1864), 420; 
quoted by Keller, Wiedert§ufer, 54, fn. 1. Nevertheless, 
this testimony is the basis for Keller's further 
evaluation: "Wenn nun schon an anderen Hafen urn diese 
Zeit, in welcher die Erledigung der Regierungsgeschafte 
irnrner complicierter und verwickelter wurde, der EinfluB der 
Rathe ungemein stark hervortritt, wie viel mehr muBte das 
hier der Fall sein, wo einer lenksamen, hausbackenen 
Persanlichkeit die Fuhrung der Angelegenheiten in die Hand 
gegeben war." (54) 

230n the genealogical background see Theodor J. 
Lacomblet, Urkundenbuch fur die Geschichte des 
Niederrheins, 4,1 (Dusseldorf: Schaub, 1857), V-XXV. John 
began his reign of Julich, Berg, and Ravensberg in 1511. 
In 1521, upon the death of his father, John II, he also 
became ruler of Cleves and Mark. See Theodor J. Lacomblet, 
"Dusseldorf. Mit stetem Blick auf die Landesgeschichte aus 
urkundlichen Quellen dargestellt," Archiv fur die 
Geschichte des Niederrheins, V, ed. Theodor J. Lacomblet 
(Dusseldorf, 1866), 1-90, 4. The union of lands had been 
planned in 1496 by John's and Maria's fathers and was 
ratified by Emperor Maximilian and the country estates. 
See Lacomblet, Urkundenbuch, XIII. Maria exercised her 
right to rule as well, as her presence in a number of 
council meetings testifies. Throughout his investigation, 
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Territorial unification hardly eliminated the 

differences between Cleves and Jtilich. Their cultural and 

jurisdictional developments, their economic situations, and 

finally their estates-overlord relationships had evolved 

along dissimilar lines. 24 The maintenance of two separate 

governing bodies even after 1521--one in DUsseldorf and the 

other in Cleves--reflects their ongoing incompatibility. 

In contrast to the Archbishop of Cologne, whose 

political influence had considerably diminished after the 

middle of the fifteenth century, the dukes of Cleves had 

continuously augmented their power. Their rise was marked 

first by geographical expansion culminating in 1521, when 

John III became ruler over the joint duchies JUlich-Berg 

and Cleves-Mark. Second, the dukes strove to increase their 

influence at home. In addition to their secular 

Redlich pays attention to the role of Maria, especially 
when her presence in meetings was unusual. Although 
Maria's participation in state affairs was rare, she 
sometimes got involved even when there was no legal basis 
for it. Redlich explains her involvement by her interest 
in strengthening the old faith in the duchies. See otto R. 
Redlich, staat und Kirche am Niederrhein zur 
Reformationszeit (Leipzig: M. Heinsius Nachfolger, 1938), 
16. More foundation than Keller's comments on John has 
Redlich's footnote on the Duke and his wife, Maria, which 
is based on the report of a papal legate: the Duke is 
described as very good, yet weak, the Duchess, however, as 
quite lively and active; ibid., IS, fn. 1 

24Lacomblet, "DUsseldorf," 1-3; Albrecht Wolters, 
Heresbach, 36. 
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jurisdiction, they sought to exercise spiritual 

jurisdiction over their subjects as well. The Duke of 

Cleves had exploited the uncertain ecclesiastical situation 

during the Council of Basel (1431-1449) to achieve 

exemption from the jurisdiction of both the bishops of 

Cologne and MUnster (1444) .25 When the confusion subsided, 

the dukes retained and even extended their acquired 

privileges: they gradually restricted episcopal 

jurisdiction assuming the right of nomination regarding all 

clerical offices.~ The ducal sovereigns curbed the 

expansion of clerical power on yet another front, namely 

the acquisition of land. v 

~Krafft recorded the incidents that led to the 
eventual assumption of spiritual jurisdiction by the dukes 
of Cleves, starting with January 16, 1444, when Pope Eugen 
IV (1431-1447) released Duke Adolf of Cleves and his 
subjects from the submission to the Archbishop of Cologne 
and the Bishop of MUnster, both of whom adhered to the 
anti-pope, Felix V (1439-1449). Carl Krafft, 
Aufzeichnungen des schweizerischen Reformators Heinrich 
Bullinger Uber sein Studium zu Emmerich und Koln (1516-
1522) und dessen Briefwechsel mit Freunden in Koln. 
Erzbischof Hermann von Wied etc. (Elberfeld: Sam. Lucas., 
1870), 103f. 

26Krafft, Bullinger, 103f. The papal bulls of 1509, 
1512, and 1520 validated these prerogatives; see Keller, 
Wiedertaufer, 51. 

VFor details see Keller, Wiedertaufer, 51f. 
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4. Military Response 

As neighbors of the Bishop of MUnster, the Rhenish 

princes were exceedingly disturbed by the developments in 

Westphalia, as they endangered law and peace in their own 

territories. Moreover, the events in MUnster posed a 

threat to Herman's and John's political power. In order to 

protect both their people and their positions, the Rhenish 

sovereigns entered into the military campaign against 

MUnster. 

a. Concern for Law and Order 

The fact that the Anabaptists had been able to seize 

MUnster (February 27, 1534) and were infiltrating the 

surrounding territories made the Rhenish princes fear for 

the established order. Their concern grew with the ever 

more threatening developments in Westphalia: two 

unsuccessful assaults against the city; the sending out of 

Anabaptist apostles; the elevation of a simple tailor as 

king; and the introduction of polygamy. Endangered was 

what the Rhenish princes regarded as the "rightful" 

religious, political, and social order of society. 

The ousted Bishop of MUnster, Franz of Waldeck, 
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reminded Herman that the Anabaptists were not confined to 

MUnster. 28 with alarming impetuosity, these seditious 

people disseminated their teachings among the "ordinary, 

simple, and restless people." If not curbed soon, these 

actions would lead "to irreparable damage for land and 

people, to destruction and desolation, to the certain 

uprising of the common man, and hence to great bloodshed-

not only in our lands but in our neighbors' as well. ,,29 

Herman forwarded this report promptly to Duke John. 3o The 

Archbishop of Cologne agreed with Franz that the situation 

28Letter of Franz of Waldeck to Herman of Wied and John 
of Cleves; in van DUlmen, Tauferreich, GOf (Nr. 22); 
February 14, 1534. 

29Franz reported to the princes how "... sich die 
verfUhrerische und aufrUhrerischa Sekte und Lehre der 
Wiedertaufer innerhalb unserer stadt MUnster neulich 
erhoben, vorerst heimlich und nun offenbar durch etliche 
falsche Prediger unter dem gewohnlichen, einfaltigen und 
unruhigen Mann und Pobel mit groBem UngestUm verbreitet und 
gelehrt •...•.. wenn diesem grausamen, unerhorten Handel 
nicht mit dem notigen Einsehen gesteuert wird, [wtirde] 
daraus nicht allein unseren, sondern auch unseren anderen 
Nachbarlandern und Leuten ewig unwiederbringliches 
Verderben, Zerstorung und VerwUstung und ein sicherer 
Aufruhr des gemeinen Mannes und groBes BlutvergieBen 
erfolgen und erwachsen •.. " Van DUlmen, Tauferreich, GOf 
(Nr. 22). 

30Franz' letter arrived in BrUhl, the residency of the 
Archbishop, on February 20, 1534. Herman dispatched his 
letter to John the next day. It is noteworthy that in his 
summary of Franz' letter, which is for the most part 
verbatim, the Archbishop did not mention the uprising of 
the common man, but instead the "destruction of our holy 
religion." Hauptstaatsarchiv DUsseldorf [HStAD], JUlich
Berg [JB] II, Nr. 247a, 3F-32fi 31f. 
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called for the highest alert. 31 

The widening circle of political bodies entreated to 

help in the reconquest of Mlinster reflects the increased 

concern to continue the siege. 32 At the meeting of Orsoy 

(March 26, 1534), -the episcopal and ducal councilors 

advised the Bishop of MUnster tv ask the other estates of 

the Lower Rhenish33 district (Kreis) for their support 

since the MUnster developments affected all political 

31In a letter to Duke John of March 4, 1534, the 
electoral councilors gave further report about the MUnster 
events and notified the Duke of their intention to send a 
delegate to John's court in DUsseldorf. They explained 
that this business demanded "hoichste notturfft •.. damit 
nicht allein Lande vnd leuthe zu zertrennungh vnnd ewig 
verderbnis, sondern auch vnsere heilige Christliche 
religion in ZurrUttung vnd vertyllgung nit bracht vnd 
gefoert werden ••. " They concluded that a meeting was 
absolutely necessary. HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 79 f -79 v

; 79v
• 

32Beyond the princes of Cologne and Cleves-Jlilich, the 
Bishop of MUnster turned to Hesse, Burgundy, and Geldern. 
Landgrave Philipp was not only the first to help, but also 
showed the most consistent support throughout the whole 
military campaign despite the fact that he was leading a 
campaign to reconquer WUrttemberg for Protestantism during 
part of this time. None of these allies, however, were 
favored by the Rhenish princes, Herman and John. Karl
Heinz Kirchhoff, "Die Belagerung und Eroberung MUnsters 
1534/35. Militarische MaBnahmen und politische 
Verhandlungen des FUrstbischofs Franz von Waldeck," WZ 112 
(1962), 77-170; 94, 98. 

33In these early documents, the Lower Rhenish district 
is called "niederlandisch"i see Hans-Joachim Behr, "Die 
Reichskreise," K5ln Westfalen 1180-1980. Landesgeschichte 
zwischen Rhein und Weser (Mlinster, 1981), 258-266; 258. To 
avoid confusion, we will call the "niederlandisch" district 
"niederrheinisch" (Lower Rhenish). 
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authorities.~ Evidently, the other estates hesitated 

since the appeal for aid had to be repeated more forcefully 

at the second Diet of Neuss (June 20, 1534), this time by 

the head of the Lower Rhenish district, Duke John. 35 After 

~Since Franz of Waldeck had asked Cologne and Cleves 
for advice, the councilors suggest that " .•• disse sach nit 
allein den Confirmirten zu MUnster sonder aIle ander ober 
vnd erbarkeit gemeingklich belangt, das darumb dem 
Confirmirten zu MUnster solIe zuraten sein die andere 
Stende des Nidderlendischen kreyss vermoge des Reichs 
Abscheidts Anno xxvjO zu Speier genomen, gleichsfalls vmb 
hi Iff vnd beistandt zuersuchen, ... " HStAD, JB II, Nr. 
248, 6r-10v; 6v-7r. When the Archbishop and the Duke 
suggested to broaden the circle to include the entire Lower 
Rhenish district, they intended, on the one hand, to make 
the aid of Hesse, Burgundy, and Geldern--in their eyes very 
suspect allies--superfluous. On the other hand, they 
acknowledged their inability to provide the needed support 
by themselves. 

35It is "... nit fUr vndienstlich dan notwendig 
betracht vnd fUr gut angesehen, das jn namen vnnd von wegen 
myns gn hern van Cleeff etc. als des fordersten des 
Niderlendischen kreyB vnd den all gereyd desselvigen kreyB 
Stende vmb hilff jn disser sachen ersucht, nochmals an 
dieselvigen zum allerflyssigsten vnd beweglichsten neben 
anzeigung was beyde Chur vnnd fUrsten CoIn vnnd Cleeff 
darzugedoin vmb hilff In macht des Rychs ordnung vnnd sunst 
als die nechst gesessen, wie dan solichs mit den Cleffschen 
affgeredt geschrieven werd ... II HStAD, JB II, Nr. 248, 17r-
21r; 19v-20r. To call upon the estates of the districts for 
help was an uncertain endeavor to begin with. The imperial 
Diet of Cologne (1512) had transferred the protection of 
the public peace to the newly founded districts. But these 
provisions never took effect. The imperial Diet of Speyer 
(1526), therefore, had to contend with entrusting the 
neighboring political leaders with the aid against unrest. 
Hence, Franz of Waldeck was able to address the princes of 
three different districts--Philipp of Hesse, John of 
Cleves-JUlich, the head of the Lower Rhenish-Westphalian 
district, and Herman of Wied, member of the kurrheinisch 
district (the district of the Rhenish electors). See 
Kirchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung MUnsters," 96f; Behr, 
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the second assault on MUnster (August 27-31, 1534) had 

failed, Herman of Wied called upon the support of his 

electoral colleagues in Trier, Mainz, and the Palatinate. 36 

Only when these negotiations for support failed did the 

Archbishop become less hesitant about joining forces with 

Protestant allies. In addition, the MUnster Anabaptists 

had just sent out 27 apostles to spread their message and 

to win people for their kingdom. Furthermore there had 

been incidents of unrest in the territory surrounding 

MUnster. Herman, therefore, urged Franz to approach 

Electoral Saxony and Hesse. 37 The Archbishop agreed to an 

attempt by Philip to mediate between the Anabaptists and 

the princes. On behalf of all princes involved, the 

Protestant minister, Dietrich Fabritius of Hesse, went to 

MUnster to negotiate with the Anabaptist leaders and to 

obtain valuable information about the situation in the 

city. The Anabaptists' refusal to surrender and Fabritius' 

vivid report made Philip realize that if the allies would 

not put an end to this insurrection, they would have more 

"Reichskreise," 258-260. 

36Herman made the call for aid at the Diet of the 
kurrheinisch district in Mainz (October 5, 1534); HStAD, JB 
II, Nr. 248, 40~45v and HStAD, Kurk6ln [KK] II, Nr. 4548, 
12r-15r

• The kurrheinisch district comprised the 
electorates of Trier, Pfalz, Mainz, and Cologne. 

37Kirchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung MUnsters," 118f. 
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and greater uprisings on their hands than they had ever 

seen. 38 John Frederick, the Elector of Saxony, joined the 

military alliance against Munster at the Diet of Essen 

(November 5-8, 1534).39 There it was decided to request 

military assistance from King Ferdinand. The whole nation 

had to participate in overcoming this threat, and the only 

way this could be accomplished was by convening an imperial 

Diet. 40 

Thus, the more apprehensive Herman and John grew about 

sedition and subsequent anarchy, the larger the circle of 

political parties called upon to support the military 

campaign. In the beginning, attempts to preserve power 

within one's own confessional party stood in the way of a 

38" zw weiteren bericht, hett Jr g. her von Hessen, 
mit vorwissen, vnd willen des Ertzbischoffs, zu CoIn, durch 
des Hertzogen zu Gulich, vnd des bestettigten, ein 
perdicanten, der zuvor auch zw Munster gewesen, vnd da 
bekant were, In die stat Munster geschickt, aller 
gelegenheit darJn zuerlernen, der were, widder kommen, vnd 
durch Jren g. hern noh gschickt, der gstalt, wie man es 
habben wolten, sie Jnen, zuvorher furstellen dorabman, 
abnehmen mochte, das mher vnd grosser, vffrur, vor augen, 
dan hievor nie wo das nit verkummen wiirde, ... " HStAD, JB 
II, Nr. 248, 52 r-57v

; 54 r (my emphasis). Cf. Kirchhoff, 
"Belagerung und Eroberung Munsters," 119-122. Fabritius, 
known to the Anabaptists from an earlier stay in Munster, 
spent November 2-3, 1534 in the city. 

39Kirchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung Munsters," 122-
125. 

4~StAD, JB II, Nr. 248, 48 r-50 r
• The Diet of Essen 

included the Archbishop of Cologne, the Duke of Cleves
Julich, the Elector of Saxony, and the Bishop of Munster. 
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joint effort, but after the alarming developments in the 

fall of 1534, all partiality was set aside so as to meet 

the formidable threat of the Munster Anabaptists. 

Likewise, the description of those who, in the opinion 

of the Rhenish princes, were affected by these developments 

became sharper. While the resolution of Orsoy (March 26, 

1534) had vaguely declared that the Munster affair 

concerned "all authorities" (aIle ober vnd erbarkeiten) , 

resolutions dating from the Die't of Neuss (June 20, 1534) 

became strikingly more specific and dramatic: "Munster" 

threatened not only the neighboring estates, but all 

honorable and pious people, indeed the whole German nation, 

the Holy Roman Empire, and Christianity at large. 41 

b. Power Ploy 

Horrified about the "abominable and seditious plot" in 

41It would be " ..• nit alleyn dem stifft Munster, 
beyden Chur vnd fursten, CoIn vnd Cleeff e'tc. sonder auch 
allen vnnd jdern vmbligenden Chur vnd furs'ten vnd and ern 
Stenden, ouch ehrliebenden vnd fromen menschen, ja der 
gantzen duytschen Nation, dem heiligen roo Reich vnd der 
Christenheit zu vnwidderbringlichem nachtheill zu reichen 
besorglich "HStAD, JB II, Nr. 248, 17f-21f; 19v (June 
20,1534). 
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MUnster,42 Herman of Wied and John of Cleves realized, as 

few others, the necessity to act swiftly. Yet, the 

situation in Westphalia, threatening to unsettle if not 

undermine the established order, had also provided an 

opening for old and new power contests. Herman and John 

saw that the unstable political situation in MUnster 

jeopardized their own authority, if they did not operate 

with great caution. Their suspicion was directed first of 

all at Franz of Waldeck and his possible alliances with 

Geldern, Hesse, and most of all with Burgundy.43 Second, 

they were afraid that the MUnster Anabaptists themselves 

had made a coalition with other political powers as well as 

with the "common man" in order to launch an uprising 

against the political authorities. And finally, the 

Gon March 18, 1534, the councilors of Herman and John 
sent a messenger to Franz with several instructions. 
First, he was to reassure their "friendly service." 
Second, " ... ertzelenn das Ire gnedigste vnnd gnedige heren 
das grusam erschrecklich vnnd vffrurisch fUrnemen deren van 
MUnster vB syner f.g. schrifften vnnd sunst vernomenn des 
dan Ire Chur vnnd furstliche gnaden nit geringe sonder groB 
erschreckenn vnnd beswernuB entfangenn wie hochgenanter 
Erwelter zu MUnster sulchs vyB Irenn Chur vnd fn g 
schryvenn vngezwyvelt wall verstandenn." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 
247a, 97 r-97v ; 97 r • 

43For the fear evoked by the name "Burgundy," see Franz 
Petri, "Nordwestdeutschland in der Politik der 
Burgunderherz6ge," in Franz Petri. Zur Geschichte und 
Landeskunde der Rheinlande, Westfalens und ihrer 
westeuropaischen Nachbarlander. Aufsatze und Vortrage aus 
vier Jahrzehnten, ed. Edith Ennen e.a. (Bonn: Ludwig 
R6hrscheid, 1973), 477-502. 
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princes feared that the cities could use "Munster" as an 

opportunity to enlarge their sovereignty vis-a-vis their 

territorial neighbors. 

The Rhenish sovereigns had every intention to prevent 

the bishopric of Munster from falling to Hapsburg-Burgundy, 

and here their interests coincided with those of Philip of 

Hesse. Burgundy had conducted a successful expansionist 

policy--since 1528, it had appropriated Overyssel, 

Friesland, Groningen, and the bishopric Utrecht--which 

meant that the Rhenish Archbishop and Duke were being ever 

more encircled, if Brussels also asserted its influence in 

Munster.~ Burgundy indeed had been in contact with Franz 

of Waldeck before the Anabaptist takeover of Munster, which 

~Kirchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung Munsters,1O 90. 
Philip of Hesse, at this time trying to drive Habsburg out 
of Wurttemberg, was just as eager to prevent Habsburg's 
incursion into the bishopric of Munster via the Burgundian 
Low countries. Franz Petri points out that the political 
leaders in Upper and Lower Germany perceived Habsburg's 
policy increasingly as a threat to their understanding of 
the Empire, which was based on the estates, and to the 
political foundation of their own existence. Petri refers 
particularly to the annexation of the bishopric of Utrecht 
(1527/28) as the trigger for the latent mistrust of the 
princes toward Habsburg-BurgundYi in "Karl V. und die 
St§dte im Nordwestraum w§hrend des Ringens urn die 
politisch-kirchliche Ordnung in Deutschland," JWKG 71 
(1978), 7-31; 10. Cf. idem, "Nordwestdeutschland im 
Wechselspiel der Politik Karls V. und Philipps des 
GroBmutigen von Hessen," ZVHG 71 (1960), 37-60; 48. 
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prompted rumors about an alliance between them. 45 Duke 

Charles of Geldern had signalled to the Bishop of Munster 

that he was willing to help, while Philip of Hesse had 

taken great interest in the religious affairs of the 

bishopric prior to the events of 1534/35. 46 All these 

circumstances alerted Herman and John not to give their 

unrestrained support to Franz since they might be helping 

an enemy gain the bishopric of Munster. 

Having more to lose, John of Cleves was more concerned 

than Herman of Wied. When Franz turned toward the 

Archbishop for assistance, Herman showed himself 

supporti ve. 47 The Duke, however, moved with more 

reservation. Although he was willing to provide one cannon 

with some ammunition, he asked that Franz disclose his 

strategy concerning the Munster affair. John hoped that 

the Bishop would do nothing to hurt the neighboring 

princes. 48 The Rhenish princes decided to convene a Diet 

45This occurred in October of 1533. Cf. Kirchhoff, 
"Belagerung und Eroberung Munsters," 90-92. 

94. 
46Kirchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung Munsters," 90-

47HstAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 311'-321'; 3F, 631'. 

48John wished " .•. das syne gn. vnd die 
landtschaftt dieselvige handlungen auch woll mit solicher 
vorsichtigheit vnd geschicklicheit wurden vBfoeren, das 
daruB Inen vnd den Naberfursten gheyn geferlicheit entstain 
oder erwassen wurd. Dan man mecht woll muntlich vnd 



at Orsoy (March 26, 1534) to discuss measures against 

MUnster demanding that Franz laid open his plan and 

policy.49 

The Bishop of MUnster quickly responded to the 

princes' request. 50 His intention, he explained, was to 

avert the danger manifest in the Anabaptist takeover of 

MUnster as well as in the constant stream of fugitive 

citizens and peasants from the bishopric and foreign 
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territories into MUnster. The continuous strengthening of 

seditious Anabaptists from the outside, thus the Bishop, 

invited destruction not only of the bishopric but also of 

gefelliger rede bemeltem ketteler [carrier of Franz' letter 
to John] ansagen, In dem der Bischoff vnsern gn. hern vrnb 
Inniche hilff ersuchen wUrd. so wer auch billich, das syn 
g. sich mit vnserm gn. hern beratslagen, syner g. die 
anslege vnd meynung entdeckten ..• " HstAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 
42 r-44v; 42 r-43 r (February 27, 1534). 

ft"Damit nu sulchs [the discussion of effective 
measures against the MUnster Anabaptists] des zu 
bestendiger geschehen mog havenn Ire Chur vnnd fe g die 
Rede zu syner f g affgeferdigt, Ire gnadenn furnemenn 
gemoet vnnd gestalt wes dieselvige gegenn die van MUnster 
anzufangenn, wie sy darzu gefast, ouch wes der van MUnster 
wesen numals, zu dem, wie sein gnad dem handel widderstandt 
zu doin fUr gut ansehenn vnnd wes sy sunst fUr notwendich 
bedunckt zu hoerenn, vnnd sunst aIle gelegenheit des 
handels zuvernemenn, vnnd Iren Chur unnd fO g wes Inenn 
begegent vffs fUrderlichst ghen Orssoy vor der 
zuverstendigenn." HstAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 97v. 

5~stAD, JB II, Nr. 247b, 153 r-155v; 153 r
• This 

document is not dated, but must have been written between 
the 18th and 25th of March, 1534, since it responded to the 
solicitation of the princes and since it is written before 
the Diet of Orsoy. 
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the neighboring territories. 51 In order to prevent the 

threat from spreading any further, Franz of Waldeck planned 

to mobilize his own subjects and to hire foreign troops. 

The first step was to establish camps around the city to 

damn the stream of Anabaptist supporters. 52 The Bishop had 

solicited the aid ("rait hulp troist vnd biestandt") of the 

Rhenish princes as well as of other friends, thanking the 

princes for their initial support. He hoped, nevertheless, 

that they would follow with a sUbstantial amount of money 

needed to uphold the siege.~ 

As the minutes of the slow-moving negotiations at 

Orsoy testify, Franz' response did not placate the princes. 

Duke John insisted once more that the Bishop specify his 

designs.~ But Franz' councilors remained noncommittal. 

51Note that the people who trekked to Munster were 
described by Franz of Waldeck as fugitive and banned 
citizens as well as peasants, i.e., people who were already 
outlawed or had come into conflict with the law: He had 
" •.. gewiBlich vernommen, dat vth seiner f g stiffte vnd 
andern landen "\Till fromder fluchtiger vnd verbanneten 
burger vnd buerBman binnen Munster getegen, de statt vnd 
sect: dardurch wo dem ylendts nit vurkommen gesterckt vnd 
gemeert vnd dem stifft Munster nicht allein sunder allen 
naberlanden darvth ein sorglich overfall vnd verwoestung 
gefolgt were." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247b, 153 v

• 

52HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247b, 153 v
• 

53HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247b, 153v-154 v
• 

54"Vnnd nachdem befunden, das Munster vff die werbung 
nit vBtrucklich vnd jn spe(cie) angezeigt wie s f g gesagt, 
was s f g furnehmen vnd anschlege, wurde fur gut angesehen, 



The subsequent retreat of the electoral and the ducal 

parties for a private meeting provides us with valuable 

insights into the primary concerns of the Archbishop and 

the Duke. In view of John's hesitancy to support Franz' 
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albeit unclarified plans, the episcopal delegation raised 

three questions: first, could the Duke trust that his 

subjects were able to fight the Anabaptist temptation by 

themselves without the firm assistance of their sovereigns? 

Second, had he taken into account that Hesse might use this 

opportunity to sneak into their territory (mit vnderlouff) 

and bring about the secularization of the bishoprics 

(stieffter)? And finally, would it not be better to help 

the Bishop punish a foreign people (like the Munster 

Anabaptists) than to punish one's own subjects once they 

had fallen for the new sect?55 While Herman was alarmed by 

Philip's growing political influence, he was most concerned 

dweil die Munstersche Rethe hie ankhomen, In dem es die 
Colschen auch fur gut bedenken, soliche specification 
nochmals gescheen zulassen, dan wie khunden man Munster 
raten oder helffen, so man den grundt [= plan, motive] nit 
wisse. II HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 100f-106f i 100f. 

SS"Nemlich ob sin 9 H wyder kein hi Iff thue vnd allein 
s g vnderthanen acht neme das solich vnchristlich furnemen 
nit Jnrissen. Zum andern nachdem Zubesorgen das Hessen mit 
vnderlouff vnd villicht ein verenderung der Stieffter 
gescheen mocht wes sin g H sich darJn zuhalten. Item ob 
sin g H besser were ein fremb volck [Marg.: ---- ColIn vnd 
Munster] zustraffen, dan die syne." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 
247a, 101f. 
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about the people of his archdiocese. He feared that the 

un-Christian sect of Munster would make inroads into the 

Rhine region and that his subjects could not be expected to 

resist these seducive sectarians. This critical situation 

called for the early action of the people's spiritual and 

secular sovereigns, not for subsequent persecution once the 

weak among their subjects had fallen. The negative 

consequences of inaction suggested by the episcopal 

councilors proved weighty enough for the ducal party. They 

agreed that the Munsterites needed to be punished, yet they 

continued to demand the unreserved disclosure of Franz' 

scheme. 

Neither at the Diet of Orsoy nor throughout the 

following months of the siege was Munster's Bishop able to 

shatter the distrust of the Rhenish princes. Seeing the 

need for support, the princes charted their own course. 

Instead of financial aid, they provided troops who remained 

under their authority.56 Rumors about Burgundian interests 

56Apart from the fact that the princes were hesitant to 
furnish Franz with money which he could use at his will r 
the Archbishop and the Duke had sent observers into the 
camp in front of Munster to evaluate the situation. These 
men reported that Franz lacked troops and that the 
Anabaptists' move to and from Munster was not sufficiently 
cut off. The councilors' advice was that Herman and Joh.n 
send two military units for one month at their own expense, 
to be directly responsible to the princes, not the Bishclp 
of Munster. If further help was needed, the princes were 
to supply such. HStAD, JB II, Nr. 248, 6 r-10v; 7r-S r (March 
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in a takeover of MUnster and its bishopric persisted; they 

were fueled by other leads that Burgundy was trying to 

annex the archbishopric of Bremen. 57 It became a standing 

item on the agenda to reiterate that Franz was not at 

liberty to enter into negotiations with other potentates, 

nor to dispose of the bishopric without the express consent 

26, 1534). 

~"Wir wollen auch e.L. nicht verbergen, daB die 
Burgundischen allerlei Praktiken mit dem Bischof zu MUnster 
vorhaben, ihm auch deshalb, und urn vieleicht das stift an 
sich zu bringen, Geld und Pulver vorstrecken, zumal sie 
auch in Verhandlung sein sollen, das stift Bremen an sich 
zu bringen." Letter of Duke Ernst of Braunschweig-LUneburg 
to Elector John Frederick of Saxony «May 10/11, 1534) in 
van DUlmen, Tauferreich, 126f (Nr. 64). Cf. Cornelius, 
Berichte, 231-233 (Nr. 9). On June 24, 1534, John 
Frederick of Saxony expressed his concerns toward Duke 
Ernst even more clearly: "Item das der ertzbischof zu 
Bremen sol in Niderlant sein gewesen, und noch in heftiger 
practick und arbeit stehen, das stift in der Burgundier 
hende zu veranderen ••.. Es wirt gesagt, das gelt, darmidde 
die knechte besoldet werden, uss dem hofe Burgundien komen 
solIe .•.. Es seint aus dem Burgundischen hofe geschickt 
wurden hunder.t tunnen krautz und achte stucken grosses 
geschutzs ..•. Aus dem allen zu besorgen, das nit allein 
die stat Munster muchte erobert und viel christlichs bluts 
der unschuldigen mit dem schuldigen zugleich vergossen und 
umbgebracht werden, sondern, allen dieser iegent 
furstenthumben und landen zu ewigem unwiderbringlichen 
nachteil und schaden, das mererteil der stifte Munster und 
Osenbrucke in die hende und gewalt der Burgundischen komen 
wurde, so men nicht bei zeitten dorkegen rat suchten und 
gedechte, wege furtzunemen, dasselbig zu verhindern und zu 
vorkomen." Cornelius, Berichte, 257-261 (Nr. 26). 
Regarding this initiative of Christoph, Archbishop of 
Bremen, to sell the secular dominion of his archbishopric 
to the Emperor, see Franz Petri, "Nordwestdeutschland im 
Wechselspiel," 49. 



of the Archbishop and the Duke. 58 At the Diet of Coblenz 

(December 13, 1534), the princes determined that the 
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Archbishop, the Duke, and the Landgrave of Hesse alternate 

in sending their trusted emissaries to join the chief 

commander in front of Munster. 59 

The fear of power loss accounts for the princes' 

initial reluctance to help Franz of Waldeck in the siege of 

Munster. The same concern combined with the dread of 

anarchy e}i:plains their increasing support of Munster's 

58The resolution of the second Diet of NeuB (June 20, 
1534) determined: liEs ist auch jnn sonderheit mit mynem gn 
hern von Munster syner fr gO verordenten yom Dhomcapi ttell 
Ritterschafft vnd Landtschafft abgeredt vnnd durch jre fr gO 
wtirden vnd gunsten bewilligt, das jre fr gO wiirden vnd 
gunsten sich mit gheiner andern Potentaten, fursten oder 
standt jn eyniche Vnderhandlung des stiffts Munster halver 
jn anndere hand zu stellen, on sonder furwissen vnd 
bewilligung beyder Chur vnd Fursten obgemelter begeben oder 
jnnlassen, viel mynder vbergeben sullen." HStAD, Julich
Berg II, Nr. 248, 17r-21r; 20v-21r. In the resolution of 
Essen (November 8, 1534), Franz reassured the princes that 
he would not unite with other authorities nor give the 
bishopric into other hands; HStAD, Jiilich-Berg II, Nr. 248 r 
48~50r. with reference to the considerable aid of the 
archbishopric, the decree of Coblenz (December 21, 1534) 
stipulated that the city of Munster had to remain with the 
Empire; HStAD, Julich-Berg II, Nr. 247b, 144v-145r. 

59The resolution decreed " ... das obgemel te Chur vnd 
fursten jeder ein, ein [sic!] verstendig, dapffer vnd 
erlich persone zu dem Oberst en zu Kriegs Raith vnd zu 
Meisterhern zu ordnen, der jeder zeit zwen, als nemlich der 
Trirsch vnd Gulisch, vnd danach der Colnisch vnd Hessisch, 
ein monat vmb den anderen by dem Oberst en jhm legen sein, 

.. HStAD, JB II, Nr. 24 7b, 135r-149r; 141v-142r (December 
21, 1534). 
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Bishop. Franz was able to overcome Herman's and John's 

hesitation by playing on their anxiety that another power 

could gain control over the bishopric of Munster. 60 The 

frightening prospect that Hapsburg-Burgundy could lay hands 

6~irchhoff, "Belagerung und Eroberung Munsters," 99, 
127. Kirchhoff underscores correctly that only when Franz 
pointed to the obligingness of his other allies did the 
Archbishop and the Duke turn toward action. Kirchhoff, 
however, carries his description of the princes' inertia 
and unwillingness to help too far. (92-96) He reports that 
Herman answered Franz' call for advise and aid (Feb 14, 
1534) by sending the Bishop away to the princes of Cleves 
and Hesse (92), which leads the reader to believe that 
Herman did not want to have anything to do with the Munster 
affair. Herman's letter to John, however, gives us a very 
different impression: "In betrachtung das uB demselbigen 
[unrest in Munster] wo nit furderlich dargegen staitlich 
begegent getracht vnnd gethain solicher greuwell wurde 
erwachssen dem zulest nit zuhelffen Derhalb wir sonderlich 
geneigt vnnd willig v L vnnBers Raits vnnd thoistes als 
viII wir bie vnns in der yle vnnd in abweBen vnnser Rete 
bedencken mogen nit mangells zulaissen ... " HstAD, JB II, 
Nr. 247a, 31f-32f; 31f. Kirchhoff continues that the Duke 
responded to Franz only very briefly: he wanted to think 
the matter over with his councilors; but by the first days 
of March, the Bishop still had not heard from John. (92) 
Again we are left with the impression that John was aloof 
to the whole situation. The negotiations between the ducal 
councilors at Cleves and Dusseldorf, however, reveal the 
considerable concern of the Duke for the unsettling 
developments in Westphalia, which had a direct bearing on 
his own territory. HstAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 42f_44v (letter 
of the ducal councilors in DUsseldorf to the ducal 
councilors in Cleves; February 27, 1534), Nr. 247a, 59f-62v 
(letter of the ducal councilors in Cleves to John; March 1, 
1534). That Duke John was reluctant to support Franz 
fully, is clear from the documents: he was concerned about 
the Bishop's real motives. But to call his response "slow" 
in terms of time is contestable. How fast did news travel 
at that time, and how soon could meetings be convened? 
Furthermore, we need to take into consideration that John 
had to consult with the councilors at two courts: 
Dusseldorf and Cleves. 
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on MUnster drove the Catholic Rhenish princes into an 

alliance with the Protestants Philip of Hesse, leader of 

the Schmalkaldic league, and John Frederick of Saxony, 

rather than with the Catholic Maria, governor of the 

Netherlands, and her Hapsburg troops. In the end, the 

Archbishop of Cologne and the Duke of Cleves, together with 

Philip of Hesse, became Franz' strongest supporters in the 

campaign against the Anabaptists of MUnster. 

Franz of Waldeck and his dubious negotiations were not 

the only worries of the two Rhenish princes. They also 

suspected that the MUnster Anabaptists, apart from their 

intention to usurp the established power structure with 

unorthodox teachings and to flood the princes' territories 

with converts, were making alliances with other political 

parties. When the Archbishop and the Duke asked Franz of 

Waldeck at the Diet of Orsoy (March 26, 1534) whom he had 

approached for aid, the Bishop assured them that he would 

not negotiate with the MUnster Anabaptists. 61 Herman's and 

John's suspicion was not groundless since Brussels did in 

fact make contact with the besieged Anabaptists while at 

the same time negotiating with Franz. The goal of the 

61HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 100r-106ri 102ri Kirchhoff, 
"Belagerung und Eroberung MUnsters," 96. 
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negotiations was to induce whoever ruled Munster to 

surrender the territory into the hands of the Emperor.~ 

The interrogation records of arreste~d Anabaptists 

reveal the same fears. 63 The Anabaptists were believed to 

make alliances with the common man to overthrow the 

established government, and to negotiate with other 

political parties for the purpose of joining forces. One 

of the arrested Anabaptists, Dionysius Vinne, reassured the 

interrogators that he did not know of any alliances, but 

that they (the apostles) were following God's call. M 

62The agent of Brussels was Pieter van Montfoort, who 
went to Munster in the Summer of 1534 to make contact with 
Bernhard Rothmann. After Montfoort's departure, two 
MUnster Anabaptists received a safe conduct to launch the 
abdication of Munster into the hands of the Emperor; see 
Franz Petri, "Die Rheinische Einung des Jahres 1532 und 
Habsburg," in: Festschrift Ludwig Petry 1 {1968}: 97-108; 
104f and idem, "Karl V. und die Stadte im Nordwestraum,iI 
11. 

63We have two pertinent series--one following the 
sending out of 27 apostles from Munster in october of 1534, 
most of which were arrested shortly thereafter; and the 
other of the Anabaptist leaders following the takeover of 
Munster. While these documents cannot be taken as an 
objective mirror for the intentions and ideas of the 
Anabaptists themselves, their answers at least reflect the 
underlying questions of the interrogators and thus 
represent a rich source for the concerns of the political 
authorities. 

MHe " ... wette von keiner verbuntnisse noch 
raitsclagh, und sin sust up Gots wort angefangen. Secht, 
he ein wette von keiner sunderlicher heimlicher 
vorbuntnisse, de wedderdoipe antorichten." The scribe, 
however, noted his disbelief in the margins: "It moiss 
dannoch etwas darnach." cornelius, Berichte, 272-278 (Nr. 
36), October 1534. In this interrogation, the issue is 
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After the Anabaptist kingdom had been overthrown, its king, 

Jan van Leiden, denied having made contact with other 

lords, princes, cities, or their subjects; nor had they 

sent money to pay for soldiers or troops. 65 Knipperdolling 

and Krechting, the other two leaders of Mlinster, confirmed 

most likely an alliance with the people; cf. the 
interrogation of Gottfried Strahl ens , who confessed to have 
baptized 27 people in Warendorf near Mlinster: "sie waren 
auch der Meinung gewesen, wenn sie das volk so flir den Bund 
gewonnen hatten, daB sie meinen gnadigen Herrn [Franz of 
Waldeck] mit dem ganzen Adel und aller Geistlichkeit 
vertilgen und erwlirgen wollten, sofern sie den Glauben 
nicht annehmen wollten. Item weiter gefragt, ob er solches 
aus Zwang des Konigs oder der Propheten getan habe, 
antwortete er, er vermeinte, damit selig zu werden." Van 
Dlilmen, Tauferreich, 175 (Nr. 100); October 22, 1534. 
Heinrich Graes, sent out as an apostle from Mlinster and 
caught by the Bishop, became a traitor and was sent back 
into Mlinster to furnish Franz with information and plans of 
the Anabaptists. According to his report, the Mlinsterites 
had allies in Wesel, Deventer, Amsterdam, and other Lower 
German cities. Franz immediately warned the neighboring 
princes and the relevant cities; see van Dlilmen, 
Tauferreich, 183 (Nr. 105); January 5, 1535. Already 
Graes' confession following his capture had included some 
unsettling news: liEs sind aus Mlinster geschickt sechs 
Manner, einer nach StraBburg, der heiBt Johann van Geel, 
geblirtig aus dem stift Utrecht aus einem Dorfchen Geel, 
nach Friesland einer, der ist ein Kramer, ... nach Holland 
und Wesel waren FriesEm... . Diese sollten einen Aufruhr 
machen in den vorgenannten Stadten und Landen .... Es sind 
geschickt aus Mlinster tausend Bticher von drei Quarternen in 
aIle umliegenden Stadte und Dorfer, uro das gemeine Volk 
aufrlihrerisch zu machen, damit Mlinster entsetzt werden 
mochte. Das Buch ist genannt 'Von der Rache f ." Van 
Dlilmen, Tauferreich, 215 (Nr. 115); January 2, 1535. 

6511 [ ••• ] Item wisse er von keiner Verbindung mit 
Herren, Flirsten, Stadten oder einigen Untertanen •... Item 
haben auch kein Geld, urn Knechte oder Volk zu besolden, 
ausgesandt ... Van Dlilmen, Tauferreich, 267-269 (Nr. 147); 
July 25, 1535. 
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his testimony. Their answers imply that the interrogators 

had further suspected an agreement with the troops in front 

of Munster, which the Anabaptist leaders denied. 66 

A third concern of the princes rekindled by the 

Munster events was directed toward the cities. As Cologne 

had protested with the other imperial cities against the 

tutelage of territorial princes at the district Diet of 

Coblenz (December 13, 1534), so were the princes in turn 

apprehensive about the designs of the cities. The issue 

arose when Herman learned about a Diet of the Hanseatic 

cities, convoked by Lubeck for July 4, 1535, to discuss 

Munster's rescue.~ The Archbishop could not but interpret 

66Knipperdolling: "[ ... ] Item er habe in dem Lager 
kein Verstandnis mit jemand gehabt. [ ... ] Item wisse von 
keinem Einverstandnis oder Verbundnis mit einigen Herren, 
Stadten oder Gemeinden." Van Dulmen, Tauferreich, 270-272 
(Nr. 148); July 25, 1535. Krechting: "[ ... ] Item wisse 
von keinem Verstandnis mit jemand oder einiger Vertrostung 
auf Herren, Fursten oder Stadte, als allein von einem 
Briefe, den Hanschen von Soest in die Stadt gebracht und 
den ihm ein Oberlander bei Soest gegeben hatte, wie Johann 
van Leiden das ausfuhrlich bekannt habe .•.. Item sagt, 
daB sie aus dem Lager kein Verstandnis gehabt oder einige 
Briefe erhalten hatten auBer von dem Hauptmann Lentz. Der 
schrieb an Bernt Rothmann und begehrte ein anderes Buch." 
Van Dulmen, Tauferreich, 272f (Nr. 149); July 25, 1535. 

67HStAD, JB II, Nr. 4251, 28r- v
; letter of Herman of 

Wied to John of Cleves (June 15, 1535). The Diet was to be 
held in Luneburg. The episcopal councilors were able to 
lay their hands on a copy of the articles for the Diet. 
They singled out six, which they regarded as particularly 
offensive. See ibid., 28r- v

, 37r-42r. 
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this initiative of the Hanseatic cities, which also 

involved an alliance with France, as a means to expand 

their sovereignty. 68 Once again, Herman feared that the 

situation in l.ftinster would provide an opening for certain 

parties--in this case: the cities--to strengthen their 

political position at the expense of the princes. The 

Archbishop immediately dispatched a copy of the articles to 

John as well as to his colleagues in Mainz, Trier, and the 

Palatinate, pressing to ponder ways for counteracting such 

civic plans. What is more, Herman was certain that this 

latest venture formed only a fraction of the cities' 

designs. 69 

~"Nachdem wir ... uss verlesung derselben [articles] 
vngeferlich sechs Artigkell (daran Ro key vnd ko Matt vort 
Churftirsten fursten vnnd gmeinen Stenden tetitscher Nation 
viII gelegen) befonden, vnnd In sonderheit der Stette 
ftirhaben gmtiet vnnd meynung gegen die fursten vnnd zu 
rettung der stadt Mtinster auch verstentnus des frantzosen 
vermerckt. " HStAD, JB II, Nr. 4251, 2Sr. 

69"SO haben wir vtir hoch noitttirftig erwegen soliche 
artigkell Euwer liebden vort Meintz Trier vnnd Pfaltz 
Ilends zuzuschicken wie wir auch hiemit thun fretintlich 
begerend, das E L solichen artigkelln vnnd ftirnemen der 
Stette wie die noitturft woll erfordern will nachtrachten, 
vnnd uff wege vnnd mittell (damit solichern geswinden 
furhaben Das noch zu mehirm will vnder der decken wie woll 
abzunernmen ist, sticht stattlich vnnd In zeitten begegent 
werden mocht) verdacht se.in Vnnd wes sie zu anwendung alles 
des Ihenigen das zu errettung der Stadt Mtinster auch zu 
nachteill Ro key vnnd ko Matt vort vnnser vnnd ander 
ftirsten vnnd des heilligen Romischen Reichs Durch die 
stette ftirgnommen werden mocht .•. " HStAD, JB II, Nr. 
4251, 2Sr. 
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If Herman and John were more sensitive to the 

Anabaptist danger than many of their colleagues, this was 

due to the fact that the events of MUnster were closer to 

home than, for example, for Mainz, Trier, or the 

Palatinate. When the MUnsterites began infiltrating the 

Rhine region, the princes experienced the Anabaptist threat 

to the established peace and order. In addition, the 

events of MUnster allowed for the opportunity to shuffle 

the political and religious cards anew. Herman and John 

were aware that "MUnster" could lead to a complete turn

around of the established order, depending on who utilized 

the situation best. With the horror of the Peasants' 

uprisings (1524/25) still vividly in mind, the princes, 

equating Anabaptists with seditious people, saw the 

developments in Westphalia as the genesis of major turmoil: 

"MUnster" launched the mobilization of the common man 

against his rightful authority. Furthermore, in this 

situation of political confusion, the princes' own 

positions toward other political claimants--be it 

neighboring territories, the cities, or Hapsburg--were 

jeopardized. All these apprehensions impelled the 

Archbishop of Cologne and the Duke of Cleves to thrust a 

joint military action against MUnster. 
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5. Protective and Preventive Measures against Anabaptists 

Apart from the military campaign in nearby Westphalia, 

the events of Munster moved the Rhenish princes to take 

action on the horne front as well. Here, Herman and John 

strove to secure their lands in two ways: through 

defensive measures, they sought to protect their territory 

from perilous infiltration; and with a concerted effort 

toward clerical reform, they took the offensive to 

forestall heresy and sedition in the future. These 

measures, however, were only in part a reaction to 

"Munster:" the Duke in particular could look back on a 

long history of reform efforts. 

a. Ducal Reform before 1534 

With regard to reform, the positions of the two 

Rhenish princes were just as different as in view of their 

political stature, with the Archbishop again at a 

disadvantage. In the joint duchies, orientation toward 

reform was not just a reaction to "Munster," nor a counter

measure against the Protestant Reformation, but reached 
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back to the fifteenth century.70 Repeatedly scholars have 

called the ducal policy half-hearted, wavering and 

lukewarm71 for lack of a decidedly Roman Catholic or 

Protestant stance. The fact, however, that the adopted 

policy was part of a long-standi.ng tradition, continuing 

until the 1560s,TI points to a deliberate move rather than 

to political indecision. n 

70The church ordinances of 1532/33 were preceded by 
more limited forms of reform decrees. On November 26, 
1491, John's father, Duke Wilhelm IV of Jlilich-Berg (1475-
1511), issued an ordinance, which stressed penance, but was 
not directed toward the general public. A still earlier 
version can be found one generation before, on April 28, 
1462. See otto R. Redlich, Jlilich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik 
am Ausgang des Mittelalters und in der Reformationszeit I: 
Urkunden und Akten 1400-1553 (Bonn: P. Hanstein, 1907), 
119-; Justus Hashagen, "Erasmus und die clevischen 
Kirchenordnungen von 1532/3," in Festgabe Friedrich von 
Bezold (Bonn-Leipzig: Kurt Schroeder, 1921), 181-220; 189f. 

7l"Die Kirchenordnung des Herzogs, ein Werk seiner 
Rathe, hat, wie allseitig anerkannt ist, den Charakter der 
Unentschiedenheit und Halbheit .... Die herzogliche 
Regierung setzte librigens, wie bekannt, spater ihre schon 
damals angenommene Stellung fort, in den groBen Gegensatzen 
der zeit weder kalt noch warm zu sein." Krafft, Bullinger, 
106f (Krafft's emphasis). Cf. Wolters' comments regarding 
John: "So blieb es beim Alten und Halben." Heresbach, 61-
Franzen also attests the dukes a hesitant and non
committing policy; Kelchbewegung, 79. 

TIEckehart Stove, "Via media: Humanistischer Traum 
oder kirchenpolitische Chance? Zur Religionspolitik der 
vereinigten Herzogtlimer Jlilich-Kleve-Berg im 16. 
Jahrhundert," MEKGR 39 (1990), 115-133. 

73As far as I can see, Stove is the only scholar who 
does not accept the "wavering-thesis," but argues with 
refreshing vehemence for the validity and consistency of 
the ducal reform program: "Die theologische Verlegenheit, 
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The dukes' efforts to carry through social, judicial, 

and religious reforms cannot be separated from their policy 

over the previous four generations to expand and 

consolidate their territorial control.~ They certainly 

form part of the contest over spiritual jurisdiction, which 

properly belonged to the Archbishop. At the same time, the 

reform efforts were more than a politically and socially 

motivated move. Whether we point to the influence of the 

Modern Devotion or the Reform-Catholicism of Erasmus75 or 

to both, we find an openness toward religious reform at the 

reines und lauteres Evangelium mit romischer Obodienz 
zusammenzudenken, bzw. romische Obodienz mit biblisch 
begrtindeter Kritik und Beseitigung der MiBstande, mutet dem 
Historiker zu, eine tiber vierzig Jahre andauernde 
kontinuierliche kirchenpolitische Orientierung als 
Schwanken und Unentschlossenheit zu charakterisieren. 
Entgegen den eingespielten Beurteilungs- und 
Bewertungskategorien der Kirchenpolitik in den 
niederrheinischen Herzogttimern will ich im folgenden 
versuchen, die Vorgange am Niederrhein im 16. Jahrhundert 
als ein eigenstandiges, in sich konsistentes kirchliches 
Reformprogramm zu begreifen." stove, "via media," 116. 
That the reform-mindedness of the dukes long predated the 
church ordinances of 1532/33 only strengthens stove's 
argument. 

~In this respect, Hatzfeld's study ("Dr. Gropper, die 
Wetterauer Grafen und die Reformation in Kurkoln") 
represents an important corrective to the otherwise astute 
Gropper-biography of Lipgens (Johannes Gropper), which 
focuses on the theological framework without paying much 
attention to the political context. In contrast, Hatzfeld 
stresses the close connection between reform and 
territorial power, affirming the "Primat der auBeren 
Politik" as the decisive factor. (209f, 213) 

75Hashagen, "Erasmus und die clevischen 
Kirchenordnungen," 189f. 
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ducal courts and at places throughout the duchies. 76 

In John's lands, one can discern several expressions 

of reform. The officially promoted line was a reform-

mindedness characterized by conservatism, i.e., a rejection 

of novelties and a preference to retain the old religious 

customs wherever possible. This course became first 

evident in 1525 when, in the progression of the Peasants' 

uprisings, unrest threatened the joint duchies. The Duke 

saw a clear connection between heretical teaching and 

76The visitation of 1533 made clear that neither the 
reform-mindedness nor the admiration for Erasmus was 
limited to the ducal courts. John's councilor, John of 
Vlatten, who was a member of the delegation to conduct the 
visitation in the duchy of Jlilich and the county of 
Ravensberg, did not only investigate the teachings and the 
moral behavior of the clergy, but also their level of 
education. Vlatten noted that the libraries of the 
ministers in Ravensberg showed more works of Erasmus than 
those in Jlilich. See Anton Gail, "Johann von Vlatten und 
der EinfluB des Erasmus von Rotterdam auf die 
Kirchenpolitik der vereinigten Herzogtlimer," DJ 45 (1951), 
1-109; 61. 

Scholarship--from Hashagen to Stove--uses the term 
"Erasmian" as if it were a clearly defined phenomenon. The 
same applies to the term "Modern Devotion," which has 
usually been confined to "inner spirituality." The 
difficulty to define exactly what is genuinely "Erasmian," 
makes us hesitant to follow most scholars in their use of 
phrases like "Erasmian thought." Yet, despite this need 
for caution, our study shows that people were intrigued by 
and perceived themselves as followers of Erasmus; they 
founded circles in order to discuss "Erasmian thoughts" and 
pursued reforms following the "ideas of Erasmus"--at least 
in their mind. 
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sedition. TI For this reason, John opposed the teachings of 

Luther in 1525 with a sharp edict,78 but the unrest he had 

thus hoped to prevent reached the duchies nevertheless in 

April and May. 79 John responded with a reform decree 

against abuses, which his subjects suffered at the hands of 

pastors, secular, and ecclesiastical courts, as well as 

monks, particularly mendicant friars (July 3, 1525) .80 He 

thus revealed a willingness to react positively to the 

Protestant challenge and to social unrest. John also 

displayed sympathy for his subjects. Instead of blaming 

TI"So as ein zitlank her durch schriften ind lere van 
Marthinus Luter ind sime anhange uisgangen vast irrongen 
ind ufroeren in etligen anderen furstendomen, landen ind 
steden sich erhaven ind as wir verstain datselve sich 
degelichs vermeret ind breidet, aver unse underdanen unser 
furstendomen ind landen sin unsers wissens noch davan 
unbefleckt." otto R. Redlich, JUlich-Bergische 
Kirchenpolitik, I, 229-231; 230 (Nr. 225); Edict of March 
26, 1525. According to Redlich, the Duke knew that his 
lands had been affected by Luther as well; cf. Redlich, 
staat und Kirche. 

78In the Edict of March 26, 1525, directed toward his 
rural deans, John III ordered the clergy to abstain from 
Luther's teaching and to inform the laity from the pUlpits 
that this new doctrine was heretical. Those confessing the 
Lutheran doctrine publicly or secretly, were to be 
arrested. See Redlich, Jlilich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik I, 
229-231 (Nr. 225). with this order, John followed the 
position of the Rhenish electors, gathered at Oberwesel on 
July 8, 1524; ibid., 229f, fn. 1. 

79Redlich, JUlich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 230, fn. 
1. 

8~edlich, JUlich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 232-236 
(Nr. 227). 
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his people for their protest and discord, he saw the root 

of these ills in the abuses by which they were overly 

burdened. 81 He demanded that the word of God be preached 

clearly, without any sedition, aggravation, or selfishness, 

thus rebuking the clergy for its financial exploitation 

when performing official functions. The Duke accused the 

clergy of acting against the well-being of his subjects and 

to the detriment of their sovereign. Finally, he pointed 

out that this decree represented his initiative as a prince 

to ensure peace among his subjects until a common council, 

the Emperor, or the estates would decide on a reform 

program. 82 

81"Nachdeme viI unzemliger ind unlidliger oevonge ind 
missbruch in unsen furstendomen, landen ind gebieden 
ingebrochen ind eine zitlank sich erhalten haven, dardurch 
sich unse under dan en ind arme luide mirklich besweirt ind 
villerlei ergerniss, uneinicheit, upspraich ind 
ungeschicklicheit des voulks erwassen, dan sulchem 
vurzukomen ind upsien zu haven billich gebueren wille, 
haven wir as der lantfurst unsen underdanen ind dem 
gemeinen manne ind der sachen zu gude eine ordenonge ind 
besseronge in denselven unsen furstendomen, landen ind 
gebieden vurgenomen •.. " Redlich, Jiilich-Bergische 
Kirchenpolitik, I, 232f. 

82John and his councilors considered it beneficial " 
deselven [reformation] also zu halden, bis sulchs durch ein 
gemein cristlich concilium oder kei. Mt. ind stenden des 
richs in desen ader anderen wech gebessert ind reformeirt 
wirdet. Dan wir nit anders, dan ein cristlich ind kei. Mt. 
gehoirsamer furst stedes willen halden ind erfonden 
werden." Redlich, Jiilich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 
232f. The dukes derived this liberty to interfere in 
ecclesiastical matters not from their right as patrons of 
the church, but from their right as princes. See Manfred 
Schulze, Fiirsten und Reformation. Geistliche Reformpolitik 
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John's interests are clear. He was willing to respond 

with positive action to the anticlerical thrust expressed 

both in the new Protestant teaching and by his subjects, 

since he saw clerical abuses as a hazard to social 

stability. Yet, novel~ies in doctrine posed just as 

disturbing a threat and therefore had to be avoided. Thus, 

he attacked clerical offenses while holding tight to the 

traditional teachings of the church. Vis-a-vis the 

opponents of reform and Charles V, John aimed at presenting 

himself as a Christian prince who was loyal to the Emperor. 

The ordinance of 1525 testifies to the ducal policy of 

mediating between reform and conservatism. 

John owed much of his policy to his advisors. 83 These 

regarded themselves overwhelmingly as followers of Erasmus, 

with whom they maintained a frequent correspondence.~ 

Most important among John's councjlors was Vlatten, 

weltlicher Flirsten vor deL Reformation, Spatmittelalter und 
Reformation, N.R., 2 (Tlibingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 
1990), 18. 

83Most prominently among the ducal councilors were the 
Chancellor of Jlilich, Ghogreve, the Chancellor of Cleves, 
Olisleger, the tutor of Prince Wilhelm, Heresbach, and 
particularly the Vice-chancellor and right hand of 
Ghogreve, Vlatten. St6ve, "Via media," 120f. 

~DUsseldorf and Cologne had hoped to attract Erasmus 
to the lower Rhine, but he declined in 1529. At the same, 
his negative answer did nothing to discourage the 
councilors from continuing in their solicitation. 
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followed by Heresbach. 85 Al though Vlatten was second in 

line after Chancellors Ghogreve and Olisleger, he played 

the more significant role in the ducal policy. Frequently 

sent to diets and on diplomatic missions,86 he represented 

the "via-media"-policy of the Duke with its emphases on 

reform and conservatism. 87 As Vlatten at the court in 

85It is the merit of Anton Gail to have brought Vlatten 
out of the shadows, which had been left by Albrecht 
Wolter's Heresbach-biography (Heresbach). Criticizing 
Wolters for his overemphasis of Heresbach's role at the 
ducal court, Gail argues that Vlatten was the most 
influential figure with regard to politics as well as to 
the transmission of "Erasmian thought." Gail, "Johann von 
Vlatten," 2f, 5, 37, 41, 43, 61. 

The lords of Vlatten--belonging to the feudal nobility 
of the sovereign--traditionally had been the key players of 
the dukes of JUlich. This was no different with the lawyer 
and humanist John of Vlatten (1498-1562). He started his 
studies in Cologne in 1516, after having begun his career 
as a canon in 1511. During this time, he was a member of 
the Montana bursa. The years 1517-1521 were marked by a 
lively intellectual climate in cologne--with Erasmus in 
nearby Lowen. At the recommendation of the Duke, he became 
stiftsscholaster in Aachen in 1517 and provost in 1541. In 
1526, Vlatten finished his studies in Bologna as doctor 
juris utriusque. From 1524 onward at the latest, Vlatten 
was John's advisor, and after another three years, the 
first councilor at the ducal court. He became vice
chancellor for JUlich in 1530 and chancellor upon the death 
of Ghogreve (1554). See Gail, "Johann von Vlatten," 10-13, 
18, 20, 28-31. 

86Hashagen, "Erasmus und die clevischen 
Kirchenordnungen," 211; Gail, "Johann von Vlatten," 42-48, 
52. 

87Gail, "Johann von Vlatten," 47, 61. stove calls 
Vlatten the "Prototyp des via media-Politikers." "Via 
media," 121. During the drafting of the church ordinance 
and the Declaratio of 1532/33, Vlatten became the most 
formative force, as Gail argues convincingly against 
Wolters, who credits Heresbach as the major author. See 
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Julich, so Heresbach was one of the major promoters of 

reform at the ducal court in Cleves.~ Both Vlatten and 

Gail, "Johann von Vlatten," 58, and Wolters, Heresbach, 70-
72. 

88Konrad of Heresbach (1496-1576), the second most 
influential figure under Duke John, began his career at the 
court of Cleves in 1524, when he took up the education of 
young Prince Wilhelm. While he was intrigued by Erasmus, 
Heresbach disclosed himself quite frankly as a sympathizer 
of the Lutheran movement. This has to be said against 
Gail, who states: "Ohne stichhaltige Begrundung ordnet 
Wolters Vlatten einer fiktiven katholisch-reaktionaren und 
umgekehrt Heresbach einer ebenso fiktiven evangelisch
fortschrittlichen Partei zu, obwohl die beiden letzteren 
zeit ihres Lebens ebenso folgerichtige Erasmianer gewesen 
sind wie etwa Ghogreve. Von katholischer Reaktion wie von 
lutherischer Neuerung wollten sie aIle grundsatzlich gleich 
wenig wissen." ["Johann von Vlatten," 3] Although Wolters 
stands corrected on his thesis that due to the influence of 
Heresbach, the Declaratio of 1533 shows a Lutheran 
inclination vis-a-vis the church ordinance of 1532 [see 
Hashagen, "Erasmus und die clevischen Kirchenordnungen," 
212; Gail, "Johann von Vlatten," 54-57], Heresbach did 
support the Lutheran movement in 1535/36. After the united 
forces of the Empire had put an end to the Anabaptist 
Kingdom of Munster (June 25, 1535), Erasmus asked Heresbach 
for a report of the events in Westphalia. Heresbach 
received Erasmus' letter, which is not extant, on July 22, 
1535; see P.S. Allen, Opus Epistolarum Des. Erasmi 
Roterodami, XI (Oxford: University Press, 1963 [1947]), 
149. Heresbach had sent a report of the first nine months 
to Erasmus some time earlier. In response to Erasmus' 
request, Heresbach followed up with the second part (July 
28, 1535). Yet, neither of these accounts ever reached 
Erasmus. When Heresbach learned about it, he sent anew a 
summarizing narrative of the Munster events to Freiburg 
(printed in Conradi Heresbachii Historia Factionis 
Excidiiqve Monasteriensis,ed. by K.W. Bouterwek (Elberfeld: 
Sam. Lucas, 1866) and Allen, 156-172 (Nr. 30318

). 

Heresbach described how, in the beginning, the citizens of 
Munster had defended the pure preaching of the gospel 
against the Bishop: "Primum in hac urbe euangelii 
sincerioris, ut ferebatur, praedicationem, inuito eius loci 
principe episcopo Francisco Waldeccio, democratia tuebatur 
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Heresbach had joined the courts of John before 1525 and 

thus had been part of the first initiative for reform. The 

mandate of 1525, however, did not accomplish much, and by 

the end of the decade, they realized that reform needed to 

be promoted more forcefully. On July 18, 1530, Duke John 

passed an order to his administrators, which largely 

reiterated the provisions of 1525. 89 As five years 

earlier, he acknowledged candidly the close correlation 

between abuses and unrest, blaming the clergy rather than 

the common people for the disorder in his lands. This 

time, he focused not on the ignorant and selfish preachers, 

seque aduersus uiolentiam principis, ... " (Conradi 
Heresbachii Historia, 13; Allen, Nr. 30318

, 66-68). But 
when heretics of all kinds came to MUnster, the seed of the 
gospel was destroyed. This was the work of the devil, who 
always attacks the children of God, while the papacy lives 
unafflicted: "Sub papatu omnis tranquilla, quemadmodum 
filiis Israel in Aegypto. Verum ubi Aegypto egressi et 
filii Dei facti, coepit illorum saluti insidiari Satan et 
coeperunt tumultuari et seditiones movere. Ita nunc 
quoque, videns veram iustificationis doctrinam emergere et 
sacramentorum usum genuinum oriri, sectas et seditionis 
excitat." (Conradi Heresbachii Historia, 14; Allen, Nr. 
30318

, 109-114) Heresbach even goes as far as to argue 
that, to his knowledge, the Lutheran teaching contained no 
dogma declared heretical by either the church or the law: 
"Neque enim ea doctrina, quam ipse adhuc vel legi vel 
audivi Lutheri esse, ullum habet dogma quod ab ecclesia vel 
legibus haereticum sit declaratum. lam autem, si quis hanc 
privatim ac sibi legat neque citra vocationem doceat nec 
magistratuum maiestas offendatur, quo pacto hic haereticus 
dici possit non video." (Conradi Heresbachii Historia, 20; 
Allen, Nr. 303~, 341-346.) 

89Redlich, JUlich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 242f 
(Nr. 235). 
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Gospel--introduced sedition. 90 Rejecting novelties which 
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only led to aggravation and discord, John demanded that the 

Gospel be preached clearly for the salvation of the souls 

and the preservation of peace. 91 His administrators should 

prevent disputations and preaching in alehouses so that 

good order could be preserved until he passed a new 

reformation order. 92 To underscore that this was not idle 

90"Wir verstain, wie in unsern landen, furstendommen 
und gebieden villerlei gebrechen, missbruich und 
wederwerdicheit durch ungeschicklicheit ader 
eigennutzigkeit der prediger sich zugedragen, ouch etliche 
andere mit verachtong und schelden der voriger sich 
ungeburlicher wisse indringen und also in dem schin des 
evangeliums und wort Gotz den gmeinen man zu ufroir, 
ungehorsam und ungeburlicher nuwerong understain zu 
bewegen. Daruis dan nit allein uneinicheit, sonder ouch 
villerlei unchristenliche lere und nuwerongen in unsern 
landen und gebieden erwassen mochten, ... " Redlich, 
Jlilich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 242. 

91The administrators ought to see to it " ... , das si 
[all preachers] geine unchristliche lere ader ungeburliche 
nuwerong, dardurch wederwerdicheit, ergernis ader 
uneinicheit enstain mochte, infoeren ader predigen, sonder 
das evangelium und wort Gotz klar zu der sielen heil, 
besserong des levens und erhaldong friddens und guder 
ordnung aen einich ufroir, schelden und eigennutz 
verkondigen, ... " Redlich, Jlilich-Bergische 
Kirchenpolitik, I, 242. 

~"Verner ist unser bevelh, das ir unsern underdanen 
verschaffet, das sie sich zu geiner rottong, ufroir ader 
nuwerongen bewegen laissen, ouch in den herbergen, wein 
ader bierhusern ader sunst ungeburlichen platzen geins 
freventlichen ader zenkischen disputirens ader predigens 
underwinden, damit gude ordenung bis zu gemeiner und unser 
reformation und besserong gehalden werde." Redlich, 
Jlilich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 242. 
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procrastination, John urged his subjects to keep him 

current on specific abuses, so that these could be 

abolished. 93 

Yet this new ordinance was as ineffectual as the 

former. Much to the distress of John, opposition to the 

official conservative line had grown in his duchies. 

Particularly in the early 1530s, Protestant and Anabaptist 

groups had emerged94 in areas not so easily controlled by 

the Duke, namely in the cities and the sUb-seignories of 

the Jiilich lands. 95 

Despite John's stance against Lutheran and other 

"sectarian" forms of religion, several of his large cities, 

like Soest and Wesel, developed heterodox predilections; 

93"Dan so j emants beschwernis ader gebrech hedte, das 
si uns ader uch als unsern amptluiden sulchs zu erkennen 
geven, willen wir, als dem landfursten gezimpt, insehens 
haven, damit sulchs gebessert und der gebur gestalt werde." 
Redlich, Jiilich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 242. Note 
John's implication that the abolishion of clerical abuses 
is his domain as a territorial prince! 

94See HstAD, JB II, Nr. 241-

95When the duchies were joined in 1521, most of the 
territories acknowledged the Duke of Cleves as their 
overlord. But in the lands of Jiilich, the old feudal lords 
tried to maintain as much freedom as possible. This was 
made feasible by the particular legal and administrative 
system in JUlich, which was divided into 29 sub-seigniories 
(Unterherrschaften). The lords of these units formed a 
body of their own, which remained rather sovereign vis-a
vis the Duke. See Lacomblet, "DUsseldorf," 2; Rembert, 
"Wiedert§ufer", 140-142. 
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some even turned Protestant or Anabaptist. 96 Wesel and 

Duisburg toyed with the evangelical movement as long as 

possible until compliance with the ducal policy seemed the 

wisest move. n Such heterodox affiliations were feasible 

for a while because John's supervision was not as effective 

in the cities as in the countryside. But even in the old 

Mannkammern (sub-seignories) of Julich, the Duke met with 

resistance. Well before the Anabaptists held the country 

in suspense by taking over Munster, the Duke of Cleves had 

to deal with a sizable Anabaptist movement in his own 

lands. 98 Its center was Wassenberg, one of the sub

seignories in the Julich lands. 99 Werner of Palant, the 

96As in the council records of Cologne, the 
differentiation in the documents between Lutherans and 
Anabaptist is not always reliable. 

nKrafft, "Quellen," 40fi Walter Stempel, "Die 
Reformation in der Stadt Wesel," in •.. vnnder beider 
gestalt ... Die Reformation in der Stadt Wesel, Weseler 
Museumsschriften, 26 (Wesel, 1990), 9-75i Wolters, 
Heresbach, 36f, 51. 

98See Keller's Wiedertaufer and his Die Reformation und 
die alteren Reformparteien (Leipzig: Hierzel, 1885). 
Keller argues that the Anabaptists of the sixteenth century 
were not a new phenomenon, but grew out of the reform 
parties of Early Christianity and the Middle Ages (for 
example, the Waldensians and the Brudergemeinden). 
Rembert, with his monumental study "Wiedertaufer", seconds 
Keller's thesis that the Anabaptist congregations can be 
traced back to pre-Reformation communities, like the 
Waldensians. (90) In fact, he postUlates an uninterrupted 
succession between ca. 1430 and 1540, from the old
evangelical Bohemian brethren to the "Anabaptists." (110) 

99Rembert, "Wiedertaufer", 150. 
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bailiff of Wassenberg, was a well-known protector of 

heterodox elements,IOO and several other nobles in the 

Jtilich lands offered refuge as well. lol 

John Campanus, a disciple of Melchior Hoffman, was the 

main promotor of Anabaptist ideas in the lower Rhine 

region. loo According to Rembert, it was Campanus who 

fostered the radical doctrinal development in Mlinster and 

I~StAD, JB II, Nr. 241, f. 50r- v (October 30, 1532). 
Evidently, Werner of Pallant was an irksome administrator 
for the Duke. In 1532, he refused to enforce John's 
ordinance and instructions against underground preachers. 
On the other hand, the ducal advisors could not easily get 
rid of him, since he had powerful family connections (the 
document mentioned his relatives twice). Therefore, the 
councilors compromised that he would be able to keep his 
office if he acknowledged the orders of the Duke. The 
bailiff, however, continued to provide refuge for heterodox 
people well through the Anabaptist establishment in 
Mlinster. Cf. HStAD, JB II, Nr. 2665. 

100Rembert lists a series of nobles and preachers-
among them the bailiff Wilhelm of Rennenberg, the preacher 
Hardenberg and Heinrich of Olmissen, called Mulstroe--who 
promoted either Reformed or Anabaptist ideas. See Rembert, 
"WiedertSufer", 152-160. 

looRembert, "WiedertSufer", 217, 265, 298-301. In 
opposition to Keller, who sees Heinrich Roll as the most 
important figure among the "Wassenberg preachers" (Keller, 
"WiedertSufer", 87), Rembert attributes the first and 
foremost position to John Campanus; see Rembert, 
"WiedertSufer", 161. Rembert rallies an impressive amount 
of evidence in favor of Campanus' central position, which 
convinces me of Rembert's rather than of Keller's thesis. 
Melanchthon (and Bugenhagen) warned Heresbach against 
Campanus (July 15, 1531). Rembert argues that 
Melanchthon's letter, which also included a warning against 
Heinrich (Slachtscaef) of Tongern, prompted the Duke to 
promote the edict of November 1, 1532. See ibid., 210. 



who helped the Miinsterites onto their "unfortunate" 

path. 103 Most important is the fact that there were 

Anabaptist communities at the Lower Rhine prior to the 

events of MUnster,l~ and further still, that these 

communities exercised considerable influence upon the 

MUnsteri tes .105 From the Jiilich lands emerged the so-
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103"Er [Campanus] hat neben Hoffman besonders die 
MUnsterische Dogrnenentwicklung durch seine Schriften und 
SchUler [the Wassenberg preachers] gefordert und auch wohl 
zur ersten unseligen Verwicklung durch seinen Radikalismus 
gebracht ... Rembert, "Wiedertaufer", 217. 

I~"wir haben schon urn Jahre 1533 im JUlichschen 
vollstandig organisierte tauferische Gemeinden. Die 
Wiedertaufe ist hier stellenweise bereits eingefUhrt, bevor 
sie in MUnster durch die niederlandischen resp. ultra
melchioritischen Apostel zur Anerkennung gebracht wird." 
Rembert, "Wiedertaufer", 369f. 

105Rembert, "Wiedertaufer", 369f. Goeters vehemently 
opposes Rembert's thesis of the Lower Rhineland as the 
preparatory base for the Anabaptist reign of MUnster and 
argues for the Lower Rhine as the later missionary target 
of the MUnsterites: "Ahnlich wie Mellink fiir die 
nordlichen Niederlande, so kommen wir am Niederrhein zu dem 
Ergebnis, daB das frUhe Taufertum am Niederrhein ganz im 
Schatten MUnsters steht. Remberts These, daB das Jiilicher 
Taufertum die Exposition fUr das Reich von MUnster 
darstelle, laBt sich bei naherem Studium der Quellen und 
bei der von uns vorgenommenen Prazisierung des 
Tauferbegriffs dahin urnkehren, daB das niederrheinische 
Taufertum im groBen und ganzen erst von MUnster aus 
gestiftet worden ist." J.F.G. Goeters, "Die Rolle des 
Taufertums in der Reformationsgeschichte des Niederrheins," 
RhV 24 (1959), 217-236; 229. 

Goeters' "closer study of the sources," with which he 
attempts to invalidate Rembert's oeuvre, which is not only 
monumental in numbers (some 625 pages), stretches over 
seven pages (221-227). His references are occasional and 
lack the breadth of the needed documentary basis to 
conclude that there were no Anabaptists in the lower 
Rhineland prior to 1534. The geographical basis, on which 
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called "Wassenberg preachers, ,,106 who would travel back and 

forth between Munster and Julich. 1w At the same time, 

Goeters makes his general conclusions, is the western lands 
of Julich and the city of Aachen. But more problematic 
than the thin documentary foundation, upon which Goeters 
makes his claims, are three other factors: 1) A decisive 
precondition for Goeters' thesis is the validity of his new 
"Prazisierung des Tauferbegriffs." Goeters assumes, with 
Fritz Blanke, the monogenesis of Anabaptism, which can be 
found in Zurich. Fritz Blanke, Bruder in Christo (Zurich: 
Zwingli-Verlag, 1955). This was in the 1950s indeed the 
"einhellige(n) Urteil der neueren Forschung" (219) and has 
only in the 1970s been replaced by the multigenesis-thesis. 
What is more important, however, is that Goeters defines 
the actual execution of adult baptism as the criterium for 
Anabaptism. Therefore, none of the documents, in which 
people only reject infant baptism and advocate believer's 
baptism, count as a valid indication for Anabaptists. 
Instead of a "Prazisierung," Goeters' definition represents 
a constriction of the term "Anabaptism." 2) How 
unfortunate Goeters' "Prazisierung" is becomes particularly 
evident when we consider Hoffman's role in the lower 
Rhineland, which finds no attention with Goeters. The 
lower Rhine had been a direct and--through Campanus--an 
indirect missionary area for Hoffman. As a result of the 
edict of January 19, 1530 against Anabaptists, Hoffman 
ordered the temporary suspension of adult baptism in order 
to keep a low profile. This suspension was only lifted 
when Hoffman's divination for 1533 did not come true and 
when the self-appointed new apostle, Jan Matthys, ordered 
the resumption of baptism. See Keller, "Wiedertaufer", 
129, 132. 3) Goeters acknowledged himself that the city 
of Cologne does not fit his model. (227) In conclusion, 
Goeters' documentary basis is too thin and his definition 
of "Anabaptism" too narrow to lend his thesis the needed 
ammunition against Rembert. 

I06The main figures were John Campanus, Henry Roll, 
Henry of Tongern or Slachtscaef, John KlopriB, and 
Dionysius Vinne. 

1WThey moved to Munster during the second half of 
1532, after the edict of the Duke (the church ordinance of 
1532) had made their preaching in the Julich lands 
difficult. On November 6, 1533, they returned again to the 
lower Rhine after having been expelled from Munster by the 
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greetings, letters of recommendations, and treatises were 

frequently exchanged between both areas. lOS 

These heterodox activities in the cities as well as in 

the countryside prompted further ducal reactions. To John, 

one of the cardinal problems remained the clerical abuses, 

which needed to be abolished in order to defuse the 

complaints in his lands. He passed a church ordinance on 

January 11, 1532.1~ Apart from renewing the previous 

Protestant council. When the Anabaptists had taken over 
the Westphalian city, they came back to MUnster. Rembert, 
"Wiedert§ufer", 331-335. 

ImDuring the visitation of 1533, three treatises were 
confiscated. One of the main mediators was the horse 
dealer John Bere of Millen. See Rembert, "Wiedert§ufer", 
351f. 

I~Redlich, Jlilich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 246-252 
(Nr. 240). Before the announced ordinance was passed, 
deputies of the estates proposed to conduct individual 
investigations, since the clerical abuses differed from 
place to place. A visitation was also part of the plan: 
liEs haben die verordenten zu Collen bewogen: Nachdem vast 
villerlei misspreuch vorhanden und die nit uf einem ort wie 
dem andern geubt, das men derhalb in gmein nit ordnung noch 
reformation mog vornemen, sonder das von noeten sin will, 
nach art und gelegenheit iderer misspreuch sonderlich 
insehens zu beschehen. 
Dweil auch vast viI pfarhen, die one oblation und 
accidentalien sich nit erhalten moegen und dieselbige dem 
gemeinen man hoich beschwerlich auch unbillich sint, das 
derhalben von der ritterschaft auch etliche frome gelierte 
menner verordent wurden, wilche aIle pfarhen jarlichs 
visiteren solten und aIle gelegenheit der missbreuch, 
inkompst der kirchen, geschickligheit der pastoiren ader 
irer vorweser zu erfaren und darin gepurlichs insehin zu 
thun ...• Dieselvige visitatores solten auch aufmirkens 
haben, wes lebens und wandels ein ider pfarher wer und ob 
er auch in der schrift dermassen geubt, das er seinen 
kirspelsleuten mit predigen und erbaren leben gnugsam 
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stipulations (of 1530) and announcing a visitation, the new 

ordinance offered an explanation of the Ten Commandments 

and the sacraments. For this "exposition of faith," the 

ordinance promised a manual, which would be sent to every 

preacher. 

In the summer of 1532, the ducal councilors met with 

the representatives of every estate about the abolition of 

clerical abuses. 110 Evidently, the conference was to 

determine instructions for the visitation and agree upon an 

"exposition of faith," which then appeared as the 

Declaratio to the church ordinance of April 8, 1533. 111 

voirsin kunte, und das zum minsten das alt und neu 
testament bei einem ideren befunden .... " Redlich, JUlich
Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 245f (Nr. 239); Memorandum of 
the councilors of JUlich-Berg, gathered in Cologne; undated 
(before January 11, 1532). Cf. Redlich, staat und Kirche, 
27. Since this was a rather impractical procedure, Duke 
John wanted to announce first a general reformation order, 
which ought to be succeeded by a visitation. See Redlich, 
staat und Kirche, 27f. Redlich suspects that Heresbach 
influenced the Duke in this direction. The conduct of a 
church visitation was characteristic for the time. In 
Saxony, Hesse, and in many other territories, secular 
authorities carried out visitations. Ibid., 28. 

IIOLacomblet, "DUsseldorf," 91-94 (undated); cf. 
Redlich, JUlich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 254-256 (Nr. 
244). Redlich assumes August of 1532 as date. 

11IRedlich, JUlich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 259-279 
(Nr. 249). Cf. Redlich, Staat und Kirche, 30. For the 
differences between the church ordinance (1532) and the 
Declaratio (1533) see Gail, "Johann von Vlatten," 56f. 
Gail stresses the importance of the larger political 
context for the procedure in Julich. The ordinance of July 
18, 1530 was passed in uncertainty over the outcome of the 
Diet of Augsburg. The result of the Diet put a damper on 
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John was aware that the church ordinance of 1532, more than 

any other of the his decrees, represented the ducal 

arrogation of ecclesiastical rights and thus formed an 

infringement upon the Archbishop's prerogatives. conscious 

of the implications, John of Cleves sought backing from the 

representatives of his four provinces. He expounded the 

detrimental consequences of the religious freedom, which 

had led to uprising and bloodshed allover Germany--and now 

also in the ducal lands. It was to be feared that this 

would lead to disobedience not only among the lower levels 

of society, but also among the nobility and the educated. 

John intended to remedy the ills, but needed the unanimous 

help of his councilors. He asked them to discuss counter 

measures to the grievances, which would allow him to stand 

before God, the Emperor, and the Christian imperial 

estates. Personal animosity between the territories should 

be set aside for the common weal. l12 After the councilors 

affirmed that such a step lay within the Duke's competence, 

the promoters of reform and strengthened the reactionary 
forces in the Empire. The ordinance of January 11, 1532, 
therefore, is characterized by caution and consideration 
for the new power constellation. However, when, after the 
Diet of Regensburg (1532), the political climate eased for 
the implementation of reform, the councilors approached the 
issue more boldly. This is clearly displayed in the 
Declaratio, of April 8, 1533, which revealed more freely an 
"Erasmian" imprint than the ordinance of 1532. (47) 

l12Lacomblet, "DUsseldorf," 91f. 
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they asserted that the reform project was not only 

beneficial but highly necessary since the spiritual 

authorities, whose task it was to abandon the sedition-

causing abuses, remained inactive. Consequently, the 

secular sword had to interfere. At the same time, the 

advisors recommended that any novelties with regard to the 

Gospel, the church, or ceremonies should be avoided and 

that until a general council was convened, nothing be 

decided on these matters. To carry out their reform 

program, they needed to conduct visitations simultaneously, 

which were headed best by the ducal councilors themselves. 

Two particular problems were still the underground 

preachers (Winckelprediger) and the dearth of good 

pastors. 113 

In September of 1532 in Freiburg, Heresbach gave 

Erasmus the Declaratio, who found no fault with it. 114 By 

the end of October, 1532, the councilors of the four 

provinces m6t again in DUsseldorf to discuss the visitation 

113Lacomblet, "DUsseldorf," 92-94. Redlich draws 
attention to the power of the estates in the joint duchies: 
as the negotiations with the deputies demonstrate, the Duke 
could not simply decide to introduce the Augsburg 
Confession, for example. 

114Heresbach was accompanied by the ducal councillor, 
Dr. Karl Karst, who translated the Declaratio for Erasmus. 
See Redlich, Staat und Kirche, 30f. However, both the 
church ordinance and the Declaratio were denied the 
acknowledgment of the Catholic as well as of the Protestant 
camp. (34) 
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and their procedure against sectarians. 1l5 Two days 

following the conference, John published an order against 

the "Wassenberg preachers" John Campanus, Henry of Tongern, 

and their followers. 1I6 

Accordingly, on the eve of the establishment of the 

Anabaptist kingdom in MUnster, the joint duchies had 

already initiated reforms to alleviate clerical abuses and 

sedition among the people. Since these steps threatened 

the spiritual sovereignty of the Archbishop, the tension 

between John and Herman of Wied had but increased. In view 

of the Archbishop's exasperation at the Duke's assumption 

of spiritual jurisdiction, John simply pointed to the 

Archbishop's inaction and the misery of his subjects as 

justification for his measures. 

115Lacomblet, "DUsseldorf," 94-102; Redlich, JUlich
Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 256-258 (Nr. 246 and 247); 
October 29-30, 1532. For the negotiations about 
sectarians, Duchess Maria was present. At issue was the 
treatment of Werner of Palant, the bailiff of Wassenberg. 
See Redlich, Staat und Kirche, 32. 

1I6Redlich, JUlich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I, 258f 
(Nr. 248); November 1, 1532). Redlich notes that 
consideration for the Wassenberg bailiff was probably the 
reason why the ducal government prolonged this step for so 
long. He suspects the same motive behind the 
procrastination of the publication of the Declaratio. See 
Redlich, Staat und Kirche, 32. 
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b. Episcopal Reform before 1534 

"Reform" was not a foreign word in the episcopal 

domain, yet, particularly concerning the improvement of 

clerical abuses, the Archbishop had little to show. It is 

difficult to determine when Herman directed himself toward 

reform. Some historians see "Munster" as the turning point 

for the Archbishop, who comported himself solely as a 

secular lord until the events in Westphalia made him 

realize the necessity for clerical reform. ll7 Others 

designate 1530 as the watershed for Herman of Wied,1l8 and 

some even maintain the Archbishop acted like a reformer as 

early as 1525. 119 Commonly, Herman of Wied's shift toward 

117Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 41. Kohn sees the 
beginnings of Herman's occupation from 1535 onward; see 
Mechtild Kohn, Martin Bucers Entwurf einer Reformation des 
Erzstiftes Keln. Untersuchung der Entstehungsgeschichte 
und der Theologie des "Einfaltigen Bedenckens" von 1543 
(Witten: Luther-Verlag, 1966), 24. This is clearly too 
late as our subsequent documents attest a reform 
orientation already for 1534. 

118Lipgens, Johannes Gropper, 33. Gulik argues that 
the imperial edict of the Diet in 1530 urged the Archbishop 
to the provincial council of 1536. See Gulik, Johannes 
Gropper, 47. Why it would take the Archbishop six years to 
act upon this "urge," Gulik does not explain. 

1l9Drouven, Reformation, 82. Drouven argues that 
already in 1525, a rumor had spread that Herman wanted to 
conduct reforms so that the reformers in Munster expected a 
new ordinance every day. Since then, he had underscored 
the deplorable condition of the church and the need for 
reform at several synods. He was surrounded by liberal men 
like Herman of Neuenahr and admired Erasmus. After the 
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reform is credited to his court--and particularly to his 

councilor John Gropper. 120 As the ducal courts, the 

episcopal court comprised reform-minded advisors, who 

understood themselves as humanists and followers of 

Diet of Augsburg, he promised to abolish abuses and to 
reestablish the original purity of the Gospel. On account 
of this news, the papal legate had received order (November 
28, 1531) to have a close eye on everything that was going 
on at the court of Bonn. Unfortunately, Drouven does not 
document his claims with the exception of this last report. 
Since Drouven proposes Herman's reforming activity from 
1525 onward, he sees the events of Munster as an 
interruption, when the Archbishop lays his reform efforts 
on ice in order to deal with heretical and seditious 
people. After the takeover of Munster, he resumes his 
reform plans. We will recognize shortly that Drouven's 
thesis has to be inverted. "Munster" does not interrupt 
Herman's reform efforts but brings them about in the first 
place. 

120Gulik, who thinks little of Herman's intellectual 
prowess, suspects Herman of Neuenahr behind the selection 
of councilors--particularly in the case of Gropper. Gulik 
counts it to the credit of the episcopal advisors that 
reform-minded Herman did not get carried away and retained 
a "correct attitude." See Gulik, Johannes Gropper, 14f. 
In opposition to Gulik, Lipgens sees exactly the opposite 
happening: Herman did not show any signs of interest for 
reform until Gropper began to serve under him. Gropper 
became the force who gradually moved the Archbishop toward 
reform. But this did not happen until 1530, when the 
hitherto most influential figure at the episcopal court, 
Arnold of Tongern, who was particularly known for his role 
in the Reuchlin-controversy and his fierce stance against 
Luther, left the office. See Lipgens, Johannes Gropper, 
35. While Gropper, thus Lipgens, developed from a backward 
Catholic Bishop to a Lutheran, Gropper went the opposite 
way: from a humanist influenced by Luther to a Catholic 
theologian. Ibid., 34, fn. 19. 
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Erasmus.l21 Prior to 1530, the most ardent promotor of 

reform was Herman of Neuenahr, provost of the cathedral 

chapter, and closely related to the episcopal court through 

his brother Wilhelm.122 Besides the brothers of Neuenahr, 

the episcopal chancellor, Bernhard of Hagen, the secretary 

of the cathedral chapter, Tilmann vom Graben, and the 

episcopal keeper of the seal, John Gropper, helped to shape 

Herman of Wied's policy. For the years prior, during, and 

immediately after the Anabaptist capture of Munster, John 

Gropper (1503-1559) has to be regarded as most prominent 

among the episcopal councilors until Petrus Medmann's 

significance increased in 1536. 1D 

121Hashagen points out that the Rhenish humanism 
distinguished itself from the Italian and South German 
humanism in that its relationship to the late medieval 
background was more intact, which accounts for its 
conservative ecclesiastical tendency. This characteristic 
offered the backdrop not only for the "Reform-Catholicism" 
of Erasmus in the 1530s but also for the Jesuit Counter
Reformation of the following decades. See Justus Hashagen, 
"Hauptrichtungen des rheinischen Humanismus," 3. Cf. 
Hashagen for a further discussion of the characteristics of 
the Rhenish type of humanism and Lipgens, Johannes Gropper, 
20-23. 

1nHerman of Neuenahr (t 1530), provost of the 
cathedral chapter since 1524, was related to the house of 
Wied through the marriage of his brother, Wilhelm of 
Neuenahr, to the niece of the Archbishop. Both brothers 
had significant influence at the episcopal court. They 
accompanied Herman of Wied to the Diet of Augsburg in 1530. 
Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 68f. 

123While studying Arts (1516-1519), Gropper had been a 
member of the Cornelianer Burse, the only bursa of Cologne 
that had opened itself to the influence of humanism. The 
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fact that Gropper had been a benefactor of the Montaner 
Burse later in life led scholars to assume that he had been 
a member of this bursa. Lipgens, however, could show with 
the help of the deanery's records that Gropper was in fact 
a member of the Cornelianer Burse, which helps to explain 
Gropper's further development. Lipgens, Johannes Gropper, 
24. For a discussion of the different Cologne bursas and 
the schooling that was promoted at either one of them, see 
Tewes, Die Bursen der Kelner Artisten-Fakultat. 

Gropper subsequently embarked upon the study of law, 
obtained his civil law degree in 1525 and was appointed 
official by the provost of the cathedral chapter, Herman of 
Neuenahr, in the same year. In 1526, he became the 
Archbishop's keeper of the seal, the most important 
position in the archdiocese, and one year later Scholaster 
of st. Gereon, which not only provided him with a seat and 
vote in the cathedral chapter, but also made him the 
spokesman for the clergy of Cologne. 

From the Diet of Augsburg onward (1530), Gropper 
gradually developed into an avid promoter of secular and 
spiritual reform. Frustrated about the outcome of the 
Diet, the lawyer and humanist turned toward the study of 
theology and personal piety. His activity was now directed 
toward two goals: practical religious reform and the 
reform of Catholic theology. See Lipgens, Johannes 
Gropper, 26-30, 44-47, 51. 

On John Gropper see Meuser, "Geschichte der kelnischen 
Theologen," 183-212; van Gulik, Johannes Gropper; Lipgens, 
Johannes Gropper; Hatzfeld, "Dr. Gropper, die Wetterauer 
Grafen und die Reformation," 208-230; Reinhard Braunisch, 
Die Theologie der Rechtfertigung im 'Enchiridion' (1538) 
des Johannes Gropper. Studien Uber eine vortridentinische 
katholische Gestalt der Rechtfertigunglehre in ihrem FUr 
und Wider zum reformatorischen 'articulus stantis et 
cadentis ecclesiae' unter besonderer Berlicksichtigung der 
'Loci' (1535) Philipp Melanchthons. Mit einer Einftihrung in 
Groppers Leben und Werk, Diss. Freiburg, 1970; idem, 
"Johannes Gropper zwischen Humanismus und Reformation. Zur 
Bestimmung seines geistigen Standortes bis 1543," in RQ 69 
(1974), 192-209; Johannes Groppers Briefwechsel I, 1529-
1547, ed. Reinhard Braunisch (MUnster: Aschendorff, 1977). 
John Gropper left the services of Herman of Wied in 1538. 
From 1536 onward, Petrus Medmann entered into close 
relations with the Archbishop and became his diplomatic 
advisor; cf. H. Klugkist Hesse, "Leben und Wirken des 
Petrus Medmann, geheimen Rates des KurfUrsten Hermann von 
Wied,1I MRKG 26 (1932), 321-340. 
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Herman's attitude toward reform in the 1530s is not 

readily manifest. The Elector, who in the 1540s would 

attempt to introduce the Protestant Reformation within his 

lands, ardently opposed Luther in the 1520s.1~ On the 

other hand, Herman was known for his clemency toward 

heretics. 125 From 1530 onward, Gropper directed a series 

124In 1520, Herman agreed to the burning of Luther's 
books in the court of the Cologne cathedral. Three years 
later, he reminded the Council of Cologne to keep the 
mandate of the Emperor and the Pope against Luther's 
teachings and ordered an interrogation of an Augustinian in 
Cologne accused of Lutheran preaching. Herman instructed 
the entire clergy of the archdiocese of Cologne to read 
three masses against the Lutheran and other sects. In 
1524, he joined the other Rhenish electors in their vote 
against Luther at the Diet of Oberwesel. Two episcopal 
legal offices were involved in the process against the 
Lutheran Clarenbach and Fliedsteden (1529). When the 
imperial chamber of court tried to intervene in favor of 
the accused, the Archbishop complained about this 
procedure, which could very easily cause uprisings against 
the Emperor's mandates and good Christian order. A year 
later, Herman's councilors consulted with the advisors of 
the other Rhenish electors about what ought to be done 
about the spread of Lutheran and other seducive teachings. 
See Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 66f; Lipgens, Johannes 
Gropper, 33f. 

125In 1532, Protestant preachers claimed the pulpits of 
Paderborn. In the same year, Herman had been elected as 
head of the bishopric of Paderborn. In his pre-electoral 
commitment (Wahlkapitulation), Herman had to promise that 
he would protect his land against uprisings and 
Lutheranism. When Herman went to Paderborn later that same 
year (October 8, 1532), he pardoned those entreating 
citizens, who had been condemned to death on account of 
sedition. The city, however, had to agree to adhere to 
traditional Catholicism. See Drouven, Reformation, 47f; 
Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 67. Melanchthon attested 
the Elector in 1539 that he shrank back from atrocities and 
that he did not join the alliance against the Protestants. 
(Ibid., 68; see CR 3, 651). 
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mining .126 Gropper was well aware that the ducal 

assumption of spiritual jurisdiction represented a 

consequential step against the sovereignty of the 
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Archbishop and therefore demanded counter measures. Thus, 

in 1532, the Herman published an order of spiritual 

jurisdiction and reduced the number of holidays.127 

Nevertheless, before the events in Mlinster of 1534/35, 

we only have scant evidence for episcopal reforming 

actions--particularly with regard to clerical abuses. 

There are some indications, however, that Herman turned 

toward reform in his mind at an earlier stage. with 

Gropper's growing interest in reform, we may assume that 

the Archbishop was drawn toward these ideas as well. Two 

statements testify to Herman's increasing openness toward 

reform. In March 1532, Wilhelm of Neuenahr wrote Saxon's 

Elector, John Frederick, claiming that the Archbishop 

improved daily and grew ever more hostile toward the pope. 

Only his participation at the election of Ferdinand as King 

tUIn 1531 and 1534, he passed two coinage orders; in 
1533 and 1534, two orders for the mining in Westphalia. In 
1534, the Archbishop and the Duke agreed on a common course 
for their coinage. See Lipgens, Johannes Gropper, 36f. 

127Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 70. People were not 
allowed to work on holidays, yet they still had to fulfil 
their obligations toward their overlords. Therefore to the 
common man, the many holidays were a point of complaint 
rather than of joy. 
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was reproachable, but "with God's help, he would turn out 

according to everyone's wishes. 128 The following month, 

Dietrich Bitter talked to Heinrich Bullinger about the 

Archbishop, calling him "herus noster. ,,129 

How far Herman had come on the path of reform, we 

cannot determine. Neither can we resolve whether the shock 

over the events Munster simply gave him the last certainty 

or, more significantly, the startling realization that 

reform was indispensable. In any case, we have to assume 

that the Arc~bishop did not plunge suddenly, or mentally 

unprepared into clerical reform measures. This also 

explains the fervor with which he promoted these efforts 

from 1534 onward. 

c. Defensive Action: securing the Princes' Lands 

Given the friction over spiritual jurisdiction, a 

cooperation between the Duke and the Archbishop seemed all 

128Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied, 70. For a long time, 
there had been a strain between Herman and the papal court 
over the issue of benefices. After the Diet of Augsburg, 
the papal legate received order to watch the Archbishop 
closely. See Drouven, Reformation, 82 (November 28, 1531). 

1wHBWBr 2, 103-107; 104, 1. 8 (Nr.88); April 16, 1532. 
Dietrich Bitter (t 1561} , teacher in Wipperfurth (at that 
time part of the duchy Berg) had studied with Bullinger in 
Cologne. 
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but impossible--until the crisis in Westphalia suddenly 

redefined their political, social, and religious 

priorities. "Miinster" united them in a common effort not 

only to counter the Anabaptist threat in Westphalia, but 

also to deal with their own domestic problems. 

Assuming that the "damned sect" had originated in 

Miinster, Herman pushed that the roads be closed to the 

ci ty. 130 He was afraid that the Mlinsteri tes would 

contaminate the surrounding countryside, which meant his 

territory as well. Herman then directed his attention 

toward the simple folk, who according to Franz of Waldeck 

were the target group of the Anabaptists and the envisioned 

nucleus for future uprisings. 131 The Archbishop pointed 

out that there were many poor simple people outside of 

Mlinster, who were being seduced. He would have pity upon 

them if they could be led back onto a different path via 

130"Nachdem soliche verdampte sect Iren vrsprung In 
berurtter statt Munster gnommen das itzgemelt den Iren von 
Munster allenthalb die straiB geslossen. 1i HstAD, JB II, 
Nr. 247a, 31 f -32 f i 31v (letter of Herman to John on February 
21, 1534). 

I3lIt is to be feared that " ... dermaissen durch das 
gemeine vnruwigs poppell gehandelt werde das wo nit 
zeitlichs noitturftigs insehens beschehe das daruss 
vnwidderbringlich verderbens Landt vnnd luide Zersteurung 
vnnser heilliger Religion vnnd ein groiBe gewiBliche 
bloitvergiessung wurde erfolgen." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 
31f. 
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Christian teaching and considerable (zemlicher) 

punishment. 132 Herman's recommendation to the Duke was to 

confiscate the property of Anabaptists in his territory. 

In addition, the heretics needed to be driven either into 

MUnster or out of the country. 133 The purpose was to 

intimidate the common people so that they would refrain 

from becoming Anabaptists.1~ 

John's councilors at the two courts in DUsseldorf and 

Cleves reacted immediately to Herman's urgent propositions, 

seconding the episcopal advise. Their interest was, 

however, to maintain the Duke's sovereignty within his 

lands: he, not the Archbishop, ought to give orders to his 

132" dieweill des armen einfeltigen verfurten volcks 
auch vsserhalb der statt Munster gesessen wie wir vernemmen 
fast fill ist vnnd vnnsers christlich mitleiden mit 
demselbigen so fern sie vf ein ander baen mit Christlicher 
vnderrichtung vnnd Zemlicher straiff bracht werden mochten 
zuhaben." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 31v. 

1n"Das derhalb solichen widdergetauften Ire guter so 
sie allenthalben in e I furstenthumb vnnd gebieten liggen 
haben zugeslagen ader nach gelegenheit vnnd art der guter 
durch den adell eigenthUmer ader herren derselbiger guter 
gnommen vnd sie die widdergeteuften In die statt Munster 
getriben ader sunst des lands so sie nit widderkeren wolten 
verj agt vnnd verbant wurden." HStAD, JB I I, Nr. 247 a, 31 v • 

1~"Dardurch dannach vnnsers achtens anfangs ein 
erschrecken In das gemeine popfell zubringen sein solt 
HStAD, JB I I, Nr. 247 a , 31 v • 

" 
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subjects. 135 The Duke had every reason to be concerned 

about the Anabaptists. Just when Herman of Wied was 

mapping out preventive measures against their incursions, 

John's court at Dusseldorf was notified about such advances 

in Moers and about persisting clandestine Anabaptists in 

Julich. The latter were said to maintain contact with 

Munster. 136 John's councilors opted for the arrest of 

Anabaptists and Sacramentarians--making no distinction 

between emigrants, seditious people, and those who 

conducted clandestine meetings. 137 Dusseldorf even urged 

13SSee the correspondence between Dusseldorf and Cleves 
between February 27 and March 1, 1534. Dusseldorf 
suggested that the Duke support the closing of the roads to 
Munster and instruct his administrators (Amptluyd) 
accordingly: "Vff das dritte punct, belangend das sliessen 
der strassen, sehen wir fur gut an, das vnser gr her 
dasselvige nit hat affzuslagen sonder vf vwer verbessern 
derhalven anstundt eyn befelhschrifft an aIle Amptluyd der 
Lande Gulich Berge Cleff Marck vnnd Ravensberg vBgain, vnd 
Inen syner f.g. meynung schryven zu lassen." HStAD, JB II, 
Nr. 247, 42r-44 v

; 43r (February 27, 1534). 

136"Vnnd dwyll die beswerliche vnchristliche handlungen 
mit der widdertauff auch zu Moers Ingerissen, vnd wir von 
Emandten van Ruysschemberg, vnd dem Amptman zu Moers die 
Itzo hie by vns zu Duysseldorff gewesen. vernemen, das die 
widerdeuffer daselffs antzeigen, das derselvigen viell noch 
heymlich 1m lande van Gulich syn die Iren verstandt mit 
Inen vnd denen van Munster haven sollen." HStAD, JB II, 
Nr. 247a, 43r-43 v

• 

lTI"Beducht vns van noeden, das bemelte amptlueden mit 
geschrieven wurd In dissen leuffen flyBlich vffsehens zu 
haven, vnnd die widderdeuffer vnd Sacramentarien nit zu 
gestaden, sonder annzunemen vnd In hClfftung zubringen, auch 
sich sunst nit den Inkomelingen, vffr'oerigen, vnd denen die 
heymliche versamlongen halten etc nach vnsers gR hern 
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to callout the Duke's riflemen to contain Anabaptists and 

"other criminals". 138 Indeed, the knights should be warned 

to stand by. 139 Cleves approved Dusseldorf's suggestions 

and promised to send out orders to their district 

administrators. 140 The councilors recommended to notify 

the cities lest they felt bypassed. 141 

At the Diet of Essen (April 24, 1534), John challenged 

the nobles of his territory to support him in stemming the 

flood of Anabaptism. 142 He announced that such sectarian 

and seditious activities were not confined to Munster, but 

ordnung zu halden." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 43v. 

138"Vnd das daruff dem Schutzenmeister vnd Schutzen 
befehl geschehe, fur vnd widder durch die landen zu ryden, 
vnd hielnnen den Amptluyden vnd befelhavern da es van 
noeden wer, bystandt zu doin, auch fur sich selffs 
vmbzuhoeren vnd die widderdeuffer Sacramentarien, 
vffroerigen, vnd die so heymlich zusamen qwemen, auch 
andere oevertreder vnsers gn hern ordnung, zu helffen 
annemen." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 43v. 

139"Es mach auch vnsers erachtens nit schaden, das die 
Ritterschafft In dissen beswerlichen leuffen gewarnt vnd 
Inen geschrieven wurd, sich In rustung zu halden." HStAD, 
JB II, Nr. 247a, 43v. 

14~StAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 59 r-62v; 59v (March 1, 1534). 

M1"Solten dan allein die Ritterschaft vnd nit die 
stette mit gewarnet werden, mochte avermals by denselven 
Stetten ein vffdencken machen, vnnd nit viel guts geberen, 

" HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 61v. 

142HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 153 r -
v (Instruction as to 

what the ducal councilor Wilhelm of Nesselrod ought to tell 
John's subjects at the Diet of Essen; April 24, 1534). 
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were known to their own lands, which was burdensome to the 

nobility as well. 143 Reminding his noble lords of their 

sworn oaths, John ordered them to fulfil their duty until 

they had suppressed this sedition. 144 

Shortly thereafter (May 1534), Franz of Waldeck's 

spokesmen approached John of Cleves for support against the 

Anabaptists. 145 This request had a particular edge, which 

could only have strengthened the Duke's apprehension about 

popular unrest in his country. The Bishop's men argued 

that if they were to lose one or two attacks against the 

MUnsterites--which God may graciously prevent--they would 

strengthen the Anabaptists in their desperate endeavor and 

would encourage the common man toward unrest and 

disobedience. Particularly dangerous were the MUnsterites' 

14311Nachdem sich das erschrecklich vnchristlich 
fUrnemenn der widderdouff vnnd sunst villerley vffroer vnnd 
widderwerdichenn nit allein bynnenn MUnster zudragenn, 
sonder ouch leyder in vnsren fUrstendommenn vnnd landenn an 
viII oerten dermassen erreigenn, das die hohe nutturfft 
erfoerdert inheymsch zuverblyvenn vnnd dargegenn zu 
helffenn trachtenn so daran nit allein vns, dan ouch aller 
erberheit vnnd in sonderheit dem Adel nit wenich gelegenn, 

" HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 153 r
• 

144HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 153 r • 

145HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 169r-170v (letter of the dean 
of the cathedral, Sander Morrienn, and of the master of 
ceremonies, Theimme van Hoirde, in the name of the Bishop 
and the province (Landschaft) of MUnster to Duke John; 
undated, before the first assault against MUnster on May 
25, 1534). 
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disregard for the Holy Sacrament, their disobedience toward 

the clergy, as well as their contempt for both spiritual 

and secular authority. 146 The princely support, therefore, 

was necessary to intimidate the MUnster Anabaptists and to 

put fear into the "common unsteady man. 11147 

The councilors of Cologne and Cleves had advised the 

princes to reinstruct every district administrator not to 

admi t foreigners without certif ied papers. 148 However, 

14611Jn eren leren vnnd predigenn vilfeldige 
vnchristlige Jrryge vnde verfurissche myeronge [sic!] vnd 
opinien mit verachtonge des hoichwerdigenn hilligen 
Sacraments waren fleischs vnd bloits Christi, vnnder dat 
gemeine einfeldige vnverstendige volck gesprenget, tho 
allenn fremden moetwillenn, vnnd hait over de presterschap 
vngehorsam vnnd verachtenge geistliger vnnd wertliger 
[sic!] overheit erweckt, Vnnd verner aIle gude aIde 
hergebrachte Christlige ordenonge eindracht, fredde vnnd 
gehorsam, verandert vnnd verstuert ... " HStAD, JB II, Nr. 
247b, 189r-192ri 189r

-
v i Instruction and report of Theimme 

von Hoirde to the Rhenish princes gathered at Neuss (May 7, 
1534) • 

14711 ... wanner die stat MUnster mit storm angefangen 
vnnd der eins oder twe verlarenn, dat got gnetlich 
verhoede, dat alsdan die van MUnster dardurch in eremm 
desperatenn fUrnemenn gesterckt, oick de gemein man na 
verloep deser faerliger geswinder tydt to wyderenn vproer 
vnnd vngehorsam lichtlich erweckt solde werden vnnd deshalb 
fUr deinlich angesehen, wanner van wegen beider Chur vnnd 
fUrsten Collen vnnd Cleve vor MUnster twe be sunder 
veltlager geslagenn, vnnd darmede de ernst gemerckt wUrde, 
sulches solde den van MUnster oick den gemeinenn vnstedenn 
man ein erschreckent geberenn." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 247a, 
169r

- v • 

M
811 bey allen vnd jeden jren chur vnd f 9 

Amptleuthen nochmals zuverschaffen vleissigs vffsehens 
zuhaben, das kein reisigen ader frembdt fueBvolck, sonder 
paBbrieff vnd glaublich bescheidt, wem sie zu dienst 
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they seemed to realize that danger threatened from within 

no less than without. Underground preachers had already 

penetrated their territory, with many of the princes' 

subjects sheltering and feeding them despite the orders of 

the sovereigns. The cornmon man and woman flocked to secret 

gathering places to listen to heterodox teachings. 

Afterwards they discussed the new ideas enthusiastically in 

taverns. Particularly disturbing to the councilors were 

the alehouses, which they considered to be the heart and 

planning-center for the uprisings of the common man: 

Careless and rebellious fellows gather in these 
taverns. You can hear them make seductive and 
seditious speeches against the magistracy and the 
Christian order .149 

The princes should therefore strengthen their police force 

and have the streets patrolled. ISO Innkeepers were to be 

zukhomen, durch zuziehen nit gestattet oder zugelassen 
werdn." HstAD, JB II, Nr. 24S, 6 r-10v; Sr_v. 

149They have to watch the alehouses, " ... da sich dan 
gemeinglich die leichtfertige vffrurischen gesellen 
vergadern, vnd mit jren verfurischen vffrurigen worten, der 
oberkeit vnd Christlicher ordnung Zuwider vernemen 
lassen •.. " HstAD, JB II, Nr. 24S, gv. 

l~IIDesgleichen solIe auch ein jeder flirst zur 
streyffende Rotte gerneinlich sein schutzen meister vnd 
schlitzen vff den strassen von einem ort zum anderm reydten, 
vnd jn den wirtzheuBern vnd sunst allenthalben vleissigs 
vffsehens haben lassen, damit die frembde destobass von der 
strassen abgehalten, vnd ob sie auch sunst einicher 
vffruriger oder dergleichen rnutwilliger geselschafft jnnen 
vnd gewahr wlirden, das dieselbige Zerstreut vnd also ferner 
vffrur zeitlich furkhomen vnnd verhuet moge werden." 



compelled by threat of punishment to cooperate with the 

authorities in identifying seditious people. 15l 

The situation escalated with the Munster events of 

late summer 1534. Herman had received news that the 

Munsterites had sent out apostles into the princes' 
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territory to plant secretly the seed of their "heresy," to 

establish a network throughout their lands, to contaminate 

their domain and subjects, thus instigating unrest and 

bloodshed. 152 The Archbishop responded with an edict 

HstAD, JB II, Nr. 248, gr_v. 

151"Vnd damit dan den kunfftigen emporungen des 
gemeinen Mans destabestentlicher fursehung gescheen vnd 
vnderhalten werden moge, jst gleichermassen bedacht nutz, 
gut vnd notdurfftig sein, das jeder furst jn allen seinen 
furstenthumben seinen Amptleuten durch schriffliche 
Mandaten bevelhen solIe jn allen wirtzheusern •.• durch die 
wirt vnnd ander bey grosser straff ernstlich zubestellen, 
sobald sie solicher vffruriger mutwilliger wort, so zur 
vffrur vnd verdruckung der oberkheit; oder sunst zu 
verachtung alter vnd wolhergebrachter Christlicher anderung 
dienen, vornemen, solichs an stunt den Amptleuten des orts 
anzusagen, derhalb ferner gebUrlich jnsehens zuthun." 
HStAD, JB II, Nr. 248, 9V_10r. 

152"SO kumpt vns doch leider gleublich fUr, das die 
vffrurische sectarij des widdertaufs vnd Jnhaber der statt 
Munster vnd andere so von der gmeinschafft der heiliger 
Christliger kirchen zu berurttem des widdertauffs ader 
anderer Jrsalen vnd verdampten leren gefallen vnd 
abgewichen, damit das sie Jre selbst seell leib vnnd gutt 
in faer vnnd verderben gestalt nit gesettigt sein, sonder 
auch nit vnderlaissen haben, Ire vffrurige Apostellen vnd 
sectarien hin vnd widder durch vnnser furstenthumben vnd 
lande Jre verdampte vffrurische Jrsall vnd lere heimlich zu 
leren predigen vnd zu pflantzen uBzusenden, vnd des Jre 
heimlige vffhelder vnnd verstentniB in vnnseren landen 
stetten vnd flecken von einer statt vnd flecken zu der 
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(August 23, 1534), ordering his administrators to prevent 

underground preachers from entering his lands. 153 While, 

as Herman pointed out, the stipulations against 

Winckelprediger and clandestine meetings were centuries old 

and had been enforced by Emperors to uphold the Christian 

religion, to maintain the common peace and good order (gute 

Polizei) in the Empire, and to divert such horrible 

heresies as had now arisen, it was the newly flowering 

Anabaptism in MUnster that had prompted him to reiterate 

the edict. These heretics were not content with ruining 

their own souls and bodies, but had sent out apostles to 

poison others as well. 154 This time, the Archbishop 

anderen woll wissen vnd haben fallen in meynung neben 
anderen vmbligenden Landtschafften auch vnser 
fUrstenthumben vnd vnderthane mit solicher falscher lere zu 
vergifftigen vnnd zu vffrur vnd Christligen bloit vergiBen 
wie kurtz vergangener Jar In Oberlendischer teutscher 
Nation leider gesehen, vnnd noch bie Jnen selbst zu MUnster 
vur augen zureitzen vnd zu erwecken." HstAD, KK II, Nr. 
4546, 2v_3 r. 

154"Vnnd das auch daruff in sonderheit durch Romische 
Kaye. vnnd Konigliche Maiestatn , vort ChurfUrsten furstenn 
vnnd gemeine Reichsstende vff gemeinen gehalten Reichstegen 
mit reiffem dapfernn derhalb gehaltenen rait zu 
vnderhaltung vnsers heiligen Christligen glaubens vnd 
Relligion, voert gmeinen friddens gehorsams vnd guter 
bestendiger pollicey Jm heiligen Reich, vnd zu abwendung 
solicher villfeltiger schreckliger vnd verdampten vur augen 
stehenden vnd schwebenden Jrsalen, vnd vnvBsprechlichen 
vnrats vnd nachteils so bereidts daruB Jm heiligen Reich 
erfolgt vnd kunfftig erfolgen mocht einhelliglich erneuwert 
vnnd beschlossen die Winckellprediger vnd Conventicules 
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promised, the enforcement of the edict would not get lost 

in the jurisdictional quarrels of the princes, since he had 

finally joined forces with the Duke. lss Herman ordered his 

officials to search for foreign and local underground 

preachers, for people who provided the sectarians with 

shelter and food, as well as for their followers .156 The 

keins wegs bie hoichster straiff zu gedulden, ... Dweill 
dan soliche verdampte vffrlirische vngegrtinte Jrsal vnnd 
lere zu deme die Winckellprediger Conventickell vnnd 
heimliche zudamenkunfft in sachen des glaubens vur villen 
hondert Jaren wie obgerlirt bie hoichster straiff verbotten 
vnd allen zu vffrur vnd verdilligung aller Ober vnnd 
Erbarkeit, Ja zum allermeisten vnnd wichtigsten zu entligem 
verderben der seell: leib: lande vnd lude thut reichen 
Welchs wir mit gotliger hilff in vnsern landen vnsers 
vermugens gerne in zeiten vurkomen vnd verhueten wulten ... " 
HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4546, 2v-3r• 

m"On das wir auch vnns derhalb noch daneben mit dene 
hoichgebornen ftirsten vnseren besonderen freuntlichen 
lieben gefatter Broder vnd Neven hern Johan Hertzogen zu 
Cleve Glilich vnnd Berge vnd auch allen zu besonderen gnaden 
nutz vnnd wollfart vereinigt, vnd daruff hiebevor vnd 
anderen allen vnseren Amptluden derhalb vffsehens zuhaben 
schreiben laissen, wie Jr an allen zweivell woll vernomen, 
dere zuversicht Jr sulten euch des alBo gehorsamlich 
gehalten haben." HStAD, JB II, Nr. 4546, 2v. 

156 ..... das Jr [the administrators] derhalb sonderlich 
vff frembde ledige personen, so kein offentlich gewerb adir 
handell dreiben, ein ernst fleissigs vffsehen habent, vnnd 
von vnnseren wegen an allen ortten mit euweren 
kuntschafftern vnd anbrengeren (der wir auch derhalb 
eherlige geschenck thun laissen wullen) bestellent, Ob Jr 
solcher frembde adir Jnlendische Winckellpredigerj adir 
derselben vffhelde: vnd anhenger (welche sich durch soliche 
Jre vndersleuff vffenthaltung, anhorung: vnd flirschub, nit 
weniger dan die heubtsacher dere straff wirdig machen.) In 
vnnseren ftirstenthumben vnd landen: Stetten: Flecken: vnd 
dorffen erfaren vberkomen vnd betretten mochten •.. " 
HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4546, 3v. 
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network that supported these "heretics" must have included 

considerable numbers of women, since the Archbishop 

specifically mentioned them. 157 Both the instigators and 

their followers were to be arrested and severely punished. 

Such weeds needed to be pulled and destroyed. 15S 

Herman's and John's concern for their subjects is 

evident. It was one of the reasons why, at the Diet of 

Orsoy (March 26, 1534), they had decided to support the 

military action against MUnster .159 The attack was one way 

to reduce Anabaptist infiltration, which threatened to 

contaminate the princes' own people. Yet, the princes 

could not ignore that the "heretical and seditious poison ll 

157The edict reads almost like a modern feminist 
statement. Herman does not use the masculine form of a 
word to include women as well, but lists both genders: he 
commands that the administrators arrest the underground 
preachers " ... sambt Iren wirtten vnd vffenthelteren 
wirtJnnen vnd vffhalterJnnen ... " HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4546, 
3v

• 

HS" das dieselbige [the main instigators] sambt 
Jren wirtten vnd vffenthelteren WirtJnnen vnd 
vffhalterJnnen, was stands und wesens sie auch weren, von 
vnseren wegen an stundt mit den helBen gnommen vnd 
gefengklich biB zu vnserem weitherem bescheide behalten 
werden, die vort nach befindung Jres handels an leib: 
leben: vnd gutt on aIle gnad vnnachIeBlich zu straiffen, 
vnd solich vnkrut vBzurutten: vnd zuvertilligen." HStAD, 
KK II, Nr. 4546, 3 v

• 

159HStAD, JB II, Nr. 24 7a, f. 100 f -106 f
, 101 f i cf. above 

p. 216, fn. 55. 
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had already entered their territories: the new teachers 

had aroused support and excitement among many Rhinelanders. 

Therefore, Herman and John focused their domestic efforts 

on ending such seditious growth by strengthening their 

police forces. At the same time, they embarked upon a 

reform program to correct the very impetus for unrest. 

d. Offensive Action: The Reform of Abuses 

The reform efforts of 1534-1538 in the lands of the 

Rhenish princes have hitherto received little attention in 

scholarship .160 Concerning John of Cleves, historians have 

emphasized the reform measures that predate the MUnster 

events--especially the church ordinance and the Declaratio 

of 1532/33--at the expense of the subsequent 

development. 161 with regard to Herman of Wied, the efforts 

of 1534/35 are generally viewed as the vague beginning of 

I~Some of the pertinent documents have been edited in 
Acta Reformationis catholicae ecclesiam germaniae 
concernentia saeculi XVI. Die Reformverhandlungen des 
deutschen Episkopats von 1520 bis 1570 [ARC], II (1532 bis 
1542), ed. by Georg Pfeilschifter (Regensburg: Friedrich 
Pustet, 1960). 

161Redlich, JUlich-Bergische Kirchenpolitik, I (see 
especially the introduction); idem, staat und Kirche; 
Justus Hashagen, "Erasmus und die clevischen 
Kirchenordnungen." 



his reform orientation and historians quickly proceed to 

his Protestant Reformation-attempt in the 154 Os. 162 Yet, 

the dramatic events of Munster brought the most distinct 

change precisely with respect to the ducal and electoral 
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reform efforts. While the Duke could indeed look back on a 

long history of reform efforts, the Archbishop fully 

realized the need for reform only with the Anabaptist 

assumption of power in Munster. Furthe:r-more, "Munster" 

brought Herman and John for the first time to the same 

table in order to address jointly clerical offenses, such 

as simony, charges for the administration of sacraments, 

and other forms of exploitation of the common man. They 

criticized particularly the theological ignorance of the 

clergy and its subsequent inability to instruct the laity 

properly. Instead of teaching the gospel, pastors 

propagated fables and superstitious ideas from the pulpit. 

In addition, their life style left much to be desired. 

Both princes, however, considered it as a matter of course 

that any reform program was to be conducted within the 

structures of the old church. 

Even before the Anabaptist reign in Munster had lasted 

one month, the reform of clerical abuses had become a topic 

162Varrentrapp, Hermann von Wied; Franzen, Bischof und 
Reformation; G. Drouven, Reformation. 
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of debate between the councilors and their sovereigns. 163 

According to the advisors, the uprisings had two roots: on 

the one hand, the admission of underground preachers to the 

country as well as the clandestine meetings between them 

and the common man; and on the other, the offenses of the 

old clergy. While both princes had already taken 

precautions against the first two evils, they now needed to 

remedy the third problem--the clerical abuses. At this 

point, their motives were thoroughly political: only if 

they could eradicate the selfish and sinful practices of 

the old clergy would they be in a position to command the 

common man's obedience toward the magistracy and thus 

forestall unrest. 164 Three months later, at the Diet of 

Neuss (June 20, 1534), they confronted the reform of abuses 

once again. This time, however, a new element, superseding 

163HstAD, JB II, Nr. 248, 6 r-10v; gr; March 26, 1534. 

164"Ferner nachdem die vffrurige hendell vnd emporungen 
vB zulassung der Winckelprediger vort heimlicher 
verga de rung der vnderthanen vnd andern gemeinen MiBbreuch 
jre vrsachen schepfen vnd nemen, vnd dan beide chur vnd 
fursten gereitz der Winckelprediger vnd heimlicher 
vergaderung halb jn jren landn fursehung gethan, haben 
beider Chur vnnd Fursten Rethe, auch fur nutz vnd 
notdurfftig erwegen, damit der gemein Man destabaB jn 
gehorsam der oberkheit gehalten, vnnd uffrur furkhomen moge 
werden, das derhalb ein tag solIe angesatzt, vnd daruff 
durch jeden Chur vnd fursten vier verstendige vnd darzu 
geschickte personen jn den miBbreuchen dieselbige zubessern 
vnd die vff billiche rechtmessige wege zustellen, verordent 
werden." HstAD, JB II, Nr. 248, gr. 
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social and political concerns, emerged as the specific 

focus of the debate: religious issues now became the most 

weighty argument for reformI65_-a fact which scholars 

hitherto have overlooked. The decree of Neuss affirmed 

that "God had punished his people with unrest because of 

their sins and abuses, many of which were evident at that 

very moment. Not only must they ask God for his 

forgiveness, but they had to take action as well. 

Therefore, the councilors were to schedule a time and place 

for preparing a new Christian order. 166 

During the fall of 1534 when the Anabaptist threat 

increased, John urged Herman that both of them should lay 

aside all animosity in order to deter further unrest in 

165HstAD, JB II, Nr. 248, 17r-21r. 

166 I1 Wyder, so vmb der menschen sund vbeldhat vnnd 
vielfeltiger vnordentlicher miBbruwch willen got der 
almechtig hievor zu vielmaln zu straffen derselvigen 
allerley widerwerdigheit emborung vnd annders zugeschehen 
zugelassen, wie dann auch jetzo leyder viel vnnd grosse 
gotzlesterungen derglichen miBbruych vnd manicherley bose 
dhaden deglichs follenbracht werden, das darumb got der her 
vmb gnad vnnd vertzyhung vnser stinden zu bitten, vnnd 
ingelegener Zyt dag vnd malstatt zu ernennen ouch etliche 
darzu zuverordnen weren, dieselvige miBbruych anzuzeigen, 
mittell ftirzunemen, damit die soviel vmber moglich vnd got 
gnad verlehenen wult, vff gude christliche vnnd billiche 
wege vnd ordnung gericht vnd gestelt werden. II HStAD, JB 
II, Nr. 248, 20r-v. 
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their lands. 167 Thus, although still in the midst of 

siege, they conducted negotiations for a reform. 168 While 

John of Cleves had been the one to suggest a meeting on 

this issue, it was Herman of Wied who pressed the Duke for 

the earliest date possible. 169 But before the Rhenish 

16711Jtem das wir bedenckenn das den kiinfftigen 
vffroerenn In vnserenn Landenn nit besser mocht fiirkhomenn 
werdenn dan das die gebrechen zwischenn syner I vnnd vns 
grontlich verdragen vnnd hingelacht ouch allenthalver 
bestendige vereynigungenn zwischenn vns vnnd vnserenn 
Landenn vffgericht wiirdenn dartzu wir ouch gentzlich 
gesindt vnnd mochten erlydenn das fiirderlich daJnnenn eyne 
bykompst beraempt wiirden, wir an vns nit erwindenn 
lassenn." HstAD, KK II, Nr. 4547, 6 f _9r; gr. (November 5, 
1534). This note was added to John's instruction of Count 
Wilhelm of Nassau (October g, 1534) for Archbishop Herman 
of Wied prior to the Diet of Essen on November 5, 1534. 
The disturbing news referred to here was the loss of the 
second assault against Miinster (August 27-31, 1534), which 
had entirely depleted Franz of Waldeck's coffers so that he 
saw no other solution than to ask the two Rhenish princes 
for their takeover of the Miinster bishopric--a solution 
that was pondered for a while, but eventually dismissed. 
John's instruction is a response to this proposal. 

168ARC II, 124 (Nr. 43); March 16, 1535. 

1~"Wir [the Counts Wilhelm of Nassau and Wilhelm of 
Neuenahr] haben bey umgtenh von Collen geworben der 
missbrauch halber zusamenzukhomen und wie die zufurkomen zu 
berathschlagen. Hadt scfg gnediglich geanntwurt, das icfg 
ires teils nit erwinden wolle lassen, ire getreuweste rethe 
zu denen welche efg auch ordnen werde zuzegehen, das auch 
zeit unf malstadt ernant und sover moglich die beykunfft 
noch in dieser vasten angezeugt. Dweil nhun solichs nhumhe 
also nit zu bescheen, das dan solichs zu erster gelegenhait 
sein furganngk erraiche." ARC II, 124. 1-10 (Nr. 43); 
letter of Counts Wilhelm of Nassau and Wilhelm of Neuenahr 
to Duke John (March 16, 1535). The scheduled date must 
have been June 28, 1535, when both ducal and electoral 
councilors came together for a conference in Cologne; cf. 
ibid., 126, fn. 15. 



princes had a chance to confer about a reform, the 

MUnsterite kingdom was overthrown (June 25, 1535). The 

Archbishop immediately informed the Duke that this God-
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given victory did not eliminate the need for reform--quite 

the contrary! More than ever were they charged to abolish 

abuses and to establish good order within their lands, so 

that they could maintain this victory to God's glory and 

the well-being of their subjects. 170 Obviously, after the 

victory over MUnster, multiple problems needed solutions--

particularly in view of the financial situation and the 

ordering of MUnster's political and religious affairs. The 

Archbishop insisted, however, that these concerns must not 

distract attention from their reform program. He suggested 

to John an additional meeting to provide ample time for 

discussing their reformation .171 More forcefully than ever 

before, the Archbishop impressed upon the Duke the 

necessity to carry through a reformation without further 

delay, and again, he pointed to MUnster: 

God demands a reformation precisely through granting 

1701180 bedenckt scfg, das die sache itzo nit geringer 
dan hiebevor, sonder woll fleissiger nachtrachtungh thut 
erheischen, namlich wie numehe dieser von gott erlangter 
sig mit gotlicher hilff erhalten und zum besten mit 
anstellung guter ordenung gott zu lobe und den underthainen 
zu gut gebruicht werden moge." ARC II, 124-126; 125. 1-5 
(Nr. 44). 

I71ARC II, 126. 15-23 (Nr. 44). 
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this victory. 172 

The Rhenish princes expected Franz of Waldeck to 

conduct a clerical reform as well. At the Diet of Neuss 

(July 17-19, 1535), the electoral and ducal councilors 

confronted the Bishop of MUnster with a series of articles 

concerning their own political interests after the siege as 

well as the reform of abuses. 173 The Bishop agreed to 

carry through a reformation in his lands as soon as Cologne 

and Cleves would communicate their policy to him. 174 In 

Neuss, the princes acknowledged that MUnster had been 

overcome by the grace of GOd175 and that they must find 

ways to avert God's wrath as well as sedition and other 

impediments in the future. 176 Furthermore, they should use 

172"Damit ... das gut christlich vurnemmen irer beider 
chur- und furstlichen gnaden der reformation halb (welchs 
gott der herr sonderlich durch diese verlehente eroberungh 
thut erfordern) in wirckung bracht und nit lenger verzogen 
werden mocht." ARC II, 126. 22-26 (Nr. 44); my emphasis. 

173HstAD, KK II, Nr. 4549, 36r-40v (July 17, 1535). 

174HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4550, f. 43r-45r (July 18, 1535). 

175HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4550, 54r-58r; 54r, 55r 
0 This by 

itself is not a unique statement: a large number of 
politicians and theologians credited the victory over 
MUnster in their responses to the grace of God. 

176"Nachdem Got der Almechtich syne Gotliche gnade vnd 
dissen sig verlehent, Sold ouch billich Gotz loff gesocht 
vnnd vff die wage gedacht, das Gottes Zorn verhodt, vffror 
vnd andere beswernissen so kUnfftiglich wederumb Jnryssen 
vnd erwassen mochten vermidden, vnd so will moglich vnd 
minschlich Jst, fUrkomen werden." HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4550, 



the example of the MUnster Anabaptists, who had been 

punished for their transgressions, as a means to educate 

and enlighten their subjects and as an occasion to call 

them to obedience and concord. 177 
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The most powerful characteristic of this resolution is 

its concreteness. First, it concentrated on the city and 

bishopric of MUnster. After asserting that the uprising 

and subsequent punishment of the MUnster Anabaptists were 

rooted in God's wrath at men's sins, the princes concluded 

that they had to abolish the causes for such ire and to 

establish "good Christian order. ,,178 They particularly 

emphasized the need for appointing well-trained preachers 

to instruct their subjects properly in the Christian 

teachings. At the same time, the resolution contained a 

55 r (Resolution of the Diet of Neuss). 

177They would inform and remind " ... den gemeynen Man 
was vnchristlichs handells die Jnhaver zu Munster getibt 
Vnnd das sy durch Verhenckniss gotz darumb gestrafft ... 
Vnd das folck neben dem zu gehorsam vnd eyndracht doin 
ermanen ... " HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4550, 55 r • 

178"Vnnd dwyll zuvermogen das obgnent vnd derglichen 
vbell vnd daruff gefolgte straff vmb der sunden willen vnd 
vB Gottes Zorn erwassen, Das darumb die vrsachen dardurch 
Got zu sulchem Zorn bewegt affgedoin vnd gebessert jn den 
stifft vnd stat MUnster gude christliche Ordnongen 
fUrgnomen, ... " HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4550, 55 r

• 
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strong appeal to reestablish the old religion in 

Munster. 179 Like the previous duca I church ordinances, it 

warned against discord in doctrine: any material that 

could cause disputation or irritation was to be excised 

from the sermons. 180 

179Both, Philip of Hesse and John Frederick of Saxony 
interpreted the victory over Munster as a sign of God as 
well--but in favor of Protestantism. Their goal was to 
promote the reintroduction of Lutheranism into Munster. 
See Philip's letter to Wirich of Thun, councillor of John 
of Cleves and military leader of the siege (July 2, 1535): 
"Vnnd Dweil Nun Got der Almechtige Aus gnaden vnd 
Barmherzigkeit seiner lieb durch euch vnd dj KriegsLeuthe 
aIls seine wergkzeuge die er hierzu gebraucht, gnediglichen 
verlihen, das dj stat Munster erobert ist, So begeren wir 
gnediglichen Jr wollet auch noch das beste thun. Vnnd 
hierin Got den almechtigen ansehen Vnnd seiner lieb sagen 
Das sich sein Lieb des Glucks nit Vbergebe, vnd gedencke 
das Got der Almechtige seiner Lieb solche gnade erzeigen, 
Vnnd das darumb sein Lieb solchs gegen Got in Jrem herzen 
erkenne, vnd Nun In der stat Munster dermassen Christliche 
vnd gute ordenunge anrichte vnnd mach, Auch sich sonst 
allenthalb, vnnd in allem So Chrisltlich Ehrlich vnd 
Senfftiglichen erzeigen, das es Got muge gefallen. Vnnd 
sein Almechtigken nit widderum zu zorn vnd Vngnade bewegt 
werde Vnnd Jrgendt ein Vngnade schicke die schwerlicher vnd 
groBer were. Vnnd euch hierin erzeigen vnd beweisen als 
Gotforchtige, Christliche vnd fromme Oberst vnd 
kriegsraethe ... " Stadtarchiv Mulheim [SAM], 1011, Nr. 
1181, 18r-19v

; 18v-19r
• In a similar way, John Frederick 

tried to pressure Wirich of Thun that he may use his 
influence with the Duke in support of Protestantism; cf. 
SAM 1011, Nr. 1181, 20r-21r (July 2, 1535). 

IW" ••• der Gotzdinst christliche vnd loffliche 
Ceremonien Jm dhom vnd anderen stiff ten Collegien Claistern 
vnd pharkirchen [ought to be] wederumb angericht gude 
predicanten bewerter leer vnd levens vnd die ordentlich dar 
zu beroffenn syn, mit gnochsamer erkundigung bestalt Jnenn 
bevehl gegeven vnd daruff gesehen werden solI, Das folck 
recht christlich vnd eindrichtlich zu leren vnd zu 
vnderrichten, allen Zwyspalt In der lere Zuverhueden, 

--- ------------
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The resolution went still further. The princes 

admitted that the heavy and unjust burdens on their 

subjects were the cause of this resistance and rebellion. 

Therefore it was up to the political and religious leaders 

to improve these conditions. 181 Moreover, the pr inces 

announced that they had mutually decided to conduct a 

"Christian and praiseworthy reformation" in their 

terri tories. 182 When they came together again on January 

7, 1536, the "reformation" was the first item on their 

agenda--taking pride of place over the MUnster-financial 

accounts. 183 

In establishing whether we can take these salient 

statements, especially of Herman of Wied, as sincere, it is 

DiBputirliche materj vnd die zu Ergerniss vrsach geven 
mochten (doch vBgescheiden was zu afflehenong die 
widderdouff vffroer vnd altrimUger secten vnd leer deinen 
nach) In der predig sich zu rnyden vnd zu enthalden." 
HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4550, 55 f

-
V

• 

181"Vnd nachdem vnzimliche beswernissen der vnderdanen 
hie zu zyden zu widderwillen vnd vffroer reytzen vnd 
vrsachen, Willen wir alle vnsers vermUgens daransyn, das 
vnsere vnderdanen vnbillicher beswert van vns vnd den 
vnsern enthaven die obgestalt vnd gebessert werden sullen." 
HStAD, KK II, Nr. 4550, 55v

• 

182"Als ouch wir der Confirmirter zu MUnster Jtzo 
bericht werden, das obgenanter vnnser hern Broder Neven vnd 
frUndt vann Collen Cleeff GUlich vnd Berg In meynong vnd 
fUrhaven syn, eyn Christliche loffliche Reformation vnd 
Ordnong In Jren liebden landen vff zu richten, .,"" HStAD, 
KK II, Nr. 4550, 55v

• 

183HStAD, JB II, Nr. 4417, 2f. 
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helpful to look at the genre, at where they appeared, and 

at the recipients. Herman verbalized his realization that, 

through the victory over MUnster, God had summoned them to 

reform their country not in a resolution or an official 

edict but in his correspondence with the Duke. It was not 

meant to make a good impression on the people. What we do 

find in the public resolution following the capture of 

MUnster is the confession of the political and religious 

leaders that through their reluctance to take steps against 

the burdensome abuses, they were co-responsible for the 

ensuing unrest in their lands. This public admission is 

surprising since one would expect that, just after the 

sovereigns had to muster all their wit and force against a 

popular uprising, reproach would be closer to their tongue 

than aquittal of guilt. Both these examples underline the 

sincerity of the princely intentions. 

In succeeding months, the episcopal efforts to plan a 

reform program were conspicuous. Herman scheduled a 

provincial council in Cologne on this very issue for March 

6, 1536. Its entire preparation rested on the shoulders of 

Herman's advisor, John Gropper, who designed the reform 

proposals and formulated an Enchiridion. IM Gropper 

acknowledged by implication that the latest Anabaptist 

1MFor a discussion of the Enchiridion, see Braunisch, 
Theologie der Rechtfertigung. 
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challenge in Munster was the occasion--the "voice of God"--

which had brought the Archbishop to the path of reform. 185 

Apart from measures to raise the quality of preaching and 

to ensure orthodox sermons, the reform proposal stipulated 

that pastors, rectors, and vicars should receive an 

adequate income so that they did not have to charge the 

laity for the administration of sacraments. Furthermore, 

the reform embraced a reorganization of the school system 

and the university. Finally, the Enchiridion was to serve 

as a brief handbook of Catholic doctrine concerning faith 

and morals. The princes underlined their loyalty toward 

the Pope and stressed that their reform program was meant 

only as a temporary solution until the long-awaited general 

council would meet. 

The "reformation" of the Rhenish princes ultimately 

failed. It failed for political reasons; the religious 

motives and demands behind it were probably just as strong 

185"Nos igitur rationem officii episcopalis nobis 
concrediti sollicite animo versantes ... in tam longa tamen 
expectatione dilationeque speratae opis nullam excusationem 
invenimus diutius in Officio nostro cessandi, maxime quod 
haeresum ac schismatum pestilentissimis exitialibusque 
flatibus provinciam nos tram undecunque idque agminatim 
impetentibus, scelerum quoque ac morum longe 
corruptissimorum lue ac fluctibus magis ac magis 
inundantibus omnem dehinc moram extremi plenam periculi 
iudicemus. Proinde et divina voce commoniti et sacrorum 
canonum iussu cohortati provinciale concilium in civitate 
nostra Colonia Agrippina deo auctore celebrandum indiximus 

" ARC II, 194-196; 195f (Nr. 72); my emphasis. 
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and enjoyed just as broad a support as in cities where 

Catholic or Protestant reform efforts succeeded. This has 

not yet been acknowledged by Reformation scholarship. 

Herman not only faced the mighty resistance of the 

cathedral chapter, which saw its privileges endangered, 186 

but also the opposition of the city of Cologne, which 

feared for its sovereignty. Even more importantly, the 

Duke grew increasingly reluctant in his support of the 

reform program proposed by Herman's councilors. John 

criticized the wordiness of the decrees, and objected that 

they were written in Latin rather than German. He also 

complained about the lack of coordination with the ducal 

advisors. 187 Under the pressure applied by the cathedral 

chapter, the reform program could not take the shape which 

the Duke had envisioned. with the provision of episcopal 

visitations, the refusal to tax clergy, and the 

Archbishop's assertion of his spiritual jurisdiction, John 

perceived the document as a threat to his sovereignty and 

withdrew his support. Despite the document's publication 

in 1538, the "reformation" never went into effect .188 

186Lacomblet, "DUsseldorf," 16f. 

187ARC II, 168f (Nr. 59); January 3, 1537. 

188Herman of Wied' s own assessment of 1546, after he 
had become a Protestant, is that, by this time, he had lost 
faith in the reformation, as it had taken shape: "Und ob 
wol das bemelt concept nit allein ircfg, sonder auch 
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6. The Fear of God 

To conclude, notwithstanding the meagre outcome of the 

joint reformation, it is here that "Munster" brought about 

the most distinct change. The fears of anarchy and losing 

power, which had prompted the princes to carry--with Philip 

of Hesse--the major burden in the siege of Munster, were 

not novel. "MUnster" was only the occasion at which they 

erupted anew. The Anabaptist assumption of power, however, 

finally moved the Archbishop toward a long overdue reform 

of clerical abuses. Initially, social and political 

concerns had dominated the pursuit of reform. The princes 

acknowledged that the clerical transgressions formed the 

primary cause for unrest. As Konrad of Heresbach at the 

ducal court put it: 

If the princes defer or reject a just reformation, the 
common man, who is never the author of good things, 
will begin to create his own order .189 

etlichen mehr andern der zeit nit zum besten gefallen, dann 
icfg dessmal bereidt sovil vermerkt, das dardurch den 
kirchen ires ertzstiffts zu warer verbesserung nit 
geholffen, so haben doch die furderer und werckmeister der 
gestelter reformation vortgedrungen und nit gefeirt, biss 
so lang ire reformation in namen hochgemelts ertzbischoffs 
anno 1538 im truck aussgangen." ARC II, 181-183; 183. 3-9 
(Nr. 67). 

I~" ••• prorogata uel denegata a principibus iusta 
reformatione, uulgus, nullius rei bonae author, ipsum 
constituere ordinationes moliatur." Conradi Heresbachii 
Historia, 13 (Allen XI, 30313

, 72-74). 
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The Archbishop and the Duke realized that it was the 

people's anticlericalism--directed against the local 

clergy--that led them to Anabaptism, which the princes 

judged as just another form of sedition. Moreover, they 

acknowledged that the people were right to complain about 

the conditions under which they lived. 

Scholars have just barely touched on the social and 

political incentives for reform in the joint dukedoms and 

the archbishopric. The strongly religious impetus for 

reform, stimulated by the events of MUnster, has been 

entirely ignored. Just as the cathedral chapter was 

concerned about its financial standing, so did the princes 

worry about the religious consequences of their inaction 

concerning clerical abuses. 

We need to acknowledge the princely reform program of 

1534-1538 as the first reformation attempt in the Rhenish 

lands. "Mlinster" was not just a marginal event, but it put 

the fear of God into political and religious leaders. The 

reaction of the Rhenish princes to "Mlinster," furthermore, 

demonstrates how crucial a factor religion is in analyzing 

and understanding Reformation society. "Mlinster" had 

demonstrated how volatile the times were. with the victory 

over the city, the princes felt that God had given them 

another chance to improve the deplorable conditions in 

their lands. Therefore, they regarded "reformation" not 



only as a socially and politically wise move, but as a 

religious imperative. 

281 
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V. REACTIONS IN STRASBOURG 

1. The Mecca of the Persecuted 

The Rhine connected Catholic Cologne with Protestant 

Strasbourg, the second largest imperial city of the Empire 

after cologne.! The small episcopal see in Alsace began 

its slow ascent in the eleventh century. Strasbourg became 

an imperial city in 1205, but the Bishop contested its 

sovereignty. In a war against the city in 1262, the Bishop 

suffered total defeat and finally had to acknowledge 

Strasbourg as a free imperial city.2 Strasbourg was ruled 

by the nobility and the patriciate--until 1332 when, for 

the first time, the guilds gained a vote in the 

government. 3 As in Cologne, the influence of the guilds 

!Between 1521 and 1541, the popUlation fluctuated 
between 20,000 and 25,000 within the city itself, and 
between 30,000 and 40,000 including the territory belonging 
to Strasbourg outside of the city. In comparison, Cologne 
had between 35,000 and 40,000 inhabitants. See Ulrich 
Cramer, Die Verfassung und Verwaltung der Stadt StraBburg 
von der Reformation bis zum Fall der Reichsstadt (Frankfurt 
a.M.: Selbstverlag des ElsaB-Lothringen-Instituts, 1931), 
184. 

2Marc Lienhard, Jakob Willer, StraSburg und die 
Reformation. Die hohe Zeit der Freien Reichsstadt (Kehl: 
Morstadt, 1981), 92. 

30n account of the economic rise of the city, the 
guilds had gained in importance, yet were still excluded 
from government. This led to considerable tensions. When 
the conflict between two noble families (the Zorn and the 
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rose continually over the next century. From 1420, they 

occupied two thirds of all seats in the Council and elected 

the chief ruler of the city, the Ammeister.4 

In the fifteenth century, Strasbourg emerged as a 

strong military force at the upper Rhine. 5 Beginning in 

the thirteenth century, Strasbourg expanded its territory 

beyond the civic boundaries to enhance its position vis-a-

vis the Bishop and to create market areas. By the end of 

the fifteenth century it possessed a larger territory than 

any other imperial city.6 Strasbourg's economy was strong 

as well, which is reflected in the city's reputation as the 

pantry and wine cellar of large parts of Germany.7 

Mililenheim) resulted in bloodshed (the StraBburger 
Geschwolle), the guilds used this opportunity to achieve 
access to civic government (1332). They were backed by 
Emperor Ludwig of Bavaria. See Lienhard, Willer, 
StraSburg, 94. 

4In 1420, the seats of the nobles and patricians were 
combined so that there existed only two estates: the 
nobles with patricians and the guilds. See Lienhard, 
Willer, StraSburg, 95. 

5Lienhard, Willer, StraSburg, 97-100. 

6By 1500, 4 cities, 5 castles, and 39 villages, 
scattered to the left and the right of the Rhine, belonged 
to Strasbourg's domain. These territories were combined to 
eight Xmter. The time of the greatest expansion was the 
fifteenth century. See Lienhard, Willer, StraSburg, 100f; 
and Gerhard Wunder, Das StraSburger Landgebiet. 
Territorialgeschichte vom 13. bis zum 18. Jahrhundert 
(Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1967), 9, 201-203. In 
comparison, Cologne had no rural territory to speak of. 

7Cramer, Verfassung und Verwaltung, 112. 
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Alsatian wine enjoyed renown in England, Holland, and 

switzerland. Strasbourg was the trading center for 

agricultural products, particularly grain, and held the 

monopoly for wood supply.8 The traffic was heavy in the 

Alsatian city, a crossroads of major connections between 

Vienna and Paris as well as Venice and Cologne. Due to a 

shrewd traffic policy, Strasbourg's bargemen controlled the 

shipping from Basel to Mainz and Frankfurt; often their 

vessels made their way to Cologne and the North Sea. 9 In 

the sixteenth century, Strasbourg's financial standing was 

quite favorable with banking houses frequented by Emperors, 

Kings, princes, and burgers from other cities. 

Strasbourg's citizens benefited from the prosperity as well 

because the Council was able to abstain from levying heavy 

taxes. Nonetheless, from 1530, Strasbourg's contributions 

to the Schmalkaldic League as well as to the imperial wars 

against the Turks and the French, and finally the weighty 

task of bearing the expenses of the Schmalkaldic War, 

thoroughly depleted the treasury. 10 

The sway of the Reformation in Strasbourg was 

8Crimer, Verfassung und Verwaltunq, 112f, 116. 

9Cri:imer, Verf(3lssung und Verwal tung-, 117f. 

10cramer, Verfassung und Verwaltunq, 136, 141. 
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particularly due to influential preachers. Before Martin 

Bucer and Wolfgang Capito became prominent figures in 

Strasbourg's Reformation, several former priests had 

promoted Luther's teachings since 1520. Among them was the 

priest of the MUnster, Mathias Zell, whose Christliche 

verantwortung (1523) was Strasbourg's first Reformation 

treatise. II Thomas Murner, the most adroit pamphleteer 

among Strasbourg's Catholics, combatted the Lutherans 

vehemently. Zell owed his protection against the Bishop to 

the Council. In the Spring of 1523, the Protestants gained 

new defenders in the former Dominican, Martin Bucer, and 

Wolfgang Capito, the provost of Saint Thomas; with their 

arrival the Reformation in Strasbourg moved ahead. Between 

1523 and 1529, the supporters of the Protestants within the 

Council, including Jacob Sturm, Claus Kniebs, and Mathis 

Pfarrer, took the decisive steps to introduce the 

Reformation, while at the same time exercising caution and 

moderation: the political leaders of Strasbourg, and 

particularly Jacob sturm, held the reigns of the 

IIBesides Zell, Peter Philipp Meyger of Altsanktpeter, 
an unnamed lecturer of the Augustinians, and the reading 
master of the Carmelites, Tilman of Lyn count among the 
early supporters of Luther. See Lienhard, Willer, 
StraSburg, 18-20. 
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Reformation tightly in their hands. 12 

But the change in confession did not go uncontested. 

To begin with, the Protestants encountered opposition from 

adherents to the old church, although their voice became 

ever weaker with their shrinking numbers. By 1527, even 

the small number gathered around the last Catholic parish 

priest in Strasbourg, John Minderer of Saint Andreas, had 

to find opportunities for worship outside the city. After 

1529, only three cloisters were left as witnesses to the 

old faith. Furthermore, the reformers experienced 

opposition from various Anabaptist groups, Spiritualists, 

and other representatives of the Radical Reformation. 13 

Although Strasbourg opted for the Reformation, it did 

not lose its chief position in the Empire, but rather 

augmented its importance under the political and religious 

leadership of Jacob sturm and Martin Bucer. Ready to 

accept religious refugees from all provinces, the city 

became a melting pot of many diverse ideas, receiving 

important intellectual and religious impulses for its 

12In 1523, the care for the poor was newly organized 
and the clergy was urged to acquire citizenship. Since 
1524, all congregations were lead by Protestant preachers. 
Only in 1529 did the Council abolished the mass, and even 
then Sturm suggested to wait still longer. See Lienhard, 
Willer, StraSburg, 24-27. 

13Lienhard, willer, StraSburg, 51-55. 
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hospitality. However, through its schooling and its 

printing presses, Strasbourg left its mark on the 

Reformation at large. Strasbourg's influence becomes even 

more evident when looking at the central positions of sturm 

and Bucer in the Reformation movement, their "trouble 

shooting"-expeditions, the manifold requests for opinions, 

and their extensive correspondence with numerous cities in 

the Empire. 

Despite its geographical distance from MUnster, 

Strasbourg took a prominent place among the cities reacting 

to the events in Westphalia. 14 On the eve of the 

Anabaptist reign, Strasbourg underwent an increase of 

sects, which transformed the city into a havan for many 

different religious groups and individuals. It harbored 

people like Melchior Hoffman and Caspar Schwenckfeld, who 

were thought to have stood godfather to the later kingdom 

of MUnster .15 Protestant reformers outside of Strasbourg 

MIn fact, Strasbourg apologized for not participating 
in the district Diet of Coblenz (December 13, 1534), 
convened to deal with the MUnster affair, by referring to 
its distance from Westphalia. The neighboring princes and 
estates ought to be called upon first before turning to 
Strasbourg for aid. OGT ElsaB II, Nr. 619, p. 395f. 
Philip of Hesse rebuked the city harshly for this attitude; 
ibid., 443 (Nr. 652). 

15Indeed, Hoffman was not the only one, who was 
associated with Strasbourg and MUnster. In a letter to 
Vadian, Heinrich Bullinger blames the unrest in MUnster on 
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looked at the Alsatian city with concern. In July of 1533, 

Heinrich Bullinger felt the need to warn Ambrosius Blarer 

and Johann Zwick that Strasbourg was the refuge for the 

worst of all good-for-nothings and separatists. 16 A month 

later, Bucer assured Bullinger that the Council of 

Strasbourg would take strong action against Hoffman. 17 

Oswald Myconius was worried about the political, social: 

and religious situation there, believing that everything 

was tolerated in the Alsatian city and that the ministers 

remained silent in face of what was happening. 18 Bucer 

hurriedly corrected Myconius' impression. 19 Nevertheless, 

Bucer himself was deeply concerned about the religious 

situation in Strasbourg; he complained to Margarethe Blarer 

about the rampant growth of heretical groups and exclaimed 

that there was no church in greater need of advice than 

Schwenckfeld and adds: "0 poor, polluted Strasbourg, from 
which such unwanted birds take wings." OGT ElsaB II, 25:; 
(Nr. 483); January 3, 1534. 

160GT ElsaB II, 122 (Nr. 411a); letter of Bullinger to 
Ambrosius Blarer and Johann Zwick; July 25, 1533. 

170GT ElsaB II, 124 (Nr. 417); letter of Bucer to 
Bullinger; August 22, 1533. 

180swald Myconius in his letter to Capito and Bucer: 
"catabaptistis omnia referta. Dogrnatistarum vix unquam 
major est conspectus numerus. Tolerantur omnes. 
Praedicatores tacent. Senatus vel nescit, vel negligit ... " 
OGT ElsaB II, 209 (Nr. 457); November 23, 1533. 

190GT ElsaB II, 209f (Nr.458); letter of Bucer to 
Myconius shortly after November 23, 1533. 
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strasbourg's.2o Bucer apologized to the Bishop of 

Augsburg, Christoph of Stadion because Hoffman was given an 

opportunity for a public disputation at the Strasbourg 

synod of 1533. 21 He had to admit that the ministers 

themselves were responsible for Strasbourg's problems due 

to their misplaced and unconscientious leniency.22 This 

laxity toward unorthodox spirits would soon become the 

basis for suspicions that Strasbourg had provided the 

backdrop for Mtinster. 

On account of this disposition, some predicted that 

Strasbourg would be the next Mtinster--another stage, upon 

which a Mtinsterite scenario might be enacted. 23 As a 

result, its political leaders and ministers feared for the 

city's reputatior which was of no small importance in view 

of the projects that lay ahead: the Strasburghers wanted 

to be included in the Treaty of Kadan, negotiated after the 

WOGT ElsaB II, 1 (Nr. 353); January 4, 1533. Cf. 
below p.--. 

210GT ElsaB II, 130f (Nr. 420); September 8, 1533. 

nOGT ElsaB II, 181f (Nr. 442); letter of Bucer to 
Ambrosius Blarer; October 23, 1533. Cf. Bucer's letter to 
Ambrosius Blarer of December 18, 1533, in which he 
describes the negative consequences of the excessive 
leniency in Strasbourg; OGT ElsaB II, 222 (Nr. 470). 

23The rumor had spread that the ministers (1) wanted to 
transform Strasbourg into a second Mtinster; OGT ElsaB II, 
457f (Nr. 671); letter of Bucer to Bullinger and Jud; end 
of May/Beginning of June, 1535. Bucer regretted that they 
had given credence to such nonsense. 
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war against Wurttemberg, which, however, excluded 

sacramentarians and fanatics (Sakramentierer und 

Schwarmer). Furthermore, they were engaged in joining all 

Protestants under one common confession: the future 

wittenberg Concord (1536). For these reasons, it was vital 

that strasbourg succeed in cleansing itself of the stain of 

heresy and in presenting itself as a responsible and 

untainted city. 

In addition, the authorities wanted to prevent a 

similar revolt in Strasbourg's own territory. The 

experience of "Munster" had demonstrated how closely 

religious freedom and unrest were related. Strasbourg, 

therefore, strongly sensed the need to define the 

boundaries of religious orthodoxy more sharply and to keep 

a close eye on sects and dissenters. 

with its widely respected reformers Bucer, Capito, 

Hedio, and Zell, Strasbourg also understood itself as a 

firm protagonist for the Protestant cause. As such, it was 

the immediate partner of Philip of Hesse. Thus, when the 

Anabaptists in Munster forced everybody except their own 

allies to leave the city, the Alsatian Protestant reformers 

felt called upon to fight for the reinstatement of their 

religion in the Westphalian metropolis. During the 

unsettling developments in Munster, Strasbourg functioned 

as a center of information. Reformers and politicians in 
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other south-German cities turned to Jacob sturm and Martin 

Bucer to obtain the latest news about the MUnster affair. 

All of these factors explain why, despite its 

geographical distance, Strasbourg took a strong interest in 

the events of MUnster. While Strasbourg has been the 

recurrent subject of historical investigations, scholars 

have concentrated on the underlying motives for the city's 

political and religious course during the Reformation era, 

the role of the patriciate vis-A-vis the governing bodies, 

the influence of the laity upon city politics, the 

heterodox character of Strasbourg, and on the Protestant 

clergy. Apart from Martin Greschat's biography of Bucer,24 

these studies focused their attention on the 1520s--when 

Strasbourg accepted Protestantism--and on the 1540s, when 

the city reacted first to the threat and then to the 

reality of the Schmalkaldic War. The 1530s have received 

little consideration--with the exception of one issue: the 

control of sects. Miriam Usher Chrisman observed that, 

during these years, the city tightened its control over 

sects following the suggestions of its ministers.25 

Greschat pointed out that the experience of "MUnster" 

24Martin Greschat, Martin Bucer. Ein Reformer und seine 
Zeit (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1990). 

25Miriam Usher Chrisman, Strasbourq and the Reform. A 
study in the Process of Change (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1967), 195. 
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accelerated this development. 26 However, as this 

investigation will demonstrate, the impact of "Munster" on 

domestic politics was much more subtle, and strangely 

delayed. 

Strasbourg's reactions to the Anabaptist reign--as 

displayed in correspondences, council minutes, sermons, 

theological treatises, prefaces, chronicles, and edicts-

can set this curiously neglected decade into sharper 

profile. "Munster" challenged Strasbourg's foreign policy, 

questioned its domestic politics, and called its 

theologians into action. Not surprisingly, therefore, in 

its reactions, Strasbourg exposed vital interests and fears 

of its own. On the other hand, its responses are a witness 

to the impact of "Munster" in the Empire and show what 

difference the events made in the political and religious 

outlook. 

26Greschat, Martin Bucer, 133. 
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2. The Ministers of Strasbourg 

"MUnster's" impact on Strasbourg's Protestant clergy 

will only become clear when we juxtapose their theological 

conviction and political action before and after 1534. 

Was, for instance, their call for stricter control of sects 

a reaction to MUnster, or do we find this stance already 

before the developments in Westphalia? The same question 

applies to the call for unity and the treatment of 

Anabaptists. with this in mind we turn to the role 

"MUnster" played in the ministers' treatises, appeals, and 

letters. 

In order to trace the ministers' concerns and how they 

were affected by the events of MUnster, we will compare 

documents from various phases between 1532 and 1538. The 

most promising point of departure for our investigation is 

the first synod of Strasbourg (1533), predating the events 

in Westphalia. For this synod, a number of proposals were 

written--by the ministers, the churchwardens 

(Kirchenpfleger or Kirchspielpfleger), and their assistants 

(Helfer)--providing us with lucid information about their 

agenda between 1532 and 1534. From the synod, we shall 
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move to Bucer's Bericht auss der heiligen geschrift,27 

written on the eve of the Anabaptist reign in MUnster, and 

addressed to the MUnsteraner. The Bericht--signed by all 

the ministers--is a revealing testimony of their concerns 

and theological position. Their hopes for a fruitful 

dialogue with the MUnster Anabaptists, still high in 1534, 

were dashed by the events in Westphalia of early 1535. At 

this point, Bucer published his writings on the role of the 

magistracy, his preface and epilogue to Musculus' German 

translation of Augustine's letter to Bonifacius,28 and his 

Dialogi. 29 Both the deterrent example of "Munster" and the 

promising Protestant changes in Augsburg, were before 

Bucer's eyes, lending urgency to his appeal to his own 

magistracy for the ordering of religious affairs. 

For the years following the downfall of the Anabaptist 

reign in MUnster, appeals, exhortations, and letters of the 

ministers help us to determine if and how "MUnster" changed 

the ministers' convictions. 

27Martin Bucers Deutsche Schriften, 5, Martini Buceri 
Opera omnia, Sere 1, ed. Robert stupperich (GUtersloh: Gerd 
Mohn, 1978), 119-258. 

28"Vom Ampt der oberkei t," in Martin Bucers Deutsche 
Schriften, 6.2, Martini Buceri Opera Omnia, Sere 1, ed. 
Robert Stupperich, e.a. (GUtersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1984), 27-
38. 

29BDS 6,2. 39-189. 
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The four main Protestant preachers at Strasbourg were 

Martin Bucer, Wolfgang Capito, Kaspar Hedio, and Matthias 

Zel1. 3o When Bucer became parish priest of st. Aurelien in 

1524, he was the least known of the four. The highest 

ranking representative of the Church of Strasbourg was 

Wolfgang Capito, doctor of theology and provost of st. 

Thomas. Matthias Zell was renowned as a great preacher, 

unsurpassed in his power to move the people. Caspar Hedio 

enjoyed high esteem as cathedral preacher and translator 

into German of humanist and Reformation texts. By the late 

1520s, however, Bucer's voice had become the most prominent 

of the ministers. 

From 1530 on, these four preachers shared roughly the 

same ideas about religion and life in the city of 

strasbourg. 31 Bucer and his party was opposed by a group 

30For a characterization of these four preachers, see 
Johann Wilhelm Baum, Capito und Butzer. StraBburgs 
Reformatoren (Elberfeld, 1860)--this study concentrates on 
capito's and Bucer's development up to 1530; Miriam Usher 
Chrisman, Strasbourg and Reform 1967), 81-93; Beate 
Stierle, Capito als Humanist, QFRG 42 (1974); James K. 
Kittelson, Wolfgang Capito. From Humanist to Reformer, SMRT 
17 (Leiden: Brill, 1975); Martin Greschat, Martin Bucer; 
Marc Lienhard, "Le percee du mouvement evangelique a 
Strasbourg: Ie role et la figure de Matthieu Zell (1477-
1548)," Un temps, une ville, une Reforme. La Reformation a 
Strasbourg (Hampshire: variorum, 1990), 85-98 (Nr. 2). 

31Capito had drawn criticism when, in 1528, he 
displayed considerable sympathy toward sectarians in 
general and Martin Cellarius in particular. See Baum, 
Capito und Butzer, 402-412. 



of clergy, led by the ministers Anton Engelbrecht and 

Wolfgang SchultheiB. 32 Engelbrecht had been a colleague 

and supporter of Bucer in the late 1520s, yet tensions 
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between them arose from 1530 onward, when Bucer's call for 

the magistracy to secure true religion and stricter 

discipline became more insistent. Bucer categorized 

Engelbrecht and those with some of the same ideas as 

"Epicureans"--claiming that their god was their stomach, 

that they led an immoral life, and that they had little 

religion. 33 

The term "Epicurean" was used by Bucer and his party 

to accuse collectively individuals--ministers, theologians, 

humanists, or someone like the vegetable dealer Clement 

Ziegler--who shared little more than an emphasis on 

32In what follows, every reference to "the ministers" 
or "the Protestant clergy" is understood to mean Bucer and 
his colleagues. 

33For a brief overview of the "Epicureans" and of the 
problems of this term, see Marc Lienhard, "Les epicuriens a 
Strasbourg entre 1539 et 1550 et Ie probleme de incroyance 
au xvr siecle," Croyants et Sceptigues au xvr siecle 
(Strasbourg, 1981), 17-54; idem, "Glaube und Skepsis im 16. 
Jahrhundert," Un temps. une ville, une Reforme. La 
Reformation a Strasbourg, 160-181 (Nr. 14). For a more 
extensive treatment of Engelbrecht and SchultheiB, see 
Werner Bellardi, "Anton Engelbrecht (1485-1558). Helfer, 
Mitarbeiter und Gegner Bucers," ARG 64 (1973) 183-206; 
idem, Wolfgang Schultheiss. Wege und Wandlungen eines 
StraSburger Spiritualisten und Zeitgenossen Martin Bucers 
(Frankfurt a.M., 1976); Cornelius H.W. van den Berg, "Anton 
Engelbrecht: Un 'Epicurien' Strasbourgeois (1)," Croyants 
et Sceptiques au XVle siecle (Strasbourg, 1981), 111-120. 
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spiritual and internal quality of their belief and opposing 

any effort at constraining religion. Thus it is not only 

an out-group designation but also fails to describe the 

range of characters generally subsumed under it. 

a. The Synod of 1532-1534 

On November 30, 1532, the ministers and churchwardens 

of Strasbourg approached the Council with complaints about 

abuses in the Church and activities of sectarian groups. 

Submitting a series of propositions, the ministers urged 

the authorities to convene a synod to deal with these 

issues.~ Bucer and his colleagues deplored the growing 

lack of discipline35 as well as the ruin of 'good morals' 

and piety,~ suggesting how the Council might deal with 

immorality and ungodliness. Particularly in view of the 

sects (Wie den secten zu begegnen) , it could not be 

tolerated that everybody spread religious opinions at will-

-as unfortunately had been the case in Strasbourg like in 

34BDS 5. 366-377. The proposal was written by Bucer 
together with Capito, Redio, and Zelle 

35BDS 5. 366. 

36BDS 5. 367. 
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no other city of the entire Empire. 37 The ministers 

underlined the need to distinguish between the good-hearted 

(guthertzigen) who had been misled and those who were the 

leaderf:; of sects (rotten vnnd secten meister) .38 

Furthermore, they emphasized the importance of a colloquium 

as a means to come to an agreement about doctrine and 

practice.~ That the ministers were aware of the 

differences among the sects, their elaborate list of 

sectarian groups including brief descriptions of their 

various types display.~ Their enumeration ends with the 

Anabaptists, who were considered separate from the other 

sects and--at this point--a unified group. The 

differentiation would grow more sophisticated in succeeding 

confrontations with the 'separatists'. 

37"Zum vierden will mann, das das h. Euangelj frucht 
bringe, muB mann auch warlich ein statlich einsehen haben, 
das nit ein ieder das selbige seins mutwillens verlestere 
vnnd widerwertige leere einflire, wie hie biBhar leyder meer 
dann inn einiger stat im gantzen reich geschehen vnnd noch 
geschicht." BOS 5. 373, 2-5. 

38BOS 5. 373, 5-13. 

39The preachers, not ashamed to confess their faith 
before the Emperor, would willingly participate in ..... 
ein offentlich gesprech [das] vor verordneten von eim 
Ersamen rath vnnd etlichen von zlinfften gehalten wurde; 
dann schlecht die gotlich warheit christlich zu vertedigen 
vnnd jrthumb zubegegnen, keyn ander weg oder mittel ist, 
dann gnugsame erklarung der lere gottes durch red vnnd 
gegenred, das da jeder sein notturft dar thUe." BOS 5. 373, 
14-20. 

40BOS 5. 373, 32 - 374, 6. 
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The ministers concluded by calling upon the magistracy 

to ensure stricter discipline and true Christian teaching. 

They lashed out against the guilds, condemning their 

immoral and godless behavior "which will draw everybody who 

has contact with them away from all that is godly and 

toward an utterly Epicurean and Turkish godlessness and a 

bestial life. 1141 Instead of being a stumbling block for 

the whole world, Strasbourg ought to shine forth as an 

example, stimulating others to imitate its Christian way of 

life. Apart from pointing to strasbourg's courageous 

stance before the Emperor, the ministers reminded the 

Council of the city's reputation within the German nation 

and its attraction for foreigners: the magistracy would 

risk all this if it failed to establish discipline and true 

Christian teaching within its own territory. Apart from 

wrestling with these political considerations, each 

councilor will have to justify his actions--or lack 

thereof--before God, because it is God who gave the 

political authorities the command to reign over their 

subjects in a Christian manner.G Thus the ministers' 

4111 das, wer sie heret vnnd vrub sie ist, jret halb 
von allem getlichen wesen vnnd dienst zu gantz Epicurischer 
vnnd turckischer gotloBkeyt vnnd vihischem leben gezogen 
vnnd angefieret, •.. " BDS 5. 376, 21-23. 

GStrasbourg is the " ... gemeine stat, die sich vor 
filen anderen christlicher leer halben her fur gestellet 
vnnd inn gefar begeben hat, vor gott vnnd der welt zum 
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"proposal for the synod" became an undisguised warning 

against political lethargy. 

The councilors promised lito think about the matter. ,,43 

On April 12, 1533, they decreed that a synod was to be 

held, and that the ministers and the churchwardens ought to 

illeet for a pre-synod. M One and a half months later, Jacob 

gespot vnnd auch, noch dem sie von frombden viI besuchet 
vnnd jn teutscher nation nit den geringsten namen hat, zu 
offentlichem strauch stein wurdt allen bloden schwachen 
gewissen, bede, denen, so sich dem lauteren Euangelj 
begeben vnnd noch an babstlichen ceremonien etwas hangen, 
So man fil meer jederman ein furneme anreytzung sein solte 
zu allem gut em vnnd recht christlichem leben vnnd wandel. 
Nun solicher erschrocklichen ergerntiss wtirdt ein oberkeyt, 
es fehle dann aIle schrifft, gott schwere rechnung geben 
mtissen, dann sie von gott vnnd sunst niemand yr oberkeyt 
vnnd gewalt haben, der halb sie auch jnen nichs vberal so 
hoch solten lossen angelegen sein, als das yre vnderthonen, 
so auch gottes vnnd sunst niemands sein, zu gottes ehren 
vnnd willen gezogen vnnd geregiert wurden, wie dan solichs 
jnen von gott inn seinem gesatz auBgedrucket vnnd vffs 
ernstlichest befolhen ist." BOS 5. 376, 24 - 377, 3. 

43"0r . Capito, Or. Hedio, h. [Herr] Butzer und mstr. 
[Meister] Mathis Zell bringen mangel der kirchen in ettlich 
artikel und schrift gestellt, die sie mit den 
kirchenpflegern bedacht; haben dieselben erklart und bitten 
urn gottes willen die ehr, lieb gottes und nachsten, auch 
der gemeinen kirchen noth zu bedenken. Erkannt: herr en 
ordnen, wie es ftirderlich nach gelegenheit diser stadt 
thunlich seyn und zu besserung dienen solI, zu bedenken. 
Oesgl. wie und welcher gestalt das gesprach gehalten werden 
mocht, vnd was aus demselben kommen mocht: h. Jakob Sturm, 
Herlin, And. Mieg und Sebastian Erb." BOS 5. 366. 

MQGT EIsaB II, 3 (Nr. 357). At this pre-synod, the 
councilors, ministers, and churchwardens were to determine 
the agenda for the upcoming synod and who of the various 
sects would be allowed to speak to the gathering. OGT 
ElsaB II, 15f (Nr. 365). 
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sturm announced that the task was greater than the Council 

had anticipated since there existed many sects in 

Strasbourg which needed consideration. 45 

At the pre-synod, the ministers and Kirchspielpfleger 

submitted an opinion (Bedacht) containing sixteen articles 

to be discussed at the synod.~ Articles 14 and 15 

maintained that it was the role of the magistracy to punish 

false teaching, schismatic tendencies, and godless 

worship.~ The Bedacht displayed a deeper acquaintance 

with the sects than the "Proposal" of 1532, recognizing 

45June 3, 1533 was set as the date on which ministers 
and churchwardens would convene: "H. Jacob sturm etc. 
zeigen an: als sie verordnet mit den predigern den synodum 
zu berathschlagen, so befinden sie, daB das werk groBer 
seyn will dann es angeschlagen, namlich: daB groBe sekten 
hie seyen, die man erkundigen und erfahren und helfen 
sollt; haben sie ftir gut angesehen, daB die 21 
kirchspielpfleger mit den predicanten auf zinstag in den 
pfingstfeiertagen [June 3] zusammenkamen, ein rath die 
seinen darzu ordnen, alle pfarrer berufen und die helfer 
berufen, die artikel, so im synodo gehandelt werden sollen, 
setzteni so der synodus gehalten und jernandts die 
widerfechten wollt, wie man die sollt horen, damit es mit 
der gemeinde beschehe, und nicht gesagt wtirde, zwen oder 
drei hatten es allein gethan. QGT ElsaB II, 15, 20 - 16, 1 
(Nr. 365) • 

~"Bedacht der Kirchenpfleger, Pradikanten und Helfer 
tiber die Abhaltung der angeordneten Synode zu StraBburg" 
including "Die der Synode vorgelegten XVI Glaubensartikel 
1533," (shortly before May 31, and June 5-10 respectively) 
BDS 5. 383-401. Bucer had initially drawn up 22 articles, 
which he had sent from Basel to Capito, Hedio, and Zell in 
mid-April of 1533 (BDS 5. 378-382). He then condensed them 
to sixteen, which became the basis for the synod (BDS 5. 
388-401). 

47BDS 5. 392. 
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that not even the Anabaptists formed a monolithic group.48 

The citizens were invited to make known their criticism of 

the commonly held beliefs. 49 After all, the evangelical 

doctrine had been accepted not only by the Council and the 

jUdiciary (Scheffel), but by the whole commune (gemeyne).50 

The ministers stressed how vital it was to establish unity 

within the city. They recalled how the city had stood up 

to the Pope and had proclaimed its support for evangelical 

teaching, suggesting that such a stance would have been in 

vain if the magistracy now failed to secure adherence to 

the Gospel. In addition, Strasbourg, now a respected 

member of the Protestant defensive league, would lose its 

reputation as a stronghold of Christian faith since the 

city did not protect this faith within its own domain. 

More, the wrath of God would undoubtedly fall upon the 

48"Zum dritten seind die Tetiffer, die seind aber mit 
grosser trennung vnder jnen selb, das sie auch einander 
verbannen, deren mochte man etliche beschicken vnnd jnen 
beuelhen, vnder jnen etliche flirnemen hie zu auB zu 
schiessen [=delegieren]. Dann in dem seind sie aIle eins, 
das hie in gemeyn das Euangeli Christi nit geprediget vnnd 
keine sacrament recht gehalten werden." BDS 5. 394, 28 -
395, 2. 

49BDS 5. 396, 1-9. 

WIlEs ist die lere, die fur Euangelische hie nun so 
lang geftiret wurdt, nit alleyn durch v.gn.h. [unsere 
gnadigen Herren] des raths vnd Scheffel, sonder auch durch 
die gemeyne begert vnnd angenommen, als sie des durch 
v.gn.h. auch von man zu man gefraget worden sein." BDS 5. 
396, 16-19. 
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city. 51 

The pre-synod in June of 1533 revealed that the 

ministers' proposal of a church ordinance was not 

uncontested. Those whom Bucer had disdainfully called 

"Epicureans" opposed him and his colleagues particularly on 

the issues of the magistracy's role in religious matters 

and on the control of discipline in a Christian church. 

The former priest and companion of Bucer, Anton 

Engelbrecht, felt that the magistracy ought not impose a 

doctrine on the community. First of all, it was not the 

task of the political authorities to judge inner belief. 

Secondly, the community should exercise more toleration 

toward other beliefs. And finally, no disciplinary 

ordinance (Zuchtordnung) was to be placed upon the 

51"Dann warlich, solte man nit zu bester eynigkeyt in 
dem, daran es alles gelegen, das ist, des h. Euangelj vnnd 
gotes diensts, in dieser stat kommen, sonder solte hynfur, 
wie biB her zu viI lange zeyt beschehen, iedem geptiren, 
gegenleer einzufieren, das offentlich zu lesteren vnnd vff 
das grausamist zu schelten, das hie von gemeyner 
burgerschafft begeret vnnd durch die Oberkeyt verordnet 
ist, hie offentlich als gottes lere zu predigen, daruff man 
auch dem Papst vnnd den seinen solichen eingriff gethon 
hat, sy for aller welt als christlich frey bekennet, mochte 
daruB anders nit folgen, dann schwerer zorn gottes tiber 
diese Stat, die sich in seinen sachen so leichtfertig 
erzeygete vnd dan eytel trennung vnd spaltungen vnder den 
burgeren vnnd also entlichen vndergang aller guter 
policyen, zu dem wurde man des auch ein gantze Stat kleines 
glaubens vnnd eeren zu rhtimen haben, die sich mit so fil 
fl [ecken] vnnd stetten vereynbaret hette, sie by einE!.r lere 
zu schtitzen als die gotlich sein solIe, vnnd sie aber die 
selbige, wie aIle jre handlungen bewisen, selb nit fur 
gtitlich hielten." BDS 5. 396, 26 - 397, 7. 
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community. 52 Bucer responded to Engelbrecht's Bericht with 

a refutation (Widerlegung) , 53 in which he defended the 

obligation of the magistracy to make protection of true 

religion its foremost duty. 

In October of 1533 the synod convened. It approved a 

52Jacob sturm encouraged Engelbrecht to write down his 
arguments voiced at the pre-synod. In the fall of 1533, 
therefore, Anton Engelbrecht wrote a "Bericht" (AST 75, Nr. 
46). Excerpts of this "Bericht" can be found in QGT ElsaS 
II, 55-63 (Nr. 374). For a discussion of the "Epicureans" 
at the synod, see van den Berg, "Anton Engelbrecht," 114-
116, and Bellardi, "Wolfgang Schultheiss," 32-40. 
Regarding the concerns of the "Epicureans," cf. Wolfgang 
SchultheiS' position in his "Ermanung zum geistlichen 
Vrteyl ynn Gottlichen sachen/Vnd wie man zur waren 
eynigkeyt des Glaubens diser zeyt kommen mtige ll (strasbourg, 
1531), printed in Bellardi, "Wolfgang Schultheiss," 57-69. 
Already two years before the synod, SchultheiS warned the 
Council that the ministers were trying to establish a new 
tyranny--worse than the papacy's: 

"Verkauffens alles fur warheyt 
und ruffen an die oberckeyt, 
Zu beschirmen, was sie gschriben handt. 
Wers nicht glaubt, der mus das landt 
Raumen oder kornpt ynn pein ... 
Ihr ettlich haben ein andre weiS 
Mit pochen, scheltten, darzu wtiten, 
Als woltens ubern glauben gbieten 
Und aIle geister leschen aus. 
Was wtird zu letzte anders draus 
Dann ein newe tyranny, 
viI boser, dann sie vormals nie 
Underm Bapstumb ist gewesen, 
von dem wir noch nicht gar genesen, 
Und fahen wider zu bawen an, 
Das sie vormals zurstoret han." (65f) 

~"Bucers Widerlegung des Berichts von Engelbrecht" 
(after December 18, 1533) BDS 5. 432-501. This treatise is 
signed "AIle pfarrer, prediger vnd helffer, diener des 
worts yn der stat." (500) 
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Bedacht,~ which would become the almost literal basis for 

the new church ordinance of 1534. 55 In this Bedacht, the 

ministers justified their insistence on promulgating a 

church order. They argued that this new ordinance would 

put the magistrate in a better position to guard the city 

against sects and threats of separatism. 56 Particular 

emphasis was put on Christian discipline, of which--

according to the ministers--there had been very little so 

far. 

The discussions of 1533 show which tenets had been in 

place among the Strasbourg ministers before the 

developments in MUnster took their course. Already the 

ministers saw the danger brought by sects and their 

separation for both the faithful Christian and the common 

weal of the city. As Bucer complained to Margarethe Blarer 

on January 4, 1533: 

The sects here grow ever more rampant and the 
holy word of God has been brought into such 
disrespect that the old Epicurean sect ha~ broken 
forth more confidently than ever. May God come 
to the aid of his little flock! We often advise 

5411Bedacht des auBschutz von ordinantzen und 
kirchenbreuchen" (before October 13, 1533) BDS 5. 402-431. 

55 11 0 r dnung und Kirchengebreuch fUr die Pfarrern und 
Kirchendienern zu StraBburg und derselbigen angehorigen, 
uff gehabtem Synodo fUrgenommen," (1534) BDS 5. 24-41. 

5611Zum dritten wUrt auch besserlich geachtet, das 
vnsere genadigen herr en spaltung vnnd secten zu verhieten 
verordneten, ... " BDS 5. 410, 13f. 



other churches, but there is no church in greater 
need of advice than ours. May God grant us such
-and soon. 57 

The ministers and all those involved in the synod 
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acquired an ever more differentiated understanding of the 

various sects in Strasbourg and elsewhere. Furthermore, 

the emphasis throughout was on discussion rather than on 

the use of force. The goal was to achieve unity of 

religion within the city--for the salvation of each 

Christian and the well-being of the city which might 

otherwise be struck by the wrath of God. In addition, 

religious accord was the best political move that 

Strasbourg could make. 

At the same time the controversy during the synod 

illustrates that the theologians of strasbourg did not form 

a unanimous group. The ministers in Bucer's wake were not 

only opposed by more radical characters like Melchior 

Hoffman, but also by the so-called Epicureans. The 

question arises as to how sUbstantial the opposition to 

Bucer and his followers was, and how significant this 

~"Die secten haben hie uberhandt genomen und das 
heylig wort gottes jn diese verachtung bracht, das do neben 
die alt epicurische sect alB sicher alB ie herfurbrochen 
ist. Gott helff seynen kleynen heufflein! Man schreybt 
her offt umb rath anderen kirchen und ist keyne, die baB 
raths bedorffte dann eben unsere. Den wolle unB gott 
verleyhen und zeytlich." QGT ElsaB II, 1 (Nr. 353). 
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putative group of Epicureans was in Strasbourg. Marc 

Lienhard has suggested that the term Epicureanism captures 

a "collective mentality," a "popular" phenomenon in the 

Strasbourg of the 1530s. 58 However intriguing, this thesis 

still remains to be proven. 59 Not only do we lack sources 

reflecting the sentiments of the lower strata of society, 

but even statements by Epicurean intellectuals are hard to 

come by--especially after the synod. Although the council 

members shared some of their misgivings, particularly with 

regard to the ministersi urge for a disciplinary order, 

Engelbrecht was nevertheless removed from his office on 

January 27, 1534. In 1541, he returned to the Catholic 

Church. SchultheiS, less radical in his ideas than 

Engelbrecht, was able to continue in his office as a 

minister until 1538. 60 Some time between 1543 and 1548, 

SchultheiS, too, returned to the Catholic Church. 61 Other 

Epicureans who were not ministers--such as otto Brunsfeld 

58" .•. il ne faut sans doute pas limiter l'epicurisme a 
un groupe precis dont on pourrait identifier tous les 
membres, mais bien parler d'une mentalite collective. Par 
ailleurs, l'epicurisme ne fut pas seulement savant, mais 
populaire." Lienhard, ilLes epicuriens a Strasbourg," 23. 

59In a response immediately following Lienhard's 
article (47-50), Jean Seguy, like Lienhard, fails to 
sUbstantiate this hypothesis with documentary evidence. 

60Bellardi, "~.qolfgang Schultheiss," 33-43. 

MBellardi, "Wolfgang Schultheiss," 47. 
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and John Sapidus--either left the city or fell silent.~ 

Whether we are confronted with an opposition of only a 

few intellectuals or of a larger segment of Strasbourg's 

society, it would be helpful to learn about the reactions 

of these so-called Epicureans to the later events in 

Mlinster. Unfortunately, the withdrawal of their leaders 

from all dialogue after the synod in 1534 makes it 

difficult to trace their stance on either religious or 

poli tical issues. 63 Gi ven their disposition toward 

religious toleration and their opposition to a discipline 

maintained by the political authorities, we need not 

speculate about their general disapproval and abhorrence of 

the Anabaptist reign in Munster.M The only hint we have 

of a particular interpretation of the events in Munster 

stems from years later, in the context of the Interim. 

When, on May 28, 1548, the wording of the Interim became 

known in Strasbourg, the ministers rejected its 

62Lienhard, ilLes epicuriens a Strasbourg, 11 21-23. 

63Marc Lienhard pointed toward the close alliance 
between "Epicureanism" and "Nicodemism": "Le comportement 
social des epicuriens comporte un autre trait interessant: 
une certaine reserve, une tendance a la dissimulation." 
Marc Lienhard, "Les epicuriens a Strasbourg," 26. His 
respondent Jean Seguy stressed the same aspect, 49. 

MFor the Epicureans, the Anabaptist reign in Munster 
with its mandatory baptism and conversion to Anabaptism was 
certainly no closer to the ideal of a tolerant city than 
was Strasbourg. 
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stipulations and decided to explain their opposition during 

worship the following Sunday (June 3, 1548). A few days 

later, an anonymous writing appeared, in which the 

ministers were accused of the "MUnsterite Spirit," i. e. of 

agitating the city against Emperor and magistracy. 65 The 

"scholars," blamed for the past catastrophe of MUnster, are 

blamed for having aroused the people against the magistracy 

during the Interim. 66 This statement sheds light on the 

reaction of the Epicureans to the events of MUnster. The 

Epicureans had always disapproved of the ministers' zeal 

for "purity" of religion and of their urge for a 

disciplinary order executed by the magistracy. It was this 

same zeal to purify and to bring order--the principles of 

the Anabaptist reign in MUnster--which in the eyes of the 

Epicureans led to the disaster of Munster. contrary to the 

convictions of Bucer and his colleagues, the Epicureans 

65"Ein bedencken vnd erinnerung auff die Predigen, so 
auff den Sontag nach Corporis Christi iij. junij alhie zu 
Strasburg seind gepredigt worden." (1548) The writing is 
not extant, but Bucer's response enables us to reconstruct 
most of its content: "Ein Summarischer vergriff der 
Christlichen lehre vnd Religion, die man zu Strasburg hat 
nun in die xxviij. jar gelehret. Mit Einer antwort der 
Prediger daselbet auff ein Lesterschrifft, in deren sie des 
MUnsterischen geists vnd lehre on einigen schein der 
warheit beschuldiget werden. Und Wem Reformation des 
eUsseren Ceremonischen Gotsdienste zustande." (1548) BDS 
17. 121-150. The author of the accusatory treatise, as 
Bellardi argues convincingly, is very likely Wolfgang 
SchultheiS. See Bellardi, "Wolfgang Schultheiss," 47. 

MBellardi, "Wolfgang Schultheiss," 47; BDS 17. 125. 
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believed that zeal for the right religion and control of 

religion do not lead to order, but to chaos: it produced 

fanatics rather than faithful Christians. 

b. Religious Unity and Rejection of Sects 

On the very eve of the MUnster events, when the 

Anabaptist reign was not yet established but its 

realization to be feared, Bucer and his colleagues 

admonished the Council to conclude the synodal decrees. 67 

The ministers used strong words to urge the councilors 

finally to take action. On account of the toleration of 

many sects and the grave lack of discipline among the 

citizens, Strasbourg had become a vexation for the entire 

German nation and a blasphemy to the Gospel. Complaints 

about Strasbourg from the outside reached the ministers 

daily. Thus far they had pointed to the synod as the 

platform on which Strasbourg's problems would be solved. 

But nothing came of it. All other points of business 

67" Aufforderung der StraSburger Prediger an den Rat, 
endlich die Synodalbeschltisse zu fassen," (January 
28/February 2, 1534) BDS 5. 502-511. This admonition was 
initially presented orally once the ministers realized that 
the Council did nothing to promulgate the decrees of the 
synod. The council then asked the ministers to put their 
complaints into writing. BDS 5. 502. 
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seemed more important to the Council than this most crucial 

affair, the ordering of religion. The ministers concluded 

that, now, Strasbourg could not but expect the severest 

punishment and wrath of God. 68 Moreover, the Counci I' s 

non-committal stance forced the ministers to criticize 

openly--on the pulpit and in writings--such a careless, yes 

reckless, way of handling politics.~ 

with an eye toward the Epicureans, the preachers 

affirmed that the protection of true religion on the part 

of the council was not to be mistaken for "governing the 

68"Zum ersten haben sie [the ministers] erzelet, das es 
allhie christlicher religion halb von wegen so viler 
spaltungen imm glauben vnnd dan auch verruchtes, 
vngotforchtiges lebens so libel stande, das des halb gemeyne 
stat vnnd kirch zu schwerer ergernlis gantzer teutscher 
nation vnnd erschrocklicher verlesterung des h. Euangelj 
gerathen seie. Oauon jnen taglich von den flirnemen kirchen 
teutscher nation viI klagens zugeschriben wurdt, das die 
burger, so wanderen, auch allethalb horen. BiBhar haben 
sie getrostet uff den Synodum; daraus wurdt aber nichs, 
vnnd aIle geschefft werden disem allernotwendigisten 
gescheft flirgesetzet, vnnd sye vnns also nichs dan die 
schwereste straff vnnd rach gottes zu erwarten, als die den 
willen gottes wissen vnd so gar verachten." BOS S. 502, 3 
- 503, 3. 

69" sie, die prediger, werden auch hiemi t get rung en I wa 
v.gn.h. ie wolten, da gott flir seie, inn diser so 
verderblichen farlessigkeyt beharren vnnd sich gotlicher 
sachen nit mit anderem ernst, dann bis har beschehen, 
annemen, solichs von jnen auch frey zu bekennen hie vff den 
Cantzelen vnnd gegen anderen inn schrifften, Oann jnen 
sunst zugemessen wurdt, das sie jnn solich farlessigkeit 
gehellen [=einstimmen, zustimmen]. Hiemit wollen sie aber 
vnseren h. nichs abtrewen, sonder allein die grosse 
notturfft rechtes christliches eifers anzeigen." BOS 5. 
503, 3-9. 
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hearts of people," but it ought to be understood as the 

ordering of external matters according to God's will. 70 

Apart from the establishment of discipline and a God-

pleasing way of living among the citizens--including 

preachers and council members--the abolition of sects was 

the most pressing issue on the ministers' agenda. Going 

into some detail about the different sectarian groups and 

individuals, the ministers stressed that although split 

among themselves sectarians were still able to harm the 

faithful. 71 Even some of the official clergy--some "of us" 

(!)--promoted the point of view that a Christian magistrate 

should abstain from using force as a means to restrain 

false doctrine; the magistrates should be guided by reason, 

not by preachers. n 

70"Man weiset auch hiemi t die oberkeyt nit dahyn, das 
sie ins hertz regieren, sonder das sie das eusserlich nach 
gottes gefallen anrichten." BDS 5. 503, 16f. 

71" ••• wan man nun sich der lere Christi verglichen, 
die auBzuspenden tauglichen predigeren beuelhen, die man da 
fUr halte, vnnd das volck zum horen auch furderet, so 
volget, das mit allem ernst den verderblichen secten vnnd 
rotten, so hie eingerissen vnnd aIle miteinander, wiewol 
sie vnder jnen zumm hochsten getrennet seind, dahyn 
handlen, das sie die leut von dem christlichen predigen 
abhalten, gewehret vnnd jre verderbliche lesterungen 
abgeschafft werdenn." BDS 5. 506, 11-17. 

n"Vber diB alles so entstohn erst von den vnseren, die 
furgeben, christliche oberen sollen falsche lere nit durch 
straff abwenden [marg.: Episcopus (=Engelbrecht)], sollenn 
jrer regierung halb von predigeren Christi nit geleret 
werden, sonde[r] der vernunft nach regieren, das man 
eusseren friden habe. Dieweil dann so viI vnnd 
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Bucer and his colleagues were convinced that the 

problem of the divisive sects arose from the lack of one 

commonly held and firmly enforced doctrine. They suggested 

that the Confessio Tetrapolitana be reaffirmed by the 

jUdiciary and the guilds, predicting that this would 

discourage people from promulgating their own doctrines for 

fear of punishment. 73 with regard to promoting unanimity, 

the ministers pleaded for a differentiated treatment: the 

simple-minded, who were easily led astray, ought to be 

treated less severely than the evil-minded.~ If the 

political authorities were negligent in their punishment of 

those willfully offensive to God's will, the magistracy 

manigfaltigs abreyssen von christlicher lere hie gestattet 
wtirt, da man sich doch Christi bertihmet, ist sich nichs 
dann entlicher zerstorung zuversehen ann seel vnnd leib." 
BOS 5. 507, 5-10. It is noteworthy that the ministers 
speak about Engelbrecht, the leader of the "Epicureans," as 
formerly "one of us" ("von den unseren")! 

73"Oisem nun fiiglich zubegegnen, mochte man die 
confession, zu Augspurg uberantwurtet, fur die hend nemmen, 
wolte man noch daby bleiben, die sach durch die Schoffel 
vnnd dann auch die ztinften wider erfrischen; ein ernst 
anzeigen, by der selbigen zubleiben vnnd niemend dawider zu 
handlen zu gestatten, wurde filen jre frechheit geligen 
[=niederlegen], die ietzund mit anhin schrejen, dieweil es 
ein fein ding sein solle." BDS 5. 507, 11-16. 

~IIOoch solle man einfaltige vnwissenheit nit wie bose 
hartneckigkeyt vnnd freuelen mutwillen straffenn, Aber auch 
keinen jrthumb lassen schaden, wa die, die zerrtitter synnen 
seind, etwar vrnbbringnen, todtet man sie wol nit, man 
verschaffet aber, das sie nit meer vrnbbringen." BOS 5. 
507, 16-19. 
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would incur "God's heavy, immense, frightening punishments 

and plagues over the entire commune. ,,75 Therefore, on 

account of God's will, the salvation and common weal of the 

commune, and for the many who looked to Strasbourg as an 

example--which were more numerous than they assumed--the 

ministers urged the Council to conclude the decrees of the 

synod. 76 If only this had happened immediately after the 

synod, much evil could have been prevented, and the city 

would be much closer to peace and discipline. TI However, 

since hitherto the magistracy has failed to take action, 

the ministers are blamed for the situation, the good-

hearted lose their faith, the evil people become bold, and 

God punishes the city with ever more sects. 78 

75"Nun warlich, wann die oberkeyt inn der straff 
farlessig ist, so kommen die schweren, grossen, 
erschrocklichen straffen vnnd plagen gottes tiber die gantze 
gemeyn." BOS 5. 508, 26-28. 

76"Seitemal der mererteil des, so die prediger hie 
anzeigen vnnd ftirbringen, inn dem bedacht des Synodj auch 
begriffen seind, ist jr ernstliche bit vmb gottes willen 
vnd der gemeinen stat heyl vnnd wolfart, auch aller, die 
vff dise stat vnnd kirch sehen, deren warlich meer seind, 
dan wir meynen, v.h. wollen doch des Synodj handlungen 
furnemmen vnnd einmal beschliessen, ... " BOS 5. 510, 11-15. 

TIll ••• so es [the conclusion of the decrees] zeitlich 
vff den Synnodum beschehen were, hetten wir lengist wol ein 
andere stille vnnd besserung vnnd wer merglicher vnraht 
furkommen worden." BOS 5. 510, 16f. 

n"Nun aber, so man sicht, das es alles also ersitzen 
bleibe [=unterbleibt], hat [=halt] mans ftir predicanten 
werck, wtirt geredt vnnd gesagt, man sehe wol, das vnsere 
herr en den dingen nichs nachfragen, werden die guthertzigen 
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The ministers summarized the reasons why action was 

pressing: the need to fear and honor God, the dangerous 

times, the simple people who had been entrusted to the 

city's leaders, the preservation of Strasbourg's 

reputation, the city's stance against Emperor and estates, 

the promises made to the city's Protestant allies, and 

finally Strasbourg's responsibility toward its future 

citizens. 79 The Bedacht, as Bucer and his colleagues 

pointed out, was seconded by all the ministers of the city 

and the countryside with the exception of Engelbrecht and 

SchultheiB, who had long before separated themselves 

mat, die bosen frech vnnd plaget vnns got jmmer mit meer 
abfal, secten vnnd rotten sampt aller verruchten lippigkeyt 
des lebensi dar an machen sich vns.h. alles schuldig vor 
got, dem almechtigen. Das wollen sie gedencken vnnd zu 
hertzen furen, damit sie inn diesenn so notwendigen 
hochsten Statgeschefften auch einmal eiferig erfunden 
werden, ... " BDS 5. 510, 18-24. 

79"Zum xiiij haben sie, die Prediger, vrsachen erzelet, 
die v.h. zum ernst vnd furderlicher hand lung inn disen 
sachen bewegen sol ten: nemlich vor allem die forcht vnnd 
ere gottes; die gefarlicheit diser zeit, dare in Got vnserem 
vngotseligem wesen erschrocklich trewet [=droht], das arme, 
einfaltig volck gottes, jnen von got zu seinen eren zu 
regieren vertrawet, das sunst gar verdurbet vnnd loB wlirt; 
Das groB vffsehen vff dise stat inn allen landen von bosen 
vnnd guten, Die teure, dapffere bekantntis, for key.mat vnnd 
den Stenden des reichs beschehen, So viI fursten vnnd Stet, 
mit denen man sich ob der leer verbunden hat, die man hie 
so grausam lasset verlesteren vnnd vnder truken; die 
nachkommen, vff die mit solicher farlessigkeyt ein lauter 
turckisch leben eingefuret wurt vnnd der weg zu entlicher 
zerstorung bereytet." BDS 5. 510, 29 - 511, 6. 
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completely from the other ministers. 80 

The concerns of Strasbourg's Protestant clergy on the 

eve of the Anabaptist takeover in Munster are further 

disclosed in the Bericht auB der heyligen geschrift, 81 

written by Bucer at the request of "several gooc. Sirs and 

friends of Munster,,82 just prior to the decisive elections 

in Munster (February 23, 1534) and co-signed by capito, 

Hedio, and "other preachers of the holy Gospel of 

Strasbourg. ,,83 The Bericht displays an awareness of the 

W"Zu ennd haben sie anzeiget, das diS alles, wie sie 
das furtragen, aller prediger gotlichs worts inn Stat vnnd 
Land ernstlichs bitten vnd flehen seie, vrnb vnsers Herrenn 
Jesu Christi willen, wie sie das imm Synodo auch begeret 
haben, auSgenommen zwen: D. Antonij, wyh bischoff [of 
Speyer], vnnd wolff Schultheis von schilcken, die sich 
lengist gar von den anderen predigern gethon haben ... " 
BDS 5. 511, 7-10. 

81"Bericht auS der heyligen geschrift von der recht 
gottseligen anstellung und hauShaltung Christlicher gemeyn, 
Eynsatzung der diener des worts, Haltung und brauch der 
heyligen Sacramenten. Vom heyligen Tauff und das die kinder 
zu teuffen, mit satter schrifftlicher widerlegung, was 
biSher hiewider uffbracht. Von dem H. Sacrament des leybs 
und bluts unsers Herren Jesu und Christlicher eynigkeyt in 
disem handel ze halten. Durch die prediger des heyligen 
Evangeli zu StraSburg der Stat und kirchen zu Munster in 
Westfal erstlich geschriben." BDS 5. 119-258. 

82"Der ursach haben wir disen bericht ... uff beger 
etlicher gutten Herren und freundt zu Munster in Westval 
[probably the syndic v.d. Wyck and the circle of lutheran
minded council members; ed.], do leider der Satan ein 
schwer ergernuS und trennung hatt angericht, geschriben." 
BDS 5. 123, 26 - 124, 1. 

83BDS 5. 126, 3-8. 
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danger at hand, yet no anticipation of the dimensions which 

the Anabaptist reign of Munster would assume. Bucer hoped 

that, with the help of this treatise, he might be able to 

convince the Munsterites to seek unity with rather than 

separation from the Church. 84 But his concern for Munster 

was not the only reason for his initiative, since he hoped 

to correct the grave and dangerous misconception by some 

regarding Strasburg's interpretation of the Eucharist. 85 

84" ••• , das wir euch dazu etwas dienen kundten, das 
erstlich, die euch Gottes wort zu predigen biBher verordnet 
gewesen, sich der einigen lauteren Christlichen leere 
vergleichen und dieselbigen einmundig zu warer auffbauwung 
ewer gemein furtragen und dann die gemein und zuherer sich 
an diesellbige einmiltig und hertzlich begeben wolten, das 
also ir aIle zumal im Herren einerley gesinnet, auch 
einerley redeten, war end also wie glider eines leibs im 
Herren vereiniget." BDS 5. 129, 19-24 (my emphasis). 

8s"Dahin wir auch warlich allein sehen, wolten auch 
sonder zweyfel dises schreibens ruwig gestanden sein 
[=unterlassen haben), wo wir nicht neben erzeleten noch 
etliche andere ursachen hetten und under anderen mit namen 
auch die, das wir bey euch sellen verschreyet sein, als ob 
wirs in der HauBhaltung der kirchen und brauch der h. 
sacramenten anders hielten, dann wirs doch halten und zu 
halten Christlich erkennen." BDS 5. 129, 26-31. 
Stupperich, the editor, suggests that Bucer has Amsdorf in 
mind who accused the Strasburghers: "Aber die zu StraBburg 
sind listig, wollen ihre Lehre nicht bekennen, sondern 
dUrfen unverschamt schreiben, die halten's mit dem Luther." 
Stupperich overlooks, however, that this article, which is 
part of Bucer's "Widder die Widderteuffer und 
Sacramentirer. Etliche sprUche oder schlussrede," (1535), 
is followed by: "So sie doch offentlich liegen, wie yhr 
buch, das sie den zu MUnster haben zu geschrieben, 
offentlich zeugt." Stupperich, Schriften, 3, 81, art. 44. 
Thus, Amsdorf's accusation does not precede, but follows 
Bucer's treatise. The Latin version of 1534 does not 
contain this verse. It is more likely that Bucer refers to 
the rumor spread in MUnster that Hoffman had won in 
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Bucer sent his treatise immediately to the Munsteraner 

before he had it printed with a dedication to the Council 

of Augsburg. 86 The Bericht can be regarded as a compendium 

of Bucer's thought: it displays an emphasis on Christian 

unity, a rejection of division among the believers, a 

lengthy defense of infant baptism, and an apology of the 

Lutheran position in the Eucharist debate. The document is 

particularly known for this last point: its programmatic 

stance on the Eucharist, which would serve as the basis for 

the wittenberg Concord of 1536. But this issue, though 

weighty, was only one topic among others. 87 

Because of its timing, its content, and its 

endorsement by other Strasbourg ministers, the Bericht is 

central to our investigation. At the outset of his 

dedication to the Council of Augsburg, Bucer laid down his 

Strasbourg. OGT ElsaB II, 204 (Nr. 452). 

86"Dozu [das das reich unsers Herren Jesu herrlich 
zuneme und erbawen werde] wir warlich begert haben, trulich 
zu dienen, das wir disen bericht erstlich denen von Munster 
zugeschicket und jetzund im truck auch lassen auBgohn und 
E.F.E.W. zugeschriben haben." BDS 5. 125, 31~33o Bucer 
was at this time very much involved in promoting the 
introduction of the Reformation in Augsburg. 

87In fact, the discussion of the Eucharist covers only 
17 of the total 140 pages, whereas that of infant baptism 
comprised a good half of the treatise (71 pages). 
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view of history. 88 The history of God's people proceeds as 

follows: wherever the right doctrine is preached, Satan 

opposes it with all his power to destroy the. fruits of the 

Gospel. God allows this to happen so that the true 

Christians may be revealed.~ The more people despise 

God's will, the more evil God inflicts upon them. He 

observes their conduct for a while and then calls them to 

repentance, but if they do not listen to his admonishments, 

he sends disasters--plagues, hunger, war, and uprising.~ 

88This view of history is not unique to Bucer' s 
understanding. Nor do we find it for the first time with 
him in the Bericht: it had already been part of the 
ministers' call for a synod. 

89"AuB dem rechten, uns aber wunderbaren urteil Gottes, 
wenn je die ware gotsalige lere vorhanden und offenlich 
gepredigt worden, ists allweg so ergangen, das der Satan 
dogegen neben dem eusseren gewalt auch seine Apostel 
auffbracht und durch die aller ding nichts underlossen, die 
frucht der gotsaligen lere durch allerlei schwere irthumben 
zu verhinderen und zerstoren, und so Christus, unser Herr, 
die seinen allweg zu im samlen und eins in im selb machen 
wille, die sachen ymer dohin zu richten, das die sich 
Gottes annemen, under inen selb getrennet und zerspalten 
seyen, die verachtung gotlichs worts und folgents alles 
arges lossen uberhandt nemen, welchs der Herr losset also 
furghon, will uns dermassen versuchen, domit die bewerten 
offenbar werden, II BDS 5. 119, 14-25. 

~"Dann Gott auch seinen zorn so fil meer uber die 
menschen losset anbrennen, so fil meer sy seine erkante 
warheit verachten. 

Er sicht ein zeitlang auB seiner grossen langmlitigkeit 
zu, und solang man im unwissen lebt, ..• haltet er mit der 
strenge syns gerichts an sich, schlecht nit gleich zu. 
Nachdem er aber nun sein heiliges wort klarer und 
krefftiglicher gesandt, der welt zur buB so gewaltig 
rliffet, das unwissen hingenommen hatt und, wie er sagt, den 
gantzen tag ruffet und seine hand auBstrecket, alsdan, so 
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Bucer points toward the historical record as proof of this 

pattern. Our own time, thus Bucer, has progressed past the 

point of heralding affliction; ra1ther we already 

experience the miseries themselves. 91 The only remedy for 

such a state of affairs is to do away with all dissension 

and cling to unity.92 

man je nit horen, nit uffsehen, ja gar allerding nichts 
achten wille, so bewyset er mit der straff, das er Gott und 
Herr ist und sunst nieman. Do gohn dann doher die rechten 
landtsplagen, pestilentz, hunger und krieg, verplendung, 
verstockung des gemlits und unsinnigkeit, das man um 
mittentag tappet wie ein blind in der finsternuB und die 
leut ire sachen nit meer richten konden, Deut. 28 [15ff], 
das es alles vollen untrew, falsch, meitterey, uffrur und 
endtliches verderbens wurdt." BDS 5. 120, 16-29. 

91"Nun zu diser unseren zeit haben wir leyder nit 
allein die anzeygungen und vorbotten solliches jamers, 
sonder des jamers selb ein grossen teyl." BDS 5. 120, 34f. 
"So dann nun leyder zu disen unsern zeitten dises jamers 
sich fil zufi1 sehen lasset und uns Gott schwerers tag1ich 
trewet [=drohet] an hymmel, erden und leuten, bey welchen 
doch alles so jamerlich zerspalten und zerruttet ist, und 
sich so offenbarlich zu entlicher zerstorung richtet, ••• " 
BDS 5. 121, 9-12. " ... in dieser so gar zerrutten zeit ..• " 
BDS 5. 121, 15. 

92"Das aber wyr Satans lysten hierin nit stadtgeben, 
sonder uns dogegen in aIle weg rlisten und setzen, haben uns 
unser Herre Christus und aIle Apostolen vor den falschen 
leren, die under grossem schein der gotsaligkeit mit 
hochprachtigen worten von denen, die sich zu Apostolen 
Christi wunderlich verstellen, so sy doch Apostolen des 
Satans sind, furgeben werden, so getrewlich, fi1feltig und 
fleissig verwarnet und allenthalb ernstlich vermanet, uns 
selb nit zu gefallen, doher dan aIle zweytracht und 
trennung komen, eines synns und gemlits zu sein, einerley zu 
halten und reden. Dan wir ein leib sein, eins geists 
geleben sollen, wie wir zu einer hoffnung berliffet sind, 
einen Herren haben, einen glauben, einen tauff, einen Gott 
und vatter, Eph.4 [5f.]." BDS 5. 119, 26-35. "Es ist nur 
ein Gott, ein Christus, ein Evangelium, ein glaub und ein 
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At the end of his dedication, Bucer addresses himself 

to the Germans in particular. He threatens that if "we 

Germans" persist in the destruction of Christian doctrine 

and life, and if we merely threw away the papal yoke to 

make room for moral license and sectarianism, we will 

become a terrifying example of God's wrath.93 

The plea for unity and the rejection of division had 

always been the theme of Bucer's work, but it had never 

been expressed as clearly and forcefully as in this 

christlich salig leben, dohin mlissen wir kommen, einerley 
gesinnet sein und reden und under uns keine spaltung haben, 
solIe uns geholffen werden." BDS 5. 121, 21-23. "Wo blybe 
diser artickel: Ich glaube ein Christliche kirch, 
gemeinsame der heiligen und das uns der Herr so gnadiglich 
zugesagt: Ich will bey uch sein biB zu endt der welt? 
Derhalb wurt der ware eyfer Christi dise und aIle 
sunderling, die trennung und anstoB anrichten neben der 
lere, die wir von Apostolen geleret haben, die nun in so 
filen kirchen getrlilich gadt, farenlassen und das einig 
ware wort des glaubens ergreiffen, "BDS 5. 123, 17-22 
(my emphasis). 

93"Dann einmal muB diB war sein: sollten wir Teutschen 
in solicher zerstorung und zerrUttung aller Christlichen 
lere und lebens beharren, solten uns nit in ein andere 
gehorsam des heyligen Evangeli begeben, sonder die sachen 
dabey bleiben lassen, das wir des Bapsts joch hingeworffen 
haben und domit nur raum gemacht, by disen alles 
fleischlichen mutwillens, bey anderen aller unsinnigen, 
gotslesterlichen gedichten, falschen leren und secten, 
wurden wir gar bald sehen, das unser Herr Jesus mit seinem 
heiligen namen und wort nit schertzen lasset, unser teyl 
wurdt plotzlich mit den heuchleren gesetzet und wir 
jamerlich verstort und verderbet werden, das wir auch zu 
erschrocklichem exempel der verachtung gotliche heimsuchung 
sein wurden." BDS 5. 125, 16-25. 
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shall fall into the danger of heresy and self-Iove.~ 

Bucer found Germans particularly prone to this danger. 96 

His accusation against the Mtinsterites was that they had 
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given up the unity in Christ and separated themselves from 

the other faithful believers who were united in Christ.~ 

Bucer continued that heresy ought to be encountered by 

WIn his dedication to the Augsburghers, Bucer had put 
great emphasis on unity. The subsequent treatise continues 
to develop this theme. The treatise is prefaced by several 
quotes from Scripture on concord and harmony (BDS 5. 127), 
and the Bericht itself begins by stressing similar themes. 
BDS 5. 128f. 

95BDS 5. 130f. Cf. ibid.; 136, 7-16: "[Marg.] Alle 
spaltungen kommen doher, das man nit alles auff christum 
setzet . ... Dann imer wellen wirs thun und uns selbs 
helffen, unsere gerechtigkeit uffrichten, viI mit 
ceremonien, eusserlichen ordnungen und eigenen wercken 
auBrichten. Daher dann nichts dann unser eigen gefallen, 
verachtung anderer, zancken, hader, secten, rotten und 
aller unradt erwachset. Es hanget uns nach von unseren 
ersten elteren an, das wir \lTellen unser selbs getter sein, 
beB und guts wissen, alles verwalten und uns nit gantz und 
gar Gott vertrawen, ... " 

%"wie geferlich die such hereseos, sonderlichkeit in 
gemeinem tetitsch ketzerey. [Marg.]" BDS 5. 130, fn. 59. 

~"Daran fSlets, das sy die weite und breite des reichs 
Christi, unsers Herren, dem sich alle knew [=Knie] biegen 
und in den Herren sein alle zungen verjehen [=bekennen] 
sellen, nit gnugsam bedencken und sich hiemit etwan 
[=schlieBlich] von denen abteylen, mit denen sy doch in 
Christo, unserem Herren, vereinbaret seind." BDS 5. 139, 
10--14. 
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gathering the lost, not by their destruction. 98 

The councilors' duty--and theirs alone--was to provide 

the citizens with good preachers and to foster true 

religion.~ This did not mean that the wishes of the 

congregation should be ignored and its counsel not be 

sought, but the magistracy should have the final word. loo 

The appointment of preachers through the magistracy was 

meant to annul their installation by the pope .101 The 

Christian community was to be subject to the magistracy not 

only with respect to the choice of preachers, but in other 

98" [Marg .] Vor allem solie man sehen, das gesamlet 
werd . ... wir sind je nit zu zersteren, zu verdammen 
eingesetzt, sonder zu suchen, samlen und heilen, das 
verloren und verdorben ist." BDS 5. 138, 33 - 139, 2. 

99" [Marg.] Der Christlichen oberkei t gepiiret, ire 
underthonen mit rechten getreuwen prediger zu versehen. Do 
wille nun der oberkeit, die auch Christum kennet, geptiren, 
den iren dazu zu verhelffen, das sy ire taugliche hirten 
und lerer haben megen." BDS 5. 140, 3-8. "So dann die 
oberkeiten dazu geordnet sind, das sy den gemeinen nutz 
bedenken und furderen sellen, gebtiret inen zum 
allerfurnemisten zu versehen, das die iren wol und 
Christlich gelert werden." Ibid., 140, 25-28. "Mit namen 
[=Nachdruck] sagen wir aber, das niemand dann die 
oberkeiten offentliche Ierer auffzusteIIen habe, es hette 
dann jemand besonderen befelch von Gott." Ibid., 141, 17f. 

IOOBDS 5. 143, 25-33. Cf. ibid., 151, 13-15. 

IOIBDS 5. 143. Bucer sought to demonstrate that the 
appointment of preachers by the citizenry was grounded in 
history and in Scripture. Ibid., 143f. 
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clerical and secular matters as well. lm Exactly on this 

point, however, the Mlinster Anabaptists were lacking: they 

distanced themselves entirely from the obedience to the 

magistracy. 103 

After Bucer had urged the Mlinsterites to embrace unity 

and to reject prideful separatism, and after having 

underlined the necessity to obey the magistracy also in 

church matters, he moved to what he perceived to be the 

cardinal stumbling block for all sectarians, namely infant 

baptism. 104 With the help of Scripture'05 and 

tradition'~, Bucer set out to prove the validity of infant 

baptism. The Mlinsterites had failed from the start, since 

their disagreement with the other Protestants was based on 

1m" die gemein Christi wie in allen handlen also 
auch in einsetzung der kirchendiener sich der oberkeit, ja 
allen menschen zum guten gefellig und underthanig beweise, 

" BDS 5. 152, 38-40. 

Im"Derhalb, wo ewere prediger die gemeinen in 
einsetzung der prediger und anderen kirchenhandelen von 
aller gehorsame und achthabung der oberkeit, auch anderen 
guten menschlichen ordnungen wolten abscheiblen 
[=abziehen] , "BDS 5. 153, 7-9. 

I04BDS 5. 170-241. His discussion is divided into two 
parts: 1) an exposition of the arguments for infant baptism 
and 2) a rejection of errors. For Bucer, all sectarians 
have one thing in common: they all reject infant baptism. 

I05BDS 5. 185ff. 

I~BDS 5. 190. 
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their own opinion instead of on Scripture. lw Furthermore, 

they took a part for the whole. 108 There was no question 

in Bucer's mind that the instigator of all separation and 

heresy was Satan: he was the author of the conflict and 

discord in MUnster.l~ with his thousand cunning tricks, 

he seduces people to believe in their own merits rather 

than in Christ's. 110 

In the Bericht, Bucer offered his most extensive 

discussion of sects. 1II He listed all the different groups 

and individual heretics known to him and briefly 

characterized their beliefs or distinctive features. 

IW"Hierin bitten wie abermals unsere lieben brUder, 
Ewere Prediger, sie wollent unserem Herren Jesu, unserem 
gemeinen Heyland und einigem himrnlischen meyster die eer 
anthun und ire meinung auB seinen worten nit nach irem selb 
guttuncken richten." BDS 5. 186, 1-4. 

108"Ymer wollen EWere Prediger von dem, das in diser 
sachen zum theyl ist, wol zum ersten und fUrnemen teyl, 
doch aber zum theyl, das gantz und gemein schliessen, das 
ist auB ordenung des Tauffens der alten die ordnung des 
Tauffens ingemein und aller, des haben sy aber kein 
schrifft und treUget [=trUgt] sy als, das secundum quid fUr 
simpliciter ansehen." BDS 5. 197, 12-16. 

I~" ... zu MUnster in Westval, do leider der Satan ein 
schwere ergernuB und trennung hatt angericht "BDS 5. 
123, 32 - 124, 1. 

1I0"Der Satan ist warlich tausentlistig und goht aIle 
seine verfUrung in aller welt bey allen secten dohin, das 
er die menschen vorn verdienst Christi und der gnaden Gottes 
uff ire werck, yre versprechen, yre ordenung und cerimonien 
weyset." BDS 5. 191, 28-30. Cf. ibid., 192f. 

IIIBDS 5.213-215. 
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However divided the sectarians might be among themselves, 

their common denominator was their rejection of infant 

baptism. ll2 In other words, Bucer regarded all heresies as 

a form of Anabaptism, which explains why he spent half of 

his treatise on the refutation of believer's baptism. 

The last section of the Berich~ is dedicated to the 

Eucharistic debate, where Bucer argued that, for the past 

five years, there had been no disagreement on the issue of 

the Lord's Supper: most upper-German cities had by that 

time acknowledged the wittenberg position,113 and the 

Strasburghers had "basically" (im grundt) approved of the 

Lutheran interpretation for five years. 1l4 This part of 

Bucer's treatise had a widespread impact: it became the 

standard reference point for most Protestant discussions of 

the Eucharist115 and was the eventual basis for the 

112" wiewol sy selb undereynander jemerlich 
zertrennet sind und ymer eyn rott die andre grausamlich 
verdammet, so sind sy doch daryn alle eins, der kindertauff 
sey unrecht, man solIe nur die bekenneden teiiffen." BDS 5. 
215, 25-28. 

113BDS 5. 247, 35-41. 

lM"Do haben wir seyther, ist nun v jar, in 
offentlichen schrifften und sust understanden, den kindern 
Gottes anzuzeigen, das in diser sachen [=the Eucharistic 
debate] bey den furnemen prediger des H. Evangeli im grundt 
kein miBverstandt sey. BDS 5. 253, 32 - 254, 2. 

115See the numerous references in Briefwechsel der 
Briider Ambrosius und Thomas Blaurer 1509-1548. I. 1509-
1538, ed. T. SchieB (Freiburg i.Br., 1908). 
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wittenberg Concord. 

To conclude, occasioned by the developments in 

Munster, the Bericht became a programmatic treatise for 

Bucer's theology and politics. Unity in Christ was 

presented as the heart of every Christian endeavor. If we 

do not cling to this unity, we will fall into the hands of 

the devil. He, the master of all tricks and heresies, will 

convince us to separate from the main flock and form our 

own sects. The offices of the minister and the magistracy 

were outlined by Bucer accordingly: it was the task of the 

ministers to gather, not to sort out and separate, and the 

responsibility of the political authorities to promote true 

religion. The two most disputed sacraments were discussed, 

on the one hand, in the hope of refuting believer's baptism 

and of leading the Anabaptists back to the Protestant 

flock; and on the other, with the intention of creating 

concord among the different Protestant parties. 

Bucer's Bericht reflects that, in spring of 1534, he 

still believed himself to be in dialogue with the Munster 

preachers. He employed a conciliatory tone and addressed 

them as "our dear brethren" and "friends".116 Bucer's style 

116"Hie sehen ir, lieben Herren, freund und bruder, 
" BDS 5. 194, 1. "Unsere lieben Bruder, Ewere 

prediger, haben hie gefehlet, ... " Ibid., 194, 35. Cf. 
ibid., 186. 
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of argumentation was fatherly and forbearing--if not always 

free of condescension. 117 He did not condemn the preachers 

of Munster outright, but indicated where they were correct 

and where they went wrong, thus establishing a basis for 

discussion.1l8 At the end of his treatise, Bucer invited 

the Mtinsterites to voice criticism wherever they found the 

Bericht deficient: after all, the Strasbourg ministers 

were onl~T human and they, too, could err. 119 

117I1 Ewere Prediger [the preachers of Mtinster] haben hie 
notiret den Tertulianum, Basilium, Hilarium, etliche 
Concilia, als ob die soliche ire meinung hetten, das die 
alte kirchen allein die Catechumenos geteuffet haben, 
welchs sy doch ir l§ben lang weder bey disen noch eynigen 
alten leerer je gelesen haben. Wir wollen sy nit 
verdencken [=unterstellen], das sy die einfalt bey euch mit 
solchen grossen namen blenden wollen, forchten aber doch 
das sy im streyt diser sachen zuvil erhitziget seyen und 
meer such en , wie sy ir gefassete meinung vert§tigen, den 
das sy bedechten, wie war und gerad seyen die reden und 
anzug [=herangezogenen Textstellen] , so sy ftirgeben." BDS 
5. 205, 28-35. 

I1S"Noch schleusset Ewer Prediger, H. Bernhart 
[=Rothmann] recht, •.. " BDS 5. 222, 10f. "Das ewere 
prediger das heylig abentmal furnemlich in der allgemein 
halten und doch es denen, die in die gemein nit komen 
konden, nicht abschlagen wollen, ist, sofil wirs erkennen, 
der lere Pauli und dem handel des H. abentmals an im selb 
gantz gemeB und eben. Also auch, das sy der sprachen 
halben in der kirchen setzen, yn denen man allweg uff die 
gemeine besserung sehen solIe, I. Cor. 14 [3]." BDS 5. 
256, 11-15. 

119"Das bitten wir aber euch allesampt, were [=wer] 
ymer fehl an diser unser schrifft vermeinte zu haben, der 
wolle uns das fruntlich verstendigen, wollen wir yn 
herwider auch mit Christlichem bericht, ob Gott will, 
begegnen. Wir sind menschen und konden auch wol irren, 

" BDS 5. 257, 6-9. 
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c. The Magistracy:s Ius Reformationis 

Whereas, in 1534, Bucer's emphasis had been on unity, 

in 1535, his main accent shifted to the role of the 

magistracy in securing true religion. It soon became 

obvious that the events in Mtinster took a more radical 

course and that Bucer's treatise did not have the intended 

effect. In the coming months, the Strasbourg ministers 

continued their campaign for common standards of belief and 

practice and against division. Turning toward Strasbourg's 

allied princes, the Protestant clergy warned Landgrave 

Philip of Hesse and Ulrich, Duke of Wtirttemberg, about the 

Anabaptist danger (May 18, 1534) .120 Similarly, capito 

warned Jakob TruchseB of Rheinfelden against Anabaptists in 

1200GT ElsaB II, 320 (Nr. 560); printed in Briefwechsel 
Landgraf Philipp's des Grossmtithigen von Hessen mit Bucer, 
1, Publikationen aus den K. Preussischen staatsarchiven, 5, 
ed. Max Lenz (Osnabrtick, 1965 [1880]), 36f. After the 
ministers of Strasbourg had congratulated the princes on 
their bloodless conquest of Wtirttemberg, they voiced some 
considerations about a new church ordinance, proposing 
Ambrosius Blarer and Simon Gryneus as ministers. These two 
men, they argued, would be very important for Wtirttemberg, 
not least of all "urn den Taufern gegentiber das Feld zu 
halten. Diese [=the Anabaptists] werden nicht feiern, 
sondern bald herbei kommen. Dazu werden auch die 
sektierer, die nicht Wiedertaufer sein wollen und doch die 
Kindertaufe verwerfen und den Brauch der Sakramente nicht 
halten, sich im Ftirstenthum einnisten; ... " (37). 
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general and Schwenckfeld in particular .121 Bucer also 

offered his advice regarding sects to the chancellor of 

WUrttemberg, John Koder. 122 

As soon as Bucer's "Bericht" was published (March 

1534), it was sent to Protestant reformers throughout 

Germany. Furthermore, the ministers had a new and larger 

catechism printed to combat Anabaptism. 123 with all of 

these measures, including the final conclusion of the 

synodal decrees, the ministers hoped to help stem the flood 

of sects.124 Yet, two factors complicated their efforts, 

the booksellers and the easy access to citizenship. capito 

complained to Ambrosius Blarer that the book dealers earned 

more money selling heretical books than treatises of 

theologians toeing the official line.1~ A second 

complicating factor, which explains the presence of so many 

Anabaptists in the first place, was the indiscriminate 

1210GT ElsaB II, 321 (Nr. 562); May 21, 1534. 

1220GT ElsaB II, 321 (Nr. 563); May 22, 1534. 

1DOGT ElsaB II, 312f (Nr. 553); before May 9, 1534. 

1Nln a letter to Margarethe Blarer, Bucer writes: 
" ... Hie ist keyn weyl vor der fressenden pressen ..•• 
Sudler sind wyr .... Dieweyl aber unB armen dUnket, es 
erheysche die sache etwas, wie mit unserem synodo, dem rath 
gen MUnster, so sudlen wyr anhyn hyr ... II OGT ElsaB II, 
344 (Nr. 569); May 29, 1534. 

I~OGT ElsaB II, 314 (Nr. 555); capito in a letter to 
Ambrosius Blarer of May 9, 1534. 
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distribution of the right to citizenship in Strasbourg .126 

Because of this practice, many dubious people sought 

protection in the city, and it took repeated expulsions to 

rid strasbourg of such characters. Bucer could not but see 

the parallel between the droves of immigrants flooding into 

Munster and those entering Strasbourg. He therefore 

pointed to the city in westphalia as an example that should 

alarm the Alsatians and make them rethink their tolerant 

policy toward refugees .127 

In the spring of 1535, Bucer published two treatises 

on the subject of the magistracy's role in matters of 

religion: "Vom Aropt der oberkait,,128 and his "Dialogi. ,,129 

1260GT ElsaB II, 389-391 (Nr. 611); Bucer to Johann 
Schwebel in Zweibrucken; September 24, 1534. 

127 ..... partim ex veteri more, partim quod quibusdam 
oculos praestringit tanta istorum hominum tolerantia, est 
hic nimia facilitas recipiendi peregrinos; sed casus 
Monasterij certe nostris metum incussit, ut interea facti 
sint vigilantiores multo et synceriores." OGT ElsaB II, 
389-391; 391, 6-9 (Nr. 611); September 24, 1534. 

12S"Vom Ampt der oberkeit in sachen der religion und 
Gotsdiensts. Ain bericht auB gotlicher schrifft des 
hailigen alten lerers und Bischoffs Augustini an 
Bonifacium, den Kayserlichen Kriegsgrauen in Aphrica. Ins 
Teutsch gezogen durch Wolfangum MeliBlin, Prediger beym 
Creutz zu Augspurg. Mit ainer Vorrede und zu end des Buchs 
mit ainem kurtzen bericht von der allgemainen Kirchen 
Marti[ni] Buceri," (March 10, 1535) BDS 6,2. 27-38. 

129 11 Dialogi oder Gesprech. Von der gemainsame vnnd den 
Kirchen ubungen der Christen. Vnd was yeder Oberkait von 
ampts wegen auB Gottlichem befelch an den selbigen 
zuuersehen vnd zu besseren gebure," Martinus Bucer (1535) 
BDS 6,2. 39-189. 
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The development of the Anabaptist reign in Munster was not 

the only concern on Bucer's mind. Bucer had also been 

involved in the Protestant aspirations for Augsburg. 

Already his "Bericht" had been dedicated to the four 

burgomasters of this city. 130 He had spent some time in 

Augsburg promoting a concord between the wittenbergers and 

the Augsburghers, and furthering the introduction of the 

Strasbourg church ordinance in Augsburg. 131 The whole 

endeavor was threatened when two mandates, of King 

Ferdinand and the Emperor (August 14, 1534), ordered the 

council of Augsburg to reinstate the old religion. 132 At 

the same time Augsburg witnessed a debate similar to that 

which had already occurred in Strasbourg regarding the ius 

reformationis of the magistracy. Here the ideas of 

Sebastian Franck, contesting the right of the political 

authorities to persecute dissenters, fueled the 

controversy.133 Bucer's convictions on this issue had not 

changed since the synod (1533), yet what prompted Bucer to 

take up his pen again was the evidence of Munster and the 

I30BDS 5. 119. 

I3IBDS 6,2. 24. He stayed in Augsburg both in November 
of 1534 and in February of 1535. 

132These mandates were sent out following the complaint 
of the Bishop of Augsburg. BDS 6,2. 24. 

133BDS 6, 2. 23 f . 
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dangerous prospects for Augsburg. In Bucer's eyes, 

"Miinster" had shown that a failure to procure true religion 

through the disciplinary power of the political authorities 

would lead to chaos. Augsburg was in danger of heading the 

same way if it did not anchor the magistracy's ius 

reformationis in its constitution. Therefore, Bucer placed 

even greater emphasis than before on the function and 

responsibility of the magistracy in religious matters. 

His first writing of 1535 to this point was a preface 

and epilogue to a letter of Augustine. This letter had 

been used in the debate on the magistracy's ius 

reformationis to prove that Augustine advocated tolerance 

toward Donatists.l~ Bucer had prevailed upon Musculus to 

translate the letter into German, hoping it would clarify 

that Augustine, to the contrary, demanded the application 

of force against dissenters.l" 

I~BDS 6, 2. 24 f • 

135"Als aber auB anregen des vatters der lugen [=Satan] 
die anstiffter diser irrthumb viI der einfaltigen auch 
damitt hinders liecht zu fUren understehn, das sy fUrgeben, 
die alten h. vater habens auch also gehalten, das die 
obren, so das schwerdt tragen, mit solchem irem ampt in 
sachen deB glaubens und der Religion nichts zu thun haben, 
damit wol und im grund erkennet werde, das solchs den 
hailigen vattern und leerern neben der warhait zugemessen 
wirt, hab ich meinen besonders lieben bruder und 
mitarbaiter am h. Evangelio, Wolfgangen MeUBlin, ain diener 
der Kirchen zu Augspurg, vermUgt, ins teutsch zu bringen 
und dannocht in truck zu geben die nachfolgende geschrifft 
deB hailigen Augustini, die der hailig leerer an den 
Kaiserlichen kriegsgraven Bonifacium gethon hatt. 
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In "Vom Ampt der oberkait," Bucer depicts more 

expressively than ever the activity of the devil in 

introducing false doctrines, such as the erroneous teaching 

on the duty of the magistracy. The new doctrine perversely 

teaches that the political authorities need only concern 

themselves with the external peace of the city; the inner 

belief of each citizen ought not be touched. 136 Satan, 

In diser geschrifft erweiset diser hailig leerer mit 
heller gotlicher geschrifft, das die obren auch durch das 
Ampt der oberkait ktinden und sollen das reych Gottes 
ftirdren, irrthumb, falsche leer und alles got loB wesen 
abtreiben, die letit anhalten, das sy die leer der warheit 
horen, sich in gemain der Christen, dieweyl sy sich deB 
namens Christi berhtimen wollen, thuen und Christlicher 
zucht underwerffen, und das die forcht und straf der 
oberkait zu ftirdren, die ware, selbwillige gotsaligkait 
hoch diene, das solches auch Christo, unserem Herren, 
gefalle ... " BDS 6,2. 30, 6-22. Augustine's letter had 
been addressed to the west Roman general Bonifacius. 

136"Wa Gott die warhei t, da treibet der Saten die lugen 
[Marg.] Wie unser Herr und Hayland Jesus Christus uns 
taglich sein gnad und gayst reychlicher beweyset mit so 
unversehenlichem und wunderbarlichem ftirgang seines reichs 
wider aIle tausentlist und gewalt des alten feinds, also 
feyret auch derselbig alt feind, zerstorer und todschleger 
nicht tiber das ausser wtiten und blutvergiessen, das er 
allemal wider die, so den Herren als ainigen Hayland 
anruffen, an manchen orten grausamklich erwecket, 
unerhorete und gantz erschrockliche ergernuB falscher leer 
einzufliren, .•.. Newer irrtumb, das sich die oberen der 
religion nichs beladen sollen [Marg.] Und under anderem 
hat er [=satan] nun auch das auffbracht, das ettwan viI 
guthertziger, gotsforchtiger letit durch ettlich seine 
werckzelig alzumal [=allesamt] vermessen frafler in dem 
verirret werden, ob die oberkaiten, so das schwert tragen, 
sich in irer regierung der religion, Christlicher lere und 
lebens auch weyters annemen sollen dann so viI allein, als 
inen darzu vonnoten sein wille, das sy ausseren, leiplichen 
friden, der doch auch under den ungleubigen bestehn kan, 
bey den iren erhalten. Und wtirt ftirgeben, solche obren 
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"the creator of all destruction and enemy of all blessed 

order, ,,137 is very shrewd in spreading this new teaching 

because he knows how much good God has accomplished in the 

past through divinely blessed magistrates. 138 Satan 

intends to eliminate this vital task of the political 

authorities so that he may exert his power over us even 

more fully. 139 He is able to disguise himself as the angel 

of light employing such arguments as 'Christ's kingdom is 

not of this world' or 'the kingdom of Christ ought to be 

governed through the Spirit and the Word, not through 

heben allain auf den eusseren friden zu sehen, das man in 
leiplicher ruwe bey- und miteinander leben kUnde, was man 
joch [=auch immer] glaube oder sich gegen Gott beweyse, und 
sollen sich des reichs Christi an im selb von ampts wegen 
der oberkait nichts underziehen." BDS 6,2. 27, 12-18, 22-
31. 

In" ••• der anrichter aller zerrUttung und feynd aller 
siH igen ordnungen ... " BDS 6, 2. 27, 32 - 28, 1. 

138" ••• der anrichter aller zerrUttung und feynd aller 
saligen ordnungen waiSt wol, was grossen hails Gatt ye und 
ye durch gotsaligen obren bey den menschen geschaffet hat 
und wie leicht die obren, so nach Got eyfern, zu allen 
zeyten die ergernussen falscher lere, welche wie der Krebs 
umb sich ysset, und auch des lebens, damit nit ain wenig 
saurtaig den gantzen taig versetire, verhtiten und abschaffen 

mogen, ... " BDS 6, 2. 27, 32 - 28, 5. 

1~"Sollich groB gut und gantz notdUrftigen dienst der 
obren wolte uns der Sathan gern abwenden, auch bey den 
guthertzigen und gotsaligen obren, damit er seinen raum, 
alles verderben tiber uns zu ftiren, desto baS haben mochte." 
BDS 6,2. 28, 28-30. 
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force' to seduce people away from God. 140 Bucer announced 

an extensive discussion of the role of the magistracy in 

his forthcoming "Dialogi. 11141 Here, in "Vom Ampt der 

oberkait," it was vital to shatter the contention that 

Augustine and the other Church Fathers supported such 

offensive doctrines as the magistracy's toleration of 

dissenters. 142 

since all men are under the attack of "the crafty, 

never idle seducer and instigator of all evil," Bucer 

maintains that we cannot condemn those who err and fall f0r 

140"Nun, als der bose feynd sich allweg zum Engel deB 
leychts verstellen kan wie auch seine Apostel zu Apostolen 
Christi, wendet er seine verfUrung auch in diser sachen, 
darzugeben gar schone und Christliche reden fUr, als da 
seind: das reych Christi, unsers Herren, ist nitt von 
diser welt, steht nitt in eUsserem thun, sonder im hertzen, 
der h. gayst muB das regieren und bewaren; die gotsaligkait 
muB freywillig und onzwungen sein; Unser Herr Christus und 
die Apostolen, auch die hailigen marterer und leerer haben 
das h. Evangelium und Christlich leben zu fUrderen, kayne 
obren ye angerUffet; das reych Christi solIe man durch den 
gaist und das wort fUrdren, nit durch verfolgen und 
zwingen." BOS 6,2. 29, 7-15. 

141BOS 6,2.29,20-27. Cf. ibid., 31, 13-18: "OiB 
[the translation of Augustine's letter] wollest, 
Christlicher leser, mit unpartheyschem gemUt lesen, alles 
vor Gott erwegen, vor allem auch den h. gayst darzu 
anruffen, seind wir ungezweifelt, du solt dich an disem 
lesen hoch besseren, und ob dich noch ettliche newlich 
erdichte einreden irren wolten, habe gedult, alsbald 
sollen, ob Got will, die oialogi, von mir deBhalb 
fUrgenommen, auch auBgehn, darin du solchs alles 
weytleUffig und mit grund gotlicher geschrifft verantwurtet 
finden wUrst ... 

142BOS 6,2. 30, 6-27. 
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devilish doctrines. Nobody is free from error. Therefore, 

we ought to win each other back to the Christian truth with 

a sincere and friendly effort. 143 

In Bucer's previous writings, "Satan" had played a 

negligible part. His role as seducer and father of all 

lies was acknowledged, but not particularly emphasized. 

This changed in Bucer's "Vom Ampt der oberkait," where the 

devil as promotor of false doctrine became the major theme. 

The shift in emphasis and in the perception of the devil's 

importance may well reflect the impact of the unsettling 

developments in the Empire. Satan had been frighteningly 

successful: in MUnster, where the government was tolerant 

M3"DiB [that Satan is the instigator of all lies] 
soltu aber also verstehn und aufnemen, das du darumb nit 
hinwerffest die, so schon mit solcher irrthumb behafftet 
sein mochten. Zwar was wir aIle laider sUndigen, ist auB 
irrthumb und falschem wohn, der uns auch freylich auB Gott 
nitt kommet, sonder dem TeUfel, derohalb der Herr uns aIle 
und taglich, ja on underlaB betten haisset: filre uns, 0 

himmlischer vater, nit in versuchung, sonder erlose uns von 
dem bosen, von dem arglistigen, nymmer feyrenden und allweg 
obligenden versucher und anstiffter alles argen; wir haben 
aIle nit allain mit blut und flaisch, sonder mit den bosen, 
arglistigen gaystern und gewaltigen der welt zu kempffen. 
Der ist allain deB Sathans frey, der aller slinden frey ist. 
Darumb wir ain mitleyden mitainander haben sollen, 
fUrainander getrewlich betten, ainander freUndtlich und 
mitt aller beschaidenhait der warhait Christi berichten. 
Der nye irrete, ist Got allain, und irret dein bruder in 
dem, so irrest du dich in aim andren und villeicht 
grosserem .••. Summa: irrthumb und falsch sollen wir mit 
hochstem fleyB von unsern nachsten understehen hinzunemen 
und aber sy dem Herren zu gewinnen, und das mitt solcher 
gelassenheit, freUndtlichait und doch auch ernstlichem 
eyfer und gottlichem anhalten, wie das gemeB sein mUge der 
liebe, ... " BDS 6,2. 31, 23 - 32, 3. 
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of dissenters, any appearance of law and order was 

destroyed; in Strasbourg, the ministers finally managed to 

push through the ius reformationis of the magistracy 

against the opposition of the "Epicureans" and the 

sectarians, but the actual enforcement was still lacking; 

Augsburg now was facing a similar debate on the 

responsibility of the political authorities and, again, the 

devil was fooling people--with the result that all lawful 

government would soon be undermined. For Bucer, this was 

the heyday of the devil, who planted the seeds of heresy so 

that he would have an abundant harvest among God's confused 

and disunited people. The situation was dead-serious: the 

devil celebrated ever more victories. Therefore, Bucer 

thought it vital to warn Augsburg not to follow the same 

path as MUnster, but to stem the advance of satan by 

securing the ius reformationis of the magistracy. The new 

urgent tone and the unusually frequent employment of 

"Satan" reflects Bucer's heightened awareness of the 

dangers at hand. 

That Bucer had "MUnster" on his mind when he defined 

the task of the magistracy in 1535, is sUbstantiated by his 

"Dialogi," his first full discussion of this theme. 144 

144BDS 6.2, p. 49, 1. 2-4. The "Dialogi" were 
published on May 17, 1535 with a dedication to the Council 
and city of Augsburg. Bucer had been asked by some of his 
listeners in Augsburg to write about the role of the 
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Here, he laid down his ideas about the practical life of a 

Christian community, particularly about the rights and 

duties of the magistracy with regard to religion. Drawing 

attention to the situation in Augsburg, Bucer described how 

the proponents of church reform were opposed not only by 

the old Roman Catholic clergy, who insisted that the 

spiritual were not subject to the secular powers, but also 

by the newly-erring (newirrigen) , who thought that the 

magistracy had no service to offer for Christ's Kingdom. 145 

Bucer pointed to the still ongoing horror of Munster as an 

example of a magistracy's failure to fulfil its duty toward 

political authorities in matters of religion: nIndem, als 
ich von ampteren des leibs Christi gehandlet, hab ich auch 
vom ampt der oberen, so die wollen Christen sein, begeret, 
den willen des Herren anzuzaygen und auB seinem wort zu 
leeren, wie auch sy, die oberen, die das schwert tragen, 
durch das ampt der regierung zur flirderung und auffbawung 
des reichs unsers Herren Jesu dienen kunden und sollen, 
haben mich etliche guthertzige zuhorer gebetteni solliche 
erinnerung durch den truck auBgehn zu lassen, ... n BDS 
6,2. 51, 21-26. 

145nDabey hatt mich zu beschreibung diB handels auch 
das nit wenig verursachet, das sollich falsch zurechnen nit 
allain von denen geschicht, die noch davon viI schreyen, 
die weltlichen haben den gaystlichen nichts zu schaffen, ob 
man gleich wol lengest sicht, was freyhait oder rechts den 
gaistlichen geburt, das sich desselbigen unsere Bapst, 
Cardinal, Bischof und deren gesund [=Gesinde] nichts 
berumen darfen, sonder auch von den newirrigen, deren ich 
yetz gedacht, weiche viI guthertziger damit verwirren, als 
vermoge das Ampt der Oberkait am reych Christi nichts zu 
dienen und seye also ain unglaubiger fravel, wa die, so das 
schwert tragen, inen anmassen, faische leer und verkereten 
Gottesdienst abzustellen und gesunde leer und rechte 
Kirchenubungen anzurichten." BDS 6,2. 51, 32 - 52, 5. 
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religion. This and other damage could have been prevented 

if the political authorities had taken appropriate 

action. 146 History has proved that as long as the 

Christian Emperors attended to religion, the church was in 

good order. 147 Satan, responsible for the dangerous stance 

promoting the magistracy's abstinence from religious 

matters, wanted to achieve two goals with this trick: 

first, that where the Reformation had not taken hold yet, 

the old religion would remain; and second, that where the 

Reformation blossomed, it would be destroyed. M8 

Bucer did not stand alone on this issue. Hedio was 

M6"Wir sehen ye laider alle und klagens billich, wie 
die genanten gaistlichen, weyl sy kain Oberkait noch 
gericht zu berichten [=berichtigen] gehabt, in so verkeret 
und verruchtes wesen gefallen seind. So ware der 
erschrocklich jamer zu Mlinster und ander unrath an anderen 
orten auch so weytt nymmer kommen, hetten die Oberen 
beyzeyt ir ampt an der Religion und denen, die sich der 
leer und des gaists Christi berhtimet haben, nach dem 
befelch des Herren tiben wollen." BDS 6,2. 52, 7-12. 

M7"" ..• solange sich die [Christlichen Kaiser] der 
Religion getrewlich angenommen, ist es in den Kirchen alles 
gar ordenlich und rechtgeschaffen nahergangen." BDS 6,2. 
52, 23f. Bucer continued with a rebuke against the papists 
who first destroyed this order when they placed themselves 
above the political authorities. Ibid., 52, 26-31. 

M8"Also wolte yetzund der Sathan durch solchen gryff, 
das er die ordenlichen oberen vom geschaft der Religion 
abhielte, gern zway ding erlangen: Das aine, das die 
Christliche Reformation der Kirchen, nach deren aIle kinder 
Gottes nun so lange zeyt schreyen, wa die nit einbrochen, 
aller ding noch blybe. Das ander, das sy, wa der Herr 
dieselbige ettlichermassen verltihen, wider zerstort wurde." 
BDS 6,2. 52, 32-36. 
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equally convinced that it was the magistracy, its attitude, 

and its actions that would make a difference. In a sermon 

before the Council on January 14, 1534, Hedio spelled out 

the duties of a magistracy regarding religion. M9 Hedio 

placed no hope in the bishops and only very little in the 

princes with respect to combatting abuses and sects. In 

his eyes, the most reliable partners of the evangelical 

preachers were the cities, where integrity and piety always 

had their value. 150 For this reason, he appealed to the 

magistrates and their sense of responsibility: it was their 

M9Radts Predig. Wie die Oberkeit fUr sich selbs. und 
die Underthonen fUr jre Oberkeiten. in diBer geuerlichen 
sorglichen zeit zu bitten haben. Beschehen in beysein eins 
Ersamen Radts. und der Burgerschafft StraBburg. 1534. Den 
14. tag Jenners. Durch Casparn Hedion; printed in Gustav 
Freytag, Flugschriftensammlung, Nr. 3425; abridged version 
in QGT ElsaB II, 262-264 (Nr. 492). 

ISO" [Marg.: In wem hofnung sey den ewangelischen handel 
zu fUrdern] Das zur flirderung der angefangnen hendeln/kein 
hoffenung were/in den Bischoffen (vileicht darumb daB sie 
dem Romschen Bischoff so schwarlich mit eyd verpflicht) 
doch solI hiemit niemant an sein ehr geredt sein/man syhet 
taglich/wie es sich durcheinander schrencket/da will etwan 
ein Capitel wol/wil der Bischoff nit/dort der Bischoff 
wol/will das Capitel ubel. Ein kleyne hoffnung in den 
weltlichen fUrsten/wie dann vnter vilen Klinigen in Israel 
vast wonig frum vnd Gots 
forchtig (doch Gottlob) so hat auch dise zeit Josias vnnd 
Ezechias/der Herr wolle sie jm gar auBblindig machen. Zum 
dritten /was ubriger hoffnung die were in der weltlichen 
oberkeit der Stat/da dann on schmahung jemans zureden/ye 
vnd ye erbarkeit vnd frumkeit yrn werdt gehapt." Hedio, 
Radts Predig, c f

_
V

• 
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task to fight heresy and schism. 151 

The ministers' stance on the role of the magistracy 

regarding religious matters was established before the 

events of Munster took place. The "misery" in Westphalia 

may have deepened their awareness of the danger of a 

magistracy's tolerance toward dissenters, but it did not 

change their mind. On the contrary, in Bucer's "Dialogi," 

"Munster ll became a proof case for his argumentation. It is 

noteworthy that "Munster" was also evoked by the Lutheran 

preacher John Forster, who had been called from Wittenberg 

by the Augsburghers. Yet, he employed "Munster" with quite 

a different intention: Referring to the disaster of 

Munster, he strongly opposed the mingling of "preaching and 

city hall," (preaigtamt una rathaus) .152 "Munster, " 

therefore, could be--and was--used as evidence for entirely 

contrary positions. For Strasbourg's ministers, instead of 

151Like Bucer, Hedio referred to Satan who was hard at 
work trying to spread the opinion that the magistracy 
should not burden itself with religious matters, thereby 
providing an entrance for sects into the city: "Darumb 
ists ja ein schedliche gyfftige geschwinde meynungjdie 
Sathan ytzund treybtjdamit er allen RottenjSecktenjvnd 
Yrthumben ein eingang machenjvnnd ein fenster will eroffnet 
haben/so er sagtjDie Oberkeit solI sich der Religion sachen 
nit beladen." Hedio, Radts Predig, c V

• 

152BDS 6, 2. 41. 
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shocking them out of their mode of thinking, "Miinster lO 

confirmed their point of view. 

The clergy's conviction that the magistracy ought to 

become active in securing true religion within the city did 

not meet with the expected political endorsement. Instead 

of giving way to the pressure of the ministers, the 

strasbourg Council--having to accommodate more than just 

Bucer's party--adopted a policy of wait and see. The 

ministers for their part left nothing undone to move the 

council toward action. Frequently, they expressed their 

frustration with the ineffective measures taken by the 

council against the rampant growth of sects, as well as 

against the lack of discipline within the community. On 

August 7, 1535, only a month and a half after Miinster had 

finally been overcome, the ministers of strasbourg filed a 

complaint before the Council, both against the sects and 

the continuing lack of morals. 153 The grievances display 

their anticipation of things to come as well as their 

growing anguish over what was happening. They began by 

analyzing the current situation, which was that of great 

doctrinal aberration and growing moral decay. The 

Peasants' War, the wars against the Turks, and most 

l530GT ElsaB II, 437f (Nr. 691), oral complaint; 474f 
(Nr. 692), written petition of the same date. 
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prominently MUnster, had been telling signs of this 

condition. But nowhere did they see greater blasphemy on 

all fronts than in Strasbourg .154 

This complaint was not only a distressing analysis of 

the situation but also a desperate call for repentance--

addressed first and foremost to the council members. The 

magistracy ought to do penance to avert God's wrath. They 

were urged to go to worship, to take the Eucharist, to 

foster religion, and to abolish vices. 155 Furthermore, the 

ministers requested that the church ordinance be kept and 

that the youth be sent to worship as well as to school. 156 

154"Dr. Wolffgang Kapito, d. Hedio, h. Martin Butzer 
und meister Mathis Zell, die vier predicanten erscheinen 
mit anzeig, daB zu dieser zeit der zorn gottes sich 
hachlich erscheint, daB man in allen lastern leb, und fUr 
und fUr die sachen je arger worden. Man hab gehabt die 
bauernaufruhr, den tUrkenkrieg und schwere aufruhri so sei 
groBer sterben zu besorgen; die dann den zorn gottes 
anzeigen, dann sich niemand darob bessere, schier baser 
dann man vor nie gewesen: daraus erschein, daB es zu 
keinem guten, sondern aus dem zorn gottes komm. MUnster 
sei auch ein groB exempel geseyn, so daB etwas gestillt 
werd, man meine es sei schon Uber .... nun seijetst schwere 
gotteslasterung hie, als nirgend anderswo. von taufern und 
andern; ... " m;T ElsaB II, 473, 12-22, 28-30 (Nr. 691). 

155"Bitten urn gottes willen, m.h.h. \vollen sich zu gott 
kehren, buBe wirken und damit den zorn Gottes abzuwenden; 
man sehe, die von der oberkeit nicht aIle zur predigt 
giengen, wenige das nachtmal brauchen; dann man werde zu 
keiner kirche nicht mehr kommen, man hab dann das 
nachtmahl, und brauche den schIUssel." ~EIsaB II, 473, 
23-27 (Nr. 691). 

156" Zum and ern daB geha I ten wUrde ob den ordnungen 
Zum dritten sollte man bedenken, wie die jugend in die 
predigt gebracht wUrde ... 
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They demanded the appointment of disciplinary supervisors 

(Zuchtherren) and the institution of poor relief. 

Furthermore, they requested that the Council abstain from 

building a brothel. 157 

"Munster" was used as a symbol, a sign of the times 

revealing the wrath of God--as much as the conquest of 

Munster was seen as a sign of God's grace. But there was 

no doubt in the mind of the ministers that the roots of 

strasbourg's problems were the disastrous morals of its 

citizens, their lack of repentance, and a general turning 

away from God. 

The call for stricter discipline and the reality of 

God's punishment, however, were not new, nor did they 

originate from the developments in Mtinster. Part of the 

ministers' desire for a synod in 1532 was their perception 

of the city's moral decay, and the documents of 1532 

Zum vierten dass die schulen durch ihre lehrmeister 
wlirden in die kirche gefuhrt. 1t QGT ElsaB II, 473, 28 -
474, 6 (Nr. 691). 

157"Zum ftinften, damit ob den ordnungen und satzungen 
ans werk gebracht wtirde, daB man hatte etliche tapfere 
eifrige herr en geordnet, die darob hielten: man breche 
ehe, saufe, spiele freventlich dann in 16 jahren nie. 

Das almosen der Carthaus durch ltiderliche leut 
empfangen werd, dasselbe in bessern weg zu wenden. 

Dass man klein hurhaus sollte bauen." QGT ElsaB II, 
474, 7 -13 (Nr • 691). 
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through 1535 reflect the same concern. ISS "MUnster" was 

but the occasion to remind Christians once again of their 

sin and its consequences. Therefore, with regard to the 

magistracy's role in religious matters as well as to 

discipline and repentance, "MUnster" became a case in point 

in the already established argumentation of the ministers. 

d. Gathering the Lost Sheep 

The main focus of the Strasbourg reformers, even after 

"MUnster," continued to be the conversion, rather than the 

punishment of Anabaptists .159 During the interrogations of 

1~"Denkschrift [der Prediger] tiber die Notwendigkeit 
eines Gespraches mit den Sektierern und der Einsetzung von 
Zuchtherren zwecks strafferer Handhabung der Sittenpolizei" 
(about August 22, 1532), OGT ElsaB I, 548-551 (Nr. 332a)i 
"VorschUige der Pradikanten und Kirchenpfleger an den Rat 
zur Bekampfung verschiedener MiBstande und Sekten und zur 
Abhaltung einer Synode" (November 30, 1532), BDS 5. 366-
377; "Bedach"t des auBschutz von ordinantzen vnnd 
kirchenbreuchen" (before October 13, 1533), BDS 5. 402-421. 
The suggestions of this 'iBedacht" were almost completely 
transferred into the church ordinance of 1534: "Ordnung 
und Kirchengebreuch ftir die Pfarrern und Kirchendienern zu 
StraBburg und derselbigen angehorigen uff gehabtem Synodo 
ftirgenommen," completed on June 24, 1534; BDS 5. 24-41. 

159Caspar Hedio reported to the cathedral chapter about 
the attempts at conversion of Anabaptists exercised in his 
district; OGT ELsaB III, 245-247 (Nr. 848); September 14, 
1538. 
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one Peter Tasch [Tesch], a former leader of the 

Anabaptists, Bucer displayed a most sensitive approach to 

the conversion of Anabaptists and to the difficulties they 

had to overcome. 160 The former Anabaptist leader was 

willing to cooperate with the ministers of Strasbourg in 

the return of Anabaptists to the main Protestant fold. 

Tasch told Bucer that some of them had realized their 

separation had done more harm than good,161 but that they 

had two concerns: first, they feared arrogance, 

unfriendliness, and a lack of sincerity among the 

Protestant ministers; and secondly, the Anabaptists were 

l~oward the end of 1538, Philip of Hesse called Bucer 
to help him deal with the Anabaptists in Hesse; cf. Bucer's 
letter to Ambrosius Blarer of October 8, 1538, in which he 
informed Blarer that he would leave Strasbourg in two days 
to travel to Philipp of Hesse, who had called him regarding 
the Anabaptists; QGT ElsaB III, 289 (Nr. 854). Bucer 
conducted a series of interrogations at Marburg. See QGT 
ElsaB III, 291 (Nr. 858), 293f (Nrs. 861-864), 296 (Nr. 
869), 299 (Nr. 874), 305 (Nr. 885), 301f (Nr. 892), and 
324-327 (supplement to Nr. 913). The most interesting and 
far-reaching was his discussion with Tasch; see Bucer's 
informative report to Philip of Hesse about his discussion 
with Tasch, printed in BWPhB I, 47-50 (Nr. 16); November 3, 
1538. 

161 "Nach mi ttag gestern hab ich [Bucer] bei handen 
gehabt einen groBen und seer geschickten tursteher der 
widerteufer [Peter Tesch] und etlichen stunden mit im 
geredt; der mir gleublich anzeigtet, daB iren etliche sien, 
die nun des uberzeuget seien, das sie mit irer sondrung 
viel ergernuB und keine besserung anrichten, und wolten 
hertzlich gern dazu helffen, daB sie ir verirrets gesind, 
das gar viel meer ist in allen landen, dan man meinet, 
wieder zu unseren kirchen brechten." BWPhB I, 49, 1-6 (Nr. 
17) • 
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afraid that they would fall back into worldly and fleshly 

sin once they had returned to a more comfortable life. 162 

Tasch, therefore, suggested a very circumspect and 

indulgent approach toward these simple people, advising 

they should be welcomed back into the congregation in a 

friendly manner. The parish leaders should give the former 

Anabaptists time to get reaccustomed to the official rules 

and ceremonies. Let the Anabaptists first give up their 

teaching and baptizing; do not pressure them into taking 

communion because this might drive them again out of the 

Church; exert patience, understanding, and friendliness if 

conversion is to be successful. 163 

16211Doch ligen seer im weg zwo furso:cgen: die eine, 
weil am tag, das fil von unB predigern eben sicher, auch 
etwan nit wenig vermessen und hochtragen, auch in unser 
seelsorge und hirtenampt nit ernstlich und eifrig genug 
seind, sorgen sie, daB etliche von unB irem armen 
gesindlin, so es sich wider keret, durch ire 
onfreundlicheit und auch seumniB in christlicher zucht neue 
anstoB geben werden und sie, weil sie nach bled, wieder 
zuruck treiben. Die andere fursorge ist, das auch ir 
gesind, wenn es auB der verfolgung wieder zur ruwen kome, 
sich mochte wider in die welt= und fleischlichen geschefft 
schlagen." BWPhB I, 49, 6-14 (Nr. 17). 

163Tasch and his colleagues wanted to achieve with 
Bucer and the other ministers " ... daB wir dasselbige ihr 
velcklin freundlich aufnemen und in unserem thun etwas 
ernstlicher waren und mit christlicher zucht baB anhielten, 
dann bisher beschehen. Und nachdem dies volk nach sehr 
bled ist, mussen diese guten fursteher sich unser, der 
prediger, nach nit offentlich annehmen, dann wo sie das 
thaten, wurden sie etliche hartneckigen under irem gesind 
alsbald verlawmen; damit vermechten sie dann nichs meer 
oder seer wenig bei den irene Dazu achtet diser auch von 
noten sein, das wir von irem volcklin erstlich nit alles 
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As he related to Philip of Hesse, Bucer trusted Tasch 

and valued his counsel. The Strasbourg reformer agreed 

with Tasch that in regard to conversion, force and pressure 

would be of little avail; neither sword nor prison were 

successful means in this enterprise. To the contrary, such 

measures would only strengthen dissenters in their belief. 

He was also impressed by the danger the former Anabaptist 

leader was risking to lead his people back to 'the main 

Protestant fold': After the Anabaptist reign of MUnster 

had been crushed, many Anabaptists retaining "the 

MUnsterite spirit" had remained in Westphalia. Their 

leader and "king" was John Battenburg, who had once tried 

to kill Tasch. Tasch, nevertheless, proceeded in his fight 

against Battenburg's group of violent Anabaptists, writing 

four books against the IIMUnsterites" and continuing to be a 

fordren, sonder erstlich an dem genug hatten, daB sie ires 
teuffens und lerens abstunden, sich der artikel, die [sie] 
irrig gehabt, entschlugen und zun kirchen wieder giengen 
und mit den pfarrern hulffen, wen sie konden, zu 
gottsforchtigem wandel vermanen, ob sie gleich nit so bald 
zum tisch des herren giengen. Dann etliche sich des nach 
seer schewen, das so gar kein bann an manchem ort gehalten 
wurd und kein onderscheid der leuten, die zugahn. Aber des 
ist diser mann ohn zweivel, diB wurde auch bald selb komen, 
das sie zu dem tisch des herren auch gon wurden, wenn sie 
zu uns wieder treten im anderen. Dann sie unser concordi 
vom h. sacrament wol zufriden sind. Vor allem aber achtet 
diser, das man dise leut muste allegemach lassen wider 
einschleichen und nit tringen zu offentlichem widerruf. 
Dann wo den etliche thaeten, so wurden die ubrigen soliche 
und die fursteher, so sie dahin gewiesen, als gantz 
abstellig halten und desto meer schewen." BWPhB I, 49, 18 
- 50, 15 (Nr. 17). 
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loyal partner of Bucer and his colleagues. IM 

This episode makes clear that, in 1538, there were 

still many Anabaptists adhering to the ideas expressed in 

Mtinster. Yet other Anabaptists, like Tasch and his 

followers, rejected the use of force and opposed those 

still harboring the "Mtinsterite spirit." Furthermore, it 

illustrates how Bucer distinguished between various 

Anabaptist subgroups. For him the "Mtinsterites" stood for 

upheaval and rejection of lawful magistracy. He realized 

that this group was a radical branch and did not represent 

all or even most of the Anabaptists. In addition, Bucer's 

relationship with Tasch testifies both to his 

differentiated view of the Anabaptists as well as to his 

exceedingly sensitive approach toward those who rejected 

violence. Here again, we find strong evidence of Bucer's 

desire to gather, convert, and unite, rather than to punish 

IM"Diesen mann habe ich, gnadiger herr, also befunden, 
daB ich im glauben geben muB. Er hat auch uber diesem 
furhaben groBe gefahr bestanden von denen, die nach den 
munsterischen geist haben, deren nach fil vorhanden, 
welcher kunig Battenburck, der in Brabant gericht ist, in 
einmal hat umbringen wollen. Er hat auch fier bucher schon 
geschrieben under [wider?] die brtider von dieser 
wiederkehre. Ich kann im ja ins hertz nit sehen und mage 
mich triegen, so viel zeichen habe ich aber eines 
uffrichtigen gemiets, das ich on zweifel bin, er gemein's 
recht. Weil dann das schwerdt und gefengnuB wenig recht 
bekeret, sonder meer stercket und wir prediger disem gesind 
so gar verdacht sind, wolt ich warlich, das wir diese leut 
brauchen konden •.•. Der herre gebe gnad, das wir im seine 
scheflin samlen und nit zerstrewen." BWPhB I, 50, 15-29 
(Nr. 17). 
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and separate. Instead of letting a chance at unification 

pass by, he opted for unorthodox cooperation with the 

former Anabaptist leaders in "gathering the lost sheep." 

He also comprehended that most Anabaptists distrusted the 

Protestant preachers; 165 therefore, a cooperative effort 

with Tasch was vital. Bucer knew that prison did not 

create insightful, but stupid Christian citizens. 1M 

165Bucer's open attitude towards the sectarians was 
encouraged by his agreement with them over a prime 
stumbling block to right religion in Strasbourg, the lack 
of discipline. See also the interrogation of the 
Anabaptists Hans Braun and Elisabeth Pfersfelder; QGT ElsaB 
II, 442 (Nr. 650); ca. March 17, 1535. 

IM"Es sind der teuffer meer in e.f.g. landen, denn ich 
imer gemeinet hette, und under denselbigen fil guthertziger 
leut, welchen wir prediger doch so verdacht sind, das sie 
nichs oder seer wenig berichts von unB annemen. So dann 
mit straff gegen inen gehandlet wirdt, werden die 
frommisten damit allein gestarcket, dann sie meinen, sie 
leiden umbs herr en willen; die dann weichen, thuns 
gemeinlich wider ihr gewissen, derhalben bestohn sie nicht 
oder fallen ab von aller religion, und werden die 
ruchlosisten leut draus, die man finden mag, wie ich das 
seer an vielen erfahren habe. Wo aber der herre nun 
helffen waIte durch ire selb fursteher, warlich, da wurde 
etwas geschaffet werden. Derhalben wollt ich gar gern, das 
wir disen und seinesgleichen brauchen machten." BWPhB I, 
51f; 50, 4-14 (Nr. 18); letter of Bucer to Philip of Hesse 
on November 4, 1538. Later in the letter, Bucer reports an 
interrogation of a certain Peter LoB: "Nun ist wol diser 
Peter LoB ein alber mensch und frech, so fil er sich im 
gesprech bewisen; die lange gefangnuB aber machet auch 
blade leut ..• " Ibid., 51, 34 - 52, 2. 
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e. Conclusion 

Looking at the agenda of Strasbourg's clergy 

throughout the 1530s, it becomes evident that 'I:he 

frightening ascent of Anabaptism in Munster did not uncover 

hitherto silent concerns, but rather lent ammunition to 

seasoned anxieties. A comparison of documents from 1532 to 

the end of the decade reveals a surprising consistency in 

argumentation and anxieties on the part of the Protestant 

pastors. In their analysis, the want of discipline and the 

abundance of sects were Strasbourg's cardinal problems. 

Their only remedies were a stricter control of both morals 

and sects by the magistracy as ~ell as the enforcement of 

one common confession. 

The establishment of the Anabaptists in Munster was 

the major factor in increasing fear for the city and 

heightening anticipation of God's wrath. Bucer shifted 

emphasis in his treatises according to the historical 

situation and thus "Munster" brought specific concerns into 

sharper focus. On the eve of the Anabaptist reign, when 

Bucer still felt he was in dialogue with the Munsterites, 

he stressed unity in Christ as the goal of all Christians. 

A year later, realizing that all negotiations had failed, 

he underlined the magistracy's right to enforce true 

religion. 
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"MUnster" did not shock the Protestant clergy of 

Strasbourg out of their way of thinking--rather it 

confirmed their views and fears. As abominable as it was 

to them, the occurrence did not really come as a surprise. 

Interpreted as a sign of the times revealing God's wrath 

over the sinfulness of man and the lack of repentance, 

"MUnster" became a proof case for the ministers in their 

effort to get the Council to do something about what the 

ministers considered to be the degenerate state of the 

c:ity. 
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3. Political Response 

Nominally, the core of Strasbourg's political life was 

the "Council and the Twenty-one (XXI)," yet by the 

sixteenth century, the power had shifted to the two privy 

chambers, the Fifteen (XV) and the Thirteen (XIII). 167 The 

Thirteen, responsible for warfare and diplomacy, was the 

most important and prestigious Council. 168 The concerns of 

the Fifteen were internal affairs, the inner security of 

the city, the protection of civic privileges, observance of 

the constitution, guild supervision, and economic 

regulations. 169 When both privy Councils met, they were 

designated as The Twenty-One (XXI). 170 The large Council, 

I~For the following discussion of Strasbourg's 
political constitution see Cramer, Verfassung und 
Verwaltung and Thomas A. Brady, Jr., Ruling Class. Regime 
and Reformation at StraSburg 1520-1555 (Leiden: Brill, 
1978), 163-168. 

168The Thirteen consisted of four patricians 
(Constofler, usually Stettmeister or Altstettmeister), four 
of the five Altameister, four guildsmen and the ruling 
Ammeister; Brady, Ruling Class, 165. Only in times of war 
were they abl,e to act independently; normally, they had to 
report to the Council and the XXIeri Cramer, Verfassung und 
Verwaltung, 22. 

169The XV were composed of five patricians 
(Constofler) and ten guildsmen, one of whom might be 
Ammeister, Altammeister, or XIIIeri Brady, Ruling Class, 
165. 

170The XIII and XV were joined by four "unattached" 
(ledig) XXI, which resulted in 30-32 members, i.e., 9-10 
patricians and 21-22 guildsmen. These were called Twenty-
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consisting of 30 members--10 patricians and 20 guildsmen--

and the Ammeister, the head of the government, had by the 

early 1500s become the springboard for those aspiring to 

the privy chambers. 17l The Schoffenrat constituted the 

only immediate representation of the citizenry, comprising 

300 members, 20 of every guild. This body was convened 

only for decisions on fundamental issues pertaining to 

Strasbourg's constitution. u2 

In assessing the impact of the Munster events on 

Strasbourg's politics, we need to differentia'te between 

domestic and foreign affairs. 

a. Policy toward Heretics 

"Munster's" impact on strasbourg's local policy can 

best be investigated by following its actions against 

sectarian groups--one of the principle points of contention 

bet,ween councilors and ministers. The complaint about 

One (sometimes "the old lords" or "our friends") according 
to their original number. The XXI was not an independent 
body since it consisted mostly of members of the two privy 
Councils. Nor did it ever congregate separate from the 
large Council. Cramer, Verfassung und Verwaltung, 24. 

171 Cramer , Verfassung und Verwaltung, 25. 

U2cramer, Verfassung und Verwaltung, 27f; Brady, 
Ruling Class, 166-168. 
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inadequate political measures against the increase in sects 

was a recurring item on the ministers' agenda--before, 

during, and after "MUnster." It has been argued that the 

stalling policy of the councilors had come to an end with 

the events of MUnster, which made them embark on a much 

harsher course against heretics. 173 Yet a close look at 

minutes and correspondence reveals that this was only a 

superficial move. The Council's response to the plea of 

the ministers did change over the years, but not in 

1534/35. Only in 1538 do we find a decisively more severe 

course against the Anabaptists. 

The Council did not welcome sects and separation, 

which endangered the peace and unity of the city, yet 

politicians hesitated to follow the course of the ministers 

because it smacked too much of a "new papism. ,,174 They 

felt that their best option was to steer a middle course 

between religious toleration and strict policing of 

religious beliefs. 

During the first years following the introduction of 

173Greschat, Martin Bucer, 133. 

I~See Hedio's discussion of the different parties in 
Strasbourg, particularly his exposition of the reproach by 
the "Epicureans" that Bucer and his party wanted to erect 
"ein new bapstumb." Hedio, Radts Predig, biiijf; cf. 
Brady, Ruling Class, 247. 
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the Reformation in Strasbourg, the Council took moderate 

steps to combat sectarianism. On January 4, 1528, it 

passed an imperial mandate against Anabaptists, but to the 

dismay of the clergy, it had very little effect; dissenters 

kept pouring into the city. Therefore, Bucer and his 

colleagues urged the Council to hold a synod in order to 

settle on a common confession and to devise measures 

against separatists. 175 While the synod took place in 

1533, the Council procrastinated over its decisions. 

Repeatedly, the ministers pressured Strasbourg's councilors 

to bring the synod to closure with a final decree. 176 

Beyond their reluctant efforts at the synod, the 

political authorities addressed both guilds and rural 

communities, impressing upon them the synodal decrees 

regarding sects and discipline. Furthermore, they reminded 

the guilds of the earlier mandate against contact with and 

support of Anabaptists (1528) .In The councilors intended 

to prevent such terrifying developments, leading to 

175For an extensive discussion of the synod, see above 
pp. 297-310. 

IMOGT ElsaB II, 265f (Nr. 498); January 28, 1534; 266-
269 (Nr. 499); January 28-February 2, 1534; 392 (Nr. 615); 
November 9, 1534. 

InOGT ElsaB II, 421-431 (Nr. 637); February 7, 1535. 
Cf. the "The council committee's opinion on explications to 
the address before the guilds (February 7, 1535) regarding 
the publication and inculcation of the disciplinary order;" 
ibid., 434-436 (Nr. 643); between Feb 7 and March 8, 1535. 
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ungodliness and civic destruction, as were now occurring at 

several places (an etlichen orten) .178 The Council 

probably had in mind not only the guilds' long-standing 

history of support for dissenters, but particularly that, 

in Mlinster, the Anabaptists had come to power with the help 

of the guilds. In answer to a petition of the 

ministers,179 Strasbourg's Council issued a decree to the 

rural communities on April 28, 1535, spelling out that the 

presence of sects would lead to separation and discord. 1w 

17S"Nachdem vnnsere herrn meister vnnd rathe vergangner 
joren vB hohen vnnd notwendigen vrsachen vnnd jnn bedacht 
jrs schuldigen ampts durch offene mandaten versehen vnnd 
verpieten lossen haben, das sich ein yeder vor den 
schedlichen secten der widerteuffer vnnd anderer jrrigen 
leer verhueten, denselbigen nit anhangen, noch 
underschleyff [=Unterschlupf], huB, herberg oder furschub 
geben solten, vnnd domit demselbigen mit ernst nachkhommen 
vnd trennung der kirchen, abfall vom wort gottes, 
zerruetung guter policey vnnd gemeyner statt schaden, so 
hiebey zu besorgen vnnd leyder yetzt an etlichen orten 
dergleichen erschrockliche exempel vor augen sein, 
verhuetet werden, haben sie solichs wider von neuwem durch 
die alten herren den zunfften vff allen stuben furhalten 
lossen, etc." OGT Elsa8 II, 434. 23-34 (Nr. 643). These 
measures seemed to have had little effect on the guilds 
since the political authorities decreed on January 24, 1539 
to repeat their decree of February 7, 1535 in front of the 
guilds; see OGT ElsaB III, 305f (Nr. 886). 

1790GT ElsaB II, 416-421 (Nr. 634); between end of 
January and April 28, 1535. 

IS0"Mandate of the Council for Strasbourg's rural 
communities about sects, mandatory baptism, attendance of 
Sunday's sermons, excessive kermis celebrations, etc.;" 
OGT Elsa8 II, 446-449; 446 (Nr. 657). Strasbourg's 
councilors emphasized that "der mererteil anfengklich von 
fremden orten hieherkhumen." Ibid.; 446. 23f (Nr. 657). 
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When repeated efforts to dissuade Strasbourg's sectarians 

from their erroneous convictions failed, the magistracy 

resorted to expulsion,181 complaining at the same time that 

this procedure had given rise to a new danger, namely that 

the evicted were hiding in the countryside seducing the 

poor simple subj ects with their teachings. 182 Therefore, 

Strasbourg warned the rural communities to be on guard 

against "such damaging sects. ,,183 The Council's admission 

\8IAfter the promulgation of several decrees against 
sects and against those who provided them with shelter, the 
councilors had " ... nachmals ettlich durch frundlich 
vnderricht vnd sonder gesprech von jren jrthumben 
abzuweisen vnderstanden; zu jtingst auch ein offenlich 
gesprech vnd sinodum halten alssen, vnd als etli[c]h sich 
weder durch frundlichen bericht, noch durch ernstlich 
verwarnung von jren jrthumben haben wollen lassen abwenden, 
dieslben vnserer stadt vnnd obrikeit verwisen: alles 
darumb, damit drennung der kirchen, abfal vom gottlichen 
wort vnd zerruttung bruderlicher lieb vnd friedens souil 
moglich verhut werden mocht." QGT ElsaB II, 446.25-32 (Nr. 
657); April 28, 1535. 

18211Dieweil aber zu besorgen, das sich solich 
sectenfurer vnd anhanger, auch die, so durch vns alhie 
gehorter massen verwisen seind, auff dem land vnserer 
obrigkeit heimlich vnderschleiffen vnd die armen 
einfeltigen vnderstan mochten zu verwirren vnd von dem weg 
der warheit abzuftiren, zu verderbung der seelen vnd anderm 
mer argem, so darus volgen werde, ... " OGT ElsaB II, 446. 
33 - 447. 3 (Nr. 657). 

IU" ••• vnd wir uns als ein christlich oberkait 
schuldig erkennen, ein solchs zu verkhummen, darumb so 
vermanen wir trulich vnd vatterlich aIle vnd jede vnser 
ondertanen vff dem land, gepiten und wollen auch, das sie 
bey dem h. evangelio vnd erkhanter warheit, wie das bey 
jnen durch vnsern beuelh vnd anstellen bisher gepredigt 
worden ist, bestendiglich bleiben, ir leben mit gottlicher 
hilf dem gemes anrichten vnd furem wollen vnnd sich vor 
solchen schedlichen secten verhuten ... " OGT ElsaB II, 
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that expulsion of dissenters did not settle but only 

relocated the problem reinforced the ministers' argument 

that the best solution would be to put these people to work 

for the community. 

The handling of domestic affairs set the Council 

continuously at odds with Bucer and his colleagues whose 

views differed on the crucial point of the magistracy's 

role regarding religious matters. Bucer and his party 

expected the political authorities to take charge of 

religious issues. The Council in turn was disinclined to 

control the beliefs of dissenters beyond their civic 

obedience. On this point the political authorities found 

support with the "Epicureans. ,,184 In a sermon before the 

council, Bucer's colleague Hedio described the opposition 

to the ministers wi thin Strasbourg. 185 They were attacked 

from four different sides: some accused Bucer and his 

colleagues of relying on the magistracy to protect the 

Gospel; others claimed that the ministers were ingratiating 

themselves with the authorities in order to have certain 

447. 3-10 (Nr. 657). 

184For a discussion of the "Epicureans" see above pp. 
303-310. 

185Hedio, Radts Predig, in: Gustav Freytag 
Flugschriftensammlung .• Nr. 3425; abridged version in OGT 
ElsaB II, 262-264 (Nr. 492); January 14, 1534. 
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people imprisoned; a third party accused them of driving 

away those who did not share their belief; and finally, 

some were charging that the ministers wanted to establish a 

new papacy. 186 The last group, the Epicureans, seemed to 

have aggravated Hedio the most. They like the gospel to be 

gentleness, friendliness, and freedom; but the earnest 

preaching of last judgment in their mind was a new papism. 

This group even suggested that the magistracy should keep 

out of religious matters. Its sole responsibility was to 

be political, to secure external freedom and justice. 187 

186After Hedio had reminded his audience of all the 
efforts undertaken by the ministers to stimulate the 
necessary reforms, he exclaimed: "Liebs straBburg, hiitte 
dich mit hochstem fleiB von gespaltner ler, dann sunst dein 
verderben vor der thier [=Tlir] ist. Aber alda wiirt der 
prediger wie der esel yom lowen, von der vndanckbarn 
fleischlichen weldt jamerlich zerzert vnnd zerrissen: 
einer schreiet, man hencke [=hange, binde] die oberkeit an 
sich, wolle damit das euangelion schlitzen vnd verthedigen; 
ein anderer, man predig vnd lauff der oberkeit nach, damit 
man ihen [=jenen] vnnd disen in thurn vnd gefenckniB 
bringe; der drit schreiet, man vertreybe die leut, die nit 
glauben wollen was wir; der viert, man wolle ein new 
bapstumb auffrichten, in dem so von ordnung zu halten 
geredt wiirt." OGT ElsaB II, 262. 24-33 (Nr. 492). 

InllDas sind die feynd des crelitzes Christi/die das jr 
suchen/die lassen/iederman machen wie er will/Sagen von 
grosser senftmtitigkeit und frintlichkeit/die man im 
predigen brauchen solle/was gericht eyfer/ernst/in sich 
hat/ist jnen ein new Bapstum. So man die Oberkeit jrs 
ampts ermanet/ist es yom arm Gottes auff den fleischlichen 
arm gefallen. Der glaub solle frey sein das ist es sol 
ieder thun vnd leben/wie es jm gefellet ...• Die weltlich 
Oberkeit/solle mit jren ampt sich Christlichs thuns vnd der 
Religion nit annemen/forchten vileicht man werde zuuil 
frumm/Es stand jnen nit zu/wan sie eusserlichen friden 
halten vnd gute Policey das man bey einander leben mage/so 
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Hedio, on the contrary, argued that the magistracy should 

not only take charge of religious matters, but ought to be 

a good example by taking communion and by leading 

disciplined lives: 

As the conduct of the most renowned men of every city, 
thus will be the comportment of the whole city.lsS 

Furthermore, the politicians should be alert to the signs 

of the time. 189 

Hedio's message to the Council represents the 

ministers' stance already visible in 1532. The magistracy 

dealt with such a significant interest group by adopting a 

strategy of inviting advice and at the same time ignoring 

haben sie im gnug gethon." Hedio, Radts Predig, biiijr-v. 

1~"wie die fUrnemsten menner eyner yeden statt/also 
ist die gantz statt. n Hedio, Radts Predig, cii~v. 

ID"Ferrer so sollen auch die seltzamen zeychen/so zu 
dieser zeit als vorbotten der welt end vnd des jUngsten 
gerichts euch dest geflissiger machten vmb weiBheyt vnd 
erkannis zu bitten/damit uch [=euch] der tag des Hern nit 
onbereyt [=unvorbereitet] erfinnde ...• Es sind krieg vnd 
krieg geschrey/Pestilentz/Thelire zeit [=Teuerung] ..• vnd 
der gleichen gon [=gehen] auch viI zeichen vnd warnungen 
fUr. In zweyen jaren haben wir trey Commeten gehabt 
Heut so diB predig beschehen/finsternis der 
sonnen/jnnerthalb dem jetzigen Monat finsternis des Mons. 
Vnd was sol ich viI sagen von den vnruwigen 
saturnichen/Melancolischen/Fantastischen menschen/die 
herumb schweiffen/vnd deren viI dise jar einher/hieher gon 
StraBburg auch kommen/was sie jah darzu treibt/vnd nach dem 
sprlich wort/auB StraBburg gern Aphricam/so viI an jnen ist 
machen wolten/alle tag etwas newes/aber nichts dann arges 
geperen." Hedio, Radts Predig, cip-ciijr. 
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it. This is particularly evident with regard to the 

punishment of Anabaptists. Some three weeks before the 

victory over MUnster (June 25, 1535), the Council turned to 

the clergy for an opinion on Anabaptist treatment. The 

ministers assessed the situation of Strasbourg and its 

countryside: despite the issuance of several decrees, the 

heretics still gathered secretly for worship, although this 

proved increasingly difficult due to the suspicion incurred 

by the developments in MUnster .190 In their extensive 

counsel, the ministers firmly rejected expulsion as a means 

of punishment. Instead they advised that those guilty cf 

Anabaptism be put to work for the community. The 

councilors never heeded this recommendation, but continued 

to expel or imprison heretics. 191 The Strasburghers 

discussed the proper action against Anabaptists anew in the 

context of a general inquiry by Philip of Hesse (May 23, 

190The Anabaptists "... sich ann ausgelegnen orten auch 
bei nacht einander finden wider jedes orts ordenlichen 
magistrats verbot, auch so sie etwan begriffen 
[=ergriffen], das sie nit wollen jrer versamlung vnnd jrsel 
[=Irrsal] abstohn; vnnd wan jn die oberkeyt, dar inn sie jr 
vnordenlich [=ordnungswidrig] zusamenrottung furnemmen, 
verbotten wurt, wellen sie dieselbige nit verschweren 
[=abschworen], geloben wol auBzupleiben, kommen aber 
dannocht wider: welches nun mehr beschwerlich seie, weil 
sie jrer practicen auB der Munsterischen hand lung hoch 
verdacht sein; ••. " OGT EIsaB II, 458-464; 459. 4-11 (Nr. 
673); shortly before June 3, 1535. 

191The expulsion of heretics was not a treatment 
peculiar to Strasbourg. For Cologne see Schwerhoff, Koln 
im Kreuzverhor, 148. 
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1536).192 Wtirttemberg's theologians advised that the death 

penalty not be used, pointing to the example of Philip of 

Hesse end the Strasbu.rghers, who did not execute Hoffman 

since he had erred out of ignorance, not mischief. 193 

Together with Philip and the Strasburghers, the theologians 

of Wtirttemberg advocated a lenient treatment of 

Anabaptists. 194 

1920GT ElsaB III, 26 (Nr. 715). The Landgrave asked 
the Council of Strasbourg and its ministers for an opinion 
on the appropriate treatment of Anabaptists. It is 
noteworthy that Philipp made the inquiry after the events 
of Mlinster. Even then, he did not have a ready solution to 
the problem of Anabaptism. The shocking experience of 
"Mtinster" did not provide him with the justification for 
killing sectarians indiscriminately. He felt that it would 
be wrong to kill people on account of their faith, " ... das 
wir nit recht daran theten, wan wir imand des glaubens halb 
todteten ... und ... nit gern von uns selbst und on anderer 
christlichen stende rat und bedenken groses beschwerlichs, 
als das leib oder leben betrefe, gegen en widertaufern 
wolten furnemen." Ibid., 26. 20-23. 

193"SO haben die von StraBburg Melcher Hoffmann, ein 
gar schadlichen wiedertaufer, der mit schreiben und 
predigen groBen schaden getan und ganz Holland, wie man 
sagt, und ein groBen teil des Niederlands mit dem 
wiedertauf befleckt, dennoch nit wollen mit dem schwert 
richten, sondern ihn noch bisher in gefangnus, dam it er 
niemand kein schaden mehr tun macht, erhalten, 
ungezweifel[t] um dessen willen am allermeisten, daB sie 
daflir gehalten, er irre nicht mutwilliglich, sondern sei 
aus einem unverstandigen eifer darhin geraten und vom 
teufel und basen menschen vergaukelt worden." OGT ElsaB 
III, 29. 17 - 30. 6 (Nr. 721a). According to the editors, 
this opinion was written probably soon after the much 
harsher opinion of the lawyers of June 9, 1536. 

194Notably the Wtirttemberg theologians pointed to the 
handling of Hoffman as a positive example, whereas 
Strasbourg was afraid that others would rebuke them for 
their 'lax' treatment. 
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Two months after his request, Philip had to remind the 

council of Strasbourg that he was still waiting for an 

opinion. 195 Finally, on August 5, 1536, the Council 

informed Philip about its procedure and sent him the advice 

of the ministers.l% The Council's exposition stands in 

contrast to the recommendations of the ministers. In the 

preachers' advice, two demands were most conspicuous: one, 

that it was the magistracy's duty to advocate and guarantee 

true religion, and two, that one should put Anabaptists to 

useful labor instead of resorting to expulsion or 

imprisonment. That, however, was precisely what the 

Council was doing, as can be concluded from the 

politicians' own response to Philip. 

The Council ignored repeated calls of the clergy to 

encourage repentance and good moral behavior. The 

ministers, therefore, issued the elaborate complaint 

1950GT ElsaB III, 31 (Nr. 724); July 30, 1536. Cf. 
Politische Correspondenz der Stadt Strassburg im Zeitalter 
der Reformation, 2, 1531-1539, Urkunden und Akten der Stadt 
Strassburg, 2, ed. otto Winckelmann (Strasbourg: Karl J. 
Trtibner, 1887), 382 (Nr. 396). Philip addressed the 
Thirteen--the privy council responsible for foreign 
affairs--because it also handled appeals as well as high 
civil and criminal jurisdiction within certain limits; cf. 
Brady, Ruling Class, 165. 

1960GT ElsaB III, 38f (Nr. 730); and 33-38 (Nr. 729), 
after June 22, 1536, before August 5, 1536. 
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against the magistracy of August 7, 1535.1~ Going beyond 

a mere analysis, the clergy made specific suggestions with 

regard to what could be improved. Although the Council 

responded promptly to the complaint, the discrepancy 

between the wishes of the ministers and the reality of 

domestic politics became all too clear. For example, the 

councilors responded to the ministers' request that they 

abandon the project of building a brothel by suggesting 

that the house could be situated some place else in 

town! 198 While the magistracy did not lose much time in 

answering the charges, the response lacked the force for 

which the ministers had called. putting the brothel at a 

different site was not the solution they had anticipated. 

That the mandate might not have been published at all and 

was possibly written only to appease the clergy underlines 

the evasiveness of the political authorities. 

While Bucer and his party urged the magistracy to 

I~QGT ElsaB II, 473f (Nr. 691); Oral complaint. The 
written petition is also dated August 7, 1535; ibid.; 474f 
(Nr. 692). For a discussion of this document see above, 
pp. 346-348. 

198QGT ElsaB II, 476. 19-21 (Nr. 694); August 10, 
1535). Cf. 477f (Nr. 696); August 19, 1535 (Decree 
concerning the ministers' petition), and 478f (Nr. 698); 
between August 9 and September 1535 ("Mandate concerning 
attendance at sermons and abstaining from sectarian 
doctrine"). The editors note that this mandate was 
probably never published and possibly only formulated on 
account of the complaint. 
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spearhead the transformation of Strasbourg into a godly 

community, the political leaders had much more modest 

ambitions--at least with respect to the sanctity of the 

city. They gave their measured support to the ministers--

repeating benevolently the call for a more godly life and 

reminding the councilors to give a good example--yet 

declared that "one had to let the world be the world to 

some extent. ,,199 Here we see the roads of the communal 

politicans and the religious Reformers part, revealing the 

discrepancy between the civic idea of a "sacred community" 

and the religious ideal of the city as the "new Jerusalem." 

The ministers demanded from the citizens a far more radical 

199The occasion for this statement was again the 
discussion about the location of brothels, which had been 
going on for some time. On June 20, 1534, some citizens 
had complained that these houses of ill-repute on their 
street were a nuisance to their wives and children. The 
councilors suggested once again that they should find an 
inoffensive site to attend to these human needs and to 
prevent graver evil. For despite the "new things" 
[probably the conclusion of the synodal decrees regarding 
sects and discipline], one had to let the world be the 
world to some extent: "Etliche burger so urn die 
Schwanzgasse beim RoBmarkt sitzen, bitten ihnen die 
hurenhauser daselbst abzuhelfen, damit sich ihre frommen 
weib und kind nicht so graulich argern. Erk.: Urn der 
frommen leute erbar begehren willen, solI man diese hauser 
an dem ort abschaffen und keines mehr dahin machen. 
Daneben solI man bedenken, wo an einen andern gelegenen 
ort, da man am wenigsten argert, ein haus gemacht werde der 
nothdurft und boserm zu begegnen. Dann es an dem neuen, so 
man jetzt machem nicht genug werde. Man muE dennoch die 
welt ein wenig noch welt sein lassen." Annales de 
sebastien Brant, BSCMHA, 2e serie, 19 (1897/98), 236 (Nr. 
5057); my emphasis. The synod had been discussed the day 
before; ibid., 235f (Nr. 5056); June 19, 1534. 
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"religious" dedication to the new Reformation than the 

civic authorities who were concerned primarily with 

balancing political, social, and religious considerat.ions. 

Not after "Mlinster," in the summer of 1535, but. only 

from the end of the 1537, the Council followed a harsher 

course against the Anabaptists. In a draft mahdate, the 

political authorities determined that nobody should be 

accepted as a citizen if he had not first furnished the 

council with his discharge papers from his former domain, 

in order to prove that he had nei 1:her participated in the 

Peasants' War nor adhered to Anabaptism. 2°O 

On March 23, 1538, the councilors passed a mandate 

against Anabaptists,2m describing the situation that 

forced them to take action: while the city--with the help 

of God--had been able to get through the Peasants' War 

relatively unscathed, Anabaptist sects had gained ground in 

200QGT ElsaB II, 106f (Nr. 796); ca. December 15, 1537. 
The editors suggest that, since the Peasants' War and 
Anabaptism are linked, the author of the document had the 
situation of Borsch in mind. This may be the case. But 
what interested the political authorities most--and 
especially at this point in time--was the potential of 
unrest, which could be a part of Anabaptism as "Mlinster" 
had shown and as the latest developments suggested. This 
was the point of comparison with the Peasants' War and the 
reason that the two were often mentioned in the same 
breath. 

2mQGT ElsaB III, 139-142 (Nr. 816). 
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the wake of the uprisings and had caused many problems for 

strasbourg. 2w The Council had attempted to confine the 

danger already in 1528 by issuing an imperial mandate 

(January 4, 1528), but this was hardly observed: 

For this reason, sects increased immensely. And 
although there may be many pious people among the 
Anabaptists who erroneously fell for false 
teaching, other crafty people have managed to 
mingle with them and have dared to suppress all 
honesty and authority and to rule according to 
their own will against God's order. As has been 
testified by the deplorable case of the well
known city Miinster .... 203 

since mild treatment of the Anabaptists had missed its 

goal, the members of the Council were concerned 

that--in the future--when these people see their 
chance, it may lead to uprising and the destruction in 

2WIISO ist euch unverborgen, was beschwerden und 
sorgfeltigkeiten sich mit vergangner peurischer ufrur und 
auch in ander weg deshalben ereugt und erzeugt, daran Got, 
der almechtig, sonder gnad gethan, das die on mercklichen 
nachteil und zerrittung gemeiner diser stat Strassburg 
policei zergangen. Und hat sich aber under denselbigen 
sorgfeltigkeiten und beschwerlicheiten ereugt und 
eingerissen die secten, so man die widertaufer nennet, die 
dan nit einerlei, sonder in vil meinungen gespalten und 
gesinnet." OGT ElsaB III, 139. 20-27 (Nr. 816). 

203 I1Daher dan kommen, das sich die secten hochlich 
gemert. Und ob wol vil fromer leut, die allein us irthomb 
darein komen, darunder sein mogen, so hat sich doch 
zugetragen, das arglistige leut darunder sich gemischt und 
understanden, aIle erbar- und oberkeit zu undertrucken und 
nach irem willen wider Gottes ordnung zu herschen und zu 
regieren. Wie dan der erbermiglich fall der wolbekanten 
stat MUnster des zeugnis gibt ... " OGT ElsaB III, 140. 9-15 
(Nr. 816). 
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strasbourg--just as it happened in MUnster.2M 

Therefore, the councilors deemed it necessary to take more 

severe measures.2~ It needs to be pointed out, however, 

that for the Strasbourg Council, the issue at stake was not 

the creed (innerlichen glauben) but civic order 

(burgerliche policei).2~ The MUnsterites were classified 

as instigators of rebellion against the state and therefore 

as dangerous. Such a group could multiply and grow only 

because the mandate--do not give shelter to the 

Anabaptists; investigate thoroughly all those seeking to 

enter the city--had not been obeyed. "MUnster," now a myth 

or paradigm which could be held up for everybody to see, 

became a proof case for the recalcitrance of certain 

Anabaptist groups. 

2MII ... solich sect auch uber die mass von frembden und 
heimschen sich meren und uberhand nemen will, das wir 
sehen, das unser milte hand lung bei disen verstockten 
leuten nit verfahet, und zu besorgen haben, das es in 
kUnftigen wie zu MUnster auch beschehen, so sie iren 
vorteil ersehen, zu ufrur und ganzer verderbung diser stat 
Strassburg reichen mocht." QGT ElsaB 111,1410 3-7 (Nr. 
816) . 

2~"Dasselbig sovil moglich zuvorkomen, so haben wir 
uns schuldig geacht, ferer und hart ere straf gegen solichen 
frevelen uberdreter fUrzunemen." OGT ElsaB III, 141. 8-10 
(Nr. 816). 

206" dises furnemen und gepot nit uf den innerlichen 
glauben geet, sonder allein umb der gepots und verpots 
willen unser ordenlichen oberkeit und zu verhuetung 
trennungen der kirchen und letstlich verderbung 
burgerlicher policei beschehe, ... " QGT ElsaB III, 142. 8-
11 (Nr. 816). 
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In line with efforts to regain control over the many 

sects in Strasbourg, the councilors decreed on January 24, 

1539 that the earlier proposal of February 1535 should be 

repeated before the guilds. 2OO Then they passed a mandate 

to summon citizens disrespectful of sermons, sacraments, 

and the official doctrine before the parish board. 208 For 

the second time in a year, the councilors explained their 

position and their initial hope that people would adhere to 

the Word of God and to the unity of the Church for their 

own salvation, but that it had become increasingly clear 

this was not the case. Religious rifts continued to divide 

the community, and the citizens had fallen into an ungodly 

way of life. Therefore, it was their duty to redress the 

problem of sects and separation.2~ Between May 26 and 28, 

2WOGT ElsaB III, 305f (Nr. 886). 

w80GT ElsaB III, 307f (Nr. 889) and 308f (Nr. 890); 
both on January 29, 1539. 

2~IIWiewol nun dieselbig ordnung [of the Synod of 
1533/34] bishar ins werck nit kommen, vnd vnsere herr en 
maister, rhat vnd die Ainundzweintzig gehofft, es wtirde ein 
jeder zu seinem selbs hail sich zu den predigen vnd horung 
gottlichs wort verfugt haben, dardurch dann rechte 
ainigkeit vnd gemainschafft der kirchen je mehr vnd mehr 
erwachssen were, so sehen sie doch laider, das sollichs 
bishar nit beschehen, vnd die secten vnd trennungen, wie 
dann gewiBlich volgen muB, wa die glider der christlichen 
kirchen vff ihr haupt Christum Jesum vnd seine hailige 
sacrament nit achten, je langer je mehr einreissen, vnd die 
burgerschafft je mehr in ein veracht vnd vngottlich leben 
fallen; Derhalben gemeldte vnsere herren maister vnd rhat, 
auch die Ainundzweintzig aus schuldigem ampt ihrer oberkeit 
erkandt vnd wollen, haben auch den geordneten 
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1539, the Second Synod of Strasbourg took place. 210 

Between late-1537 and mid-1539 we can discern a shift 

in climate. The Council charted out a new, more severe 

course of action, the most telling sign of which was the 

apologetic tone of the two mandates. The new position made 

apologies necessary toward either side: toward Bucer and 

his colleagues, who had to wait this long until their pleas 

for more effective measures were heeded,211 and toward 

those who opposed harsher actions by the political 

authorities. 2i2 For years, the ministers had exerted 

pressure to take charge of the sects with only a moderate 

response. Even the developments in Mlinster did not prompt 

the Council to change i t.s course in any drastic way. Why, 

kirchspilpflegern ernstlichen bevelh gethon, solcher 
obgemeldter ordnung hinfliro .•. nachzugehn vnd zu 
volziehen." OGT ElsaB III, 309. 3-18 (Nr. 890). 

2100GT ElsaB III, 330-337 (Nr.920 and supplements). 

21lThe councilors excused themselves by pointing to 
their hope that the people would have worked toward a 
unified Church for their own sake; see OGT ElsaB III, 309 
(Nr. 890). 

212i1Und dieweil aber solichs furnemen bei vilen als zu 
strenglich geacht und gedadelt werden mocht, als ob es 
dahin kame, das darumben, das man nit glaubte, wie wir 
wolten, ain solichs [the stricter measures] beschehe, ... " 
OGT ElsaB III, 142. 6-8 (Nr. 816). What follows is the 
Council's insistence that these measures were taken to 
ensure "burgerliche policei" and were not directed toward 
"den innerlichen glauben." 
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then, did its strategy change from late 1537? 

The best explanation is that the councilors had been 

alarmed by a new sectarian initiative. Prior to December 

of 1537, Jan van Batenburg had travelled from Utrecht to 

strasbourg to enter into negotiations with the south German 

Melchiorites (oberlandischer Bund).213 His goal was to 

conquer a city in Holland with the help of the 

oberlandische Bund and establish a heavenly kingdom. The 

Melchiorites of Strasbourg rejected Batenburg's plan 

because the] were opposed to any form of violence. 

Notwithstanding the eventual failure of Batenburg's mission 

in Strasbourg, 214 this occurrence struck a chord with the 

political authorities. The preparations of Batenburg, 

aiming at a reenactment of "MUnster" at a different site, 

not only reminded the Council of the events of two years 

earlier that had led to the usurpation of law, order, and 

power. But after "MUnster," there could not have been a 

doubt in any councilor's mind that such a dream could 

assume reality. Renewed Anabaptist activity in Holland and 

2130GT ElsaB III, 100f (Nr. 792). Cf. Karl-Heinz 
Kirchhoff, "Die Taufer im MUnsterland, II WZ 113 (1963) 2-
109; 59. We do not have an exact date for this trip, but 
it must have taken place sometime during the year 1537, 
before December. 

214Not in the Mtinsterland though! Cf. Kirchhoff, "Die 
Taufer im Mtinsterland." 
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in the Mlinsterland215 as well as the attempt to draw the 

south German Melchiorites into this operation most likely 

triggered the harsher measures against Anabaptists-

particularly against those from the outside. 216 

The changed attitude of the Council toward sectarian 

groups brings up anew the question of the relationship 

between clergy and Council. Did the influence of the 

ministers on the city government increase in the late 

1530s? It has been suggested that the ministers' call for 

control of the sects forced them to surrender the 

disciplinary powers into the hands of lay government. 217 

215Another source for the persistence of the "Mlinster 
spirit"--and for the problems which it caused among the 
Anabaptists--is Bucer's report to Philip of Hesse about his 
interview with Peter Tasch, a former Anabaptist leader: 
"Er hat auch tiber diesem furhaben [to lead the Anabaptists 
back to the Church] groBe gefahr bestanden von denen, die 
nach den munsterischen geist haben, deren nach fil 
vorhanden, welcher kunig Battenburck, der in Brabant 
gericht ist, in einmal hat umbringen wollen." BWPhB I, 47-
50; 50 (Nr. 17); see below pp. 375-377 for the context of 
this document. 

~60n March 23, 1538, the Council published a series of 
articles against Anabaptists, in which it distinguished 
those who were from Strasbourg and those who came from the 
outside; OGT ElsaB III, 142-144 (Nr. 817). 

217"There was a price for saving the preachers and 
their movement from the sects. What Bucer and his 
colleagues wanted was a system of ecclesiastical government 
and police in which the clergy would have at least an equal 
role with the regime; but what they got was a thoroughgoing 
system of lay government of the church." Brady, Ruling 
Class, 246. 
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While this may be true with respect to the institutional 

structure, the question of the factual influence of the 

ministers is still left unanswered. until 1537, we see two 

types of behavior by the Council toward the clergy: first, 

the magistracy frequently sought the ministers' advice, but 

reserved the any final judgment for themselves. 218 

Secondly, it responded only reluctantly to the pastors' 

pressure to get a firm handle on sects and moral 

discipline. 219 Whatever the councilors thought of the 

clergy's requests, complaints, and advice, they were aware 

that they could not easily ignore them. They thus opted 

for a middle course, trying not to offend either side and 

still allowing as much freedom for decisions as possible. 

The interrogation records of the former Anabaptist 

leaders Peter Tasch and John Eisenburg help to shed light 

on the relationship between Council and pastors in the late 

1530s. no On April 16, 1539, Tasch and Eisenburg asked the 

218see, for example, QGT ELsaB II, 458-464 (Nr. 673); 
QGT ElsaB III, 38f (Nr. 730). 

219See the nonchalant answer of the Council to the 
complaint of the ministers about the sects and the lack of 
morals in QGT ElsaB II, 467 (Nr. 694); August 10, 1535. 

22~asch had been one of the Anabaptists Bucer 
interrogated during his stay in Marburg in November of 
1538. The former Ananaptist leader had offered Bucer his 
cooperation in the conversion of Anabaptists. Half a year 
later, Tasch and his colleague Eisenburg had become major 
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council for permission to talk to Melchior Hoffman. The 

Arnmeister reacted cautiously: too much damage had occurred 

for anyone to be allowed to see Hoffman. 221 On May 5, 

1539, however, on Bucer's intervention, the Council 

relented and granted the visit. 222 Nevertheless, the two 

former Anabaptists were not permitted to speak to Hoffman 

alone as Bucer had suggested; two government officials 

(Regimentsherren) had to be present in the adjoining 

room.223 This episode displays Bucer's considerable 

authority in the Council. Though weighty, Bucer's 

pillars of the Protestant Church in Strasbourg. 

221capi to informed the Ammeister Mathis Pfarrer that 
Tasch and Eisenburg, " ... begeren, sie zum Melchior Hofman 
zu lassen, hoffen sy mit demselben zu handlen, inen und 
andere theuffer zu bekheren .... Erkant: Umb villerley 
arges willen, [sei) zu verhieten, sie oder niemants der 
secten zu im zu lassen; ••• " OGT Elsa8 III, 317f; 318. 1-8 
(Nr. 908). 

222"Der herr ammeister [Mathis Pfarrer): Wie nehermaln 
zwen alhie gewesen, zum Hoffman begert, ine seins irthumbs 
abzestehn zu vnderrichten, vnd aber aberkant; vermeine 
Butzer gut sein, das man sie zu im lie8; hoffe, wurde zu 
gutem reichen vnd seyge der ein [Tasch] ftirnehmlich ein 
solicher, der viI leuten vom widertauff bracht, das sonst 
dheiner [=keiner) zuwegen bringen mogen; sehge [=sei) auch 
ein widertaufer gewesen, hab ein gutte gezugnu8 von dem 
hern landgraven, derim den rum gebe, das er etliche von 
irem irthumb abgerichtet, welches seine predicanten nit 
zuwegen bringen mogen. Dann er by inen ser angenehm vnd 
gehort seygei wo dann Hoffman mochte von seim irthumb 
abgewisen werden, wurde solichs viI nutz bringen. Erkant: 
Das man sie zu im lassen solli ..• " OGT Elsa8 III, 319. 20 
- 320. 5 (Nr. 911). 

n30GT Elsa8 III, 320. 5-7 (Nr. 911). 
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influence was not absolute, since the magistracy dictated 

the conditions under which Tasch and Eisenburg met with 

Hoffman. 224 While it was quite common for councilors to 

seek the theological judgment of the clergy in regard to 

heretical books or in interrogations of persons suspected 

of heresy, this case went beyond the usual function of the 

pastors. It illustrates the ministers' factual involvement 

in domestic politics notwithstanding the fact that such 

activity was, institutionally, beyond their realm of 

responsibility. 

Although the developments in MUnster must have 

reminded the Council of some of its own problems at home, 

in 1535, it did not lead to a decisive change in policy. 

The Council warned the guilds and admonished its own 

members to set an example, but these measures showed little 

224Bucer had remarked that the interview might bring no 
results if the participants knew that two officials were 
listening in on their conversation. He, therefore, 
suggested that the presence of the officials in the 
adjoining room should be kept secret. But the councilors 
decided to stay with their former decision: "Sage Butzer, 
besorge, [the interview] werd vergebens sein, vnd ware 
gutt, das zwen hern on ir aller wUssen in einer nebenkamern 
sessen, so zuhoren mochtenj dann er besorge, dwyl sie, die 
widerteuffer, allerhand anschlag uber diese statt vnd 
andere gehapt, werden sie sich nit in bysein der hern gegen 
einander vffthun vnd ir herz einander offenbaren. 

Erkant: Vnd 10Bt man es by voriger erkantnuB plyben, 
das die hern bey inen in solichem gesprach plyben sollen." 
OGT ElsaB III, 320. 9-15 (Nr. 911). 
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effect. The lack of concern over religious matters in 

general and sects in particular led to a tug of war between 

ministers and Council; but the fear of helping to create a 

'new papacy' and of overly offending anyone party within 

the citizenry stimulated this guarded policy of inaction. 

Furthermore, such policy showed the magistracy's confidence 

in the eventual persuasive power of Protestant doctrine. 

Only toward the end of the 1530s did the Council realize 

that its leniency had actually encouraged rather than 

reduced the growth of sects. The memory of "MUnster," 

rekindled by the activities of Batenburg and his followers, 

not only underscored this fact but reminded the Council of 

the possible consequences and finally prompted more severe 

course of action. 

The recall of "MUnster" some three years later did 

indeed have an effect on the Council in charge of internal 

affairs. The domestic concerns in 1534 and 1535 had been 

such that the councilors opted for a tolerant policy. Only 

after 1537, when experience had taught that this was not 

the path to security, unity, and stability within the city 

and when the memory of "MUnster" had been revitalized by 

the Batenburgers, did the myth of "MUnster" stimUlate a 

change in domestic politics toward a hard political course 

against heretics. 
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b. Salvaging Strasbourg's Reputation 

Strasbourg's political reactions to the events of 

MUnster are particularly visible on the level of foreign 

policy, where its reputation was at stake. Several factors 

shaped the political interests and concerns of this city. 

First, Strasbourg was an imperial city which made it 

dependent on the Emperor, yet also gave the city certain 

rights and freedoms, particularly with regard to the 

territorial overlord. In December of 1534 at the District 

Diet of Coblenz, when the Catholic leaders of the districts 

(oberste Kreisfursten) organized a campaign against Munster 

and charged the cities with set payments, Strasbourg and 

the other south German cities firmly insisted on their 

freedom from all authorities with the exception of the 

Emperor. 

Second, at the time of the MUnster uprising, 

Strasbourg took pains to help merge the Protestant estates 

into a league against the Emperor. The controversy over 

the Eucharist, which had prompted no less than three 

different Protestant confessions, had weakened the position 

of the Protestant estates. The most far-sighted 

politicians, Landgrave Philip of Hesse and Strasbourg's 

stettmeister Jacob sturm, realized that an effective front 

against the Emperor could only be established on the basis 
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of a common creed. Both supported Bucer in his effort to 

unite the various Protestant factions in what eventually 

became the Wittenberg Concord (1536). During the years 

between the Diet of Augsburg (1530) and the first 

Strasbourg Synod (1533/34), the Alsatian city moved ever 

further away from a Zwinglian (Sacramentarian), and toward 

a Lutheran understanding of the Eucharist. This shift had 

been promoted both by Sturm225 and Bucer. Strasbourg' s 

labors, however, were hardly appreciated. The 

Wittenbergers, with the exception of Melanchthon, 

distrusted the Alsatian Reformers because of their former 

'Sacramentarian' stance. The south German and Swiss cities 

reproached Strasbourg for having betrayed their faith when 

it adopted the Lutheran position. Winning the Swiss for a 

concord seemed increasingly impossible, whereas a 

rapprochement between Strasbourg and Wittenberg appeared 

ever more an attainable solution. 

This was the context in which Strasbourg had to deal 

with the events of Munster and their implications: 

Strasbourg as a center for heretics was accused of having 

provided one of the backdrops for the developments in 

Munster; Melchior Hoffman and Caspar Schwenckfeld, both 

nSSee Brady's discussion of Sturm's promotion of a 
pro-Lutheran, pro-Saxon policy; in Ruling Class, 236-245; 
237. 
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radical reformers of Strasbourg, were thought to have 

influenced the Munster Anabaptists; the link between 

Strasbourg and Munster seemed all too obvious. It was 

therefore essential to crush not only the image of the 

Strasburghers as Sacramentarians, but also to investigate-

and if possible disperse--any links between Strasbourg and 

the Munsterites. At stake was Strasbourg's credibility as 

a reliable partner for the Wittenbergers and for the 

Protestant estates in general. If the Strasburghers failed 

to eradicate the distrust toward them--a distrust fed by a 

history of Sacramentarianism and willingness to provide 

refuge for dissenters--they would endanger the common 

concord. 

The third factor that played a role, especially during 

the year of 1534, was Philip's campaign to reconquer 

Wlirttemberg for Duke Ulrich and thus for Protestantism. 

The Treaty of Cadan acknowledged Duke Ulrich over 

Wurttemberg; it recognized Ferdinand as King and affirmed 

the agreements reached at the Peace of Nuremberg. However, 

the treaty excluded "sacramentarians and fanatics " 

(Sakramentarier und Schwarmer) from the peace. For the 

Strasburghers, this clause gave rise to considerable 

anxiety because many regarded them as exactly that. The 

emerging situation in Mlinster, to which Strasbourg was 

readily linked, made matters only worse. 
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Especially in view of the last two considerations, the 

events of Munster occurred at an unfortunate time. It was 

vital that Strasbourg present itself as a reliable partner 

to the other Protestant estates. "Munster" added a 

significant negative potential for Strasbourg: beyond the 

accusation that it was a city of Sacramentarians and 

fanatics, Strasbourg had to fight the suspicion of having 

infected other areas, namely MUnster. In addition, the 

reality of the events in Munster made people wonder about a 

similar development for Strasbourg. In light of these 

formidable accusations, Strasbourg never ceased to 

emphasize that it did not tolerate dissenters within its 

territory. 

The councilors recognized that "Munster" held a 

dangerous potential for their own territory and thoroughly 

harmed Strasbourg's reputation. To dissociate itself from 

Munster, the Council for foreign affairs (XIII) paid close 

attention to the accusation that Melchior Hoffman was 

connected with the MUnster-affair. Hoffman's influential 

role had become a topic as early as 1533. On November 11, 

1533, before the Anabaptists had established themselves in 

Munster, sturm confronted the Council with truly unsettling 

information. The syndic of MUnster, John van der Wieck, 

had notified him about rumors in Munster that "Strasbourg 



had fallen into the hands of Hoffman and every citizen 

holds his opinion. 11226 sturm suggested that, to calm the 

waters in Munster, the councilors, together with the 

ministers, send a reply denouncing this report. 227 The 
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council took sturm's advice and emphasized in its response 

that it had opposed Hoffman all along, pointing to Bucer's 

treatise "Handlung ... gegen Hofmann 11228 as evidence for 

their position. The only explanation for the spread of 

such a false rumor was, according to the XIII, to stir 

unrest within the city of Munster.TI9 When, on December 8, 

TI611Melchior Hofmann hab hie [in Strasbourg] gesiegt 
und die ganze stadt halte seine opinion. II OGT ElsaB II, 
204. 8f (Nr. 452). 

TI711Dadurch [through the rumor that Hoffman controls 
Strasbourg) groB unrath zu Munster entstehen mochte, dem 
nicht fuglicher mochte furkommen werden, dann daB ein rath 
neben den predicanten schrieben, daB es nicht die meinung 
sei. Damit mocht das volk gestillt werden. II QGT ElsaB II, 
204. 9-12 (Nr. 452). 

228 11Handlung in dem offentlichen gesprech zu StraBburg 
im Synodo gehalten gegen Melchior Hoffman," BDS 5. 43-107. 
The treatise was published in 1533. In the same year, 
translations into German and Dutch were produced; see 
ibid., 47f. 

TI911 ... ein rath durch h. Jacob Sturmen angelangt, daB 
bei ihnen [in Munster] erschollen, als sollte Melchior 
Hoffmann die predikanten uberwunden haben, und e. e. rath 
desselben irthum angenommen haben, das nun nicht sei und 
vielleicht zur bewegung ihrer gemeinde mit unwahrheit 
ausgegeben, wie sie darneben ab der predikanten schreiben 
und vorausgegangen blichlein ["Handlung ... gegen Hoffmann"] 
nach langs vernehmen werden; daB man auch Melchior 
Hoffmann, als einen der schadlich irthumb einfuhr vor und 
nach dem synodo und bis auf disen tag, irtumb zu verhuten, 
in gefangnliB gehabt und habe." QGT ElsaB II, 204. 15-23 
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1533, the Council came to a resolution about Hoffman and 

his disciple Poldermann, both men were ordered to write to 

"those of MUnster, how and why they [the Strasburghers] 

kept Hoffman under arrest. ,,230 

Two interests are evident: one, Strasbourg wanted to 

help MUnster control the Anabaptist predicament; but second 

and more importantly, Strasbourg was concerned about its 

own reputation and intended to make clear that it was doing 

everything possible to confine heresy. This reveals the 

councilors' recognition that Strasbourg harbored explosive 

potential both inside and outside its walls. They were 

equally alarmed about the implications of unrest at home 

and far afield. 

The magistracy continued to interrogate Hoffman 

regarding his affiliation with MUnster even after the fall 

of the Kingdom. 231 Furthermore, a few months following the 

siege of MUnster, the Council asked Philip of Hesse to 

arrange with the administrator of MUnster that a delegation 

from Strasbourg could meet with the Anabaptist leaders, Jan 

van Leiden and Knipperdolling. 232 The purpose of this 

(Nr. 452). 

2300GT ElsaB II, 221 (Nr. 468). 

n10GT ElsaB III, 25f (Nr. 713); April 23, 1536. 

2320GT ElsaB II, 480 (Nr. 699) i letter of Philip of 
Hesse to the administrator of MUnster; September 25, 1535. 
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interrogation was to find out what exactly the relationship 

between Hoffman and the MUnster Anabaptists had been in 

order to prevent similar tragedies in the future. 233 The 

legation consisted of a councilor, the patrician and 

23311Es hat die stat Straspurg itzo bei uns ein werbende 
botschaft gehabt und uns unter anderm anzeigen lassen: 
Nachdem sie, die von Straspurg, einen, Melchior Hoifman 
gnant, der widertauf halb (wie e.l. ongezweifelt wissen) in 
irem gefengnus noch verwahrlich hielten, und dan 
vermutlich, das derselb mehr anhangs, auch villeicht mit 
den widertaufern in e.l. stat Munster kuntschaft, verstand 
oder practicen gehabt haben mocht. Und nu e.l. den konig 
Knipperdolling und andere auch in haften liegen, so hetten 
sie demnach zu allerlei notturftiger und gruntlicher 
erkundung und nacherforschung, das auch sie, die von 
Straspurg, sich in dem gegen den Hoiveman und sonst der 
gepure desto stattlicher gehalten und in sachen kunftigen 
unrath zuverhueten, handlen mochten, im besten bedacht, an 
e.l. dise botschaft auch abzufertigen, daraus mit e.l., 
desgleichen durch ire verhengnus mit den gefangen sich zu 
besprechen und inen etzliche fragen fUrzuhalten, mit 
vleissigen bit, wir wolten iren verordenten zu behuf 
desselben an e.l. unser furdernus schrift mitteilen, welchs 
wir ine nit zu weigern gewust." QGT EIsaB II, 480. 4-19 
(Nr. 699). In this request of Philip of Hesse on behalf of 
the Strasburghers lies the reason why the execution of the 
Anabaptist leaders was postponed until January 22, 1536. 
Philip asked MUnster to wait with their verdict until the 
Strasburghers had had a chance to talk to them. The 
delegation, however, first had to do business in Saxony; 
therefore, their arrival would be delayed for some time. 
"Dieweil aber der von Straspurg gesanten, zuvor und eht sie 
an eol. komen, ein reise ins land zu Sachsen auszurichten 
furhaben und uf dem wege sein, derwegen sich ire zukunft an 
e.l. etwas verweilen wUrd, haben wir e.l. dis ir, der von 
Straspurg, bedenken und ansuchen zuvor vermelden wollen, zu 
vorab umb des willen, ob e.l. villeicht gemeint, gemelte 
gefangne rechtfertigen [=aburteilen; pronounce sentence] ze 
lassen, das sie mit demselbigen bis zu der botschaft 
ankunft stilstunden, und die gefangne mitler weil zum 
besten verwaren liessen und sich darnach zu richten hetten. 
Dan wir lassen uns bedunken, es solIe der von Straspurg und 
irer gesanten gesprech und erkundung in andere wege zu viel 
gutem nutzlich und dienstlich sein." Ibid.; 480. 19-30. 
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stettmeister Bernhard Wurmser, and Eitelhans Besserer of 

Ulm. 234 Wurmser's subsequent report reveals more about the 

specific concerns of the Council and why the interview with 

the Anabaptist leaders had been requested. 235 The Council 

wanted an answer to the question whether Hoffman had been 

instructed by the King of Munster or Knipperdolling to go 

to south Germany and spread his teachings ("seed") .236 Jan 

van Leiden denied that such an agreement between them and 

Hoffman had ever existed. In fact, he had never met 

Hoffman; he only had read some of his writings a long time 

ago. Nor had Knipperdolling ever had any contact with 

Melchior Hoffman. 237 

2~Eitelhans Besserer was a leading patrician of Ulm. 
He may have wanted to accompany Wurmser to find out about 
Hoffman's intent for the south German cities. 

2350GT EIsaB II, 481-484 (Nr. 700); November 20ff, 
1535. 

n6 11 ••• diewyl dann sollicher Melchior Hoffman vB diBen 
nyderlendischen landen, hat ein erb. rat ein gedencken by 
jm, ob genannter Melchior auch etwas kuntschafft oder 
befehl vom ktinig von Mynster oder Knipeltyllen 
[=Knipperdolling] empfangen, also das er sich in die 
oberlendischen landen verfiegen mochte vnd aIda sin somen 
segen ... " OGT EIsaB II, 481. 31 - 482. 1 (Nr. 700). 

23711 Zeigt er [Jan van Leiden] ... an, daB er Melchior 
Hoffmann nie gesehen hette, auch kein kuntschafft mit jm 
gehabt, sunder er hab wol sine schrifften gesehen vnd 
geleBen, die hab er zu Mynster verloren, ist aber lang, das 
jn dieselbige zukommen seyen." OGT EIsaB II, 482. 17-20 
(Nr. 700). After dinner, Wurmser interrogated Jan van 
Leiden once again in the presence of the Ammann about his 
relationship to Hoffman. "Vnd als wir gessen, nam jch den 
amptman wider zu mir und befragt jn aber noch Melchior 
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In presenting his mission to the Bishop of Mlinster, 

Wurmser was anxious to emphasize that Strasbourg had dealt 

with Hoffman appropriately. The stettmeister underlined 

the warnings the Council had issued against Hoffman and his 

subsequent imprisonment since admonitions had remained 

ineffective. Nor did Wurmser fail to point out that 

Hoffman was not a native Strasburgher, but had come from 

the Netherlands. 238 Thus he sought to disperse the 

suspicion that Strasbourg provided the seed-bed for 

heretics. The Council wanted to present itself as an 

authority that fulfilled its political responsibility, 

particularly regarding the handling of heretics. This 

incident reveals the fear of the Strasburghers that another 

Hoffman. Da bestund er druff, das er in nie gesehen, hat 
auch kein gemeinschafft mit jm gehebt, auch jm nie 
geschriben, dan es ward jm bald kunt gethan, das er im 
gefencknus were. Do frag jch jn, ob Kniperdilling kein 
kuntschafft zu jm gehabt hatt; sagte er, nein, er hab jn 
nit kant. Das wiss er wol, dann so viI der kunig jm davon 
gesagt hat, etc." Ibid., 483. 6-12. Wurmser had intended 
to interview Knipperdolling kept in another place 
immediately after his conversation with Jan van Leiden, but 
the road conditions were too bad to travel; see ibid., 483. 
13-15. 

238"Vnd nochdem ein erbarer rat einen mit namen 
Melchior Hoffman genant, der dann vB diBen nyderlandischen 
landen sich gon Strassburg gethan vnd des widerteliff 
vndernommen vnd der seckten, wie dann zu Munster sich im 
anfang zugetragen hat, dardurch ein erbarer rat solichs sin 
furnemmen beschwerlich und gantz nit lydlich, auch j[ne]n 
zum mermollen darvor gewarnet, aber vnverstendlich by jm 
gewest. Darvff ein erbarer ratt geursacht, jn, genanten 
Melchior, gefencklich anzunemen und nun vff etlich jar in 
gefencknis enthalten." QGT ElsaB II, 481. 23-31 (Nr. 700). 
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"Munster" might occur within their own lands. By presuming 

Hoffman's influence on the Munsterites, the councilors 

wondered whether this had not been a two-way-street, 

whether the leaders of the Munster's kingdom, by chance, 

instructed Hoffman to prepare for a similar episode in 

south Germany. 

Therefore, one of the first reactions of the Council 

to the events in Westphalia was prevention: the delegation 

set out to Mlinster "in order to preclude future harm. ,,239 

The magistracy had to curb any political schemes that may 

have been prepared by the Anabaptists. The thought of a 

reenactment of "Munster"--in Strasbourg or any place else--

was not so farfetched. After all, apostles had gone out 

from Munster to preach their gospel to the rest of the 

world, and one Jan van Geelen was reported to have gone to 

Strasbourg to recruit people. No 

2390GT ElsaB II, 480. 14 (Nr. 699). 

2400n January 6, 1535, Philip of Hesse sent a "Neue 
Zeitung lt to the Council of Strasbourg regarding the 
uprising in Munster. According to this report of a former 
Munster minister, six men were sent out; one of them, Jan 
van Geelen, to strasbourg. Philip asked the Council to 
search for this man or others of Munster and to arrest them 
if possible "damit solche bose sach vnd weitherung 
furkommen werde." QGT ElsaB II, 412. 25f (Nr. 627). Two 
weeks later, Philip informed the Council that Jan van 
Geelen had gone to Cologne to raise money and that he 
planned to come to Strasbourg next to enlist people with 
the help of this money; QGT ElsaB II, 416 (Nr. 633); 
January 20, 1535. Another two weeks later, Count Ludwig of 
the Palatinate warned Strasbourg against van Geelen and 
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c. Meeting Military Demands 

On November 4, 1534--eight and a half months after the 

Anabaptists had taken over MUnster--Philip of Hesse sent 

newsletters about them to Jacob sturm. 241 In his response, 

sturm made no reference to the events of MUnster. 242 The 

apparent silence of the Council regarding the spectacle in 

Westphalia is curious. Even more striking is the city's 

apology, informing the Bishop of Worms that it would not 

attend the district Diet of Coblenz, scheduled for December 

13, 1534.~3 The Bishop had invited Strasbourg to Coblenz 

since it was a member of the Upper-Rhenish district. This 

Diet was scheduled to debate the issue of the MUnster 

uprising. Strasbourg's councilors declined the invitation 

arguing that, although they disapproved of the rebellion, 

the imperial decrees concerned first of all those princes 

and estates closest to MUnster and only then the 

Knipperdolling; QGT ElsaB II, 421 (Nr. 636); February 4, 
1535. 

241PC II, 227f (Nr. 247). 

242PC II, 228f (Nr. 249); November 12, 1534. 

~3QGT ElsaB II, 395 (Nr. 619); December 5, 1534. 
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territories located further away--such as Strasbourg. M4 

Moreover, since the events had taken place several months 

ago, they did not represent a military emergency. 

The last argument in particular reveals that the 

political leaders of Strasbourg were unaware of the 

dimension the MUnster affair had taken on by the end of 

1534, which led them to underestimate the seriousness of 

the situation and the need to take collective action 

against MUnster. Such misjudgment was not unique to 

Strasbourgi other estates of the Empire were also convinced 

that the Bishop of MUnster could handle the problem easily, 

and that, if any help were needed, the support of the 

surrounding districts would be sufficient. M5 

244"Das sich .•. die ... von MUnster angeregter gestalt 
so groblich verges sen haben vnd so vngeschicklich handlen 
sollen, des tragen wir nit gerings misfallen vnd 
beschwerden. Dieweil aber dieselbig bewegung vnd hand lung 
sich eben vor viI tagen vnd mona ten angefangen vnd 
zugetragen, vnd dan die von e.f.g. angeregten 
reichsabschide sich mer vff die nechstgesessnen 
churfursten, fursten vnd stende, dan uff vns, die so weit 
entlegen, ziehen vnd referieren thuen, so haben wir nach 
vberantwortung berurten e.f.g. schreibens vnser botschaften 
vff den benanten tag vnd die angesetzt malstat nit wollen 
abfertigen mogen noch gewust ... QGT ElsaB II, 395fi 396. 4-
13 (Nr. 619)i cf. PC II, 324. 

245The Rhenish electors assumed in their conclusion to 
the Diet of Mainz, on October 5, 1534, that the Bishop of 
MUnster and his neighbors, the Archbishop of Cologne and 
the Duke of Cleves-JUlich, would manage to maintain the 
siege through the winter by themselves: "Aber erhaltung 
der Blockheuser betreffen, achten die Churfc Rethe, das 
Collen und Gulch mit andern anstossenden fursten und 
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At the Diet of Coblenz, the imperial estates, 38 

Catholic and 2 Protestant, decided on an extensive support 

program for Munster's Bishop. It was clear that the 

military command as well as the new ordering of Munster's 

affairs, once the city had been reconquered, would become 

the prerogative of the Catholic estates. 246 In other 

words, the Catholic Church would be reestablished in 

Munster in the case of a victory. Needless to say, the 

Protestant estates and cities had little enthusiasm for 

such a plan. When, on January 2, 1535, the heads of the 

districts (Kreisobersten) ordered Strasbourg to pay the 

amount determined at Coblenz, the Council protested 

vehemently. 247 The other imperial cities shared 

Strasbourg's misgivings about the Diet of Coblenz, 

particularly those that had been present (Metz, Frankfurt, 

and Worms), and encouraged Strasbourg to invite the Upper-

Rhenish and Swabian cities to a meeting in Esslingen for 

March 8, 1535. Assembled in full force at Esslingen, the 

cities concluded, following an opinion by the Strasbourg 

Stenden sonder Zweifel des vermogens sein, dieselben 
Blockheuser disse wynterliche Zeit, oder uffs wenigst biB 
uff Zusamen khommen der Churfn auch anderer fursten und 
Stende zu bemelten kreissen begriffen wol zuerhalten, on 
zuthun Jrer Churfr• g., ... " HStAD, JB II, 40r-45v; 42r-v. 

246pC I I, 324 - 329; 324 (Nr • 3 31) • 

247PC 11,324 (Nr. 331). 
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the convocation and decrees of the Diet of Coblenz 

contradicted the imperial mandates and were therefore 

invalid. They insisted that the district leaders had no 

right to convoke a Diet for more than one district by 

themselves--Ieast of all, when the issue was the 

authorization of financial aid. Payments could only be 
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sanctioned at an imperial Diet convened by the Emperor or 

by one of his representatives.~8 District diets could 

merely determine the way in which such taxes were to be 

raised and distributed. If the cities would tolerate such 

offenses against the imperial order, they would soon face 

the situation that territorial lords would arbitrarily call 

upon them to make payments. 249 They demanded that for the 

Diet of Worms (convened for April 4, 1535), all imperial 

estates had to be invited and that the invitation must be 

issued by the Emperor or the King. Were this not the case, 

248Helmut Neuhaus argues that the Diet of Coblenz was 
not a district Diet since the representatives of not only 
one, but several districts (the Electoral Rhenish, Upper
Rhenish, Lower-Rhenish/Westphalian, Electoral Saxon and 
Upper Saxon districts) came together. Neuhaus designates 
it instead as a "congregation of imperial estates" 
(reichsstandische Versammlung). Helmut Neuhaus, "Das Reich 
der Wiedertaufer von 11iinster," WZ 133 (1983), 9-36; 15f; 
cf. his Reichsstandische Reprasentationsformen im 16. 
Jahrhundert. Reichstag-Reichskreistag
Reichsdeputationstag, Schriften zur Verfassungsgeschichte, 
178 (Darmstadt, 1982), 60. 

249PC II, 324f (Nr. 331). 
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the cities would only come under protest. If but selected 

districts were invited, the Diet would be disregarded 

altogether. 250 

In the meantime, both Ferdinand and Philip of Hesse 

tried to convince Strasbourg to become a~tive in the 

campaign against Munster. On January 12, 1535, the envoy 

of King Ferdinand, Schweikhard of Gundelfingen, attempted 

to enlist the support of the Strasburghers 0 251 In his 

solicitation, the envoy emphasized that convening an 

imperial Diet was foremost on the King's mind. The Diet 

was necessary to deal with violations of the Treaty of 

Nuremberg and of the public peace. In this matter, 

Ferdinand had written to his brother, the Emperor, who was 

negotiating with the Pope regarding a general council. 

According to Ferdinand, an imperial Diet needed to be 

250pC I I, 325 (Nr . 3 31) . 

2S1pC II, Nr. 269, p. 248f. Schweikhard had directed 
the same solicitation already to other cities: On December 
24, 1534, he presented it at the city Diet of Ravensburg 
where representatives of Memmingen, Kempten, Ravensburg, 
Lindau, and Ueberlingen were present. He informed the 
Council of Strasbourg about his mission before he 
officially sent the above mentioned letter. The "Credenz" 
of the envoy is dated December 3, 1534 and, therefore, 
predates the Diet of Coblenz. The same solicitation was 
also transmitted, by a different envoy of Ferdinand, Dr. 
Johann Voit, to the cities of Augsburg, Nuremberg, Ulm, and 
Nordlingen, who informed Strasbourg already in December. 
Ibid. p. 248, fn. 1. 
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convoked before a church council.~2 Having thus shown 

that steps had been taken to fulfill the demands of the 

cities, Gundelfingen pointed out that a Diet could not be 

convened overnight. In the meantime, however, the breaches 

of the peace were growing ever more outrageous--with 

Munster being the most recent and horrifying example. The 

envoy used this opportunity to relate the most recent 

developments in Munster (fall 1534) which had brought the 

menace of the Anabaptist rebellion to a new level. 

Gundelfingen concluded succinctly that these latest 

affronts were 

entirely burdensome and unbearable and would lead 
without any doubt to a general uprising and even more 
importantlis to the destruction of all honorable 
authority. 53 

252Gundelfingen reported that the negotiations between 
Emperor and Pope regarding a general council were well on 
their way, but that Ferdinand considered it necessary "das 
darneben von wegen der vor augen swebender gevarlicher louf 
ain gemain zusamenkunft aller stende des reichs zum ersten 
furgenomen, ain reichstag gehalten, das zwuschen ansetzen 
des begerten concilium in den notwendigisten puncten, diE~ 
nit verzug erleiden, gehandelt werden und insehung 
beschehen mochte, welches ko. mt. gedachter kai. rot. mit 
notturftigen ausfierungen zugeschriben und angezaigt p die 
ungezweifelt ainen reichstag zum ersten ausschreiben und 
nichtsdesterweniger neben ir ko. mt. das begert concilium 
in das werk helfen ze pringen mit gnedigistem fleisz fudern 
wurde." PC II, 248 (Nr. 269). 

253" . •. nun bedenkt aber ko. mt., das man zu 
ausschreibung solichs reichstag und volgends zu gemainer 
stend ankomen und besuchen der malstat und furnemlich zu 
wurklicher und fruchtbarlicher hand lung ainer guter zeit 
bedorfte, und aber die bemelte reichsabschid, der 
Nurembergisch vertrag und daruber der kai. verkundt 
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He may have realized that many cities and estates still 

failed to comprehend the full extent of the Munster 

disaster. Moreover, this communique demonstrates that 

Ferdinand had been aware of the magnitude and the 

implications of the Munster events from early on. 

Gundelfingen asked the Council of Strasbourg not to 

tolerate any further religious novelties (kein mer 

neuwerung im glauben) until the next general councilor 

imperial Diet and to suppress any sects. Moreover, he 

requested help against Munster, promising that Emperor and 

King would be "gracious toward the cities if they showed 

themselves compliant. ,,254 

landfrid nit bei jederman bedacht, sonder solchen zuwider 
in unsers hailigen cristenlichen glaubensachen zum 
beschwerlichisten gehandelt werde, also das si[ch] die sach 
von tag zu tag ergert und zu kainer pesserung schickt, ja 
noch mer unerhorlich new secten, als widertouferisch, 
darneben entstanden, als namlich in der statt Munster, die 
nun ain gute zeit behauvet und belegert gewesen, aber nit 
erobert worden, und aus der gemaind ir vorgeer, den si 
darvor ain provethen genant, ain konig irs vermainens 
gemacht und gekront, welcher new statuten und ordnung der 
armen unverstendigen gemaind vorbilt, die ganz beschwerlich 
und unerleidenlich seiend und sonder allen zweifel zu 
nichten mer dann zu gemainer aufrur und furnemlich zu 
austilgung aller ober- und erberkeit gemaind wurde." PC 
II, 248f (Nr. 269). 

254"Er [Gundelfingen] warnt vor den neuen Secten, 
'sonderlich wie sich die als obstet zu Munster erzaigen, , 
welche zu Emporung gegen die Obrigkeit Anlass geben, und 
bittet, 'den ewern, uber die ir zu gepieten haben, kein mer 
neuwerung im glauben' zu gestatten l sondern bis zum Concil 
oder Reichstag, wo alsdann weitere Erorterung stattfinden 
werde, diese secten moglichst zu unterdrucken. Bittet auch 
um Hulfe gegen Munster und verspricht, wenn die Stadte sich 
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King Ferdinand's envoy had made a shrewd move. 

Gundelfingen had illustrated the dimensions of the events 

of Munster and their implications. He had further assured 

strasbourg that their terms, the convocation of an imperial 

Diet, were being met. At the same time, he had pointed out 

that matters would not stand still until the actual Diet, 

and that some sort of action against Munster was needed 

until a Diet could determine the course of the campaign 

more properly. 

The Council of Strasbourg responded that it neither 

approved of the developments in MUnster nor tolerated 

Anabaptists in its own territory. It acknowledged that 

Munster needed the collective aid of the imperial estates--

including Strasbourg's support--to suppress the uprising. 

By insisting on the joint support of all imperial estates, 

Strasbourg wanted to assure that the military campaign 

would not be carried out on the shoulders of just a few. 255 

willfahrig erzeigen, gnadiges Entgegenkommen des Kaisers 
und Konigs, welche 'mit euch kunftiger handlung, so durch 
das bemelt concilium und reichstag gescheen solI, erwarten! 
werden." PC II, 249 (Nr. 269). 

255" ••• das wir ab deren von Munster hand lung , auch der 
widerteufischen und and ern secten, so dem wort gotz zuwider 
sich einreissen und zutragen, kein gefallens, sonder 
hochste beschwerd tragen; das wir auch dieselben in unsern 
gebieten und oberkeiten nit gedulden, sonder allen 
moglichen vleisz zu abwendung derselben mit hilf des 
almechtigen furwenden wollen, wie wir auch bisher gethan 
haben; und gedenken den unsern keinswegs einich neuerung 
wider die gethane bekantnus unsers glaubens, so wir kai. 
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strasbourg was in a precarious situation. On the one 

hand, like the other imperial cities it was interested in 

maintaining its autonomy from territorial lords. The civic 

leaders, therefore, refused to make the payments requested 

of them by the Diet of Coblenz. Gundelfingen, on the other 

hand, had made it very clear that he had taken the 

necessary steps to meet the demands of the cities. Thus, 

strasbourg could not but grant Ferdinand firm support in 

his campaign against MUnster. If it failed to do so, 

Strasbourg would not only be suspected of sanctioning the 

MUnster insurrection but would also be guilty of taking 

part in the breach of the Nuremberg Peace. 

The Council did not commit itself to financial aid 

prior to the imperial Diet. Yet unlike most other imperial 

cities, Strasbourg showed itself willing to give monetary 

support even if the raising of a common imperial aid were 

unsuccessful. In this case, Strasbourg offered to 

mt., unserm allergnedigsten hern, zu Augspurg ubergeben 
haben, zu gestatten. wo auch die von Munster uf iren 
irtumen beharren und sich mit bericht gotlicher schrift 
davon nit abwenden wolten lassen, sonder dieselb durch 
ufrur oder ander unfuglich weg zu erbreitern und 
durchzutringen understuenden, also das zu widerstand 
desselbigen gemeine des h.richs stend einich hilf von not en 
sin erkanten und sich deren verglichen, wollen wir uns 
neben una mit gemelten stenaen, was wir zu thun schuldig, 
gehorsamlich und gutwillig erzeigen." PC II, 250fi 250 
(Nr. 270); January 15, 1535 (my emphasis). 
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negotiate with the two Rhenish districts on a voluntary 

payment. The Council, however, had to abandon this plan 

because it did not obtain the cities' approval at the diet 

of Esslingen. 256 Thus, Strasbourg had to steer a middle 

course between appeasing the King and not impairing the 

interests of the cities. 

In the meantime, Philip of Hesse continued to put 

pressure on the Council of Strasbourg not to s·tand apart in 

the MUnster campaign. To keep them informed, Philip sent a 

transcript of his correspondence with the MUnsterites as 

well as three copies of Rothmann' s Bekenntnis. 257 He asked 

the Council to pay the amount of money determined at the 

Diet of Coblenz "so that such sects will not rise up in 

256PC II, 325 (Nr. 331). This fact would corroborate 
the editor's point that the other cities used the argument 
of autonomy merely as a pretext to avoid payments. He also 
shows that the other cities barely discussed the need to 
support the Bishop of MUnster: "Hiernach spielten sich 
also die Stadte--wie so oft in ahnlichen Fallen, wenn es 
sich urn Geldbewilligungen handelte,--als die Verfechter und 
Verteidiger der Reichsordnungen auf und bestritten auf 
Grund der letzteren die Rechtmassigkeit der fUrstlichen 
Forderungen. FUr die meisten von ihnen war dies wohl nur 
ein Vorwand, urn sich der HUlfsleistung gegen MUnster zu 
entziehen; denn die Dringlichkeit der UnterstUtzung des 
Bischofs gegen die Wiedertaufer wurde von ihnen kaum einer 
Erorterung gewUrdigt. Der Strassburger Rat gehorte 
indessen zu denen, welche im Grunde durchaus nicht 
abgeneigt waren, fUr die Unterdrlickung des Aufstandes ein 
gewisses Geldopfer zu bringen; ... " Ibid. 

~7QGT Elsa8 II, 433 (Nr. 642); March 3, 1535. 
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more places • .,258 Thus, for Philip, the frightening 

developments in Munster clearly demoted the cities' 

concerns for autonomy to second place. This was a time 

when action and commitment to the common cause of public 

peace were needed. Philip saw the reaction of the cities, 

which seemed to be using "Munster" as another occasion to 

restate their freedoms, as an unproductive power play, 

disrupting not only the common front against the rebellion 

in Westphalia, but also causing tension within the 

Protestant ranks. Behind the urgency in Philip's appeal to 

strasbourg's Council lay the fear that the Anabaptist 

Kingdom might get out of hand if the Empire should fail to 

act at once. The Munsterites were already enlarging their 

sphere of influence by sending out apostles. Therefore, 

the force of the united imperial estates was needed 

immediately to combat this formidable and ever growing 

danger. 

A most revealing document is Philip's letter to the 

council of Strasbourg of March 28, 1535. 259 On the one 

hand, it displays the Landgrave's own concerns in view of 

258" das sich solche sec·te nit an mehren orten 
errege." OGT ElsaB II, 433. 22f (Nr. 642). 

259Archives Municipales de Strasbourg [AMS], AA 402, 
34r-36r (Nr. 6) i Regeste in OGT ElsaB II, 443 (Nr. 652). 
Philip sent a transcript of the same letter to Ulmi cf. the 
co~~ent of the editors. 
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the "MUnster" menace; on the other, he tried to move the 

strasburghers to action by addressing some of their 

anxieties. Philip had just returned from a meeting with 

King Ferdinand in vienna and was able to inform strasbourg 

that the King had decided to convene a Diet in Worms to 

deal with the MUnster-affair. Hesse's Landgrave used this 

opportunity to demonstrate to the councilors how badly 

their participation was needed and how disastrous the 

consequences of their inaction would be. He made two 

arguments: the first was the Protestant cause. MUnster 

had been a city of great hopes for the Protestants, and 

especially for Philip of Hesse. In the center of 

Westphalia, the Reformation had started out so beautifully. 

But the Bekenntnis of Rothmann, which Philip had sent to 

the strasburghers a short time before, 260 made abundantly 

clear that, by this time, both Protestant factions-

Lutherans and Zwinglians--had been expelled. 261 As a vital 

protagonist of the Protestant cause, Strasbourg ought to 

get involved in the war against Munster and fight for the 

reestablishment of Protestantism. 

The Landgrave's second argument was still further 

~OSee Philip's letter of March 3, 1535 in QGT ElsaB 
II, 433 (Nr. 642). 

261AMS AA 402 34r. , , 
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reaching, envisioning the consequences of Strasbourg's 

inaction on the imperial level. Philip conveyed 

Ferdinand's concern about the lack of support and interest 

of the cities in this latest crisis of the Empire. Instead 

of taking their share of responsibility in the siege of 

Mlinster, the cities remained evasive. Thus, Philip 

contended, Strasbourg's distance from Mlinster was no 

convincing argument. The issue at stake was rebellion from 

below: 

If the common man saw how effortlessly he was able to 
depose councilors, take their belongings, and act 
willfully against all honor, law, and truth, he would 
continue to act as he did in Mlinster. 262 

It was Philip's concern that the case of Mlinster--unless 

fought by all and with every means available--might set a 

precedent for future unrest and might prove the ease with 

which such a 'revolution' could be accomplished. 

Consequently, if the Strasburghers preferred to remain 

uninvolved and did not participate in crushing this 

uprising, they would be suspected of taking delight in such 

262"Dann ob Ir wol der sachen weit gesessen, mocht doch 
leichtlich so der gemein pofell, das sehe, das es im inn 
ainer statt dermassen geraten wer, dy Ratsherren 
zuendsetzen, das Ir zenemen und wes willens wider aller ere 
recht und warhait zuhandln unnd furtfaren unnd dermassen 
wie in Monster zugepiren, ... U AMS, AA 402, 34v. 
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an evil cause. 263 Their behavior had given credence to 

suspicions at the royal court that the cities pursued some 

secret plan, which led to the proposal that the Emperor and 

the princes would be well advised to hire an army to 

establish peace in Germany.2M Philip comforted Strasbourg 

and Ulm that he had stood up for the cities, reassuring the 

King that they were not seditious and pointing out that it 

would do the Empire no good if an army were hired. But, 

Philip urged, by the same token the cities had to give 

their support against the Miinster upheaval. 265 

These were strong words from the Landgrave. They made 

perfectly clear that the consequences of inaction could be 

enormous. If the magistrates turned their back on the 

~3"Solten aber die stet zu dem handell zu erhaltung 
der plockheuser nichtz thun, wurde den stetten by kaiser 
kunig fursten und herr en nicht geringer verdacht 
erwachssen, als hetten sy gefallens in solhen boBen sachen, 
des wir uns doch gantz zu euch nit vermuten "AMS, AA 
402, 34v-35 f

• 

2Mphilip reported " .•. das ko. Mjt. der kay. Orator 
und andere chur und fursten uns vermeldet das Inen furkome, 
dy stet wolten zur monsterschen sach nit verhelffen, reiten 
hin und wider zuhauff, weiB nymands was sy fur prakticken 
fur hannden hetten. Und kanten man sich nichts anders 
vermuten, dann des sie emborung wolten anrichten, mit 
weiter antzaigen. Und ist auch davon geredt worden solhen 
furnemen zuwidersteen und friden im Reich zuerhalten. Das 
gut sein solt das kay. und ku. Mjt. auch dj fursten ain 
dapffer kriegsvolk wolten annemen, das erhielten jar und 
tag, damit der uffrur zuweren frid und recht zurhalten." 
AMS, AA 402, 35 f

• 
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people to go ahead and mount insurrections. At the same 
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time, there was Ferdinand's growing suspicion against the 

cities: on whose side were they, really? Perhaps they 

sought to exploit unrest to weaken the Empire and, during 

the ensuing vacuum of power, strengthen their position. If 

the King's suspicions were not dispelled soon, this could 

lead to major repercussions in the Empire. King 

Ferdinand's hiring of an army could bring on a war between 

the Emperor and the Protestants. 

Philip's warning hit home. strasbourg decided to 

provide support speedily and to inform the other cities as 

well about the Landgrave's news. The Council wanted to 

show that "its members were eager to punish this unjust 

action.,,2~ Philip's insinuation of possible consequences 

on the imperial level was particularly haunting since it 

played to a major concern of Strasbourg. Rumors regarding 

266 11 Landgraf zu Hessen schreibt aus Wien und rathet, 
daB die stadt ihren Gesandten daselbst befehlen solI, in 
die hilf zu erhaltung der Blochhauser vor Mlinster zu 
bewilligen, und die andern stadt auch zu thun ermahnen. 
Denn sonst sei der bei kais. und kon. Maj. Churf., Flirsten 
und Herren, dieweil die stadt nichts wollen geben und 
zusammen reiten, daB sie meuterei und aufruhr anrichten 
wollen; und sei schon auf dem weg gewesen daB man Reuter 
und volk hab annehmen wollen, die aufruhr zu kommen, da er 
die stadt versprochen; und zu disem mal abgestellt. Erk.: 
sich schleunig in die sach zu schicken, die Gesandten 
anderer Stadte dieses schreiben anzeigen, daB man spilren 
mag, daB man gern das unrecht strafen wolle." Anna':as de 
Sebastien Brant, 249 (Nr. 5096); my emphasis. 
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a build-up of arms were spreading. Was the Emperor 

planning a move against the cities? When the King 

mentioned offenses to the Peace, was he also thinking of 

Strasbourg?267 Gundelfingen had informed the Council that 

Charles V had sent a "substantial" amount of money to 

Germany so that in case of unrest Ferdinand would be able 

to fend off rebellion. 268 In its reply to Schweikhard of 

Gundelfingen, the Council stressed that Strasbourg had 

always upheld the Treaty of Nuremberg. 269 Philip of Hesse, 

267This suspicion was seconded by the Council of Basel. 
Strasbourg had informed the Baselers about the solicitation 
of Gundelfingen. The Baselers answered on February 10, 
1535, expressing their hope that the King's intentions were 
honest and that he did not subsume the Strasburghers and 
the confederates under the label of the "new sects." PC 
II, 249, fn. 4 (Nr. 269). 

268In the same letter, in which Schweikhard of 
Gundelfingen tried to enlist Strasbourg's help for the 
campaign against MUnster, he informed the Council about 
this provision: "Damit man noch deutlicher des Konigs 
BemUhungen zur Verhlitung von Unruh en und Emporungen und zum 
Schutz der Obrigkeiten im Reich erkenne, teilt er mit, dass 
der Kaiser auf Ansuchen der Konigs einen Orator und Rate 
sowie lain treffenliche' Summe Gelds nach Deutschland 
geschickt habe, damit im Notfall 'von solichem gelt kai. 
rot. stattlich hilf zu der gegenwer thun und also die 
gehorsam vor den mutwilligen aufrliren und emperungen 
schutzen und schirmen mocht.1I PC II, 249 (Nr. 269). 

269" Auf den Vorwurf, dass dem NUrnberger Vertrage und 
dem kaiserlichen Landfrieden zuwider gehandelt werde, 
'wollen e. k. mt. wir ganz underthaniglich berichten, das 
unseres teils wider den zu Nurnberg ufgerichten kei. friden 
und stilstand nichtzig, sovil wir wissen haben, gehandelt 
worden, ... '" PC II, 250 (Nr. 270). Furthermore, the 
Council expressed its anxiety that the Peace would be 
upheld by the Emperor beyond tbe next imperial diet. until 
then, they hoped, "'des wir uns doch bei den unsern nit 



upon hearing of Strasbourg's worries, tried to calm the 

Council. 270 The Landgrave had just received information 
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from Vienna, in which the King specified the purpose of the 

money sent by Charles V. Initially supplied for the 

campaign against Wlirttemberg, it was now to be used to keep 

the peace in Germany. 271 Whatever soothing effect Philip's 

words may have had, this impact was entirely lost when he 

had to admit that the Zwinglians were still in bad standing 

with the overlords. The latter dreaded "that something 

further might be launched by the zwinglians or by 

others.,,272 It was exactly this fear--that Emperor and 

besorgen und bei denselben moglichstz vleisz mit der hilf 
gottes furkomen wellen, einich ufrur oder endporung 
endsteen sollte,' so mage der Konig auf Strassburgs Treue 
und Gehorsam gegenliber Kaiser und Reich voIles Vertrauen 
setzen und nicht zweifeln, dass die stadt neben und mit 
andern Reichsstinden ihre Schuldigkeit thun werde." Ibid., 
251. 

270pC II, 251f (Nr. 271). 

271philip reported" ... das kei. mt. nit allein des 
glaubens sachen halben, offensive etwas furzunemen, nit 
gesinnt sei, sonder das erlegt gelt zur defension und, 
gehorsam fride und einigkeit im reich zu erhalten, 
verordnet habe; und sei dasselb gelt zuvor uf den 
Wlirtenbergischen zuk, ob wir etwas weiter hetten wollen 
furnemen, verordnet gewesen." PC II, 251 (Nr. 271). 

272 ..... und wellen euch daneben nit bergen, das 
diejenigen, so man fur zwinglisch achtet, bei dem kei. 
orator und der ko. mt. hoch verunglimpft und vorgetragen 
worden sein, als solten si zu ufrur und ungehorsam begirde 
und lust en tragen, sonderlich auch weil der Wlirtembergisch 
zuk also volendet, hat man die sorg, es werde durch die 
zwinglische und andere etwas weiter angericht; darumb kai. 
und ko. mt. bewegt, und wol zu vermuten, das nunme das 
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King would look upon Strasbourg as a city of Zwinglians and 

"Schwarmer"--which caused the Council such anxiety. 

Realizing the apprehension of the Strasburghers, the 

Landgrave sought to end on a more positive note: he and 

his advisers had assured the imperial orator that the 

Zwinglian suspicions against Strasbourg were groundless. 

Furthermore, the upcoming imperial Diet would correct this 

impression altogether when Strasbourg and the other cities 

accused of zwinglianism would subscribe to the document 

that Melanchthon and Bucer had drawn up. 273 

But the rumors about imperial mobilization continued 

to unsettle Strasbourg and the other cities. A month 

later, on February 15, 1535, Philip tried to dispel the 

cities' fear once again: they should not give any credence 

erlegt gelt uf soliche sach verordnet und kei. mt. 
deshalben die haubtleut habe bestellen lassen." PC II, 
251 f (Nr • 271). 

V3" ••• aber es haben unsere rete derjenigen halben, so 
fur zwinglisch gehalten, gegen dem kei. orator 
entschuldigung und bericht gethon, das wir uns versehen, 
der orator und auch der konig nunmer einer andern meinung 
seien, und werde dabei pleiben. weil nun ein reichstag 
wtirt ausgeschriben, und da der zwinglische sachen halben 
auch mocht gehandelt werden, so alsdann ir und andere, die 
under dem namen der zwinglischen leer begriffen und 
verdacht seit, der vergleichung Melanchthonis und Buceri 
anhangen und [euch] der emporung und des ungehorsams 
entschuldigen [werdet], als wir es dann davor halten und 
wissen, das ir im selbigen unschuldig seit, so werdet ir 
wol dabei gelassen und unbeschwert pleiben, und solt euch 
dernhalben zu uns aller gnad furderung und trost versehen." 
PC II, 252 (Nr. 271). The document referred to is part of 
the drafts of the future wittenberg Concord. 
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to such defamation, but trust that the majesties were 

interested in maintaining peace and concord rather than in 

provoking insurrection and antagonism. 274 

The events of Mtinster called Strasbourg to action at a 

delicate time. Concerns about a similar uprising within 

its own walls coincided with the apprehension of being seen 

by the Emperor as a sanctuary for heretics. At the same 

time, the need to guard its own autonomy against the 

aspirations of territorial lords precluded an unambiguous 

delivery of impartial and immediate support in the campaign 

against Mtinster--the one response which might have appeased 

Emperor and King. Both factors entailed Strasbourg's firm 

but circumspect foreign policy. 

2N"Antwort auf Strassburgs Mitteilungen tiber 
Kriegsgertichte. Dieselben Nachrichten seien ihm auch aus 
Ulm zugekommen; 'aber wir geben dennoch dergleichen 
fleyungen [=Verlaumdungen?] keinen glauben und halten es 
genzlich davor,--es sei dann kein trew oder glaub mehr bei 
den menschen--, es werde kei. und ko. mat. mehr geneigt 
sein, friden und einigkeit in teutscher nation zu suchen, 
dan ufrur und widerwillen zu erwecken."1 PC II, 258 (Nr. 
281) • 
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VI. CONCLUSION: THE IMPACT OF "MUNSTER" 

Regarded both by contemporaries and by succeeding 

generations as the most appalling event of the sixteenth 

century, "Munster" provoked strong but varied reactions 

throughout the Empire. The usurpation of power by an 

extremist religious group stimulated a wave of comments and 

actions, articulating conspicuously political and religious 

interests which "Munster ll seemed to jeopardize. The events 

in Westphalia occurred when the Protestant Reformation was 

well into its second decade. While the years of heated 

theological debate betvleen Catholics and Lutherans were 

over, the 1530s witnessed acute political tensions. with 

the establishment of the Schmalkaldic League, Protestantism 

had become a powerful force despite its lack of legal 

recognition by the Emperor. Philip of Hesse's recovery of 

Wurttemberg made Hapsburg only too aware of Protestant 

expansionism. In this highly charged situation, "Munster" 

stimulated widespread anxiety that the event would provide 

the occasion to redraw the political map of Europe. Yet, 

notwithstanding all its potential for generating a 

political and religious revolution, the shocking experience 

of "Munster" acted in the end as a profound stabilizing 

factor. Initially, before the magnitude of the Anabaptist 

reign was fully understood, political leaders were 
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primarily concerned with their own local interests. 

Increasingly, however, the events in Munster and in the 

northern territories frightened governments into joint 

action. The rebellious Anabaptists had struck one decisive 

chord with the political leaders; the conviction that, like 

the revolt of the Peasants ten years earlier, the rising of 

the Mtinsterites would launch the general rebellion of the 

common man. This terrifying prospect united Catholic and 

Protestant troops before the gates of Munster. 

The event further demonstrated the sensitivity of 

sixteenth-century society to anything questioning the 

traditional order. The widespread outrage over the 

introduction of polygamy, the community of goods, and the 

elevation of the tailor Jan van Leiden as king was no petty 

moral indignation, but was directed toward the Mtinsterites' 

demolition of societal structure, threatening the cohesion 

of the family, the principles of the economy, and the 

political hierarchy. with "Mtinster," Germany clearly 

rejected any communal notions that the Anabaptists reign 

may have introduced. In fact, the experience of "Miinster" 

was an accelerating factor toward absolutist government. 

In each of the areas investigated--cologne, the 

Rhineland, and Strasbourg--"Munster" led to a change in 

policy toward heretics, although at different junctures in 

time. For the Council of Cologne, this shift was 
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stimulated by Mlinster's turn toward Protestantism in 1532. 

until the beginning of the 1530s, Cologne's lenient policy 

toward Lutherans was more striking than the rare cases of 

persecution. The Council's concern was the preservation of 

peace and order. Thus, as long as heterodox people did not 

openly confess their beliefs and cause public disturbance, 

the government saw no reason for the investigation or 

repression of private beliefs. However, when MUnster took 

its step toward Protestantism and when the Emperor learned 

about the rise of heretics in Cologne, a reversal of the 

hitherto indulgent policy occurred. Fearing he might lose 

Cologne to Lutheranism, the Emperor put pressure on the 

Rhenish metropolis, and dutifully the Council tightened its 

procedure. Therefore, not the trials of Clarenbach and 

Fliedstetten (1529), but Munster's opting for Protestantism 

marked the turning point in Cologne's political course 

toward a harsher treatment of non-Catholics. 

In the argumentation of the councilors, political 

motivations by far outweighed the religious. This is 

confirmed by the Council's rejection of the princely reform 

proposal. Fearful lest the Archbishop use the program to 

extend his dominion over the city, the councilors saw 

themselves unable to join his reform project. 

In the Rhineland, it was the Anabaptist assumption of 

power in 1534 that brought about a change in policy. This 
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alarming event stimulated Archbishop and Duke to join 

forces in a social and religious reform program which would 

eradicate the reasons why people fell for religious 

"charlatans" like the Miinsterites. Herman of Wied was 

convinced that, through "Miinster," God had called upon 

political and religious leaders to mend their ways, and 

this indeed became the major inspiration for the princely 

Catholic Reformation. Therefore, the most distinct change 

"Miinster" prompted was with regard to the princes of 

Cologne's countryside. 

In Strasbourg, a harsher policy on dissenters was not 

devised until 1538, when the memory of the Anabaptist 

takeover had been rekindled by the activities of former 

Miinsterites. Strasbourg's reactions to the developments in 

Westphalia highlighted the differences in the agendas 

between councilors and ministers. The vision of the 

magistracy for Strasbourg was not that of a pious city 

following the tune of an austere clergy--or, for that 

matter, of a stern Cou:':1cil--but of a community enjoying its 

liberties in peace and concord. Of course, religion was 

essential in this civic outlook, but not in the all

determining fashion of Bucer and his party. 

Both Cologne and Strasbourg fought for the 

preservation of their imperial privileges against 
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encroachments from territorial overlords. Although by the 

time of the Reformation, the (arch)bishops of Strasbourg 

and Cologne had lost most of their power over the cities, 

the magistrates continued to repel any episcopal action, 

however feeble, that could potentially weaken civic 

sovereignty. Designs of territorial lords on a larger 

scale, as displayed at the Diet of Coblenz (1534), were met 

with the concerted opposition of the imperial cities. 

Here, the civic magistrates were much more aroused by what 

they regarded as the princes' cheeky arrogation of control 

than by the dismal state of affairs in MUnster. 

Despite the confessional differences between Cologne 

and Strasbourg, the many similarities in political concerns 

and strategies call into question the traditional stark 

division between imperial cities according to their 

Catholic and Protestant allegiances. When civic freedoms 

were at stake, Cologne turned to Strasbourg to represent 

its interests at the upcoming Diet of Worms (July, 1535). 

Cooperation and mutual support in political crises as well 

as a lively economic exchange forces us to revise the long 

assumed dichotomy between Catholic Cologne and Protestant 

Strasbourg. 

"MUnster's" impact on the religious outlook was 

overall that of reinforcement. The events consolidated 

rather than shattered the established interpretive systems. 
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Strasbourg's ministers saw their worst fears corne true; so 

did Cologne's Carthusians. "MUnster" prompted an 

intensification of the appeal toward magistracies to 

undertake reform and to keep a tight grip on sects and 

morals, but it did not lead these religious spokesmen in a 

new direction. The religious models of both the Strasbourg 

ministers and the Carthusians were able to assimilate and 

make sense of the shocking experience of "MUnster." 

The reception of "MUnster" did, however, reveal some 

surprising stances, as with the Dominicans, Cologne's chief 

theologians. Curiously, these veterans of the Catholic 

campaign against Luther during the 1520s did not rally 

their energies against the audacious Anabaptist enterprise 

in the 1530s, but took a back seat when most others looked 

in bewilderment toward Westphalia. The lack of response to 

the Anabaptist menace shows the Dominicans oddly out of 

step with their time and its new challenges. Whatever 

fervor they had left, was still focused on the Lutherans; 

the Anabaptists functioned merely as a means to repudiate 

Luther and his followers. The Franciscans were similarly 

absorbed in the combat with Lutheranism, realizing only 

well after the beginning of the Mlinsterite reign the much 

more radical nature of Anabaptist heresy. 

Looking at the similarities and differences between 
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Protestant Strasbourg and Catholic Cologne, the 

Strasburghers proved to be more competent in distinguishing 

between the many varieties of heresy and to act 

accordingly. Furthermore, the close connection between 

Anabaptism and sedition as seen by Catholics was not self

evident in Strasbourg. For Bucer and his colleagues, it 

was the Mlinsterites, a small subgroup of the Anabaptists, 

who came to represent the spirit of uprising and violence. 

For the Cologne Franciscan, Heller of Corbach, however, 

"Mlinster" characterized the intent of Anabaptism as such. 

In addition, Strasbourg underlined its readiness to debate 

right doctrine publicly, whereas Cologne prohibited the 

discussion of doctrinal matters altogether. The 

Strasburghers demonstrated an eagerness to understand, to 

help, and to convert Anabaptists. Cologne's monks, on the 

other hand, contented themselves with warning their fellow 

believers, securing their own ranks, and providing simple 

people with poignant arguments against the seduction of 

heresy. What they did not do was engage in a debate with 

heretics. 

The Anabaptist 'rule of terror' in Mlinster lasted for 

sixteen months despite the eventually united onslaught of 

the entire Empire. This was a stunning event indeed. Most 

striking for the modern historian, looking back over the 
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turbulent years fraught with upheaval, is the swiftness 

with which many religious leaders were able to point to the 

symbolic importance of this event and to integrate it into 

preexisting models of interpretation, thus preparing 

"Miinster's" transformation into a myth. 
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